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PREFACE
Since the first symposium in Belgrade, Serbia more than two decades ago, in 1996, International
Symposium on Industrial Engineering - SIE has been held regularly every 3 years. It represents an opportunity
for researchers in the Industrial Engineering community to review and evaluate their scientific achievements
over the period since the previous SIE, share their most recent results and ideas, and discuss possibilities for new
directions in research, joint experiments and observing campaigns.
The aim of the 7th International Symposium on Industrial Engineering – SIE 2018 is to contribute to a
better comprehension of the role and importance of Industrial Engineering and to point out to the future trends in
the field of Industrial Engineering. The Symposium is also expected to foster networking, collaboration and joint
effort among the conference participants to advance the theory and practice as well as to identify major trends in
Industrial Engineering today. According to these goals the Symposium addresses itself to all experts in all fields
of Industrial Engineering to make their contribution to success and show capabilities achieved in the work that
has been done are very welcomed. SIE 2018 provides an international forum for the dissemination and exchange
of scientific information in industrial engineering fields through the large number of multidisciplinary topics.
The book brought together 58 papers and more than 170 authors from 12 countries, namely from Serbia,
Portugal, Finland, Switzerland, FR Macedonia, Italy, United Kingdom, Thailand, Slovakia, Canada, Poland and
Bosnia and Herzegovina. The submitted full length manuscripts were peer-reviewed, and selected for publication
by experts in their respective fields. The authors ranged from senior and renowned scientists to young
researchers. Only unpublished papers were accepted and the first author is responsible for the originality of the
paper. All papers are classified into six chapters, including opening and closing plenary lectures.
We expect that papers and discussions will contribute to better comprehension the role and importance of
Industrial Engineering in this and other countries, both in domain of scientific work and everyday practice.
Our efforts in organizing would not succeed without the considerable help of the members of Scientific
Program and the financial help of Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development was greatly
supportive for the success of the entire project.
At the end, the editors hope, and would like, that this book to be useful, meeting the expectation of the
authors and wider readership and to incentive further scientific development and creation of new papers in the
field of Industrial Engineering.
Welcome to the 7th International Symposium on Industrial Engineering – SIE 2018! We wish to all
participants a pleasant stay in Belgrade and are looking forward to seeing you all together at the 8th Symposium
on Industrial Engineering – SIE 2021.
Belgrade, September 2018
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIIS OF PRO
OJECTS AT
A THE
ASIA
AN DEVEL
LOPMENT
T BANK

Johhn Weiss
Emeritus Professor of Development
D
t Economics, University off Bradford, UK
U
john.alfred.w
weiss@gmail..com

organizaations like the World Bank, regionnal
develop
pment banks like the Asiaan Developmeent
Bank, thhe African Devvelopment Bannk and the InteerAmericaan Developmeent Bank, as well
w as bilaterral
donors like the UK Department for
f Internationnal
pment. In Euroope the approach has also beeen
Develop
applied in lending by tthe European Investment
I
Bannk
and the European Com
mmission (EIB 2013, Europeean
Commisssion 2014).2 T
This paper foccuses on practiice
in one regional
r
bank the Asian Dev
velopment Bannk
(ADB), which revissed its Guiddelines for the
t
econom
mic appraisal of projects in 2017 (AD
DB
2017).3
ADB leends throughouut the Asian region,
r
includinng
to Centtral Asian Reppublics that were
w
part of the
t
Soviet Union.
U
Its prim
mary focus in terms
t
of lendinng
volume is hard infrasstructure projeects in transpoort,
power, water and general urbann developmennt.
Howeveer, it also lennds for agricu
ulture, financial
sector and
a natural ressource develop
pment as well as
to the social
s
sectors like educationn and health. It
initially lent only to governments but now has a
growingg private sectoor window. All
A ADB projeccts
require a form of ‘‘economic due diligence’ be
applied.. This requires setting out wh
here a project ffits
in the wider
w
sector and macro-economic contexxt,
ensuringg a technicallyy feasible and low-cost version
of the prroject is selected for detailedd analysis, testinng
for risk
ks and financiaal sustainabilitty and cruciallly
where ever
e
possible comparing prroject costs annd
benefitss in a quanttitative analyssis to establiish

DUCTION
1. INTROD
Since publiic sector projeccts involve scaarce resources
their econ
nomic efficien
ncy must be tested. The
standard teest for project economic
e
efficiency, project
economic appraisal,
a
is a version of disscounted cash
flow analyysis which req
quires a with and without
project com
mparison of ben
nefits and costs in each year
of a projecct’s life. It diff
ffers from finan
ncial analysis
in the scoppe of its definnition of beneffits and costs,
which in principle
p
should capture thee impact of a
project onn the whole economy, nott just on its
financial sttakeholders. In
n the context of
o low income
countries Aid
A donors, wh
hether multilatteral, regional
or bilateral, have used thiis methodologyy to assess the
effectiveneess of the projjects they suppport. Project
economic analysis
a
is typ
pically used alo
ongside other
assessmentts of project im
mpact, like env
vironmental or
poverty im
mpact assessmen
nts, so that it is not the only
criteria by which a project is judged. However, in
many orgaanizations passsing the econoomic test is a
necessary, but not sufficcient condition
n, for project
acceptabilitty.
Assessing the economicc impact of projects
p
is a
o Aid donors
potentially complex task. The practice of
g
by a subbstantial technnical literature
has been guided
on how to assess
a
costs an
nd benefits in a development
context. For
F
a summarry see Curryy and Weiss
(2000). 1 With some, often quitee significant,
med the basis
simplificatiions this literaature has form
the practiccal appraisal of projects financed by
1

The developpment cost-benefitt literature stems from
f
the seminal
works of Litttle Mirrlees (19699, 1974) and UN
NIDO (1972) and
subsequent refinements
r
in Sq
quire and van der
d Tak (1975),
UNIDO (1978, 1980) and Ray
y (1984) with som
me differences of
H
(1972).
emphasis in Harberger

2

For a diiscussion of econoomic analysis at the
t World Bank see
s
(World Baank 2010) and Jennkins (1997).
3
The authhor was closely innvolved in this exerrcise as a consultaant.

2

gave analysts the choice of working in either a
domestic or a world price unit.
In principle all effects created by a project, whether
or not they worked through a market should be
identified and valued. In ADB (1997) there was a
detailed discussion of environmental impacts with
possible ways of valuing these, although in practice
environmental valuation was rarely done. The
efficiency test to be applied was an internal rate of
return above the test rate set by the Bank of 12% and
a positive net present value at this discount rate. The
12% figure was used as a rationing rate for Bank
projects and was intended as approximation to the
opportunity cost of capital in borrower countries.
The figure of 12% was not justified quantitatively
and it was stated clearly that if in any particular
economy a national rate had been calculated then
this could be used as an alternative. Further where it
was judged there were some benefits that it was not
possible to quantify and value then a lower rate of
return of 10% would be acceptable provided these
were explained fully. There was an explanation of
how the poverty effects of projects could be assessed
through a distribution analysis and a poverty impact
ratio – defined as the share of the poor in the
economic net present value of the project- could be
calculated. However, this was not mandatory for all
projects and no minimum figure was set for the
poverty impact ratio. The risks associated with a
project had to be tested using sensitivity analysis and
possible risk analysis for more complex projects.

economic viability. This requires either a rate of
return or exceptionally a cost effectiveness
calculation. The Guidelines ADB (2017) sets out the
preferred approach to this quantitative cost-benefit
comparison.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses the general approach in the
current Guidelines and section 3 sets out how it
differs from earlier guidance in the Bank (ADB
1997). Section 4 highlights some difficulties in
application and section 5 concludes.
2. GENERAL APPROACH
Where project outputs and inputs are sold on a
market the starting point for valuation is their price
on that market. However, the presence of taxation,
lack of information or various regulatory controls
means that in practice markets are ‘imperfect,’ so
that market prices need not reflect the true worth of
goods and services to the economy. Economic
appraisal under these circumstances requires the
adjustment of actual market prices to what are
termed ‘shadow prices’ or alternatively ‘economic
prices’, which are used to value outputs and inputs
in an economic appraisal. Where no market exists
for the goods or services used by a project,
economic appraisal requires that a monetary value
be assigned to these non-marketed transactions.
Application of economic analysis requires setting
out the alternative with and without-project
scenarios in each year of a projects life, estimating
annual net benefits and costs, where without-project
costs are subtracted from with-project costs and
without-project benefits are subtracted from withproject benefits. Because the original development
literature tried to quantify the effects of projects on
several different objectives – short-term allocative
efficiency, longer term-growth and income
distribution- a numeraire or unit in which different
project effects could be weighted and combined was
necessary. In practice applications have largely
focused on allocative efficiency, so that the unit or
numeraire is consumption or income at either
domestic or world prices. 4 The 1997 Guidelines

3. CHANGES IN THE NEW GUIDELINES
ADB (2017) introduced changes to the earlier
approach in three main areas relating to the decision
criteria (that is the test discount rate), environmental
valuation (principally the treatment of CO2
emissions) and the choice of numeraire (a domestic
price unit was recommended). In terms of impact on
practice the first two of these changes are potentially
significant.
Discount rate
In terms of decision criteria, the key test rate of
discount was revised downwards from 12% to 9%. It
is still to be used as a rationing rate with the caveats
that where a national rate is available this can be
used and that a lower rate of 6% can be used for
projects with unquantifiable benefits or for povertyfocussed projects. Several broad arguments were
used to justify a lower rate – falling global rates, the
fact that as countries get richer rates tend to fall as

4

Apparent differences between the alternative approaches arose
from the basic choice of numeraire - government income or
investment measured at world prices in one (Little Mirrlees,1974)
and domestic consumption at domestic prices in the other
(UNIDO 1972). Subsequent work showed how the alternatives
could be reconciled relatively easily (Curry and Weiss 1990,
2000, Potts 2002). In practice a distinction is rarely drawn
between income that is saved and income that is consumed, or
between government and private income.
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financial intermediation improves and the fact that a
lower rate places a higher value on long-run
environmental effects. Unlike the earlier Guidelines
in this case the choice of 9% was rationalized
formally on the basis of some simple calculations
implicitly estimating a time preference discount rate
for the Asian region.
The calculations were based on the ‘Ramsey model’
which defines the declining value of consumption
over time as
DR = g.n + μ
Where DR is discount rate, g is per capita
consumption growth, n is elasticity of marginal
utility of consumption and μ is pure time preference.
Average values for the region as a whole were used,
so in other words, values for ‘representative
consumers’ in each country were averaged.
Values of g = 5%, n = 1.5 and μ = 1.0 were used to
give 8.5% which was then rounded up to 9%.
The selection of a 9% rate based on the Ramsey
formula can be questioned on both theoretical and
empirical grounds. Theoretically it is questionable
whether it is meaningful to think of time preference
for a region as large as Asia based on the average of
preferences of ‘representative consumers’ in the
different countries. Empirically the 9% rate is based
on a set of assumptions, principally a high average
rate of growth of regional per capita consumption of
5% and a relatively high elasticity of utility with
respect to consumption growth of 1.5. Earlier
empirical work suggested an elasticity of 1.0 and if
this is combined with a more conservative projection
of the growth of per capita consumption of say 3%
plus the same pure time preference figure of 1%, the
result is a much lower discount rate of 5%.5 This is
not say that a lower rate like 5% is more accurate
than the 9% in ADB (2017), but simply to point out
the uncertainty involved in this type of exercise and
the extent to which it relies on assumptions and
projections.

the 2016 base value by 2% annually has the effect of
discounting by a rate of approximately 7% as
opposed to the standard rate of 9% and thus goes a
modest way towards addressing the charge that
discounting at rates like 9% places a low value on
long-term environmental impact. The introduction of
a value like this for emissions can have large impact
on the appraisal of projects in sectors like energy
and transport and can shift decisions towards more
environmentally-friendly projects that reduce
emissions since they will now be credited with a
quantitative benefit. For other environmental
impacts the suggestion is that as far as possible a
‘benefit transfer’ approach be applied whereby
values estimated in the context of one project or
location or drawn from the secondary literature are
adapted for use on a new project.
Choice of numeraire
In relation to the choice of numeraire whilst the use
of a world price unit is not ruled out, a preference is
stated for a domestic price system and all examples
in the text are given in domestic prices. This
preference is on practical not conceptual grounds. It
is relatively easy for confusion to arise with a world
price system in relation to estimating willingness to
pay for project output and in conducting distribution
analysis. The former of these has been a significant
practical problem. In sectors like power and water it
is typically the case that an estimate is made of
willingness to pay to reflect project benefits. This
will be a value in prices faced by consumers, which
are domestic prices. If the appraisal is in world price
units all project effects both benefits and costs must
be in world prices. This is done typically on the cost
side by removing taxes and applying a Standard
Conversion Factor (which is an economy-wide
average ratio of world to domestic prices) to residual
local costs.6 However, there is a risk that the same
adjustment (revaluing willingness to pay by a
Standard Conversion Factor) is not applied to
willingness to pay, creating an over-estimate of
benefits as the Standard Conversion Factor as
calculated is always below 1.0.
The problem with distribution analysis arises
because the income effects from the financial
arrangements of a project must be combined with
the income effects measured at economic prices. It is

Environmental valuation
In relation to environmental valuation more practical
guidance was given as compared with the earlier
Guidelines. The net CO2 emissions from a project
(or the CO2 equivalent for other gases) are to be
estimated and valued at $36/ton in 2016 prices,
escalated by 2% annually. The figure of $36/ton
came from a review of marginal damage cost from
the environmental literature. The effect of increasing

6
The Standard Conversion Factor is the inverse of the ratio of the
Shadow Exchange Rate to the actual market rate. There is a
further technical complication with this approach, which is
discussed in Weiss (2018).

5
For studies using an elasticity of 1.0, see Squire and van der Tak
(1975) and UNIDO (1980).
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not always understood that if world price units are
used in the economic analysis this requires adjusting
the income changes from the financial arrangements,
which will be at domestic prices, by the Standard
Conversion Factor. If this is not done the full income
changes created by a project will calculated
incorrectly. This potential misunderstanding has
been less significant in practice since most
distribution analyses of projects have been done as
part of an economic analysis at domestic prices, so
the scope for error does not arise.

charged is not a market-clearing price reflecting
willingness to pay. Application of the rule of half
requires that P2 in figure 1 be a market-clearing
price, otherwise the average of P2 and P1 will
understate average willingness to pay. This second
approach requires an accurate estimate of price
elasticity of demand for the good or service involved
and is only strictly valid for small changes in price
caused by a project.
The third approach involves asking consumers how
much they are willing to pay for a good or service in
a form of contingent valuation survey. Such surveys
are both time-consuming and need to be
implemented with considerable care in terms of
sampling and the phrasing of questions.8

4. SOME PRACTICAL COMPLICATIONS
The changes highlighted here are intended to
provide a more rigorous test of the economic
viability of projects. None the less in practice
economic analysis remains an approximate approach
to the assessment of benefits and costs. Here two
continuing practical difficulties in estimation are
highlighted – one in relation to willingness to pay
and the other in the treatment of foreign exchange.

Price

b
P2
a

P1

Estimating willingness to pay
For projects in non-traded sectors benefits are
typically specified in terms of willingness to pay for
the additional goods or services the project makes
available. 7 However despite the theoretical
importance of this concept in practice it can be
difficult to estimate with accuracy. ADB (2017)
discusses the problem of estimation in more detail
than in the previous Guidelines giving three main
alternative approaches, each of which are subject to
complications. The simplest is the ‘rule of half’
which values output at the average of with and
without-project prices; this is the average of P1 and
P2 in figure 1. The use of the average of with and
without project prices is strictly only valid where the
price-demand relationship is linear and will be
misleading if the project offers a different quality of
good or service (such as network electricity or piped
water as compared with kerosene lamps or
standpipes), since if the quality is sufficiently
different with and without-project prices will be on
different demand lines.
Where one of the two prices are not known, the
shape of the demand -price line can be inferred
based on the known price and a value for price
elasticity of demand. Such a situation arises where
the without-project price is controlled so the price

c

0
Q1

Q2

Quantity

Figure 1. Demand-Price line
Foreign Exchange
In project economic analysis in domestic price
units as set out in ADB (2017) foreign exchange is
valued at a shadow exchange rate. The existence of
policies that allow flexibility in the nominal
exchange rate do not remove fully the need to make
some adjustment for the economic value of foreign
currency. The presence of taxes on trade mean that a
wedge is created between domestic and world prices
and the version of the shadow exchange rate used in
virtually all Bank appraisals is given by the average
tax and subsidy rate on foreign trade. As taxes and
subsidies on trade are now low this means that in
most countries the shadow exchange rate is very
close to the nominal official rate, so that the ratio of
the two (termed the Shadow Exchange Rate Factor)
is close to unity. This means an adjustment for
foreign exchange costs or benefits will have little
impact on the results of many projects. The main
difficulty with this approach is that it ignores any
underlying disequilibrium in the foreign exchange
market which will cause a change in the real

7
ADB (2017) describes this as benefits from incremental (that is
additional) output. For output that is non-incremental (that is
replacing other goods or services) benefits will be in terms of cost
savings.

8
ADB (2013) describes applications of both the second and third
approaches to valuation of willingness to pay and in particular
highlights what it considers a best-practice approach to contingent
valuation surveys in the water sector.
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[2]

exchange rate over the life of a project. ADB (2017)
also gives a second version of the shadow exchange
rate formula which incorporates an exchange rate
adjustment. Whilst this conforms with theory the
practical problem is that estimating future real
exchange rate changes accurately is very difficult.9

[3]

[4]

5. CONCLUSIONS
ADB as an organisation has consistently applied the
technique of economic analysis to assess the
viability of the projects it finances. Such appraisals
are usually limited by the time and resources
available, but within these constraints efforts are
made to ensure that operational work keeps up with
what can be considered good practice in the
technical literature. The 2017 Guidelines aims to do
this by incorporating concerns over time preference
and the limitations of using high discount rates, as
well as environmental issues. It omits some of the
more complex adjustments that are considered in the
academic literature such as a value for the marginal
cost of public funds and the issues raised by a
distinction between producer and consumer prices.10
Further it ignores most second-round effects from
projects, which can have important distributional
effects. The Guidelines are intended as a practical
operational document not an academic study and
should be assessed by this criterion. They are a
useful addition to the literature on appraisals by
international organisations and reflect a renewed
awareness of the importance assessing projects from
a broad perspective.

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
[9]
[10]

[11]

[12]
[13]

[14]

[15]
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mechanism may be thhe cause of maajor accidents, as
demonsttrated by a few
w studies abouut accident in oil
o
and chem
mical industryy published by EU Commission
and OEC
CD [9; 11].
The Eu
uropean Directtive 2012/18/U
UE (Seveso IIII),
replacinng the previouss Seveso Directives, introducced
a few requirements
r
ffor the safe aging
a
of criticcal
equipmeent, which must be verified
v
durinng
mandatoory audits. Inn Italy, most of the Seveeso
establish
hments are feeaturing aged plants, thus the
t
issue off plant safe aageing is very important. The
T
implemeentation of thee new EU Seveso III Directiive
in the national legislattion was a goood chance for the
t
r
to faace this issue. According
A
to the
t
Italian regulators
EU Direective, the operrator of a Seveeso establishmeent
must haave a monitoriing plan to co
ontrol equipmeent
ageing and
a prevent lossses due to corrrosion and othher
deterioration mechaniisms. During the inspectionns,
which are
a organized bby the Compeetent Authoritiees,
it is esssential to verrify the adeqquateness of the
t
monitorring plans adoppted by the operators. The aiim
of the paper
p
is to discuss how the Ittalian Competeent
Authoritties are fulfilling these duties
d
and whhat
methodss have been ussed for these purpose.
p
In ordder
to deveelop adequate methods reseearch world was
w
involved
d. At the endd, Academia and Authoritiies
Workingg together withh Industry deveeloped a cuttinngedge soolution, which may be interresting for manny
Europeaan Countries, fa
facing the samee problem.

Abstract
The paper discusses a method
m
developped to assess
the adequuateness of equipment safe ageing
management in the proceess industries. Basically
B
it is
an index method,
m
which
h evaluate thee factors that
accelerate or slow down the equipment
deterioratio
on. Both physical and intanngible factors,
including managementt systems, have been
consideredd. The method
d has been addopted by the
Italian Competent Autho
ority for the prevention
p
of
Major Acccident. It will
w
be used during the
mandatory audit of indusstrial establishhments, in the
frameworkk of Seveso III Directive for the
t control of
Major Acciident Hazard.
Key words::Ageing, Majo
or Accident Haazard.
DUCTION
1.INTROD
The Agein
ng for industriaal systems is defined
d
as the
effects off concurrent deterioration mechanisms,
which cum
mulate in time and have thee potential to
reduce performances,
p
increase hazards
h
and
jeopardize functions of the
t system. Aggeing may be
b means of innspections and maintenance.
controlled by
In a large process plant, such as a refinery or a
petrochemiical plant, there are thousandds of technical
systems, which
w
in turn are
a part of a more
m
complex
system, whhich includes people with their duties,
skills and knowledge, organizations,, regulations,
proceduress, instruction
ns, documentts, technical
specificatioon, as well as external stakeholders. The
ageing issuue is critical for
f the sites where
w
a major
loss of hazzardous materiials is possiblee, with severe
consequencces for people and environm
ment. At these
sites, the EU
E Seveso Directive
D
for th
he control of
Major Acccident Hazard (MAH) has been
b
enforced
since thirtyy years. The issue of ageinng is critical,
because corrosion and
a
other deterioration

2. SCOP
PE & OBJEC
CTIVES
The scoope of the paaper include th
he Seveso sitees,
which are
a the establiishments that hold hazardoous
materialls in quantityy equal or higgher of definned
threshollds. The Seveeso Legislatioon discriminattes
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establishmeents in upper tier
t and lowerr tier; but, for
the ageing control, there are
a no differennces.
The goal of
o the ageing management
m
is to assure the
longevity of
o the plants. Longevity mayy be defined,
within the scope of thee paper, as thee capacity of
control, by means of plan
nned activities, the effects of
ageing, avvoiding the consequences, assuring the
functions of
o the system
m, preventing the
t losses of
materials and
a energy. Inn other words, Longevity is
the Resistaance to Ageingg! An essential condition for
longevity is to adopt and implement a plan
p to control
on mechanisms. The paper
all potential deterioratio
i the detail an
n assessment method
m
for the
discusses, in
adequacy of the ageing managem
ment in the
framework
k of the safety management system
s
for the
prevention of major accident hazard, as
a required by
he method has been initially
the Seveso legislation. Th
ors [4]. The method was
proposed by the autho
i a further paaper [8] and, at end it has
improved in
been adoptted, by the National
N
Comm
mittee for the
applicationn of Seveso Legislation,
L
whhich includes
representattives of all
a
Seveso stakeholders
(Environmental Agencies, Fire Briigades, Civil
B
to be
Protection, Ministry off Industry). Before
a
the method
m
was teested in a few
definitely approved,
representattive sites, ch
hosen by th
he Industrial
Associationn, namely Peetrol Industrial Union and
Chemical Industry Fedeeration. The scope
s
of the
a now, inccludes just the primary
method, at
containmen
nt systems. Maachines and coontrol systems
are not inccluded. Controll systems and machines are
relatively easier
e
to replaace than largee containment
systems. The
T replacemen
nt of large vesssels, instead,
requires major
m
investm
ments as well as difficult
authorizatio
on
processees,
thus
in
Seveso
establishmeent many conttainment system
ms have been
in service for a time laargely exceedin
ng the initial
design lifettime.

3. THE METHOD
The threee pillars to assure “longevityy”, as defined in
the objeectives, are
• Inspections, whichh provide data;
• Moddeling, based onn knowledge, which
w
make daata
usable;
• Resiilient Manageement, which use data annd
prognossis to make righht decisions at the right time.
To facee the problem of Ageing must
m
be assesssed
both thhe “strength” of ageing factors
f
and the
t
“adequaacy” of the longgevity factors.
Table 1 Ageing annd Longevity Factors to be
averaged on all criticaal items
Factor

Scoree
Agein
ng (negative)

In-servicce
time/exp
pected
lifetime
n. of
Unplann
ned
Stop /
total num
mber of
stop
actual /exxpected
FailureR
Rates
Deteriorration
mechaniisms

(1) ≤ 90%; (2) 90  100%; (3) 100
 1200%; (4) > 120%
(1) ≤ 10%; (2) 10  25%; (3) 25 
60%;; (4) > 60%

(1) f ≤ 0,5frif; (2) 0,5frif < f ≤ 1frif;
(3) 0,5frif < f ≤ 2frif; (4) f > 2frif
Detaiils in tabel 2
Longevvity (positive)

Inspectioons
planningg and
results

Figure 1 Thhe fish-bone model
m
for the ag
geing

Inspectioons
efficienccy

Specific
Protectioons

Incluude three sub-facctors:
a) peercentage of poositive function
test,
(1)<90%; (2) 90-95%
9
(3) 9598% (4)>98%
b) peercentage of poositive integrity
test,
(11)<98%; (2) 988-99% (3) 99999.5% (4)>99.5%
%
c) peercentage of thhe peformed of
plannned inspesctions
9
(3) 95(1)<90%; (2) 90-95%
99% (4)>99%
Incluude two sub-factoors:
(i) efffectiveness of innspections,
Accoording to API 581:2016
(ii) trrainer qualificatiions
Accoording
ASTM
M
or
ISO
97122:2012
Averrage evaluation sub-factors: (i)
inspeection
inteervals,
(ii)
proteection’s conditionns

Ageing factors Includee:
Vulnerabillity
of
th
he
equipmeent
1. The
(deteriorration mechannisms, detectaability, potential
effects )
2. The vulnerabilityy of the overall
o
system
ms
(acciden
nts, near miisses, unexpected shutdow
wn,
inapproppriate repairs aand modificatioons in the past))
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 Consequences: The most serious consequences
are the possible sudden structural failures. At the
lower level there is the possible formation of more
or less extended holes and lowest alterations of
characteristics that do not compromise the
containments (e.g. deformation).
Table 2 shows the scoring of for the main classes of
deterioration mechanisms, but it is possible define
further mechanisms. The score must be calculated
using the three criteria above mentioned. The three
criteria may be used also to customize the score, if
the mechanism may be controlled by means of some
innovative techniques. If a critical system has
concurrent deterioration mechanisms, with different
scores, the highest one must be selected.

3. The Actual conditions, as revealed by inspection
results and recorded failures and ruptures.
Longevity factors include:
1. The Capability of Manage information, as
gathered along the plant life cycle.
2. The Capability of Monitoring, including sensors,
instruments and skilled inspectors
3. The Prognostic Capability, including knowledge
based modelling
4. The Capability of Recovering, including,
protection, repair and maintenance.
The basic idea of the proposed method is to evaluate
these points by a means of fishbone model,
according the schema shown in figure 1. In the
upper side of the fishbone, there are the ageing
factors, in the lower one the longevity factors. Based
on the fishbone model a scoring system has been
developed. Scores range from 1 to 4 for all factors.
Ageing factors, have a negative weight and
longevity factors have a positive weight; thus for
ageing factors the lower the better and for longevity
factor the higher the better. A balance between
negative and positive score is the necessary
condition to have a positive evaluation of the
system.
The very first step of the method is to have a list of
critical containment systems, which are identified in
the risk analysis and contains hazardous substances
in quantities significant compared to the Seveso
thresholds. The data required for any critical
containment systems are summarized in table 1.
Both negative (ageing) and positive (longevity)
factors are shown. The score for ageing and
longevity factors are calculated by averaging the
score of individual containment systems.
There is no room in the paper to discuss in the detail
all factors, but the factor Deterioration mechanisms
is worthwhile of a little discussion.
Each deterioration mechanism has a score, ranging
from 1 to 4. The higher the score the more
aggressive the mechanism. The score derives from
the combination of three partial scores, i.e.
detectability, propagation velocity and consequence.
 Detectability: The score depends on the
difficulties to detect and measure the phenomenon.
They depend, in turn, on the instrumentation, its
costs, the required skills, the repeatability and
uncertainty of the measures.
 Velocity: The parameter considered is the
temporal scale of the phenomenon, which is the
mean time between the very beginning of the
phenomenon and its occurrence in the form of
failure or rupture.

Table 2 Types of deterioration mechanisms
Mechanism Type
Long-term metallurgical
Short-term metallurgical
Localized thinning
mechanisms
Uniform Thinning
Mechanisms (corrosion
and/or erosion)
Corrosion due to the
environment
(atmospheric, soil)
Tenso-corrosion with
cracking
Damage from Hydrogen
to High Temperature
Fatigue
Creep
Corrosion under
insulation

cons. score
4
3
4
4

det.
4
4

vel.
1
4

4

3

4

3

2

2

3

2

1

1

2

1

4

2

4

3

4

3

4

4

3
3

3
3

4
3

3
3

4

3

4

4

A further point to stress is the certification of
inspection personnel. The compliance with ISO
9712:2012 at different levels (1, 2 and 3) is
recognized by the method, with higher score in the
factor “Inspection Efficiency”.
Further factors (both negative and positive) are not
specific of the individual systems and are valid for
the whole establishment. They are shown in table 3.
Neither for these factors, there is room for a
complete discussion but it is essential to highlight
the role of the standards for inspection
programming. The policy of Competent Authority is
clear on this point. Standard may be very useful for
operators, but cannot become an obligation, because
company are different each other and Seveso
Directive impact also small establishments, where
standard could result oversized.
Standard and Recommended Practices are, anyway,
promoted by means of the scores. The following
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national plan of the National Competent Authority to
visit all upper tier establishment at least once in three
years. Thus, the National Competent Authority
organizes every year an inspection campaign, involving
150 establishments and more. Similar plans are adopted
by Regional Authorities to visit all lower tier sites.
Thus, before to propose the method discussed in the
previous section to such a large audience, a few
experiments have been done. The sample included a
large Petrol Tank Farm, a Refinery unit and a Medium
sized Chemical Plant.
During the 2018 inspection campaign, which the
method will be used to verify the adequateness of the
ageing management at some 150 upper tier Seveso
establishments. After the first year, a first revision of
the method is planned, so that to include even machines
and control systems. In next three yearly inspection
campaigns will cover all establishments. The expected
effect of such action is the promotion of innovative
technical and organizational interventions for the safe
management of all ageing Seveso plant.

documents are recognized as suitable for ageing
management: API RP 580 [1], API RP [2];
EUUMA159 [6]; UNI TS 11325-8 [10], EN
16991:2018[5]. Just EN16991:2018 is a true
“standard”, which may be certified in all industries;
the other ones are basically “guidelines” or
“recommended practices”, suitable just for specific
industries, API for oil and gas, EUUMA for
atmospheric tanks, UNI for pressure equipment. All
these documents are aimed at a Risk Based
Inspection Plan, which should assure safe operations
for a fixed time interval. A more dynamic approach
could be valuable, thus the highest score is reserved
for the adoption of more innovative techniques,
including Intelligent Prognostics and Health
Management
(PHM)
and
Condition-Based
Probabilistic Safety Assessment (CB-PSA). A
further example of a dynamic approach in oil&gas
industry is API RP 584 [3]. It consider the ranges
and limits of process parameters that may change in
service time, so that to assure integrity and reliability
of equipment within defined “operating windows”.
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Table 3 Ageing and Longevity Factors for the
overall establishment.
Factor
% of near
misses due to
deterioration
% of equipment
with recorded
damages

Inspection
Management
System
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Score
Ageing (negative)
(1) ≤ 5%; (2) 5  15%; (3) 15 
35%; (4) f > 35%
(1) ≤ 1%; (2) 1  3%; (3) 3  5%;
(4) > 5%
Longevity (positive)
(1) according to legislation; (2)
risk-based and integrated (partially
or totally) with the inspection
planning;
(3)
according
to
Standards including API 581,
EUUMA 159, EN 16991 UNI
11325.8
(4) periodically updated API 584

Safety
Management
System
SMS Audit

Percentage of minor and major non
conformance detected during saftey
management system audits

Process control

(1) unregistered local control
system; (2) control system with data
recording; (3) data recording
system with automatic blockage
system; (4) control system with data
recording + automatic blockage
system + certified blockage system
according to IEC 61511 or 61508

4. IN FIELD APPLICATION
In Italy, there are some 1000 Seveso sites, divided
equally between upper tier and lower tier. There is a
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(R&D), and 95th in uuniversity-indusstry collaboratiion
hile according to the Global Competitiveneess
[12], wh
Report for 2010-22011 in university-indust
u
try
collaboraation 71st [11].
Accordinng to the Europ
pean Innovation Scoreboard ffor
2018, Seerbia is a Modeerate Innovator with
w the strongeest
innovatioon dimensionns in Compaany investmennts,
Linkagess (including SM
MEs collaborattion with otherrs),
and Em
mployment imppacts, while Innnovation-frienddly
environm
ment and Intelllectual assets are the weakeest
innovatioon dimensions [[1].
Although
h technologicall entrepreneurs may be abundaant
with ideaas, typically theey lack the resou
urces necessaryy to
realize th
hem, specificallly operating caapital required ffor
activitiess such as inteense research, development of
prototyp
pe,
and/or
ommercializatioon.
product
co
Governm
ment interventioon in early stagees of technologiccal
developm
ment can creatte the momenttum necessary to
launch thhe technology an
and to develop an
n industry [8].
Serbia was
w among thee first countriess in the region to
adopt thhe so-called "innnovation imperrative", that is the
t
notion that successfuul participationn in the globbal
dge economy reequires the abiility to adapt and
a
knowled
advance new technologgical and researcch capabilities thhat
involve public and priivate collaboraation. Founded in
2005, op
perational since 2011, the Innovation Fund (IIF)
was a pioneering effort to institutionalizze this endeavorr –
i
the caapacity of start--ups and resourcces
first by increasing
availablee for their grow
wth. The IF aimss to promote linnks
betweenn research andd technology development
d
a
and
economy
y, and support the developmeent of innovatiive
entreprenneurship.
In 20166, the Governm
ment adopted the Strategy ffor
Science and Technoloogy Developmeent: Research ffor

Abstract. Innnovation andd knowledge-ba
ased economy
are key faactors of comppetitiveness and sustainable
developmen
nt. One of the most important features of
innovation is represented
d through linkkage between
science an
nd small and
d medium-sizedd businesses.
Institutionaal collaboratio
on among thesse sectors in
Serbia is reinforced
r
thro
ough governmeent supported
programs implemented
i
byy the Innovatioon Fund. This
paper will present three grant programs aiming to
support commercialization of reesearch and
nt activities, ea
ach of them using
u
different
developmen
mechanism
m. Furthermoore, up-to-daate funding
statistics of these progrrams will be elaborated
e
in
order to understand th
he significancce of public
financing of joint innovattive projects wiith the goal of
creating neew commercial value.
Key words:: Innovation, Puublic funding, SMEs,
S
R&D
1.INTROD
DUCTION
One of thee key challengees of transitionaal economy is
proper deevelopment of
o competitiveeness trough
knowledge--based entreprreneurship andd linkage of
science with
h business. Esstablishing this liaison is very
important and
an certain reseaarches show thhat partnership
with sciennce sector is more important than the
companies’ customers foor the introducction of new
products to the market [7].
According to
t the Global Competitiveneess Report for
2017-2018, Serbia’s oveerall global coompetitiveness
hile the global coompetitiveness
index is 78 out of 137, wh
ut of 137. The
index for innnovation rankks Serbia 95 ou
Global Com
mpetitiveness Reeport 2017-2018 ranks Serbia
47th of 137 economies overrall in R&D ressearch, 107th in
company spending on research and development
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Innovation 2016–2020 (Strategy), specifically calling for
reforms in the public RDI sector and reinforcing the
importance of enterprise innovation and technology
transfer for the economy, including support for the
activities carried out by the IF. The essential novelty of
this Strategy is that it focuses around the “research for
innovation”, in the function of economic and overall
social development of the country. One of the key
objectives of the Strategy is strengthening the link
between science, economy and society to encourage
innovation. This objective implies that better connections
between scientific research organizations and industry
accelerates the development of technological innovation,
and a connection between science, art and technology on
one side with the new business models and practice on
the other side, opens up new opportunities for the
development of social innovation. For these reasons, the
Strategy states that the establishment of these links will
be supported, both in the process of creating new
intellectual property and in different stages of
development of new products, services and technologies.
[9]
In the past few years, Serbia has made progress in this
area by developing and implementing different support
programs for innovative companies and researchers.
However, in spite of positive developments in the field
of entrepreneurial competitiveness, commercially
applicable R&D activity and promoting collaboration
between the academic research institutions and the
private sector, still requires substantial efforts for
repositioning Serbia’s economy towards a knowledgebased profile. Furthermore, it has been established that
the majority of Serbia’s R&D is performed by higher
education institutions, with estimates that innovation in
business enterprise sector amounts to as low as 14% of
Serbia’s entire R&D. It has also been found that a mere
6% of researchers work in the business sector in Serbia,
compared to the EU’s 45%. [10]. These indicators being
diametrically opposite when compared to the EU
indicate a low level of competitiveness in Serbia’s SME
sector. In spite of Serbia’s investment into R&D
infrastructure in the period from 2010 to 2015, there is
still none to very limited existence of and access to
financial incentives and instruments that enable R&D
collaboration between the academia and the private
industry. Enhancing this model of cooperation would
provide additional value and potential for increase in
competitiveness of Serbian SMEs. Over 35% of all
R&D projects financed under the Innovation Serbia
Project (ISP) had at least some form of collaboration
between private sector enterprises and RDIs, which
indicates organic willingness to engage in this type of
cooperation, especially when facilitated through financial

incentives. Notable results have been observed under the
ISP. Serbian research institutes have expressed interest in
developing capacity for applied R&D, technology
transfer and commercialization. [3]
2.
PROGRAMS
FOR
SUPPORT
OF
COOPERATION BETWEEN PUBLIC R&D
ORGANIZATIONS AND PRIVATE SECTOR
In order to establish cooperation between science and
economy, since 2015 the IF has implemented the
following programs: First, under the Direct Grant
between the Department for Contracting and Financing
of European Union Funded Programs of the Ministry of
Finance of the Republic of Serbia and the IF, the IF has
established the Collaborative Grant Scheme Program
(CGS) to incentivize private-sector companies and
public-sector R&D organizations to engage in joint
scientific research and development projects with the
goal of creating new commercially viable products and
services, as well as innovative precompetitive
technologies with significant future impact and market
potential. CGS is implemented through a Direct Grant
Agreement. The IF, with support from the World Bank,
leverages international best practices in the design of the
CGS that encourages stakeholders to increase
collaborative R&D activities, as well as to utilize
existing infrastructure in public sector R&D
organizations. Under the CGS, the IF manages grants of
up to EUR 300,000 per project for research and
technology development projects in the duration of up to
24 months. The IF has been awarded the direct grant of
EUR 2.4 million of EU contribution and EUR 1 million
provided by the national public contribution of Ministry
of Education, Science and Technology Development,
covering a maximum of 70% of total eligible project
costs with 30% minimum co-financing provided by the
sub-grant beneficiaries. Public call for proposals for this
program was opened in 2016. A total of 96 project
proposals were submitted and the majority of proposals
came from the fields of food and agriculture, ICT and
energy and energy efficiency. Out of 96 submitted
proposals, 74 applications satisfied all eligibility criteria
and 28 were shortlisted. A total of 14 projects were
approved for financing in this pilot public call, and again,
food and agriculture dominate the selection (see Table
1.). These projects are currently in the development
phase and it is expected that new products, services and
technologies will be created as a result of this
collaborative process in the following 6 months. [2]
Second, the IF is implementing the Serbia Research,
Innovation and Technology Transfer Project
(SRITTP),which is financed by the IPA 2013 in the total
amount of 2.5 million EUR. The objective of
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Table 1. Collaborative Grant Scheme Program Funding
Total Budget
(EUR)
4.376.276

Approved IF
funding
(EUR)
3.000.000

Approved IF
funding %
68,55%

Awardee cofinancing
(EUR)
1.376.276

In 2017, the IF launched Innovation Vouchers
Scheme (IVS), part of the TTF Program, as
additional service line for SMEs who want to use
services of the public R&D organizations. The
innovation vouchers scheme is a new financial
support mechanism for small and medium-sized
enterprises that use the services of the scientific
research sector with the aim of raising the level of
innovation of their products and becoming more
competitive on the market. In the pilot phase, the IF
has awarded 115 innovation vouchers in total
amount of RSD 72 million [4]. Data presented in
Table 3.

Awardee cofinancing %
31,45%

SRITTP is to stimulate collaboration between public
R&D sector and the private sector in order to
commercialize R&D and promote technology
transfer [5]. The centralized Technology Transfer
Facility (TTF) established within the IF, as one of
the components of SRITTP. The TTF has been
operating with a dual mandate: to demonstrate that
commercialization of inventions arising out of
Serbian public research institutes and universities is
possible and to help build capacity of the existing
technology transfer facilities to consummate
technology transfer transactions with private sector
companies. Since its establishment, the TTF has
designed support program as a combination of a
technical support and funding and built a pipeline
through which the evaluation of proposals coming
from R&D organizations is evaluated and further
supported up to the commercialization transaction
with the private sector companies. The TTF deploys
the following Service lines: Eliciting disclosures
from researchers; Screening technology commercial
readiness (Triage); Funding the proof of commercial
readiness activities to move the technology closer to
the required technology readiness levels (financial
support in maximum amount of EUR 50.000);
Determining commercialization strategy and tactics,
including the need for additional commercial
readiness funding either from IF funds or externally;
Executing the commercialization strategy and
tactics; Identifying potential commercialization
partners; Negotiating and closing transactions
(contracting) with such partners; Monitoring and
follow-up of further commercialization tactics;
Contract research, Service contracts for industry, IP
landscape analysis; Support in applying for EU and
other donors funds and Innovation voucher scheme.
So far, under TTF total of 26 applications have been
received: 21 disclosures and requests for funding
and 4 applications under the service line contract
research, and one application under service line
Support in applying for EU and other donors’ funds
[6]. 15 projects have been approved financing,
totaling 292.050 EUR as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Technology Transfer Facility Program Funding
Number of
Approved
Signed
applications
contracts
26
16
13/16
Number
Total funding
(RSD)

/

36.498.080

29.692.653

Table 3. Innovation Vouchers Scheme Funding

Number
Total Amount of
funding
(RSD)
IF Amount of
funding 80%
(RSD)
Amount of cofinancing by the
firms 20% (RSD)

Number of applications

Approved

Signed

134

118

115

105.400.532

92.855.532,5

90.361.802,5

84.320.426

74.284.426

72.289.442

21.080.106

18.571.106

18.072.360

3. SECTORIAL DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDING
The funding support provided by the IF is sectoragnostic. The fund accepts applications from all sectors,
revealing a capacity for firm-led innovation beyond the
ever-dominant ICT sector. Beneficiary companies have
demonstrated potential in sectors as diverse as
agribusiness, construction, and bioengineering.
Distribution per sectors for CGS, TTF, IVS is shown in
Table 4., Table 5. and Table 6. respectively.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Presented programs are directly responsible for
significant number of newly created liaisons between
academia and private companies regardless of industry
sector or funds available. As shown, potential for such
collaboration in Serbia is high.
Number of applications for CGS exceeds available
funding, and demand for the innovation vouchers greatly
surpasses the allocated program budget. Considering that
leading applicants in these two programs are from the
private sector, it reflects willingness of private
companies to seek partnership in public R&D sector,
despite the belief that small and medium-sized
enterprises are reluctant to cooperate with the academia.
Although still pilot programs, CGS and TTF
demonstrated good example of government involvement
in building strong institutional collaboration between
science and small and medium-sized businesses.

Licensed
3/16
/
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Table 4. Collaborative Grant Scheme Program Sectorial Distribution
Sector

Submitted

Food and agriculture

Preselected

Approved

16,67%

13

17,57%

4

14,29%

4

28,57%

5

5,21%

4

5,41%

2

7,14%

1

7,14%

15

15,63%

11

14,86%

3

10,71%

1

7,14%

8

8,33%

7

9,46%

3

10,71%

2

14,29%

Medical and therapeutical devices
ICT (Information and Communication Technologies)

Eligible

16

Life sciences
Environmental and climate protection

8

8,33%

7

9,46%

5

17,86%

1

7,14%

Software and application development

7

7,29%

5

6,76%

2

7,14%

1

7,14%

Electrical engineering

9

9,38%

8

10,81%

3

10,71%

2

14,29%

Construction and civil engineering

2

2,08%

2

2,70%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

10

10,42%

10

13,51%

4

14,29%

1

7,14%
7,14%

Energy and energy efficiency
Machines and mechanical engineering

7

7,29%

6

8,11%

2

7,14%

1

New materials and nano-technologies

3

3,13%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

Other industry

6

6,25%

1

1,35%

0

0,00%

0

0,00%

Total

96

74

Table 5. Approved Technology Transfer Applications by sectors
Sector

Number of approved applications
5

31,25%

Mechanical engineering

5

31,25%

Medical and therapeutical devices

3

18,75%

Food and agriculture

1

6,25%

Software and application development

1

6,25%

Environmental and climate protection

1

6,25%

Total

16

100

Table 6. Approved Innovation Vouchers by Sectors
Sector
Mechanical engineering

Number of approved
innovation vouchers
31

%
27,0%

Food and agriculture

29

Electrical engineering

9

7,8%

Biotechnology

8

7,0%

ICT (Information and Communication
Technologies)
Software and application development

7

6,1%

6

5,2%

Other industry

5

4,3%

25,2%

Construction and civil engineering

4

3,5%

Energy and energy efficiency

4

3,5%

Chemical engineering

3

2,6%

New materials and nano-technologies

3

2,6%

Medical and therapeutical devices

3

2,6%

Environmental and climate protection

2

1,7%

Metallurgy

1

0,9%

115

100

Total
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benefitss from certiffication, and there was no
n
evidence of financiaal, and busineess performannce
improveement [13]. In addition, it waas described thhat
ISO 900
01implementattionbrought noiimprovements in
businesss performance [3].
Furtherm
more, a more recent research
h suggested thhat
ISO 90001 certified coompanies for more than thrree
years arre less prone to risks of faailure [7]. In the
t
same reesearch it was noted that the certification
process brought improvement to busineess
mance. The mettrics for busin
ness performannce
perform
includedd productivitty, cost-saviings, custom
mer
satisfacttion, process efficiency, and
a
competitiive
market position.
p
It is ev
vident that there are contraadictions in the
t
existing
g literature inn the domainn of ISO 9001
certificaation. The maiin objective off this systemattic
review is to conciseely present vaarious scientiffic
articles in this domain, in order to determine the
t
impact of ISO 9001 on financial performancce,
operatio
onal performaance, and overall
o
busineess
perform
mance. In the nnext section, a brief theoreticcal
backgroound is given. Further, the methodology is
describeed,and the resuults are presentted. Based on the
t
findingss, conclusions are drawn, and
d future researrch
is recom
mmended.

Abstract. In this systemattic review the impact
i
of ISO
9001 certtification on business perrformance is
addressed. A total of thirrty (n=30) scieentific articles
in the doomain of ISO
O 9001 certtification are
thoroughlyy analysed. Th
he sum of sam
mples of each
analysed article
a
is 9280.. The findings indicate that
almost halff of the total sa
ample size repoorted positive
impact of certification. It
I is evident thhat ISO 9001
positively affects
a
businesss performancee. This paper
can be useed for further research as it provides a
concise reeview on thee effectivenesss of quality
management systems.
ms, ISO 9001
Key words:: quality managgement system
certificatioon, business perrformance, imp
provement
1.INTROD
DUCTION
In this articcle the impact of
o ISO 9001 ceertification on
business peerformance will be addressedd. A thorough
systematic literature revview is condducted in the
domain off ISO 9001 certification. In addition,
business peerformance meetrics will be analysed.ISO
9001 certiffication impro
oves financial performance,
and contribbutes to higheer organizationnal efficiency
[12]. Thiss efficiency is the result of improved
processes throughout the organizaation.It was
suggested that ISO 90011 implementatiion positively
affects
customer
satisfaction,
operational
performancce, and financial performancee [11]. This is
manifestedd in the form stronger custoomer loyalty,
and higheer profit marrgins. Higherr operational
performancce is achieveed through more
m
efficient
processes. However, in other
o
articles it
i was argued
that ISO 9001
9
certified companies didn’t
d
acquire

B
UND
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROU
The ISO 9001 definnes the requiirements for an
m. This standaard
effectivee quality manaagement system
has a po
ositive impact on business performance,
p
annd
brings im
mprovements such
s
as higherr product qualitty;
higher customer satisfaction; imprroved employyee
communnication; imprroved internaal, and externnal
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processes; higher rates of employee training, and
new skill learning; achieving economic goals; and
improving financial performance. SMEs have to
focus on internal organizational processes in order to
effectively implement ISO 9001. This includes
quality culture, reduction of risky behaviour towards
the successful implementation of ISO 9001,
readiness analysis, and a dynamic business
environment [2]. It is evident that in order to
maximize the potential of the ISO 9001 standard, the
internal processes of an organization, have to be
intensely supervised, and effectively managed.
Management has to address the commitment, and
awareness of workers regarding quality management
systems, and its benefits to the organization.
Employees play a key role in the implementation
process.The main elements of ISO 9001
implementation include [4]:

customer relationship development (developing
strong relationships with customers is
important for re-purchase of products and
services, and overall for developing customer
loyalty);

research, and design of products, processes,
and procedures (implementation of ISO 9001
often requires the redesign of processes, and
procedures in order to synchronize them with
the requirements of the quality management
system);

resource management(without adequate, and
efficient
resource
allocation,
the
implementation process can be jeopardized);

security of processes (the new ISO 9001:2015
standard focuses on risk management, and the
security of processes play an important role in
maintaining a safe environment where security
risks are minimal).
The literature in the domain of ISO 9001
certification is dynamic, and the findings are often
contradictory between each other. ISO 9001:2000
was described as a standard that improves business
performance[10].Contradictory to these findings it
was argued that ISO 9001 certification didn’t bring
improvement to business performance or other
business processes [1].When addressing business
performance, it often means an integrated group of
performance metrics that includes productivity, cost
reduction, customer satisfaction, innovation
intensity, waste reduction, and higher product
quality. It was argued that the ISO 9001 certificate
fulfils only 40% of the requirements of thehighly
respected quality achievement, the Baldrige award.

The reasons are the following [6]:

certification is easy to achieve if only the
certificate is the goal, and not overall organic
quality improvement in the organization;

the ISO 9001 standard focuses on less
important, minor problems rather than cardinal
processes and procedures;

often the quality of products before and after
certification is similar, and companies don’t
see the point of certification;

the total quality management concept bring
better improvements in opposite to ISO 9001,
thus certification is not conducted.
Some findings showed that implementing a quality
management system doesn’t affect business
performance if the majority of the competitors on
the market are also ISO 9001 certified. However, if
the competitors are not ISO 9001 certified, then
there is an advantage if a company possesses a
certificate [8].Dynamic markets with volatile trends,
are prone to higher risks when it comes to ISO 9001
certification. On markets where trends dictate
product demand, and where customer loyalty is not
developed, the percentage of ISO 9001
implementation failure, is higher. During the
implementation process, companies often choose
simple quality tools, while the more complex tools
are used only in special situations. Human resources
are often the main influential factor in quality tool
usage. If the workers, or even worse, the managers,
are not committed to the certification process, the
advanced quality tools will not be used, thus the
benefits of these tools will not be utilized. This way,
a significant portion of the positive benefits of
quality management systems, is excluded. It is
important to address these issues before the
implementation process. The commitment aspect of
quality management systems is crucial for a
successful certification [5].
This systematic review focuses on thorough analysis
of various literature in order to determine the effect
of ISO 9001 on overall business performance. In the
next section the methodology of this research will be
defined.
3. METHODOLOGY
Articles used in this systematic review were
obtained through the Google Scholar, and KoBSON
service. The main key words used to search for the
adequate articles were the following: ISO 9001;
ISO 9001 certification; ISO 9001 impact; ISO
9001,and business performance; ISO 9001, and
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financial performance. Predatory conference papers
and predatory journal articles were avoided. When a
certain article was found it was downloaded and
stored on the authors’ personal computer. Duplicates
were removed, and the eligible articles were further
analysed. Irrelevant sources were excluded. Every
article was thoroughly analysed, and key findings
were noted. In every article the business
performance metrics were addressed, and noted
accordingly. This way, a useful insight is given
regarding the type of positive, negative or neutral
impact of ISO 9001.For the overall review process a
defined protocol was used that included the
following steps:
 Identifying, and obtaining articles through
the Google Scholar and KoBSON services;
 Removing duplicates;
 First analysis of articles (ineligible articles
were excluded);
 Second analysis of articles (articles
excluded with reasons);
 Article selection for the systematic review,
and qualitative analysis.
The review protocol was created according to the
PRISMA protocol which was developed by Moher,
Liberati, Tetzlaff, Altman, and the PRISMA Group,
in 2010 [9]. This protocol is widely acknowledged
as an effective tool for conducting systematic
reviews in various scientific domains. The PRISMA
protocol includes specific review steps that makes it
easier, and more effective to analyse literature for a
systematic review. In the next section the obtained
results are presented.

Table 1. Sample size, and impact of ISO 9001
Sample size
131
108
713
872
287
120
414
239
800
133
20
1000
106
27
441
352
87
168
143
209
3
N/A
287
138
N/A
255
749
200
1150
1000

Impact of ISO 9001
Neutral
Positive – Q, BP
Negative – FP
Neutral
Positive – PQ, OP
Positive – PC
Neutral
Positive – IN
Neutral
Positive – PM, OP
Positive – CI
Neutral
Positive – PR
Positive – FP
Positive – BP
Positive - PM
Positive – PQ, BP
Positive – FP, PQ, CS
Positive – FP, BP
Neutral
Positive – BP, FP, CS
Neutral
Positive – CS
Positive – CP
Positive – BP
Neutral
Positive – IE
Negative – IE
Positive – OP
Negative - FP

The sum of all samples of the analysed articles is
9280. The sum of samples where positive impact
was reported is 3686 (39.72%). The sum of samples
where negative impact was reported is 1913
(20.6%). Finally, the sum of samples where neutral
impact of ISO 9001 certification was reported is
3681 (39.33%).It is important to note that these
percentages are referred to the sum of samples in
individual articles. Therefore the number of
companies that reported positive, negative, or
neutral ISO 9001 impact in each individual article is
not presented.
To determine apositive impact of ISO 9001, the
following metrics were analysed: improved business
performance, financial performance, operational
performance, improved quality, higher customer
satisfaction, and increased productivity. For the
negative impact, lower productivity, higher costs,
difficulties in implementation, and lower financial
performance were addressed.Neutral impact was
noted where companies didn’t report any
improvement after ISO 9001 certification.

4. RESULTS
Thirty (n=30) scientific articles in the domain of ISO
9001 certification were used for this systematic
review. In Table 1, the sample size, and the impact
of ISO 9001 certification on company performance
(positive; negative; neutral), are presented. The
labels in the “Impact of ISO 9001” column have the
following meaning: Q-overall quality; FP-financial
performance; PQ-product quality; OP-operational
performance; PC- process control; CI-communication improvement; CS-customer satisfaction; INinnovation;
PM-process
management;
PRproduction; BP-business performance; IE-internal
efficiency; CP-competitiveness. The mentioned
labels are the metrics that were analysed in
individual articles. These metrics were used to
determine the impact of ISO 9001 certification on
overall business.
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[3] Allur, E., Heras-Saizarbitoria, I., & Casadesús,
M. (2014). Internalization of ISO 9001: a
longitudinal survey. Industrial Management &
Data Systems, 114(6), 872-885.
DOI:
10.1108/IMDS-01-2014-0013

5. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the obtained results, it can be concluded
that ISO 9001 certification can have a positive
impact on business performance. However, the
neutral impact also has a high percentage.
Companies that had good business performance
before ISO 9001 certification, didn’t report dramatic
improvement. Negative impact of ISO 9001
certification was reported when managers didn’t get
involved with the implementation process. This
resulted in time miss-management, higher costs, and
unachievable deadlines. Therefore, it is important
for top managers to get involved, and to be
committed to the implementation of the ISO 9001
standard. The results presented individual article
samples sizes, and ISO 9001 impact on business
performance. It is interesting to see the contradictory
reports from companies regarding benefits, and
improvements (if any) after ISO 9001
implementation.
Certainly, the findings of this research are
moderately significant. It provides a solid base for
future research in the domain of quality management
systems. Practical implications of this paper may
include use from companies, and managers who are
thinking about ISO 9001 implementation. The
limitation of this paper is the lack of detail in data
presentation when it comes to individual articles.
However, this could annul the concise nature of this
paper, and could invite confusion to the readers.
Therefore, for in-depth detail on this subject, it is
recommended to conduct a similar research in the
domain of ISO 9001, with the focus on specific
business performance metrics, and statistical
data.Additional conclusions can be drawn from the
mentioned recommended research.
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Abstract: By the development of science, technique
and technology, there is an increase in
environmental awareness in all segments of modern
business and life. Especially in the last decades,
environmental issues have significantly increased on
the list of priority issues, especially in the supply
chain management (SCM), where increasing
emphasis is focused on environmental sustainability.
A literature analysis indicated that this led to the
development of management of so-called Green
Supply Chain (GrSC). However, the legal
framework that formulates regulations for fulfilling
especially ecological norms has a problem related to
the lack of adequate literature in the field of
management of the GrSC (GrSCM). This paper aims
to demonstrate the importance of environmental
sustainability for the SC in conditions of much
harder competition in the market, in order to meet
the needs of the end user. In this context, some of
the possible ways to influence the improvement of
GrSCM will be presented.
Keywords: SCM, GrSCM, logistics, environmental
sustainability

SC's existence and its competitiveness, from the
aspect of one, for example, production company, it
is important to perceive at and improve internal
processes (Marinagi, Trivellas and Sakas, 2014).
Therefore, lately more and more attention has been
focused to elementary logistics activities in the field
of intralogistics, from the aspect of SC functioning.
In addition, there are increasing demands for the
integration / inclusion of SCM's environmental
protection, both in the domain of research and
practice.
The joining of ecology and SCM has led to the
emergence of GrSCM, which implies the
strengthening of environmental awareness in all SC
segments. Having in mind that the complexity of
environmental issues is a relatively great challenge
for researchers, there are numerous aspects to
enhance
SC's
competitiveness
from
an
environmental point of view. This paper aims to
show only some of the numerous tendencies and
opportunities in the GrSCM domain. After the
introduction, it was first given the definition of the
term GrSCM, as well as some of the advantages that
a company can achieve by its introduction. Then, in
practice, some of the ways to improve the
management of the GrSC are described. In the next
part, the tendencies in the GrSCM were analyzed,
with emphasis on some subsystems of logistics that
may be of relevance to SC competitiveness.

1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of supply chain (SC) has been present
in the literature in the 1980s, and its adopted precise
definition still does not exist. It can be noted that
within a number of definitions, the SC at the first
includes the exchange of goods and information in
logistic processes that begins with the procurement
of raw materials until the delivery of finished
products and/or services to the end user, including
reverse flows; all suppliers, service providers and
users must be linked to the efficient functioning of
the SC (Chorpa and Mendl, (2004), Simchi-Levi,
Kaminsky, and Simchi-Levi (2009) et al., Glossary
of SCM Council…).
Previous researches in the SC domain have been
mostly related to the analysis of its functioning at the
global level from the aspect of the functioning of all
its members. Bearing in mind the strengthening of
competition on the market in order to maintain the

2. GrSCM – DEFINITION AND POTENTIAL
BENEFITS OF ITS IMPLEMENTATION
In today's business environment, competition is
getting tougher, and companies have to choose their
place in the market. In addition to increasing profits,
lowering costs in various areas of the company's
business, increasing attention is also focused on the
impact on the environment. The negative impact on
nature and natural resources is becoming more
pronounced, and in recent times a special point has
been put on reducing or even eliminating these
negative impacts, if possible. One way to achieve
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this goal is to introduce a green supply chain
(GrSC).
GrSCM points to the relationship between SCM and
environmental impacts and aims to minimize or
eliminate waste, harmful substances emissions
during the procurement, production, distribution of
the final product, and to manage end-of-life
products. Therefore, GrSCM has an impact on every
company that participates in the SC, and in that way
contributes to sustainable development and thus to
the living environment.
In this way, opportunities have been created to
integrate environmental awareness into the SC,
beginning from supply, product design and
production and also to the management of EoL (End
of Life) products. GrSCM includes activities in the
areas of ordering, production, distribution and
reverse
logistics,
which
create
positive
environmental effects (China, Tatb and Sulaimana,
2015). The basic components of GrSC are shown on
figure 2.1. When compared to traditional SC, use of
GrSC provides number of advantages:

of the users, along with the respect of environmental
sustainability in all its segments.
The imperative of successful business is reflected in
the environmental sustainability of each entity in
SC. According to the latest trends / regulations, each
product must be made so that it (or its components)
can almost (could) be reused (reusable, recyclable,
etc).
Having that in mind, it is clear that the SC
management process is more complex if one aspect
is added - ecology, which is explained in more detail
below.
3. MANAGING GrSCM FROM THE ASPECT
OF ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
Respecting environmental sustainability as one of
the imperatives of successful business, in practice,
most commonly encountered two ways of managing
the GrSC. The first way is shown on Figure 3.1.
(http://scmitc.com/ accessed on 30.03.2018)

Figure 3.1. Components of the first way of GrSCM
Figure 2.1. Basic components of GrSC

The Second way involves one of the most common
practices of GrSCM that includes (Ninlawan et al.,
2010):
- green procurement,
- green production,
- green distribution and
- green logistics
Due to spatial constraints, this paper focuses
attention only on green logistics, whose components
are shown in Figure 3.2.1
Green logistics involves shipping goods to the end
user using alternative fuels, forming bulk
consignments, investing in vehicles with reduced
negative environmental impact, adequate routing of
vehicles to reduce costs and time of transport, etc.
As shown in the Figure 3.2, green logistics has its
subsystems: transport, storage, information etc.
An indispensable process of particular importance
for environmental sustainability is the reverse
logistics - it refers to the taking of products from the
end consumer in order to further its treatment
(Ninlawan et al., 2010).

- a healthy environment for life, - reducing the
negative environmental impact of business entities,
- reducing:
* costs of procurement, production,
* the use of primary raw materials for
production, the price of (certain) products
(using recycling materials),
* waste handling and disposal costs,,
- interruption / prohibition on the use of hazardous
substances in SC.
Along with the above advantages, the impression
that the company leaves on its users and society is
better when it is noticed that it has awareness of
environmental protection. In addition to the
advantages achieved by the implementation of the
GrSC, there are some shortcomings: insufficient
acceptance or complete ignorance / rejection by
management and other employees (as a rule as a
result of insufficient information on the importance
of ecology in business), high implementation costs,
etc. However, in order to maintain and improve the
competitive position of the market, it is necessary to
be flexible from the aspect of satisfying the demands

1

https://www.oocllogistics.com/eng/ourcompany/aboutus/
environmentcare/Pages/Environmental%20CARE%20Ma
nagement.aspx (accessed on 19.03.2018)
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instead plastics, have introduced the use of paper
and bags from biodegradable plastics (so-called eco
bags). Some of them favor bioplastics, whose
production was expensive so far, but with the
development of new technologies, biodegradable
bags (and other products, such as glasses), are
financially and functionally competitive with plastic
ones (Figure 4.1)2.

Figure 3.2. Components of Green Logistics as a
segment/part of the GrSC
Reverse logistics activities include, among others,
the collection of used products, sorting, transport to
the processing site, re-processing, etc. It can be said
that these activities permeate all the listed
subsystems of green logistics and will be considered
in the next part of this paper, which deals with the
analysis of some tendencies in improving the
functioning of the GrSCM.

Figure 4.1. Bags/packages and other products made
of biodegradable materials.
For example, scientists are even testing the
production of bioplastics bags made of sugar and
cereals, which can eventually be used for the
production of compost. Compared to plastic bags,
linen bags are a better solution. Their production
requires far less energy, and moreover, their
exploitation is longer than plastic and paper bags3.
In the area of packaging and handling, there is an
interesting trend in the range of pallets. A significant
number of companies perform logistics activities
using standard pool pallets (800mm x 1200mm);
made of wood (material from nature), that is
intended for multiple use, but when irreparable
damage occurs, it is subject to write off and most
often to thermal treatment.
The use of cardboard instead of a wooden pallet is
thus one of the possible impact on the GrSC.
Cardboard Pallet (PalletKraft) is a novelty in the
field of palletization (see Figure 4.2.). This pallet is
efficient and tolerates loads as well as wood and
easily adapts to the requirements of the users. The
lower weight, the ability to adapt and other
advantages of the carton pallet reduce transport costs
by up to 2%.4. The material is a paper hollow profile
that proved to be extremely suitable material for the
creation of this group of logistics units. This pallet
was present at LogiMAT 20185 Logistic Fair. The
first of the advantages of a cardboard pallet is its
weight of 7 kg (unlike wood, weighing up to 28 kg).
It can be noted that carton pallets represent a
logistics solution of the 21st century. There are
numerous advantages of using this pallet in relation

4. THE IMPORTANCE OF ECOLOGICAL
PACKAGING IN GrSCM
None of the entities of SC doesn't function
independent from the others, so environmental
sustainability can't be analyzed in only one segment
of SCM, without respecting others. So the packaging
is present more SC entities, like production, storage,
transport. One of the first tendencies from that
aspect is that companies are reducing assortment and
quantity of product packing, as well as reducing the
expenses of transport, energy, etc. The most present
in praxis and the aim are two aspects:
a) special attention is directed towards to higher use
of used – reverse packing where it is used multiple
times, which leads to reduce quantity of waste and
there are big possibilities of saving when compared
to production of „new“ packing;
Praxis shows there are two ways of used packing
flow management (modified, taken from Tadić and
Zečević, 2009):
1. Consumers sort materials from recycling packing
and disposal; it is recommended that sorted materials
are transported to place of their further treatment,
2. Manufacturers undertake to return the packaging
of used products (and their parts) with the delivery
of new products; this is the process of one part of the
established reverse distribution/logistics system;
b) packaging materials should be biodegradable and
not affect the eco-system (Gandhi and Sharma,
2014).
One of the present and significant tendencies in the
development of environmental packaging is that
materials that have already been used are used for
packaging production. Thus, plastic bags in retail
facilities are increasingly replaced with reusable
bags, made of recyclable materials, easy to maintain.
Furthermore, the developed countries the years ago

2
http://retaildesignblog.net/2012/11/21/brokulazpackaging-by-bruketa-zinic/ (accessed on 23.03.2018)
3
ibid
4
http://www.palletkraft.si/hr/ (accessed on 31.03.2018)
5
https://www.mm-logistik.vogel. de/ logimat/
articles/693905/ (accessed 23.03.2018)
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to wood ones6: reduction of damage of goods in
transport, better absorption of vibration (cca 80%),
up to 75 % lighter than wooden one, high load
capacity (up to 2.500 kg), more favorable for clients,

must be included in all the components of the SC. It
is logical that there are numerous areas of researches
in this area with the possibility of increase in
environmental and economical efficiency, safety and
other advantages that follows this trend.
So called „green praxis“ in this area are very
significant, like decrease of usage of natural
resources, re-usage of used products (and/or their
parts), recycling of used and EoL products and
materials in order to get new source of raw materials
etc. This paper deals with one segment of GrSCM
domain which shows some tendencies related to
wrapping material focused on cardboard pallets and
mini load logistics units.
Future researches should focus on product
design/construction, material choice and acquisition,
manufacturing processes, delivery of final product to
customer, but also on product managing after
expiration of expiry date, and all that in context of
environmental sustainability of SCM.

Figure 4.2. Cardboard pallet (PalletKraft)
savings in transport costs (for example, in a semitrailer with 30 pallets, the pallet mass decreases by
up to 0,6t, where lower fuel consumption results in a
reduction in environmental pollution).
Additionally, they are resistant to insects and
bacteria, comply with international regulations
(export ready - ISPM 15), recyclables, etc. This
trend is also present in mini-load units (see Figure
4.3) with all the positive effects that come from their
application.
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Figure 4.3. Cardboard mini-load unit
It is shown that this solution approach positively
influences both environmental and economic effects,
and experts from this field are engaged in testing
various innovations in this field.
5. CONCLUSION
With the increase of number and assortment of user's
demand, the complexity of SC also increases where
one must have in mind that every member of SC
directly or indirectly has the effect on the pollution
of the environment. That is the reason why
traditional SC gets environmental component which
creates GrSCM. While in significant number of
countries this is already praxis, in other it is in the
early development (like Serbia).
GrSC implies lot of innovations in SCM, because
from supply to fulfillment of user's demand his
functionality is analyzed from the aspect of saving
the environment. Therefore, it is very important that
all SC members have awareness of environmental
sustainability (Kumar, Teichman, Timpernagel,
2012). In order to function with success, GrSC must
be accepted from all the participants. To maximize
the positive effect of its functioning, the changes
6
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suggestss that speciall attention (foocus) should be
given too constraint, annd consists of five
f
steps (hennce
the nam
me Five Focusinng Steps – 5FS) [4]:
1. Identify
I
the connstraint – idenntify the resourrce
thhat limits throuughput;
2. Exploit
E
the constraint – maximize the
t
u
utilization
and pperformance of
o the constrainnt;
3. Subordinate
S
evverything else to the constraiint
– ensure the reest of the systtem supports the
t
w
work
of the constraint
c
(also
o make sure to
a
avoid
producinng more than
n constraint ccan
h
handle,
in orderr to limit WIP));
4. Elevate
E
the connstraint – expaand the capaciity
o the consstraint, possibbly with neew
of
innvestments;
5. Prevent
P
the innertia, and go
g to step 1 –
c
constraint
mighht persists, or if the constraiint
h
has
been eleevated, new constraint will
w
e
emerge.
Constraints can be phhysical (resourrces), managerial
(policiess), and behaavioral (paraddigms). Physiccal
constraiints are most oobvious, and will
w be the foccus
of this paper,
p
as they aare the ones reqquiring 5FS [2]].
Food in
ndustry (and cconfectionary industry, as its
part) is the type of inndustry that suppplies customeers
he food requiired. As a process
p
type of
with th
industry
y, it is highly capital
c
intensiv
ve (as opposed to
discrete manufacturinng that can be labor intensivve,
e.g. asssembly), and as such it reelies heavily on
technoloogy and equippment during manufacturinng.
Equipm
ment can be quuite expensive,, which requirres
for it to be efficient annd highly utilized. This is whhy
ToC andd 5FS might be good solutioon for continuoous
improveement in this type of induustry, especiallly
having in mind the focus on con
nstraints and its
maximaal utilization.

Abstract. The
T paper show
ws results of acction research
where Vallue Stream Mapping
M
(VSM
M) and Five
Focusing Steps (5FS) of Theory off Constraints
(ToC) havee been used toogether in ordeer to increase
the capaciity of producction line in confectionary
industry. VSM
V
has been used to definee the scope of
improvemeent and measuure the proceess.5FS have
been used in order to ideentify the consstraint for the
process, an
nd decide on how exploit the
t system in
order to maaximize the cap
apacity of the constraint
c
and
the system as a whole. The results shhow that this
approach can lead to consequentiall increase in
capacity off production line,
l
and can prevent
p
costs
such as oveertime, introdu
uction of additiional shifts of
investmentss in new equipm
ment.
Key words
ds: Value Streeam Mappingg, Theory of
Constraintss, Five Focusin
ng Steps, capaacity increase,
confectiona
ary industry.
1. INTROD
DUCTION
Theory off Constraints (ToC) is a manufacturing
m
paradigm devised
d
by Eliiyahu Goldrattt, which says
that performance of anny system iss limited by
relatively small
s
number of constraints [4]. As such,
it advocatees that the perfformance of thhe system can
be improveed by improviing the perform
mance of the
constraint, and that any
a
improvem
ment to the
performancce of non-constraints is merely an illusion.
It also sugggests that a sysstem should bee managed by
managing the
t constraint of
o the system.
In order too improve the performance
p
o the system,
of
Goldratt & Cox propposed a meth
hodology for
continuouss improvement based on the notion
n
that the
system is only as goo
od as its coonstraint (the
methodolog
gy is also know
wn as Process of On-Going
Improvemeent – POOG
GI) [4]. The methodology
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Every system depends and a small set of constraints.
However, identification of the system as a whole is
often overlooked. Fredendall & Hill claim that it is
important to define system before applying 5FS, in
order to establish its boundaries, purpose, and a set
of measures [3]. Value Stream Mapping (VSM) has
been used extensively for providing the overview of
the system. It shows a series of events that transform
raw material to finished products, and it includes a
set of measures used for diagnosing the state the
system is currently in [6]. As such, VSM is a perfect
candidate to define system in a pre-implementation
phase of 5FS. However, some adaptations to specific
manufacturing environment (process industry) is
needed, given the fact that VSM has been developed
primarily for discrete manufacturing. For example,
in process manufacturing takt time is not as
important as if the rate of production, buffers
between processes don’t play significant role (and
they usually don’t exist), focus is on resource
utilization rather than labor utilization, which in turn
requires specific set of measures, etc. [5].
This paper shows results of action research, where
VSM and 5FS have been applied together in order to
improve the capacity of the production line in
confectionary industry. The remainder of the paper
is organized as follows: second section gives a short
overview of methodology used; third section gives
brief examination of the results obtained, and is
followed by conclusion.

is constrained, but wanted to explore the possibilities
of increasing the capacity.
The research involved cooperation between
researchers, company managers and employees.
Having that in mind, as well as the fact that research
question ‘relates to describing an unfolding series of
actions over time in a given group, community or
organization’, the research can be further typified as
action research, as a variant of case research [1]. A
process consultation model was chosen. Here,
researchers help the clients inquire into their own
issues, and actively participate in the design and
implementation of the solution [7]. A consistent
approach was developed and well documented, so it
can be followed by other researchers [8].
Researchers’ subjectivity was mitigated by including
management and employee representatives in the
research team. All decisions were made by
consensus. In turn, employee subjectivity was
mitigated by the presence of researchers.
Research has been conducted in two phases: (i)
VSM in order to define the system, identify its
purpose, and decide on and set-up measurements;
and (ii) implement 5FS in order to increase the
systems’ capacity, with special attention to first
three steps of the procedure.
3. RESULTS
VSM for salty sticks production process is given in
Figure 1. Being that procurement and delivery were
out of focus of this research, only processing steps
are shown on the map. Since production is scheduled
on the first step of the process, and can be classified
as “push” (which is often case in process industries),
production control paths have been left out of the
map as well.
The process consists of seven steps, with continuous
flow between them and no buffers. Steps two, three,
four and six are capital intensive, while steps five
and seven are labor intensive. Step one is a
combination of capital and labor intensive work. The
production line works five days a week (also
weekends if necessary), three shifts per day, 8 hours
per shift (with one 30 minute break per shift). As for
measures, maximum capacity (as defined by
equipment manufacturer) and effective capacity
(maximum achieved capacity) were measured.
Required capacity is determined according to system
bottleneck. i.e. baking and cooling. Utilization is
calculated as ratio between effective capacity and
required capacity. Changeover time is determined
according to archival data.

2. METHODOLOGY
The research focuses on a single company. Using
single company can be appropriate if it provides an
opportunity to observe and analyze a phenomenon
previously inaccessible to scientific investigation,
and if longitudinal approach is taken, i.e. if
functioning of case company is analyzed over a
considerable period of time [9].
Company SUGAR (real name is obscured) is typical
confectionary manufacturer. It produces a wide
variety of confectionary products, such as
chocolates, candy bars, cookies, waffles, and snacks.
The company has stable but increasing demand, with
high production volumes. Salty sticks are one of
company’s most recognizable products. They come
in variety of tastes, all produced on the same
production line. The demand for this product is on
the rise, so the management has been seeking ways
to increase capacity, while at the same time delaying
the decision on investing in new equipment. The
management was aware that current production line
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Figure 1. Value Stream Map for salty sticks production process
Baking and cooling process has been identified as a
constraint, being it is a process with the lowest
capacity. The process is performed in an automated
oven fed by a conveyer belt. The existence of
constraint was known even before the VSM.
However, VSM introduced systems view of the
entire process, where both managers and employees
were able to grasp interdependences between
different phases of the production. Besides that,
VSM also helped to focus on the part of the process
up to baking and cooling, being that performance of
baking and cooling is directly influenced by
preceding steps.
Next task was to decide how to exploit the
constraint. One of the main issues were changeovers,
which are complex, and require for the entire
production line to stop for a certain amount of time
in order for the production line to be thoroughly
cleaned. Changeover and cleaning processes were
unstructured, and organized and staffed in an ad hoc
manner. This resulted with high variations in
changeover time, where cleaning could last from 2
hours to more than 4 hours, which in turn resulted in
great loss of capacity. As a countermeasure, new
changeover and cleaning procedures have been
designed, and small investment in new cleaning gear
has been suggested. This resulted in changeovers
being repeatable, manageable, and able to plan.
SMED technique has been used extensively during
this phase. Second issue were breaks, where the
entire line stops for 30 minutes per shift and all of
the workers go on a break, resulting in loss of 90
minutes of capacity per day on a constraint. The
production line is largely automatic, requiring just
monitoring most of the time (given that there are no
disruptions to the process flow). Having this in
mind, it has been decided that production line should
work all the time, where one half of the workers go
on break, leaving the other half to man the line, and
switching after 30 minutes.
Exploiting the constraint, it became important for
the baking and cooling process to be supplied with
work all the time. Pareto analysis has been

performed in order to identify major sources of
disruptions to the flow. The analysis showed that the
major issue is with the cutting knife, located on the
end of dough forming station. The knife is covered
with the Teflon foil, which gets depleted over time,
sooner or later depending on the ingredients used in
the dough, as well as the quality of the foil itself.
When the foil gets depleted, it requires change, done
by technical maintenance staff. The procedure itself
is short, lasting about 10 minutes, followed by knife
adjustment. However, depending on the availability
of maintenance staff, the time between reporting the
damage on the knife and replacing the foil could be
as long as one hour or more. Moreover, the analysis
showed that the production line loose 24 minutes per
day on average, due to the issues with the cutting
knife. Foil change is considered to be a problem
with low significance by maintenance staff, since it
usually prevents them to commit themselves to more
serious technical issues. As a countermeasure,
production line employees were empowered and
trained to change the knife themselves when the
issue occurs. Since foil change requires special care,
it is still done by the maintenance staff. However,
the system similar to two-bin Kanban has been
introduced, with one backup knife being prepared
for the production line to replace the damaged one.
When the damage one has been replaced, it is sent to
maintenance to change the Teflon foil.
3. RESULTS
New changeover procedures stabilized changeover
and cleaning time, and resulted in decrease of
changeover time of 49 minutes on average
(depending on the type of the product). It has been
estimated that this decrease will save approximately
1550€ of wasted capacity per month.
Having in mind the capacity of baking and cooling
process (403 kg/h), it was possible to produce 9067
kg of products per day, in a situation where there are
no disruptions to production process. Just by
introducing new scheme for taking breaks, it was
possible to increase daily production to 9672 kg.
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This increase will lower the requirement for extra
shifts and working on weekends, which are
measures often used during periods of increased
demand (summer and first half of the fall). Previous
way of working required 26 extra days (weekends)
per year, while new way requires 15 extra days of
work per year. This means that this extra capacity
can be utilized should the demand rise even more.
Subordination of the system to the requirements of
the constraint resulted in the increase of the capacity
of the oven. By maintaining uninterrupted flow of
products (through autonomous maintenance) from
the dough forming station, the average capacity was
increased from 403 kg/h to 414 kg/h, meaning that
daily production can be increased to 9936 kg, having
in mind that available time for production is now 24
h per day. This increase can also be used to lower
the need for extra days, or it can be utilized to follow
the increase in demand when it occurs. Given the
fact that the maximum observed capacity is 422
kg/h, this leaves the room for future improvements.

[5] King, P. L., & King, J. S. (2015). Value stream
mapping for the process industries: Creating a
roadmap for lean transformation. CRC Press.
[6] Rother, M., & Shook, J. (1999). Learning to see.
Lean Enterprise Institute, Cambridge, MA.
[7] Schein, E. H. (1999). Process consultation
revisited: Building the helping relationship.
Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley.
[8] Westbrook, R. (1995). Action research: a new
paradigm for research in production and operations
management. International Journal of Operations &
Production Management, 15(12), 6-20.
[9] Yin, R. K. (2013). Case study research: Design
and methods. Sage publications.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the results of an action research,
where VSM and 5FS were applied together to
increase capacity of a production line in
confectionary industry. VSM has been used in order
to define the system that needs to be improved,
including its purpose, boundaries and set of
measures to be taken. After that, the 5FS approach
has been applied in order to improve system’s ability
to continually obtain goals. Focus was on first three
steps, where constraint was identified, later
exploited, and the rest of the system was
subordinated to the constraint. The application led to
consequential increase in capacity of production
line, and prevented additional costs such as overtime
or introduction of additional shifts. In addition, the
improvements did not require significant
investments in new equipment.
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i
In ddeveloping co
ountries, such as
labour intensive.
Serbia, technological profile of Seerbia’s industrial
structuree comprises 499.9% of low-teech and 25.6% of
medium
m-low-tech
ccompanies
[3].
Although
enterprise resource pllanning - ERP implementation
b useful for SM
MEs in developping countries,, it
would be
is usuallly restricted by knowledgee and resourcces
constraiints [4].
Lean Prroduction is aan integrated set of activitiies
designedd to achieve hhigh-volume production
p
usinng
minimall inventories. Lean
L
thinking is applicable to
all businness processess within the prrocess industriees.
The chaallenge, if we decide we waant to be lean, is
whetherr we know enough aboutt our ways of
workingg, what custom
mers of the bu
usiness processses
truly vaalue, and how
w our businesses operate annd
need to operate.
It can be
b concluded that the proviision of rationnal
productiion and deadliines required in
n the production
of high--quality producction planningg and appropriaate
technicaal- technologiical calculatioon, which giive
modes machinery
m
andd duration of operation
o
as well
as activvities in the pproduction proocess. Particullar
emphasiis is placed onn small and medium enterprisses
as the bearers
b
of econnomic growth and
a developmeent
and redu
ucing production cycle in theem as a means of
improviing
producctivity
annd
achievinng
competiitiveness.
Production function is that part of an organizatioon,
which is
i concerned with the transformation off a
range of inputs into thhe required ou
utputs (productts)
having the requisite quality levell. Production is
defined as “the step-bby-step converssion of one forrm
of mateerial into anothher form throu
ugh chemical or
mechanical process too create or enhhance the utiliity
p
to thee user.” Thus production iss a
of the product
value adddition processs. At each stagge of processinng,
there wiill be value adddition.
The PC time involves the time needeed to make a unnit
or a seriies of units from
m putting them
m into production

Abstract: The authors analyze
a
the im
mportance of
small and medium enterp
rprises and thee problems of
managing their productiion and produuction cycles.
One way of
o pursuing peerfect production is a lean
concept that aims to eliiminate lossess and wait in
productionn. It is argued that SMEs who adopt Lean
benefit
by improving
Manufacturing can
competitiveeness throughh faster innnovation and
productionn, increasing fleexibility and reeducing costs.
The papeer presents the results obtained by
experimenttal application of the develop
ped method in
a small onne from repressentative smalll and medium
enterprisess in Serbia. Thhe goal is justt to eliminate
all losses and shorten non-productiion times in
productionn cycles.
oncept, produuction cycle,
Key wordds: Lean co
elements of production
n cycle time,, small and
medium sizzed enterprisess
DUCTION
1. INTROD
Modern ennterprise in new
w conditions, conditions of
globalizatioon, turbulencce, the gloobal market,
numerous rapid
r
and everr-increasing ch
hanges, has to
adapt annd change, in order to achieve
competitiveeness and surrvive in modern business.
Companiess that want to be successsful and to
advance in
n the marketpplace must bee innovative,
flexible and
a
ready too adopt and apply new
knowledgee, strategies and technologiess. We need to
strive for a perfect lean production,
p
with
h as little loss
as possiblee, with efficientt production management
m
to
produce a quality producct. The strateggy of constant
namism of chhange is the
innovation and the dyn
t the demannds posed byy the market
response to
struggle. Small
S
and meddium enterprisses SMEs are
generally characterized by below-avverage labour
productivitty because thesse enterprises are
a too smallsized to achhieve economiies of scale or economies of
scope. In addition, they
y are less capiital but more
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until their storage, and aside from being significant
as a technical indicator, it is also important as an
economic indicator of freezing current assets,
especially raw materials. There can hardly be any
enterprise that does not monitor PC time through
documentation and analytically, but rarely do they
monitor the elements of work within the PC and by
analyzing those elements affect their reduction and
thereby PC time reduction.
For developing and transitional economies in
particular, SME development holds the added allure
of being a key component of wider economic
development and poverty alleviation. The SME
community is seen as a major and sustainable
generator of employment and income (and therefore
tax revenues) for citizens working outside of the
State sector. In the case of transitional economies,
although many State-owned enterprises can also be
SMEs, SME development is broadly synonymous
with private sector development. In developing
countries, SMEs can also serve as a useful bridge
between the informal economy of family enterprise
and the formalized corporate sector. Some of a
country’s more able SMEs may also be a source of
foreign exchange earnings, if they are able to meet
the quality and quantity standards required to export
their products or services overseas ( ESCAP).

automation level. If production is automated, then ttm
for a series will be simply a sum of individual n
equal operations. However, if each part has to be
manually or mechanically conveyed for processing
from a joint crate or some other room where a
certain series of parts is stored, manual placement on
the machine is ancillary manual time – tpr (in theory,
this refers to individual pieces). Such time is not
frequently encountered in literature (rear examples
are papers [8] dealing with the division of working
time elements.
According to Gits [5] production is one of the key
and primary function of the organization. Huang et
al. [7] argued this requires the companies to be
efficient, work to optimize, and improve the
productivity level. Muchiri & Pintelon [11] are of
the view that production losses lead to decrease in
productivity due to an inefficient manufacturing
process.
Typically SMEs and especially small enterprises are
not only adaptive and innovative in terms of the
products but also their manufacturing practices.
Recognizing the continuing competitive pressures,
small organizations are becoming increasingly
proactive in improving their business operations [1],
which is a good starting point for introducing lean
methods.

2.
SMALL
AND
MEDIUM
SIZED
ENTERPRISES
In most theories is the notion that SMEs are at a
disadvantage in participation in production networks
compared with large firms. SMEs face, to a higher
extent than large firms, resource constraints (in
terms of finance, information, management capacity,
and technological capability) [9, 6].
The probability of SMEs joining production
networks (as direct exporters, indirect exporters, or
overseas investors) is lower than that of large firms.
Furthermore, justification exists for public policies
to support the entry of SMEs in production
networks. In the main, such support should be
geared to an enabling environment that opens access
to markets, reduces bureaucratic impediments
against SMEs, and provides appropriate SME
institutional support services.
Technological machine time ttm, viewing production
against machinery, is exclusively linked to machine
performance and the quality of technological
calculations, and is mainly a deterministic category.
However, if the production cycle is viewed from the
aspect of a serial sequence of operations, the
elements of working time differ, depending on the

3. LEAN CONCEPT
The term lean is used to denote a modern, successful
business philosophy, that is, production of a world
class characteristic of the modern era of business.
The goal of this philosophy is to enable the company
to achieve a satisfactory, if not a leading, market
position in conditions of rising competition, falling
customers'
loyalty,
constant
technological
innovations, drastic cuts in the life of products. The
secret or key to success of the concept of managing
production operations lies in "... the tendency to
eliminate all forms of loss and wastage of
production resources, while improving the quality,
flexibility and speed of response to the impulses that
come from a turbulent environment."
Observing differences, traditional, or mass
production, is considered an outdated paradigm,
precisely because there is no direct link between
production and demand. On the other hand, lean
represents a new paradigm, since the production of
different models in small series directly meets the
needs of customers, and allows the company to
adapt to market changes more easily and quickly.
The smaller the series, the overall business process
is easier and better run. Lean production takes place
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continuously, from a single-phase flow, emphasizing
the optimization and integration of machines,
materials, people and objects [4].
Many companies have a very poor system of
preventive maintenance, or because of cost
reduction, they decide to buy cheaper and less
reliable machines [3]. Practice shows that the costs
that are caused by product congestion are much
higher, because in this way the problem of delay in
delivery is primarily a problem, which in today's
conditions of intense competition can be a very
serious problem, because the customer will be
disappointed with the delay to choose another.
Lean is one of the most influential new paradigms in
manufacturing, and has expanded beyond the
original application on the shop floor of vehicle
manufacturers and component suppliers in the auto
industry, ranging from “heavy” industries such as
primary metals (notably Alcoa’s production system
see www.alcoa.com) to aerospace businesses [14].
In particular when applied to sectors outside the
high-volume repetitive manufacturing environment,
lean production has reached its limitations, and a
range of other approaches to counter variability,
volatility and variety have been suggested. Here, the
often quoted lean-agile debate is applicable,
discussing whether an agile or a lean strategy, or
even a hybrid approach is most suitable [12, 13].
The ultimate goal of eliminating activities that do
not add value is actually shortening the duration of
the process. One of the most important measures for
the success of lean implementation is the reduction
of the time that elapses from the moment the
company receives the order until the moment of
delivery and lead time [10]. The basic assumption is
that as little as possible the product takes time in the
system, it will be less costly to join.

synthesis, induction and deduction were used as
rationalistic methods for logical conclusion. A
modified instant observation method (record sheet)
was used to collect data.
In the research, the stochastic method of optimizing
the production cycle time in small and medium
enterprises are experimentally proved. The method
is graphically and mathematically checked in a
multi-year study, and in this paper we present only
the segment of the obtained results.
A modified work sampling method will enable the
determination of the participation percentages of
working time elements against the total duration of
the production cycle and production. As this method
is statistic and is based on a certain number of
instantaneous observations of a certain activity, it is
simpler to use and more efficient than the continual
streaming method. Monitoring within the production
cycle will involve technological time with lead time
and manufacturing time, non-technological time
with times for transport, control and packing, while
non-production time includes stoppage due to poor
production organization, lack of materials, lack of
tools, including the failure or breakdown of
machinery and other types of stoppage, their
interdependence, as well as impact factors such as
series size, organizational level and product
characteristics pertaining to the factors mentioned.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Representative screening time is related to the length
of the production cycle time. Production and
productivity are also related to the production
dynamics which are planned at the operational level
on a daily, weekly or monthly basis. Hence, the
production cycle for the above mentioned periods is
also provided for the purposes of monitoring and
comparing.
Screening performance requires the precise
definition not only of technological and
mathematical problems, but also of the practical
screening process and the establishment of working
time elements. Thereafter, the elements of
production cycle working time should be defined
and, in particular, the difference against the elements
of working time related to machinery, i.e. for the
purpose of establishing the machine capacity only or
within the production cycle, because these two are
not the same.
In this paper we present some of the results obtained
by surveying result in a medium-sized company.
The company is family owned and has 20
employees. It deals with the production of school

4. METHODOLOGY
The methods and techniques used in the function are
the realization of the set goals and tasks of research,
that is, for the development of the stochastic model
of optimization of the production cycle in small and
medium enterprises, as well as proving the set goals
of the research.
The descriptive method of theoretical analysis
provides an overview of relevant research and
experiences in the field. The method of the study of
the documentation and the methods of theoretical
analysis were used in the study of the selected and
available domestic and foreign literary sources. In
order to realize the research, already known
statistical methods were used, while analysis,
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and office materials. Pro
oducts of schoool rucksacks,
travel bagss, business bag
gs, duvets, ageendas, leather
products, rotating carrieers and otherrs. It is the
general distributor
d
of PENTEL and
a
LUXOR
products for Serbia. In addition to its own
production, the companny also has a retail and
wholesale retail store. Research
R
was conducted in
the same period 2012, 2013 and 2014.
2
for the
purpose off monitoring an
nd comparativee presentation
of results.
Monitoringg included 47 cycles of different series
sizes (4 – 10 units) andd the time durration ranged
from the shhortest (240 miin) to the longeest (420 min),
with 10 - 30
3 instantaneouus observations. There were
932 observ
vations in total, while the totaal time for all
cycles am
mounts to 155,293 min. The
T
average
production cycle time - tpc is 325 min and the
average prroduction cycle time per unnit tpc is 56.2
min. Figuree 1. showing elements
e
of woorking time in
the producttion cycle.
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Diagram
m 1. Elements of the prroduction cycle,
averagee productivity time tp and control limits for
f
2014
From thhe diagram 1, it can be seeen that the tottal
productiion time for thhe observed prroduction cyclles
in perceent for 2014 is tp = 90.5%
%, and the noonproductiion time is tnp = 9.5%.
CONCL
LUSIONS
The duuration of thee production cycle (PC) in
domestiic enterprises, especially in small annd
medium
m-sized enterpprises (SMEss), which are
a
undoubttedly the drivvers of econom
mic growth annd
develop
pment, has beeen very longg, which greattly
affects productivity
p
annd competitiveeness in modeern
businesss conditions [[2]. It is neceessary to applly,
modify the existing and
a develop new
n
models thhat
will ennable efficiennt productionn managemennt,
shorteniing the production cycle annd the tendenncy
towardss a lean conceppt both in largge and small annd
medium
m-sized enterpriises.
Reduced
d cycle time can be translateed into increased
customeer satisfaction. Quick responsse companies are
a
able to launch new pproducts earlierr, penetrate neew
marketss faster, meet changing dem
mand, and maake
rapid an
nd timely delivveries. They can
n also offer theeir
customeers lower coosts because quick responnse
compan
nies have streeamlined proccesses with loow
inventorry and less obbsolete stock. The PC is the
t
most sig
gnificant technnical-technologgical indicator in
productiion and it is necessary to steadily
s
monittor
and reduce it: PC
C reduction is
i possible by
b
influenccing the factoors related to the duration of
individuual working tim
me elements.

Figure 1. Elements of workiing time in the pro
oduction cycle

Comparativve results havee been given in
i the table 1
for all threee years.

In 2013, all PC times with
w little diffeerence, except
for preparaatory finishing
g time, where the increase
was from 14.53% in 201
12 to 21.18% in 2013. The
average prooduction time is
i tp=87,7%, noon-productive
tnp= 12,3%.
There are 11
1 groups that contain at leaast 9 pieces in
the series, while the laargest group is 115 in the
series. Thhe movementt of all thee elementary
production cycle of the average
a
producctivity time tp
and control limits of com
mpany 3 for 2014 is shown
in the diagrram 1.
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concept of ‘Industry 4.0’
4 is going too change the way
w
India manufactures,
m
designs and refurbishes the
t
productss [13]. Driven by the power of big data, high
computiing capacity, artificial inntelligence annd
analyticcs, Industry 4.00 aims to com
mpletely digitiize
the man
nufacturing secttor.

Abstract: The authors analyze the conditions
c
of
d the concep
pts that are
modern production and
ake the most
increasinglly applied in order to ma
efficient annd competitive production. Competition
C
is
becoming more numeroous, conditionss inside and
outside prooduction are changing at a high speed,
and buyerss know exactly what they wannt and are not
obliged or ready to pay for
f productionn and waiting
errors. Som
me of the conccepts that are available are
Lean concept, Six Sigmaa. The term inndustry 4.0 is
increasinglly used.
Key words:: Efficient prodduction, Lean concept,
c
Six
Sigma, Inddustry 4.0.

2. PROD
DUCTION
The fuunctions of enterprise management annd
productiion are the bassic functions of companies thhat
require constant moonitoring, im
mprovement annd
t
innovatiion. Research in these areeas requires the
applicattion of scientific methods th
hat are flexible;
they must
m
be based on methodologies that will
w
maximaally respect thhe specificitiees of particullar
parts. In
I order to rationalize production annd
businesss, exit from diifficulties and enter into moore
stable business, enterpprises are increeasingly orientted
towardss the applicattion of the latest scientiffic
methodss and technoloogy. Determiniing the length of
the product developm
ment process is an importaant
t
step in designing a technological process for the
productiion of productts, as this is a requirement thhat
the proccess can be plaanned and that production cossts
can be calculated. S
Since the proccess consists of
several operations (whhich are performed in speciffic
workplaaces by certainn executors), the
t total proceess
time iss, as a rulle, determined through the
t
accumulation of time for individual operations froom
the proccess [1].
Rationalization of pproduction iss achieved bby:
shorteniing the prooduction cyccle (increasinng
productiivity), reduciing productio
on costs, annd
increasinng the utilizatiion of capacityy and space. One
way to reduce production costs is to optimize the
t

DUCTION
1. INTROD
In order too survive the company, in the growing
competition
n in the wo
orld market, demands for
rationalizattion of producttion are growinng.
Today, inn modern prroduction connditions and
increasing numbers of coompetitors, com
mpanies have
at their dissposal modern concepts that they can and
should appply in the desiire for survivaal and timely
responses to
t customer dem
mands.
Efficient and
a
flexible production is a modern
production with more diifficult compan
nies aware of
the necessity of timely response andd responds to
market deemands dictateed by the cu
ustomer who
expects a quality,
q
functional product. Thhe buyer does
not want too pay for prod
duction errors and
a should be
minimized. A stock accumulation should be
avoided, which
w
creates costs and produces
p
the
"right" timee.
With rapid
d development in the fields of
o information
technologyy and hardwarre, the worldd is about to
witness a fourth industrial revolutioon [14]. The
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flow of materials. Optimizing the flow of materials
is of particular importance in achieving the required
level of efficiency of the production process.
The term "flow of value" is used to show that there
is the right order (most optimal) for all business
activities, how they are interconnected and how they
all contribute to a successful business together. The
flow of value is always viewed from the customer's
side, observation begins on the one side where the
flow stops (at the buyer) and is traced to the source,
i.e. to the very beginning (to the supplier). This can
be seen as a river with many tributaries, each of
which adds a new flow to the main flow (values for
the customer) [2].

communicate with one another throughout the value
chain, thereby disrupting the role of operators and
managers [5].
A simple definition, proposed by Bidet-Mayer [6],
describes "connected factories that are made flexible
and smart through networks of machines, products
and individuals." Schumacher et al. [7] provide a
more detailed definition of Industry 4.0 by referring
to recent technological developments where the
internet and support technologies provide a
backbone for incorporating physical objects, human
beings, smart machines, product lines and processes
across organizational boundaries in order to form a
new sort of smart, networked, agile value chain.
Industry
4.0
therefore
implies
constant
communication with all of the parts of the value
chain that are outside the company, especially
suppliers and customers. Real-time sharing of
information among 4 all the different stakeholders
makes the supply chain more responsive [8]. In
addition to this horizontal integration of the value
chain, there is also vertical integration: all the
operations carried out in the company may now be
connected and optimised in an integrated network
[5].
The advancement in the digitalisation within
manufacturing and electronic data interchange
linking supply chains has led to the emergence of
Industry 4.0 [9]. It is critical to understand the role
of Industry 4.0 in today's fast-changing and
competitive business environment; where companies
are facing challenges in dealing with big data and
rapid decision making for the improved productivity
[10]. Academic literature shows that the Industry 4.0
has remained as a cost-driven initiative and there is
limited evidence of real business model
transformations [11].
One of the modern concepts available to
manufacturing companies that want to achieve a
competitive edge is certainly a lean concept. This
concept seeks to eliminate all losses in production,
avoids scattering of materials, resources available,
with the aim of achieving high quality, flexibility
and price that the buyer is ready to pay. It strives for
continuity, optimization and integration of machines,
people and other resources in the production
process.
The fundamental philosophy of LM of continuous
improvement summarized in the Japanese word
kaizen summarizes the emphasis of lean
manufacturing on “ongoing improvement involving
everyone”

3. EFFICIENT PRODUCTION
Optimization of production and business processes
has become the target point for all companies to
strive. Traditional analytical tools used to increase
process efficiency and reduce costs have mostly
focused on the physical processes involved in each
stage of production, while alternative methods of
increasing efficiency consider the process as a whole
and optimize the integration of each stage of
production [3].
Flexible production involves continuous and
interrupted production flows, that is, the benefit and
advantage of these flows, compensating for their
shortcomings, with the aim of continuing the flows
of materials within the production. This means that
the system can respond to the requests of each
individual customer in the shortest possible time,
without stalling in the production, accumulation of
unfinished products, and the like [4].
Pull production is the opposite of Push. This means
that the products are made only when the buyer
requests it or pulls it out, and not earlier.
Accordingly, there is no production without the
demands of customers. After the introduction of
tactile production, single current flow of materials
and reliable machines, the enterprise can introduce
pull production, providing products at the moment
when the customer needs them.
3. MODERN CONCEPTS AND TRENDS OF
PRODUCTION
In the literature, industry 4.0, which is also called
"the industry of the future" or "smart
manufacturing", does not seem to refer to a single,
common definition. Nevertheless, experts agree that
digital technology will play an essential role:
industry 4.0 production processes will incorporate
autonomous technology and tools that will
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The effectiveness of lean manufacturing (LM) in
achieving individual worker well-being and
operational outcomes has been largely debated in the
operations management literature [11]. LM is a
manufacturing system whose objective is to
streamline the flow of production while continually
seeking to reduce the resources (e.g., direct and
indirect lab our, equipment, materials, space, etc.)
required to produce a given set of items; any slack in
the system is referred to as ‘waste’ [12].
Traditional methods such as Six Sigma 6σ focus
more on quality than it does at speed.
All major six sigma problems are solved using the
DMAIC methodology (Define - Defining or
Determining, Measure - Measurement, Analyze Analyzing, Improve - Improving or Improvement
and Controle - control or management). This
technique can be used to teach techniques: how
collect data, how much to use, and how often they
count and how to be flexible.
The Six Sigma concept is a system that combines
tools for continuous improvements that are on to
make it possible to draw attention on processes,
analyze them and compare each other, and
objectively determine resources for those processes
that require that they pay more attention to them.
Important it is to emphasize that the common bond
between different the process in one organization is
a defect. Because every process is immanent defects
that cause repairs, fines, losses, in addition
production time and increased costs. By focusing on
these defects and concentrating Efforts to reduce
them will reduce the norm production time and
processing costs. System 6σ Measures the process in
the process and normalizes them so that they are can
make a comparison between the individual
processes. And when a comparison is made between
process can make objective decisions in a look at
where and how to allocate resources for achieving
better performance.

they can respond in a timely manner to the demands
of customers who will be loyal and satisfied with the
quality and price of the product.
We are witnessing a fast, dynamic development of
technologies, especially information technologies
that are increasingly being used in the production
and changing the concept of the industry.
In the world, the concept is increasingly being
applied, with the tendency to achieve efficient and
so-called. fit production. Continuous, continuous
improvements in the organization - Kaizen method,
5S method, job organization, are some of the easy
methods that enable the desired efficient production.
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CONCLUSIONS
On the changes and demands of the market and
customers, in the sea of competitors, companies can
respond with the improvement and efficiency of
their production and process, which can be enabled
by the application of six sigma, lean concepts and
modern methods and techniques.
The concept of continuous improvement, adaptation,
monitoring of changes, reduction and elimination of
losses is the only correct and the right way to
achieve efficient production. By applying the
modern, mentioned philosophies of the company,
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important information about products and services
for improving the quality and optimization of
business processes. Monitoring does not only screen
the quality of products/services, but also the
adequacy of the entire TQM (Total Quality
Management) system in the implementation of the
quality functions [1][3]. Assuring quality of the
company's activities is a key factor for its success, as
well as its sustainability on the market. Total quality
management requires full responsibility of all
members of the company, as it is joint work of all
[4]. In the process of implementation of the TQM
philosophy, important aspect are the employees,
processes and customers, as well as all interested
parties in terms of protection, partnership,
responsibility, guarantee, communication, service,
security, support, as well as assistance and openness
for cooperation [1][2][5].
This study was made to explain the importance of
quality for hospitality services company - hotel
resort "A-ROSA" in Germany. The survey is done
by monitoring the way business processes are
managed (identifying, documenting, and controlling)
and whether documentation was put together for
efficiency of the system.
In the hospitality industry, it is necessary to respect
the standards for production, service and safety of
people and products [6]. Adequate control is also
required in order to achieve the goals set. The
opportunities provided by the ISO 9000 series of
standards enable definition and activation of control
points, which will prevent defects, complaints,
delays[7][8]. But a good quality system does not
only mean a system that will provide projected

Abstract. In this study an analysis of hospitality
services company - Hotel Resort "A-ROSA" in
Germany was performed in order to identify whether
it has an efficient quality system. The survey was
done as an attempt to perceive the existing situation
in this company in the domain of design and
implementation of the quality system, analyzed
through the four pillars of the house of quality at the
top of which is the top management, while the base
is consists of measuring, evaluating, analyzing and
comparing quality / poor quality.
The results of applying the Total Quality
Management (TQM) methodology have shown that it
is possible to achieve the company's vision and main
goals towards meeting the needs of internal and
external clients, right on time, while eliminating the
processes which are not adding value or any
promotion.
Key words: House of quality, Internal
standardization, TQM philosophy, Hotel industry,
Customer satisfaction
1.INTRODUCTION
Every organization should develop the activities of
the quality system, which can be presented as a
"house of quality". The pillars of the house of
quality are: internal standardization, methods and
techniques for operation with absence of faults,
education, and motivation, and the cost of quality
[1]. Top management is most responsible in the
"house of quality" and it’s "holding" the four pillars,
which are subsystems of the system itself [2]. In the
basis of the house of quality lies the measurement of
the defined, collected business process data in order
to understand and control them, as well as to gather
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quality, but management and optimization of
processes [7][9][10].

quality of the services. One of the company's
missions is to advance the society in which they
operate [1].

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Application of total quality management
methodology in the hotel complex A-ROSA
The hotel complex A-ROSA was built on to the
existing building infrastructure of the previous hotel
"Kempinski", built after the Second World War in
Eastern Berlin at that time. The hotel welcomes
guests with the new brand from the distant 2004
with a tendency of continuous development. It is a
chain of hotels under the brand A-ROSA and it’s
certain that this hotel stands out from the others with
the ideal location, situated in a nature rich in forest,
along the shore of Lake Scharmützelsee. Throughout
the years, although the ownership structure changes,
the management of the hotel manages clearly
defined goals. The greatest achievement of the
management was to get the coastal part of the local
lake - for summering from the local government, as
well as the few hectares of land in which, with a
small investment, they got wonderful golf courses
for recreation. Today, the A-ROSA Hotel is a place
for recreation, leisure, entertainment and enjoyment
of elite guests from all over Germany. The
dedication of management and employees is intense,
24 hours a day, seven days a week. The hotel
complex serves its clients with experienced and
cordial staff from the parking lot to the reception,
from the hotel rooms to the cafes, to the spa center,
swimming pools, beaches. The company is the main
artery for domestic tourists, and the management is
proud that A-ROSA is a brand that gives satisfaction
to customers, and ensures profit.
The structure of the company constitutes the
management team as the highest body, while the
report for the operation is received from the General
Manager. The workload requires a structural
division in six sectors, each with its own share of the
operation. Dividing the operation into sectors
enables independence in finding ways to facilitate
the operation in the process of fulfilling hotel’s
services. All sectors are in interdependent horizontal
communication and their processes are connected,
Figure 1. Overall services are carried out with the
coordination and collaboration of teams for all
business processes.
2.2. Creating a business culture in a hospitality
service company
The business world creates new values in the society
[11]. The value consists of the well being created by
the business world, business opportunities and the

Figure 1: Organization structure in the company
In all projects implemented by A-ROSA hotel, the
world's quality standards are at the top of each stage
of development. By applying professional
knowledge,
experienced
personnel,
modern
technology, care is taken to meet the needs and
expectations of all clients with whom they cooperate
in the society on the domestic and international
market, in order to offer continuous quality. In all
projects that have been implemented so far, AROSA always respects ethical values. For this
purpose, the management team is working to
improve issues related to quality, environment,
occupational safety and health of employees, and for
this purpose they organize continuous training for
raising awareness among employees, following
technological innovations and establishing relevant
systems in the areas of project activities. In
accordance with the current valid domestic and
international rules and regulations, the main
principle of managers is to provide quality assets
and equipment for protection of human health and
the environment. The goal is to use natural resources
at an optimum level and to support and provide
conditions for "sustainable development" of natural,
social and economic resources.
When talking about the service in the hotel industry,
it is essential that at the first visit guest’s
expectations are meet and exceeded [3]. The quality
of the services includes all the parameters that will
result in guests’ satisfaction. One of the principled
ways in which A-ROSA Hotel differs from other
hotel industry companies is the quality policy of
services, through consistent delivery of higher
quality in relation to the competitors.
3.2 Defining the business processes in the hotel
"A-ROSA"
In defining business processes, a person is a key
factor in the quality of services, since he is the
carrier of all activities in the hotel industry [1][11].
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forms, databases, standards, list of instructions and
specifications. Figure 4 provides a standard
operating procedure for the business process Preparation and provision of food services at the
Marktrestaurant restaurant. The standard operating
procedure specifies the documents used in the
process, participation of the employees, as well as
the possibility of comments with further
explanations or guidance on instructions that are
defining the sub-process. The sub-process is the
main buffet breakfast and dinner, allowing guests to
enjoy a fun cooking display.

The company invests in the development and
education of employees for successful execution of
the business processes in the hotel. Proper
performance of the work responsibilities of each
sector individually is an important component of the
hotel so that it can offer quality services, figure 2.

Figure 2: A schematic representation of the
standard operational procedure during the
preparation and provision of services at the hotel
Information is the basis for business management,
i.e. the basis for decision making, organizing,
forecasting, etc [4]. They are a key resource that
hotel existence is dependent on, because depending
on the way and the speed of collecting all relevant
customer information will depend on the success in
their work.
3.3 Standard operating procedure of one of the
business processes in the hotel "A-ROSA"
The description of one of the business processes in
the hotel "A-ROSA" is a series of logically related
activities that use the resources of the hotel, whose
ultimate goal is to services the guests with
appropriate quality and prices, in an adequate
timeframe, with simultaneous realization of values
from the process of functioning, Figure 3.

Figure 4: Schematic representation of the
standard operating procedure in the hotel’s
kitchen and restaurant
The application of internal standardization improves
the responsibility of employees in the realization of
business processes. The application of the TQM
system methodology means the design of a good
documented quality system that is covering all
business processes of the company and is an
indispensable basis for the successful application of
SPC (statistical process control) and efficient
teamwork that otherwise could not be set up in case
of a bad quality system [2]. Errors are recorded in
tables and diagrams and are subject to analysis by
managers. Based on the information obtained from
the daily reports, the responsible manager can
identify the oversights or complaints made by the
clients, and depending on the type of problem, they
are recognized, defined and recorded in the
checklist. Based on the total operational errors, as
well as criticisms and complaints from the clients,
the Pareto diagram is being prepared from the
checklists. This diagram should show which
objections are of the highest frequency and

GUEST
CYCLE

Figure 3: Production-service process in the
company
Aside from the use of general documents in the
realization of the processes local documents are also
created for a more detailed explanation of the
process and allocation of responsibilities, as well as
the need for adjusting the process to the local state
laws. Business documents can be work instructions,
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importance and in which direction the management
team should pay attention and seek a solution to
overcome the problem, Figure 5.

methodology for designing and implementing the
TQM system in:
• the application of internal standardization which
improves the responsibility of employees in the
realization of business processes;
• the use of statistical methods and techniques
reduces defects in operation and is a significant
benefit, especially when requiring specified quality
at the lowest operating costs;
• the application of software packages increases the
efficiency in the application of statistical methods
and techniques;
• by analyzing the cost of quality, losses can be
controlled and minimized in terms of material and
energy consumption.

Figure 5. Pareto diagram in regards to the
frequency of irregularities in operation
From Figure 5 it can be seen that the number of
complaints is the highest in delays by deliverer’s of
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bread and other bakery products. The first pillar of the
diagram shows the delays of bread and other bakery
products for the use in the hotel. The hotel complex
does not produce its own and depends on the delivery
by the suppliers. The proposal of the management team
is to employ people with the necessary skills and to
supply equipment for their own production for internal
use. The second pillar of the diagram shows complaints
due to frequent break-down of the kitchen equipment
(malfunction of the ice machine, refrigerators, and
stoves). The proposal of the management team is
solving the problem by replacing existing ones with
new technical equipment. The third pillar of the
diagram gives the frequency of complaints by "VIP"
clients in relation to hotel services, especially during
the seasonal months or holidays when the hotel
operates at full capacity. The guests' revolt arises as a
consequence of the strict rules and regulations of the
hotel regarding the code of conduct of the guests. The
fourth pillar of the diagram gives the frequency of
problems related to the current maintenance of golf
courses as a result of the widespread area and the need
for daily maintenance and irrigation. The proposal for a
management solution is to increase the number of staff
for horticulture (especially in the golf course and for
organizing golf tournaments) and purchase of more
mowers. The fifth pillar of the diagram gives the
frequency of problems related to the equipment and
cleaning of the rooms due to lack of necessary staff
(housekeeping attendants). The management solved
this problem by employing seasonal workers. After
determining the causes of the problem, the actions to be
taken are defined, the person responsible for the
implementation of the actions and the deadlines for the
implementation of the corrective measures.

3. CONCLUSIONS
The hospitality services company - hotel resort "AROSA" in Germany sees the benefits of applying the
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Abstract. The six sigm
ma concept represents
r
an
advanced function
f
of th
he level of knnowledge for
advancemeent in mana
aging the organization's
o
business, with
w
the aim of avoiding mistakes
m
and
malfunction
ns in technological an
nd business
processes. The six sigma system introdu
uces tools and
techniques to improve th
he organization
n's process in
terms of qu
uality systems and reduce thhe number of
defect prodducts. The impllementation off the six sigma
concept is an approach that
t
influencess the increase
in the levell of quality andd profit of the organization.
Lean conncept has loong been a competitive
advantage. The concept of lean produuction aims to
reduce the number of pro
oduct errors an
nd reduce the
size of the warehouse,
w
without reducing
g productivity.
This papeer presents th
he criteria foor successful
implementa
ation and use of the conceppt, six sigma
and lean production in
i different areas
a
of the
organizatioon.
Key wordds: Six siggma, LEAN production,
implementa
ation.

M). SixSigma is a busineess
Manageement (QI/QM
model, which
w
is orientted towards qu
uality and proffits
[12].
The Sixx Sigma conceept is a managgement approaach
which is focused on projectt developmennt,
ous improvem
ment of produccts, services annd
continuo
processees in the orgaanization. Thesse improvemennts
are achhieved througgh the reducction of defeect
productss, lower maiintenance cossts, and highher
productiion efficiency [3]. In additio
on, Six Sigma is
oriented
d towards the uunderstanding and satisfaction
of custo
omer needs; improving buusiness system
ms;
improviing productivitty, and financcial performannce
[9]. Im
mplementing Six Sigma has reportted
significaant financial gains from thheir deploymeent
efforts. For example, in 1999 Generral Electric (G
GE)
reportedd $2 billion off net income benefits from Six
S
Sigma in
nitiatives [13]..
Lean management
m
reepresents a seet of production
managem
ment procedurres designed for
f the custom
mer
to improove quality annd reduce costss and production
time [17]. To be succcessful, Lean implementation
mpetitive advanntage requires organisations to
for com
apply Lean principles in all organisaational functionns,
includin
ng accountingg, sales and marketing, annd
human resources [7]. Lean producttion is a conceept
that tennds towards rreduction of defect
d
produccts;
waste reeduction; higher value for cuustomers; highher
satisfacttion of custom
mers; robust production;
p
coost
reductio
on; quality improvementt; and highher
productiivity [15]. Tooyota Motor Company’s
C
high
productiivity and quaality performannce is routineely
attributeed to practiices associateed with Leean
productiion [13].

DUCTION
1.INTROD
The concep
pt of six sigmaa and lean prodduction has an
important role
r
in the im
mplementation of these two
models in organizations in recent decaades. For any
business enterprise
e
it is important to achieve
business excellence,
e
whhich is based on meeting
customers´ demands, improving the
t
business
productivitty and corporrative social responsibility
[4]. Constaant maintenannce of high quality
q
in the
organizatioon is significannt as well.. Thhere are many
models of advanced sysstems: ISO 90
001, Malcolm
Baldrige Award,
A
Contin
nuous Improveement/Quality
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 Focus on the statistical approach to
improvement.
Six concepts or constructs related to Six Sigma [14]:
 Top management leadership,
 Customer requirements,
 Focus on financial and non-financial results,
 Structured method of process improvement,
 Strategic process selection, and
 Full-time specialist.
In fact, the term ‘Six Sigma’ refers to a performance
target of operating within 3.4 defects per million
opportunities [13]. It is normal that this minimal
error cannot be achieved immediately, it takes many
years, but it is very important to achieve a certain
goal.

In this paper some of the successful factors of
implementation of the Six Sigma and Lean
production mode will be presentedl. The main goal
is to explore the successful implementation of these
two concepts. Critical factors for the success of these
two concepts have been presented.
2.IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONCEPT
SIX SIGMA AND LEAN PRODUCTION
Concept Six Sigma
Six Sigma is a set of techniques and tools used to
improve the process, at the advanced level of
knowledge in mathematics, probability, statistics and
organization
management
[12].
Successful
implementation of the Six Sigma concept includes
quality integration in the company’ main functions;
spreading and utilization of the concept in all
business processes; management support for putting
quality as a top priority; and focus on well defined,
and measureable goals [16]. In order to successfully
implement the Six Sigma concept, companies have
to focus on process variation reduction and to view
projects as tools through which cost reductions can
be made and higher customer satisfaction achieved
[3]. The goal of Six Sigma is value creation through
quality improvement [8]. Many organizations
worldwide have implemented Six Sigma and
achieved remarkable improvements in their market
share, customer satisfaction, reliability and
performance of products and services with
impressive financial savings [5].
The concept of Six Sigma is a strategy of business
development, which aims to identify and eliminate
possible errors and deficiencies in business
processes directing the activities that are reliable for
customers. The key components to the success of
implementing Six Sigma are related to the
commitment of top management, the supporting
infrastructure, training and statistical tools [6].
Six Sigma implementation involves the following
characteristics [6]:
 An understanding of project expectations from
the shop floor,
 Leadership of top management,
 Disciplined application of DMAIC,
 Fast application of the project (3–6 months),
 Clear definition of results to be reached,
 Supplying of infrastructure to implement
improvements,
 Focus on the consumer and the process,

Concept lean production
Lean has become a widely recognised philosophy
that aims to reduce waste and non-value activities to
improve
performance
in
cost-efficiency,
conformance quality, productivity, and reduced
inventory levels and throughput times [10]. Lean
production, evolved from the Toyota Production
System (TPS) over a period of several decades, is
considered to improve firm performance through
elimination of waste. Lean production can be
described at different levels of abstraction: it can be
defined as a philosophy, as a set of principles and as
bundles of practices [13].
Lean aims to reduce human effort, stocks, delivery
time and production space to meet the demands of
the market while delivering high-quality products at
the lowest price. The gains from implementing Lean
can be seen in the productivity results reach [6].
Lean concept implementation has considerable
significance for effective and efficient production
whose aim is less resources usage and lower
production costs. Using both practical and projectbased perspectives, a key strategy is the elimination
of waste [11].
The critical success factors of Lean production
include leadership; finances; organizational culture;
and employee skills [1]. The organization should
have a strong and competent leader who has the
power to improve knowledge and skills of
employees. Organizations that have failed to develop
a certain level of leadership may be confronted with
small process flexibility, risks of possible failure,
irregular and inefficient allocation of resources. As
one of the most important factors of Lean
production, finance is the basis of stable business
development [15].
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The role of organizational culture is to create
support for business processes, as an imperative for
further creation of a sustainable and proactive
company. Organizational culture has a role to create
a strong and powerful management approach, in a
dynamic and diverse business environment, with an
overarching view of goals and accepting change.
Knowledge and skills of employees represent an
important role in business development and
implementation of Lean production. Employees
without adequate knowledge and skills have a more
difficult time to accept new technologies,
innovation, and overall development [2]. Lean
management implementation can provide product
differentiation and help the enterprise to operate
with less risk in the selected market [17].
3. CONCLUSIONS
After carrying out the theoretical analysis in Six
Sigma and Lean production, one can conclude that
the goal of each of these concepts is to improve the
organization's business performance. In order to
improve the organization it has to achieve different
business goals such as finance, cost reduction, waste
reduction, customer satisfaction, product, and
service quality and productivity. Lean production
concept focuses on reducing production, warehouse
and higher productivity. Six Sigma concept focuses
on the minimum amount of manufacturing defects.
The concept of Lean and Six Sigma plays an
important role in management and employee
engagement in order to improve business
performance. In these two concepts, the nature of
organizational engagement varies considerably in
two approaches. Lean is a bottom up approach
where management plays a supportive and
facilitating role in engaging shop-floor workers to
form cross-functional self-directed work teams and
apply Lean tools. Six Sigma management plays a
more active role, often selecting improvement
projects based on financial and strategic goals, and
championing and monitoring them as well [13].
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The Leaan Start-up deffines the team structure as seelfautonom
mous and full-tiime cross-funcctional teams thhat
have seccured small cappital, the necesssary authority for
f
not slow
wing down leearning and accountability
a
bby
unnecessary approvals and the reccognition of the
t
innovatiion success [11, 3]. When itts organizationnal
structuree is in question, Lean Start-up
S
suggests
developing a “platform
m for innovatio
on” that has seelfimposedd rules, i.e. witthin pre-determ
mined and settlled
limits th
hat promote annd boost the sttart-up impact in
the comp
mpany itself withhout restrictingg its start-up meet–
hods [1]]. Another curttail requiremen
nt is the necessiity
to changge the companyy culture. In hiis works, Alannge
[4] statees that top mannagement shou
uld install a moore
innovatiive culture thatt is open to chaange amongst its
employeees to foster creativity, commitment and
an
passion to innovate in a continuous learning environn–
ment. Another
A
essentiaal part of makking great impaact
on earlyy Lean Startup is to not be blindsided, as veery
often haappens to mannagers around critical
c
processses
like recrruiting, hiring, aand training an
nd developmentt.
In this paper,
p
Splunk’ss approach to thhis field and hoow
to succeessfully these bblind spots cann be avoided will
w
be preseented.
Splunk is a software ffirm from San Francisco; it’ss a
perfect case that will bbe used to illuustrate this poinnt.
Founded
d somewhere during 2003 with
w around $440
million in venture cappital funding, Splunk was one
of the pioneering
p
com
mpanies that have
h
been soleely
focused on so-called ““big data” spacce. Splunk wass a
small coompany with nno previous traack record to use
u
as a refference, so for this reason thhey needed to be
clever and
a creative whhen it came to recruiting,
r
hirinng
and trainning their team
m members.

Abstract. In this paper, thhe application and
advantagess of the lean appproach to starrt-up business
is presentedd through a prractical examplle how to
correctly do
d employment of new workfoorce. Splunk
was an exaample of innova
ate and creativve approach
to start-up and that will be
b shown in thiis paper. The
focus of thiis paper is on taking
t
various aspects into
account wh
hen recruiting employees
e
in order
o
to
ensure the success of a sttartup businesss.
Key words:: Lean manageement, start-upp business,
employmennt, software
1.INTROD
DUCTION
In order to properly inntroduce the Lean
L
Start-up
(Figure1) to a companny, it needs to have an
organizatioon structure, culture and discipline to
properly ex
xecute the seaarch for growtth and at the
same time maintain the operational
o
actiivity level [1].
Hence, appplying this type of methhodology on
processes that already exist
e
requires the adopting
c
culture
company too adapt the praactices to the current
and processes [2].

Figgure 1: Basic Lean Start-up sccheme
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2. METHODOLOGY
Shown in this paper are the insights on how Splunk
preventet the blind spots as it scaled and how they
succesfully recruited the right members.

multiple interviews involving diverse people, much
better results have been observed. As a consequence,
a process that is structured, and emphasizes
behavioural criteria was established.

When it comes to recruiting (Figure2), the saying
goes „business process is only as good as the people
involved“. This is one of most crucial parts, it is
most notable for the type of sales that is dependend
from individual performance. Salespeople that are
the best in their jobs generate astoundingly more
than their average colleagues: the difference can be
even up to ten times more, depending on what they
are selling. To quote Bart Fanelli, Vice Presedent of
the Spunk „For recruitment, we set our sights on
talent from companies already operating at the level
we want to operate at.“ This is a long and hard
process and demands time and resources from
company’s leadership. The biggest part of making
company constantly grow is recruitment and hiring
as a continuous part of the management culture.

Management’s commitment to communicating,
establishing, and keeping of an up-to-date hiring
process remains a real constraint. The company
Splunk created profiles that state certain skills and
ability to perform each role appropriately. They also
made certain behavioural elements in management’s
view, which are valuable across roles.
Another vital aspect that will be considered in this
paper is training and development. Modern trends in
most modern companies is that they don’t train
salespeople constantly and the usual practice is that
training budgets increase following good sales and
decrease when sales are tough. This is not a useful
practice because it wastes time, and on top of that
it’s almost impossible to determine cause and effect.
Naturally, people need support and upgrading of the
skills from time to time and motivational help. Here,
the focus is of crustal importance - learning and
development on an analysis of sales needs to be
performed on site and with quality employees. This is
a process that provides good and accurate feedback on
time to managers and leaders of company.
To be more clear, it is of key importance to know
what you can control and control it. In Splunk’s
case, as Fanelli notes, “we kept a certain leader-tocontributor ratio in mind to make sure the first-line
sales leader can train contributors on the desired
skills. We track this quarterly, looking at training
and coaching with the same attention that we use to
review ‘the numbers’ because the effectiveness of
our first-line leaders is the gateway to the
performance we want to see in sales outcomes.“

Figure 2: The Lean employment pattern
Next important part of successful recruitment is the
process of interviewing and hiring. Problem starts
here - managers are often too much self-assured
about their ability to judge and estimate candidates
based only on personal interviews. From experience,
there is no parallel between performance on the
interview and on-the-job performance. In studies
that had been done, it was clearly shown that
performing the hiring process solely by this way can
be hurtful to the company in selection decisions:
there is almost no difference between choosing
randomly or solely by interviews. This danger is
most evident in sales. When employees are chosen
in departments where talent varies a lot, this usually
leads to a so to say cloning: that managers hire as
many as they see fit and are taking control of the
interviews by themself. In companies where a
manager’s assessment is complemented with

Any work environment has a wide variety of people
with different capabilities, learning styles and
temperaments. To have the best effect, development
and coaching needs to have capability to reach to
any employee and be constantly updated and
renewed. Review made on time in the sales
organization can push the process up the chain and
successfully create a constantly developmental tool.
“The first-line review process,” says Fanelli,
“connects quarterly to every manager in the field.
The second-line review (a review of those who
manage and review the first-line managers) focuses
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on a broader set of skills, happens annually, and
goes into more depth than the quarterly process.”
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In this paper it can be seen that Splunk mixes a lot of
good practices that in the long term are helpin to
them avoid common blind spots in sales as it grows.
Of course, not all companies need to do what Splunk
does, but is highly recommended. In every company,
placement and strategies are different, and because
of that practices need to vary. What this paper is
trying to show is that any company must acquire
talent by making core processes like recruiting,
interviewing, and development a real priority in
daily practice. To quote Aristotle “Excellence is a
habit.”

3. CONCLUSIONS
Splunk had in plan to increase their capital from a
$50 million company worth $250 million during a
five-year cycle, but it should always be kept in mind
that targeted figures are different form company to
company. They successfully did this, allowing their
company to grow to a desired level. Also, don’t
forget that this was possible due to considering the
recruitment and hiring process as a continuous part
of the management culture, not only an HR
responsibility, this was Splunk’s approach and it was
very fruitful.
All of the recruitment concepts mentioned in the
example presented in this paper are the same ones
which make up the lean startup methodologies. They
are based on careful selection of employees, taking
into account various personal aspects, while
ensuring that the future employees will receive all of
the necessary training. In addition, the lean approach
suggests that employee motivation is of great
importance for a successful business.
Therefore, the success of Splunk’s strategy was
largely influenced by their decision to integrate the
lean aspects into their recruitment method.
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Abstract. Inn this paper, th
he application and
advantagess of the lean appproach to starrt-up business
is presented
d, through an example
e
involvving the sales
of personall energy appliaances intended for outdoor
use. By usin
ng a thoroughlly developed sttep-by-step
approach, BioLite
B
compaany was able to
o come up
with a way to sell their eq
quipment to eveen the most
remote of markets
m
(in thiss case, towns in
n India that
do not havee access to largge retail storess) by
carefully an
nalysing all off the key factorss and
problems innvolved. In add
dition, this pap
per contains
the explanaation of how sppecific lean priinciples were
applied in achieving
a
of th
he company’s goal.
g

The praactical applicattion of the builld-measure-leaarn
and Gett out of the bbuilding princiiples, hereinaft
fter
referred
d to as BLM aand GOOB was,
w
is illustratted
with an
n example innvolving BioL
Lite, a compaany
which manufactures personal eneergy appliancees,
such as cookstoves, mainly
m
for outtdoor use. Theeir
productss are typicallly bought fro
om retail storees,
howeverr, the companny attempted to sell them to
more reemote markets,, including sub
b-Saharan Afriica
and cerrtain locations in India. Bio
oLite was facced
with a number of prooblems, includding the lack of
a
a
and
retail stores and means of advertising
transporrtation of their products.

Key words:: Lean manageement, start-up
p business,
personal ennergy appliancce, build-learn--measure
(BLM), Gett out of the buiilding (GOOB))

THODOLOGY
Y
2. MET
In this part
p of the papeer, the two aforrementioned leean
methodoologies will bee briefly descrribed, along with
the step-by-step proceess that BioLitee had undertakken
in orderr to ensure efficcient and profiitable distributiion
of their product
p
to a rem
mote town in Inndia.
The build-measure-leaarn cycle represents an iteratiive
lean meethodology annd consists of the following
stages:
1. Pla
an – idea devvelopment, deffining of hypo–
thesses and adequaate metrics for measuring them
m.
2. Buiild – creating of a minimum
m viable produuct,
on which
w
the finall product will be
b based.
3. Meeasure – analyyse the results obtained by tthe
prev
vious stages.
4. Leaarn – Comparre these resultss with the inittial
hyppothesis and use the newly
n
acquirred
knoowledge to impprove the cyclee.
Once thhe BLM cycle is complete, additional iterra–
tions aree performed (iif necessary), until
u
a satisfyiing
solution
n is obtained.. It can be seen that thhis

DUCTION
1. INTROD
In the receent years, the lean managem
ment concept
was develooped and founnd application in numerous
areas. Leann managementt is based on the
t principles
according to which entrrepreneurs aree everywhere,
entrepreneu
urship is manaagement and that
t
validated
learning is of great impo
ortance [1]. It also involves
more speccific principless, such as Buuild-measurelearn, Gett out of the building annd innovative
accounting [2,3]. Due to its nature, wh
hich relies on
quick and efficient prodduction of smaall batches of
products, as
a well as onn systematic and detailed
approach to target market
m
analysiis, the lean
w
exceptioonally well whhen combined
principles works
with start-u
up businesses, since the purp
rpose of startups is to seell simpler, sm
maller and cheaaper products,
as the first step towards laarge-scale entrrepreneurship.
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methodology strongly relies on experience gained
during the iteration, which is used as the base for
improvement (Figure 1).

2.1 Experiment 1: The Handi shop
Since BioLite’s target customers in India don’t have
access to large retail shops, an alternative was found
in the so-called Handi shops. BioLite attempted to
sell their product (the HomeStove) through these
shops.
This experiment failed due to lack of information
available to buyers, and it was conclude that a more
proactive approach is required.
2.2 Experiment 2: The Chaiwala
The next experiment involved the supplying of
Chaiwalas, (tea sellers in India), with both the
product and the appropriate training on how to use it.
Even though the promotion was successful, it still
failed in terms of sales, since the customers were
more focused on getting their tea as quickly and as
cheap as possible, without considering the
technology behind it.
Thus, this experiment failed due to an inadequate
target market and this was the next factor to
consider.

Figure 1. The Build-Measure-Learn cycle
The Get out of the building methodology was devised
by Steve Blank [3], and represents an important step
before the actual start-up business is initiated. It sug–
gests that entrepreneurs should first establish contacts
with interested partners and customers, in order to
ensure a reliable source of valuable feedback about
their needs regarding the product, and aids the process
of improving of following iterations. In this way, a
solid base for future start-up related work is created.
The case study presented here involves BioLite,
accompany that manufactures personal energy
appliances (such as portable cookstoves) both online
and in major retail stores, while providing all of the
necessary information to their customers.
In the case of certain markets, even a combination of
online and retail presence could not reach the custo–
mers and in order to solve this problem, BioLite had
to adapt their approach to selling in accordance with
the new, completely different market that they have
discovered in India [4].
In order to solve this issue, their team in charge of
emerging markets developed a series of experiments,
for the purpose of determining the best way for their
products to reach their intended users. The product
in question (HomeStove) can be seen in Figure 2.

2.3 Experiment 3: BioLite flagship store
The next experiment aimed to set up a business in a
busy market in the town of Bhubaneswar, India.
BioLite’s local team would distribute promotional
materials and demonstrate the product to anyone
interested in a quick and comprehensive manner.
Although this approach attracted a large number of
customers quickly, it turned out that it could not
retain these costumers for longer periods of time.
This was due to the fact that the users who needed
the cookstove the most, lived outside of town, and it
was complicated for them to reach the flagship store.
Hence, the next issue that needed to be resolved was
the distribution of products to the target market.
2.4 Experiment 4: Avon calling
Based on the previously revealed issues, it was
concluded that there is a need for a partner that
would distribute the product. BioLite partnered with
the Greenlight Planet company in India, who were
already in the business of distributing energy
products to remote locations through local sales
representatives.
This process involved the training of Greenlight
Planet employees in terms of demonstrating value of
the BioLite cookstoves. On the other hand, BioLite
had to adapt their cookstoves to make it easier to
transport them from one demonstration location to
the other.

Figure 2. The HomeStove, manufactured by BioLite
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Insight gained from Greenlight Planet salesmen
aided BioLite in searching for their own team of
salespeople which would go from door to door to
demonstrate the stoves and gain the attention of
potential customers.
With this approach, the only remaining issue was
related to the affordability of the product. In other
words, BioLite needed to ensure that their target
customers can actually buy the cookstove.

were made about what can be improved, before
moving onto the next stage.
However, this alone was not enough to obtain
satisfying results, and there was the need to
communicate with the target market, and provide
clear and straightforward information about the
product to the customers. For this purpose, BioLite
employees and their partners in India personally
demonstrated the product to the buyers. In this way,
they were able to educate their buyers about the
product, as well as the ways in which they can afford
to buy it. Establishing and maintaining direct
communication with the customers is the basic
concept of the GOOB approach.

2.5 Experiment 5: Microfinance institutions
Microfinance is an economic engine used to aid lowincome households by allowing customers to take
loans, arrange payments and monitor their finances.
BioLite’s partnerships with microfinance institution
(MFI), allowed their employees to present the
cookstove using real-time demos, along with the
possibility of showing the interested customers their
finance programmes.
The programmes in question would immediately
enable the customers to purchase the cookstoves,
relying on the fact that their efficiency will make the
stoves pay for themselves after a couple of months,
by saving both fuel and energy.
This experiment managed to solve the final issues
preventing people from becoming BioLite’s
customers, thus completing the experimental process
of determining the best way to sell cookstoves in
remote locations.

4. CONCLUSION
The case study presented in this paper, involving the
selling of cookstoves in remote parts of India,
confirmed that not succeeding on your first attempt
at establishing a business is not necessarily a failure
and that it can have its advantages, if approached in
the correct manner. It can be seen how combining
different lean management approaches can
contribute to developing of a successful business
model.
By using the BLM and GOOB principles, BioLite
company was able to ensure efficient product
distribution to their target market, despite the
numerous problems related to selling, transportation
and finances, wherein the product in question was a
cookstove (a personal energy appliance for outdoor
use). The experiments that were carried out allowed
the company to obtain valuable information which
was then used as a base for further improvements,
and with each following experiment, one of the
issues was eliminated. In addition, the BLM
approach allowed BioLite to identify problems that
were not taken into consideration previously.
Another well-known lean methodology, the GOOB
approach, also played an important part in these
experiments. Direct and adequate communication
with the target market allowed BioLite to understand
their customers’ needs, and react to them accor–
dingly. This manner of communication, which
included training of employees in the best ways to
demonstrate the advantages and capabilities of their
product, ensured that the target buyers would be
interested in the product itself. Additionally, direct
communication with the locals aided BioLite in
solving the issues related to transportation of their
product to the target location, which was further
away from the town where the stores are.

3. DISCUSSION
As can be seen by the flow of the experiments, the
process of determining the optimal way for BioLite
to sell their product under the given circumstances
was iterative. Each unsuccessful iteration provided
valuable knowledge and information about the
problems which needed to be solved in the steps that
would follow. In addition, every experiment mana–
ged to solve some of the previously encountered
issues.
The experiments started with a simple concept of
selling the product through the available stores,
continuing with educating of the customers, deter–
mining of the distribution channels and finally offe–
ring financial plans that would allow said customers
to afford the product.
It can be seen that the approach undertaken by
BioLite is based on the principles of the
aforementioned Build-Measure-Learn cycle and the
Get out of the Building methodology. The BLM is
reflected in the iterative approach wherein the results
of each experiments were analysed and conclusions
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Hence, it can be seen that applying the lean approach
to start-up businesses represents a reliable and
effective long-term strategy, mainly due to one of
the essential lean principles – the iterative learning
based on previous unsuccessful attempts. It also
emphasises the importance of direct communication
with the target market, in order to fully understand
and adequately take into account the customers’
needs and potential problems related to the product
aimed at them.
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ystem developped
Lean prroduction is a production sy
by Toyota Motor Coorporation to provide
p
the beest
quality, lowest pricees, efficient use
u of resourcces
during production tthrough the elimination of
unnecesssary costs. Objectives
O
of lean enterpriise
transform
mation are: less
l
waste, less design annd
productiion time, conttinuous flow, less costs, moore
employeee empowerm
ment, fewer organizationnal
layers, fewer suppliers, more flexibility annd
capabiliity, more prooductivity, im
mproved qualitty,
higher level
l
of custom
mer satisfaction and long-terrm
competiitive success.

Abstract. In
I this paper, the basic of leean approach
will be brieefly described, along with thee examples of
implementa
ation of lean, benefits of leaan production
and challlenges accou
unted in thhe empirical
researches of lean systeem application
n. The paper
presents thhe philosophy of
o "Lean" prodduction which
aims to ma
ake it easier, more
m
effective and efficient
through coontinuous impprovement andd to produce
high quality
ty and low-costt products.
Keywords: Lean approacch, waste, benef
efits of lean.

DUCTION
1.INTROD
The philo
osophy of "Lean" prodduction and
managemennt is to create a lean enterprise, which
aims to make
m
this com
mpany more effective
e
and
efficient th
hrough contin
nuous improveement and to
produce higgh quality and low-cost produucts.
Business environment
e
tooday is charaacterized with
fast econom
mic, political, institutional, technological,
t
demographhic and ecologiical changes. Development
of informaation and com
mmunication technology
t
is
rapid, diggitization has affected all spheres of
activities and enabled new forms of business.
Networking
g become an
n imperative of business
developmeent.
The phenom
menon of glob
balization and competition
c
at
the global level includee global mark
ketplace, and
environmen
ntal issues, creation
c
of global
g
supply
chains. Intternational tradde barriers havve fallen and
new trade agreements have been created.
c
It is
increasing awareness off the need to preserve the
environmen
nt and sustaiinable development. It is
dominant a new ''customeer in focus" appproach.

2. ME
EANING O
OF WASTE
E IN LEA
AN
APPRO
OACH
In their Toyota Producction system (T
TPS), Toyota has
h
defined 3 negative pphenomena to
o be eliminateed:
MUDA or waste - loss, unnecessaryy cost; MURA or
unevenn
ness, irregulariity, inconsistenncy - imbalancce,
unevenn
ness,
and
MURI
orr
overburdeen,
unreasonnableness - ovverload, unreassonableness. The
T
lean system focuses on the elimin
nation of wasste
which represent
r
any aaction in a proocess that is nnot
requiredd to completee a process successfully. It
strives to eliminate seven kinds of
o wastes oftten
named “deadly wastees”: overproduuction, waste of
p
waste,
waiting time, transporrtation waste, processing
inventorry waste, waste of motion and waste froom
product defects, Fig. 1. When waaste is removeed,
only thee activities thatt add values inn aim to deliverr a
satisfacttory product/ sservice to the customer
c
remaain
in the process
p
(proceess became “llean”). To do it
Value stream
s
mappinng (VSM) can
n be used, as an
extremeely powerful tool, combbining material
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processing steps with innformation flow
w as well as
other important related daata.
Toyota achhieved the suubstantial redu
uction of the
production time and thherefore reduuction of the
waiting tim
me for the car to
o go to the marrket.
James P. Womack
W
(199
92) is considerred to be the
first to use the term “llean thinking”” as a set of
practices related to Toyota producction system.
Western world was preseented the philosophy of TPS
through hiis book “The Machine that changed the
world” (Woomack & Jones 1990).

3. DESC
CRIPTION OF
O LEAN APP
PROACH
Key pilllars of Lean arre physical wo
orkplace, proceess
and people.
Principlles of lean prodduction are:
• Conntinuous Impprovement (kaizen)
(
whiich
meaans- promotingg constant chaanges which ccan
be big or small but must lennd itself towaard
impprovement.
• Resspect for peoople - good communicatioon,
listeening to theirr ideas and heelping out whhen
neccessary.
• Levveled Producttion (Heijunka) – it meaans
utilization of a puull system whicch is the conceept
ponse to actuual
of basically buiilding in resp
g inventories inn a
customer demandd or restocking
conntrolled way based on the customeer's
connsumption off products. This enablles
posssibility to reduce overhead
d and optimiize
storrage costs.
• Justt In Time (JIT
T) Production - to build whatt is
requ
uired, when it is requireed and, in the
t
quaantity, requiredd. It works weell with Kanbaan.
(Kaanban is a tool for im
mplementing of
syn
nchronized prooduction and lean
l
productioon.
Onee of the main benefits
b
of Kannban system is to
estaablish an upperr limit to the work
w
in progreess
inveentory, avoiding overloaading of the
t
mannufacturing sysstem.)
• Quaality Built In (JIDOKA)
(
- deesign of the paart,
intoo the manuffacturing pro
ocess, into the
t
pacckaging, shippping. Quality
y is a majjor
connsideration.

Figure 1 The
T 7 Wastes
t
to the preesent days, the popularity of
From that time
lean thinking has spread in the businesss world. The
lean thinking philosophhy quickly mooved to new
areas such as IT sector, seervices, publicc sector, trade.
It can be coonsidered that the
t lean paradiigm is:
„use less of everything – half the humann effort in the
factory, haalf the manuufacturing spaace, half the
investmentt in tools, hallf the engineering working
hours to develop
d
a new
w product in half
h
the time.
Also, it reequires keepin
ng far less thhan half the
inventory on site, resu
ults in fewer defects, and
ng quality of
produces a greater andd ever-growin
products“, [2] . (Womackk, Jones, and Ross
R
1990).
According to Tanasic [3], „by ideentifying and
y and wastefful activities
eliminatingg unnecessary
inside the business
b
process and by focuusing attention
exclusivelyy on what, from
m the customerr’s standpoint
appears to
o create valuee, lean produuction system
makes it possible
p
to ach
hieve maximu
um quality of
production processes inn order to establish
e
and
maintain balance betweeen good and tim
mely services
to customeers and servicee providers’ profitability in
the modernn business envvironment”. Here,
H
value is
determinedd by the customers who wan
nt to buy the
right produuct with the right capabilitiees at the right
price.

use of Lean
3.1. Hou
House of
o lean, Fig.2,, is a diagram
m that providess a
visual representation of the elementts in which leean
tools annd methods shoould be implem
mented.
Basic of the house iss stability whicch means stronng
leadershhip, clear purpoose, employee engagement annd
develop
pment. Creativvity and knowledge becam
me
importannt source of sustainab
ble competitiive
advantage. It requiress empowermen
nt of employeees,
ethical behavior
b
and social responssibility which is
cost-effe
fective in the loong run.
Standarddization meanns commitmen
nt to continuoous
improveement of the work
w
process annd standardizzed
work.
The firsst pillar is opttimization of production
p
usinng
Just in time (JIT) whhich representt flow, usage of
lean tools 5S and vvisual workpllace, pull annd
levelling
g. The second pillar is aboutt optimization of
quality and Built in Quality (Jidoka) wiith
autonom
mation, error prroofing and vissual control.
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The "A
Automotive Leean Productionn 2012" in the
t
Excellen
nt Value Chainn category has been assigned to
the Fiat Plant in Bielskko Biala, after the analysis annd
evaluatiion process froom a panel of experts selectted
by the German magaazine "Automoobil Produktioon"
and from
m the consultting firm "Agaamus Consult “,
[6].
In the period 1992-1998 through lean initiativves
Nippon Steel Corporaation (NSC) has improved the
t
quality of the produucts by bringinng down defeect
levels from 15.2%
% to 10.8%
% and energy
consumpption had reduuced from 4.2%
% to 4.6% level.
Cost of maintenance was
w brought doown at NSC froom
t 24.3% (Adaam Paul Brunett and Steve Neew
29.1% to
2003), [5].
Figure 2. House
H
of lean
Roof of the
t
diagram represent
r
custtomer values
expressed through best quality, low
west cost and
shortest leaad time through shortening thhe production
flow by eliminating wastee and variation
n.

4.1. Leaan in Serbia
Lean, ass a new approaach to producttion, appeared in
Serbia at
a the beginning of the 21sst century. Froom
2010 un
ntil today, moore and more training coursses
about Lean
L
approach have been reealized. Lean is
practicaally present mainly in foreign-ownned
compan
nies. For exam
mple in Hofaast Holding AG
A
from Sw
witzerland, reealized the prroject of spatial
arrangem
ment of equipm
ment, tools andd materials in the
t
existing
g production haall in Backi Jaarak. The projeect
envisagees the alignmeent of materialls, semi-produccts
and pro
oducts with L
LEAN principlles of optimuum
productiion. ZF grouup in Pancevvo strategicallly
implemeenting the lean produuction, activeely
designin
ng and supportting complex ch
hange processees.
Fiat is already mentioned as comp
pany which usses
lean prooduction philossophy.
There were
w
some proojects in non-p
production areaas,
also. Fo
or example, inn 2012 the im
mplementation of
Lean projects
p
has started: "Impro
ovement of the
t
process of care of neewborn babiess in the Cliniccal
Center Nis”
N and “Impproving the pro
ocess of clinicaalbiochem
mical laboratoryy diagnostics”,, [7].
Chambeer of Commerrce of Serbia organized 5-dday
seminarrs with topic” Lean business – introduction
and basiic tools”, [8].
A Temp
pus project haas been implem
mented, [9], annd
there arre sites that deeal with Lean, like [10]. Som
me
Lean to
ools, such ass the 5S, aree also used in
compan
nies owned by domestic
d
firmss, such as EPS.

D OF LEAN IN
I THE WOR
RLD
4. SPREAD
The practical applicatioon versus thhe theoretical
aspects of
o “Lean En
nterprise Traansformation”
continues to
t be topic off many debatees around the
world both
h on universitty campuses and business
environmen
nt. In spite off that, Lean has
h arrived in
many comppanies.
For exam
mple, the Nattional "Jump Production"
program was
w
launched in Sweden in 2007, to
support and strengthen thhe production capacities of
small andd medium enterprises through the
implementaation of Lean production.
p
SKODA AUTO
A
has thhe Lean centter in Mlada
Boleslav. The
T training center
c
train em
mployees and
suppliers to
t optimize prrocesses in prroduction and
managemennt. At Leann Center, associates and
suppliers will
w receive coomprehensive education for
Lean Manu
ufacturing and Lean Managem
ment.
The Fraunhofer Materiall and Logisticcs Institute in
Germany developed
d
a siimulation for training
t
Lean
methods in
n their warehoouses. The Leaan Innovation
Project foor Small an
nd Medium Enterprises,
implementeed in Germany
y in the period 2013-2015,
was suppposed to enaable project partners to
implement Lean Concep
pt and thus in
nnovate their
managemennt system, [5].
Some famoous companiess in the field of
o mechanical
engineeringg, e.g. Boschh, Trumpf orr Grob have
already succcessfully introoduced Lean's management
concept, [55].

ENEFITS A
AND CHALLENGES O
OF
5. BE
IMPLE
EMENTING L
LEAN
Accordiing to Nattarajan at all,
a
[4], leean
implemeentation in Micro,
M
Smalll and Mediuum
Enterpriises (MSME
E) has resuulted in vaast
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improvements in labor productivity, throughput,
customer delivery, quality and changeover time.
Association of Manufacturing Excellence (AME),
[5], indicated outcomes normally associated with
lean implementation could be
1. 70-90% reduction in setup time
2. 20-60% improvement in productivity
3. 40-80% reduction in process time
4. 30-70% reduction in inventory
5. 40-90% reduction in walking time (distance
travelled)
In literature, there are many studies demonstrating
that lean manufacturing implementation has a
positive influence on company performance.
Involving supplier management lean practices in
company strategy improves raw material quality
conformance, thus reducing the time dedicated to
quality inspections, [10] and rework.
Lean manufacturing positively influences overall the
firm’s
financial
performance
(returns
on
investments) through improving efficiency of
organizational processes, cost reduction, [11] and
labor and asset productivity, [12].
Although many firms have reported large benefits
from lean implementation, a lot of skepticism still
remains regarding attainable results and the
possibility to apply Lean approach outside highvolume manufacturing and stable context, [13].
According to Bevilacqua and all, [14], the lean
practices implementations are negatively influenced
by product mix variety and innovation, while
positively influenced by time effectiveness
variables.
Implementing and sustaining lean processes are
easier in some organizations than in others. There
may be national and societal culture differences
which should be researched more deeply.

and distribute products with less of the human effort,
space, tools, time, and overall expense.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Lean approach is an ever more present response to
the challenges of the modern business environment.
New rules have been developed for inventory
policies, plant floor layout, optimal flow patterns of
products through the plant, supplier relations, and
cost constraints. These new rules have led to new
competitive strategies fueled by quantum
improvements in throughput, effectiveness, and
responsiveness. By Eliminating unnecessary steps,
aligning all steps in an activity in a continuous flow,
recombining labor into cross-functional teams
dedicated to that activity, and continually striving
for improvement, companies can develop, produce,
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Accordiing to Eurostatt statistics [2] the following ebusinesss trends are iddentified withiin the Europeean
Union (EU):
(
an increasing numbeer of firms haave
Internet access and usse websites, annd an increasinng
number of firms use Enterprise Reesource Planninng
(ERP) and Customeer Relationshiip Managemeent
(CRM) software soluttions. The tren
nd of e-busineess
develop
pment is also iddentified in Serrbia [4]. In 20110,
Serbia developed
d
the sstrategy for thee development of
an information socieety [6] with the
t
objective of
being caapable of obtaiining the adapptation and usaage
levels th
hat are currenttly possessed by
b the Europeean
Union (EU)
(
countriess. The Serbian
n IT strategy [6]
[
reveals that
t the develoopment of e-buusiness, includinng
e-comm
merce, e-heallth, e-educaation and egovernm
ment, is the basis
b
for the progress of an
informaation society. Furthermore, in 2014, Serbbia
develop
ped the project ‘E-business development’
d
[
[1]
with thee support of E
EU funds. The focus of the ‘Ebusinesss developmennt’ project iss on e-busineess
develop
pment in firms, particularly in
n SMEs.
This paaper has two oobjectives. Thee first one is to
present the review off the use of e--business and ecommerrce in compannies in Serbiaa for the period
from 20013 to 2017. The second objective is to
perform
m comparison oof the use of e-business
e
and ecommerrce in compannies in Serbia and
a in Europeean
Union countries.
c
The rest of the paperr is organized as follows. The
T
considerred methodoloogy is describeed in Section 2.
Section 3 shows the sttatistical results of the use off ebusinesss and e-comm
merce in comp
panies in Serbbia
and in EU
E countries. C
Concluding rem
marks and futuure
work aree given in the llast section.

Abstract. The
T aim of th
his paper is to
o present the
review of the
t use of e-buusiness and e--commerce in
companies in Serbia forr the period from
f
2013 to
t compare the identified treends with the
2017 and to
technology
currently possessed
information
developmen
nt by the comp
mpanies in Eurropean Union
(EU) countries. The datta are used froom the freely
available reports
r
of the National
N
Bureaau of Statistics
of Serbia and
a Eurostat. The presented
d results show
that compaanies in Serbiaa lags for the companies in
EU countriies regarding adaptation
a
andd usage levels
of e-goveernment, sociial networks and cloud
computing.. However, Serbian companies can boast
with the siimilar adaptatiion and usagee levels of the
Internet and
a
website as
a the compaanies in EU
countries.
Key words:: e-business, e--commerce, companies in
Serbia, com
mpanies in EU
U countries.
DUCTION
1. INTROD
The influen
nce of e-busineess on the trannsformation of
business processes
p
throuugh increased
d productivity
and reduceed transportatioon costs was obbserved in the
1980s [5]. Transformatioon of businesss processes is
o appropriate
reflected thhrough the impplementation of
Internet tecchnologies withh the aim of fuull integration
of business processes in the com
mpany, their
automationn and more efficient reaalization. Ecommerce can be viewedd as a subset of
o e-business.
It is the acctivity of buyin
ng or selling of products on
online servvices or over th
he Internet. E-ccommerce has
transformed traditional trade by enabling
e
the
simultaneoous realizationn of a largee number of
transactionns.
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2. METHO
ODOLOGY
We used thhe data from th
he following sources:
1. reports of the Nationnal Bureau off Statistics of
Serbia, available at:
http://ww
ww.stat.gov.rs/ssr-Latn/oblasti//upotreba-ikt;
2. reports of Eurostat, av
vailable at:
ostat.
http://ec.eeuropa.eu/euro
The reportts of the Natioonal Bureau off Statistics of
Serbia aree based on the
t
followingg data: 1112
surveyed companies in 2013, 1112 surveyed
companies in 2014, 12661 surveyed companies
c
in
2015, 15488 surveyed com
mpanies in 2016, and 1538
surveyed coompanies in 20
017.
The reportts of Eurostat statistics are based on the
data obtainned from the eaach of 28 EU co
ountries.
The researcch was conduccted between Juune 2018 and
July 2018.

Figure 3. The use of e-goovernment in coompanies in Serbbia
for the periood from 2013 to 2017

3. RESULTS
The use off the Internet inn companies in Serbia and in
EU countriies are presenteed in Figure 1 and Figure 2,
respectivelyy.
ment index of EU
U
Figuree 4. The e-governnment developm
countries and Serbia in 20
018

S
and in EU
E
The use of website in companies in Serbia
countriees are presenteed in Figure 5 and Figure 6,
respectivvely.

Figure 1. The
T use of the In
nternet in compannies in Serbia
for the period from
f
2013 to 20117

Figure 5. The use of weebsite in compannies in Serbia for
the periodd from 2013 to 2017

Figure 2. The use of the Internet
I
in comppanies in EU
countries in 2017

The use off e-governmentt in companies in Serbia and
in EU counntries are preseented in Figuree 3 and Figure
4, respectivvely.

Figure 6. The use of webbsite in companies in EU countriies
in 2017
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Table 1. The use of e-saales in companiees in EU countriees
for the periood from 2012 to 2016

The use off social networks in compan
nies in Serbia
and in EU
U countries are presented in Figure 7 and
Figure 8, reespectively.

w e-sales (%)
Companies with
2012
20014
2016
c
Large companies

40

4
43

44

Medium
m-sized
compan
nies

25

2
28

29

Small companies
c

15

1
17

18

All com
mpanies

17

1
19

20

mputing in com
mpanies in Serbbia
The usee of cloud com
and in EU
E countries aare presented in
i Figure 10 annd
Figure 11,
1 respectivelyy.

Figure 7. The use of social networks in companies in
Serbia for the periood from 2013 to 2017

Figure 10. The use of cloud
c
computing
g in companies inn
Serbia for the pperiod from 20133 to 2017
Figure 8. The
T use of social networks in com
mpanies in EU
countries in 2017

The use off e-commerce in companies in Serbia and
in EU coun
ntries are preseented in Figuree 9 and Table
1, respectivvely.

c
computing
g in companies inn
Figure 11. The use of cloud
EU coountries in 2016

4. CON
NCLUSIONS A
AND FUTURE
E WORK
Figure 9. The
T use of e-com
mmerce in compaanies in Serbia
for the period from
f
2013 to 20117

It can bee noticed that tthe average usee of:
 the Internet
I
in com
mpanies in Serbbia is higher thhan
the average
a
use off the Internet in companies in
EU countries
c
(Figuure 2);
 e-goovernment in ccompanies in Serbia is low
wer
thann the averagee use of e--government in
com
mpanies in EU ccountries (Figuure 4);
 website in compannies in Serbia is higher than the
t
averrage use of w
website in companies in EU
E
coun
ntries (Figure 66);

o Eurostat [3], e-commerce
According to the report of
t
trading of
o goods or services
s
over
refers to the
computer networks su
uch as the Internet. Emerce sales (ecommerce can be dividedd into e-comm
sales) andd e-commercee purchases (e-purchases)
depending on the wayy in which an
a enterprise
receives orr places orders.
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 social networks in companies in Serbia is lower
than the average use of social networks in
companies in EU countries (Figure 8);
 cloud computing in companies in Serbia is lower
than the average use of cloud computing in
companies in EU countries (Figure 11).
According to the report of Eurostat [3], e-commerce
is observed as e-sales and e-purchase, separately.
Therefore, direct comparison between the use of ecommerce in companies in Serbia and in EU
countries cannot be performed. However, it can be
noticed that the use of e-commerce in companies in
Serbia is in constant growth (Figure 9).
Future research can be focused on the use of some
other IT in companies in Serbia and in EU countries.
First, the use of radio-frequency identification and
barcode technologies as well as ERP and CRM
information systems can be explored. Second, the
awareness of new IT paradigms, such as the internet
of things and big data, among companies from
different industry sectors can be examined.
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quickly,, and whichh is greatly influenced by
b
technoloogical developpment. These influences haave
been stimulated
s
byy many facctors includinng
develop
pments in micrroprocessor industry, new annd
improveed sensors andd actuators, adv
vances in design
and anaalysis methodss, simulation tools and novvel
softwaree techniques [110], [9], [7], [6].
Mechatrronics is studieed at a theoretiical and practiccal
level, ass a balance bettween theory annd practice, wiith
emphasiizes on hardw
ware implemen
ntation [5]. The
principles of mechatroonics educationn can be appliied
successffully to all teeaching levels flexible, globbal
thinkingg, as a trans disciplinary approach
a
to the
t
educatio
onal process [1], [8], [4].
Teachinng mechatroniccs is complex due to its muulti
disciplinnarity. The teaacher should develop
d
studentts’
professiional competennce, understand
ding of techniccal
and theoretical princiiples, as well as interpersonnal
and communication skills. Solvin
ng problems in
mechatrronics requirees cognitive and operationnal
knowleddge and practiical experiencee in the field of
of
diagnosttics, installattion, and maintenance
m
mechatrronic systemss. Therefore,, teachers are
a
expectedd to implemennt a new pedag
gogical approaach
to teachhing practicess, intensive cooperation wiith
colleagu
ues and emplloyers and thhe use of neew
technoloogies in the field of mechatroonics.
Continuuing professionnal developmeent is importaant
for impproving and maintaining
m
teaacher quality as
well as contributing to
t improving students
s
learninng
outcomees. Expected eeffects of teachhers' professionnal
develop
pment in the ffield of mechhatronics, amonng
others, are:
a

Abstract. The
T purpose off the researchh presented in
this paperr was to in
nvestigate poossibilities of
collaboratiive partnershipp between induustry partners
and voccational teacchers for development
professiona
al experiences in mechatronics. Research
was condducted on a sample of 25 industry
representattives. The resuults have show
wn that there
was considderable numbeer of training and training
courses thaat industry rep
presentatives can
c offer as a
professiona
al developm
ment for teachers
t
in
mechatroniics. The ressearch suggeests that a
significant
improvem
ment
of
professional
competenciies of mechaatronics teacheers with the
ultimate go
oal of obtainingg competent workforce,
w
can
be achievedd. These resultts could be usedd for building
a new foundation
fo
up
pon which new
n
type of
collaboratiive partnershhip between vocational
schools andd industry parttners could be built.
Key words:: Mechatronicss, Vocational teeachers,
Continuingg professional development,
d
P
Partnership,
Industry

1. INTROD
DUCTION
Mechatronics combinees the dissciplines of
electronics, mechanics and inforrmation and
communicaation technollogies. Theree are many
different innterpretations of mechatroniics. The most
frequently used definition explains meechatronics as
a synergy of engineeriing, electroniccs, computer
science andd technical con
ntrol [2]. Mechatronics is a
relatively new
n scientific field
f
that is devveloping very
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future employers. Teachers of vocational subjects
could gain more technical experience through
cooperation with industrial representative and
improve their teaching practice. As a result, whole
learning process would become more interesting and
clearer, and students would easily understand
learning lessons. That could have a positive effect on
students, motivating them to learn and acquire new
skills as a crucial feature that employers demand. It
also opens the possibility for the students to develop
entrepreneurial skills. On the other hand industry
representatives have the opportunity to present their
work and collaborate with potential trainees.
As a conclusion cooperation through partnership and
bilateral dialog between vocational schools and
companies is the must. The main research questions
are:
 what are the attitude and expectations of
mechatronics
teachers
regarding
their
professional development in companies;
 what are the attitude of companies regarding
delivering trainings to the mechatronics
teachers.

development and implementation of new
teaching methods;
 improving cooperation with colleagues and all
stakeholders (companies, national employment
service, faculty, parents, local community, etc.);
 developing partnerships with industry;
 support for the dissemination of successful
initiatives;
 improving the quality of education;
 support the development and implementation of
educational policies.
Previous research suggests that there is considerable
diversity of activities that encourage teachers’
professional development in a field of mechatronics.
These activities include: [3]
 visits to other schools in order to share
knowledge;
 visits to companies in order to stay in touch
with new methods and technologies;
 professional training courses in companies
(training centers) with emphasize on specific
sectors and areas of mechatronics, such as
medical equipment, office equipment, kitchen
equipment, car industry, etc.;
 participation in projects, etc.;
 various teaching training courses that will help
the teacher to implement: project work, real
problem solving, digital access and create
teaching material.
In order to maintain the high quality of professional
identity, teachers of mechatronics need to be in
touch with new technological developments in the
field of mechatronics. Formal education cannot
provide teachers the necessary knowledge and skills
required for teaching in the field of mechatronics for
longer period of time. The knowledge economy
requires
new
teacher
competencies
and
implementation of new technologies in the teaching
process. Teacher competencies have become an
integral part of education policy. These
competencies are developed through the permanent
professional development of teachers.

3. METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this study was to conduct willingness
of industrial representatives for a collaborative
partnership with vocational schools in terms of
mechatronics teacher professional development.
Possibilities of a collaborative partnership with
industry representatives were conducted on a sample
of 25 industry representatives who are employing
students that have been completed vocational
schools.
This study has been developed through a
quantitative and qualitative methodology in which
willingness of industrial representatives for a
collaborative partnership with schools in terms of
mechatronics teacher professional development were
researched. Interview with representatives of the
industry was structured and consisted of 11
questions grouped into three categories. The first
category contained questions that are related to
general information about the company. The second
category contained questions about the type of
training that are organized in the company, and the
third category is related to the forms of cooperation
with vocational schools. Statistical analysis included
basic descriptive statistical measures.
The interview with industry representatives was
conducted on a sample of 25 companies with a very
long tradition in the field of mechatronics.

2. PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN VOCATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND INDUSTRY
REPRESENTATIVES
A collaborative partnership between vocational
schools and industry representatives could result in
aligning curriculum with industrial needs and
bringing more realistic examples to the classroom.
Such collaboration could be beneficial not only for
mechatronics teachers and students but also for their
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teachers to be more focus on subjects relevant to
them. Such approach could result in getting more
knowledgeable trainee. It also could focus teachers’
attention on changes in labor market and economic
realities.
One category of interview questions was related to
the forms of cooperation with vocational schools.
Topics and areas of professional training which
industry representatives may offer to mechatronics
teachers are shown in Table II. There are also shown
how industrial representatives assessed the extent to
which training topics that companies may offer,
contribute to the development of professional
competencies in mechatronics.

Companies differ in size and they are from various
sectors such as: thermo technics, energy, food
production, sales, distribution and service of
mechatronic machines and equipment. The structure
of industry representatives in relation to sector and
size are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Structure of Industrial Representatives in
Relation to Sector and Size
General information
No
Thermo technics
Name of
sector

2

Energy
Food production
Sales, distribution, and
service of mechatronic
machines and equipment
< 10

Number of
employees

8

9

Table 2. Topics and areas of professional training in
companies and its contribution
Topics and areas of
Contribution
professional training
Choosing the right tools for
83%
assembly and disassembly

6
4

10 - 50

7

50 - 100

9

>100

5

Computer skills and
specializes software
Updates knowledge or
increases qualifications
Compliance with safety rules
Making measurements
Company presentation
Environmental protection
Independence and creativity
Communicativeness
Working in a group

General information about the company and the
results are presented in Table I. The sample
consisted of five companies with more than 100
workers, four micro companies with the number of
employed up to 10, while the other companies are in
the category employed from 10 to 50 (7), and from
50 to 100 (9). The most common profiles of jobs in
these companies are mechanical and electrical
engineers, a considerable number of experts from
the fields of economics and management. All
surveyed companies have organized the professional
development of their employees.

85%
85%
92%
65%
80%
57%
58%
60%
70%

Analyzing training that the company can offer, it can
be seen that even eight topics/areas of professional
development of teachers could be implemented
through various training in companies (Table II).
They are: Choosing the right tools for assembly and
disassembly; Computer skills and specializes
software; Updates knowledge or increases
qualifications; Company presentation; Independence
and creativity; Communicativeness; Working in a
group; Making measurements.
An important task of this study was also to
determine the difficulties and limitations in the
process of professional development of teachers
from industry representatives’ perspective. The
industry representatives emphasized the importance
of collaborative partnerships with vocational schools
and point out to some difficulties regards teacher's
professional development: „... our company has its
own training programs for employees and trainer,

4. RESEARCH RESULTS
This research was oriented towards examination if
there was the willingness of industrial
representatives for a collaborative partnership with
vocational schools in terms of mechatronics teacher
professional development and what companies could
offer regarding teachers’ professional needs.
The most of the companies that were interviewed
have collaboration partnership with universities and
faculties but rarely with high schools. Results show
that industry representatives have a very positive
attitude towards cooperation with vocational schools
because being closer to the schools could help
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regardless of schools, we have our own criteria,
procedures, and standards; it is simply impossible to
directly involve teachers in the process of our work;
it is necessary to establish closer cooperation with
schools in the form of partnerships; teachers can
attend students' practice, monitor their performance
and to familiarize themselves with new technologies
and develop their knowledge...“.
These research results indicate that could be
possibility for developing partnerships between
vocational schools and employers with the goal of
obtaining competent workforce in mechatronics.

find an appropriate way to engage industrial
representatives in mechatronics teachers
professional development.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Industries representatives suggested in an interview
that cooperation and partnership with vocational
schools can offer advantages for both employers and
teachers. From their point of view, such cooperation
could lead to modernization of curriculum and
developing students’ professional competencies
required by the labor market. Another advantage that
industry representatives recognize is the ability to
introduce themselves to the potential trainee, to
bring closer their standards, the way they doing their
business and above all new technologies in
mechatronics. On the other hand through such
collaboration mechatronics teachers would be able
to acquire knowledge of specific skills that are
valuable for the field of mechatronics, to incorporate
more realistic examples in their teaching practice
and teach students how to solve certain mechatronics
problems they may face in the future working
environment.
These results could be used for building a new
foundation upon which new type of collaborative
partnership between vocational schools and industry
partners could be built. The finding in this research
suggests that it can be achieved a significant
improvement of students' professional competencies
in mechatronics with the ultimate goal of obtaining
competent workforce.
Finally, as recommendations for overcoming
difficulties and limitations in the process of
professional development of teachers the following
steps are proposed:
 encouraging closer cooperation between
vocational schools and businesses for the
purpose of introducing new mechatronics
technologies and standards;
 involve the teacher in companies training
practice and adjusted those training to the
teacher's professional needs;
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Abstract. By
B definition, the
t risk represents suspense
in relationn to the desireed outcomes. According to
that, this project
p
includess the algorithm
m which with
the help off the tool CAD//CAM providess step analysis
in the proocess of projecting to realizzation of the
finished prroduct. As welll, algorithm points
p
out the
possible riisks when pressenting elemennt or finished
product.
Key words:: designing, rissk, CAD/CAM

2. RISK
K IN DESIGN
NING
In the process of rrealization graand engineerinng
projectss, Miller and Lessard[2] pointed
p
out thhat
understaanding and managing risks
r
represennts
challeng
ging tasks for designers in the
t early stagees.
As welll, failure of larrge engineerin
ng projects couuld
lead to serious
s
damagees that could appear
a
due to nnot
taking riisks in consideeration [3].
Nowadaays, all of the attention is giiven to techniccal
of
risk [44] that impliies to: 1) impossibility
i
determinnation interpeersonal relationns between key
k
processees, 2) lack of aaccess to technnical expertise, 3)
lack of agreement about analy
ysis, tools annd
ng techniques,, 4) lack of knowledge
k
aboout
designin
technoloogy applicationn, 5) wrong tecchnology choicce,
6) limit in existing techhnologyapplication.

1.INTROD
DUCTION
Due to lack
k of communiccation in manaagement, there
are numeroous weaknessees in the proceess of product
developmeent because thee final productt wasn’t what
customer’ss initial thoughtt was.
The reason
n why risky maanagement exists is because
customers are often am
mbiguous andd they have
different perspective
p
in
n visioning ceertain things,
therefore, there
t
is a probblem for a designer on how
to translatte customer language intoo measurable
characteristtics of productts or services [1
1].
The risk represents suspense in rellation to the
desired ouutcomes. Riskk-based design
ning provides
designers to establish factors whicch could be
influencingg certain proccesses to deviiate from the
implies that
desired reesult. Risk management
m
negative faactors of desig
gning should be
b reduced to
the lowest measure and opportunies
o
bee taken to the
maximum so that there arre no negative occurrences.
The goal of
o this businesss is to find a soolution and to
avoid riskss in the earlieest phases of management.
Presented algorithm with applicationn CAD/CAM
tools, prov
vides eliminatiion of potentiaal risks during
element designing or entiire product.

Designinng is informattion process of
o transformation
in whichh low level infformations (esttimates, analyssis,
stimulattions, graphic display) are transforming in
higher level
l
informatiions. Generallyy, life cycle off a
product from an idea to realization is going through
followin
ng stages: ddesigning, prooduction, usaage
(exploitation) and recyycling, look at the picture 2

Fig 1. Stagess in product liffe cycle
a early stage of
During the process off designing in an
product development,, the quality of a product is
mber of errors. If
generateed, but there iss also a big num
errors do
d not becom
me detected annd eliminated in
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drawing.Also, all these elements can be corrected in
the drawing.
By development of powerful hardware solutions, a
completely new approach to 3D model analysis has
been developed. This approach is reflected in the
formation of a detailed model and its use in virtual
experiments, in a similar way as it would have been
in reality with a physical model. This means that it is
no longer necessary to wait for months to create a
physical model in order to carry out tests, and later
expensive procedures and modifications with the
final goal of achieving the required characteristics
[9].
The goal of 3D modeling at the design stage is to
eliminate risk through: timely problem solving, the
development of more creative and reliable products,
reduction of post-war costs, modification of the real
model or the flow of the production process itself.
CAD programs allow for certain changes of a
constructive nature to be made. Advantages in the
model domain allow the introduction of all changes,
where each change is automatically implemented on
all drawings where this phenomenon occurs.
Nowadays, some industry branches can’t even be
imagined without the use of CAD tools in 3D
modeling and drawing.A typical example for
something like that is the air and automotive
industry that uses many CAD programs for the basic
tool to model various parts. which later, with the
help of special methods, examine and simulate
various external physical influences.
In its foundation, the platform for testing and
realization of 3D models includes programs CAD,
CAM, FEA. The CAD system is used in the process
of product design.It represents developed computer
hardware and the corresponding software that is that
is used for designing and constructing [10]. In the
preparation of technology, a computer is used in the
computer (Computer Aided Manufacturing) or
computer assisted technology development, or
computer development of a technological process.
FEA programs are used to model elastic
components, which takes into account the influence
of elasticity during simulation in order to predict
results with greater accuracy, as well as to determine
the strain of the most critical parts and define their
load bearing capacity in order to finalize the mass of
the components.

initial development, the progressive growth of total
expenses and qualities will show up. Errors
detection in later stages in the life span of the
product leads to higher costs of their remediation. A
large number of errors arise in the product
development phase and technology design.
However, in the product development phase and
technology design, the errors are the most difficult to
detect.
As it was already mentioned, it is considered as
technical risk which should be estimated cautiously
when making decisions about the project [5]. Due to
the same source, considering technical risk the
processes are improving with described procedures
and the expenses of defective product are being
reduced (Corrections, warranties and additional
services).
According to ISO 31010 standard [6], possibilities
for risks inclusion could be: 1) avoiding risks and
taking to consideration risks as a possibility, 2)
taking over risks to take opportunities, 3)
elimination of a risk cause/source, 4) change of
probability or consequences of risk sharing, 5) risk
retention based on the information
As well, the process of managing the risk implies
following activities [7]:
 Risk identification: certain occasions, acts or
occurrence can lead to risk. In this case, the main
question is who to recognize it and how to
proactively participate in these scenarios. In this
category various sorts of abruptions, defects,
poor production of finished pieces and low
product quality could be included.
 Risk assessment: Estimation of risks and
priorities are needed to determine compatible
acts of management for identifying risk factors in
accordance to the situation at the design levels.
As well, risk identification and estimation could be
observed and indicators in which direction should
activities go. Some risks could be reduced through
common action in the designing team, as with the
other risks, every designer has to deal with the
problem individually. Generally, every designer that
resorts to apply the strategy for risk managing,
should include following [8]: risk transfer, risk
taking, risk elimination, risk reduction, further
analysis of individual risks
3. CAD/CAM TOOLS IN RISK ANALYSIS
Nowadays, CAD programs possess in their own
libraries large number of standard parts and
elements, where by calling from the base and
inserting them, the elements are easily placed on the

4. METHODOLOGY- ALGORITHM
In this project, the design process will be explained
with the analysis of risk occurrence in all its stages.
As an example,we will use a model for mechanical
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forks in the automotive industry (see picture 2). On
this example, CAD application software was used in
order to reduce the risks involved in designing, but
also to avoid poor communication in relation to
marketing - design - the manufacturing process.
The algorithm of the new product design process is
given in the picture 2.

1. Are the stresses and deformations within the
permitted limits?
2. Have the desired results been achieved
(lifespan)?
The analysis of these results represents a step where
the risk elements regarding the geometry of the set
model and selection of materials are considered. If
satisfactory results are not achieved, it is necessary
to make certain corrections in terms of changing the
material, and/or the geometry.The procedure is done
iteratively, until the set requirements are met from
the aspect of the strength of the structure, the
planned (designed) working life of the construction.
Then, the planning and part realization on the CNC
machine
is
done,
with
the
previous
drawingslaunching. In order to eliminate the risks, it
is necessary to define in the drawing the appropriate
measures tolerances, shapes and positions, which are
determined in advance by the function of the
projected machine part within a certain subassembly.
Finally, the realized geometric measures control,
shapes and positions within the previously defined
tolerances is carried out.
In order to eliminate the occurrence of risks, part
assembly control, as well as control of its
functionality within the sub-assembly, is of great
importance. If these conditions are not satisfied, it is
necessary to correct the geometry of the work, if it’s
possible. Otherwise, the new part is being
developed.
The stream designing, i.e. the development of a new
product indicates an obvious link between CAD and
CAM tools. Changes on the 3D model are
automatically manifested in the remaining modules
(phases) within the overall design process. This
greatly saves resources: people, resources and time,
and therefore, money.
Based on the presented algorithm, the principle of
functional characteristics and application of
reference technology in the realization of the product
has been respected. By its very nature, the functional
characteristic refers to an existing product on the
market, which has the same function and / or almost
the same functional value for the user. The purpose
of the functional characteristic is comparison with
the new product, which will lead to improvement.
After completion of the project / product, most
designers want a new opportunity to start all over
again in order to do the right thing and for everyone
to understand it. Unfortunately, a small number of
them get an opportunity to do this. Solutions to the
problem and potential solutions are obtained through

Fig 2. Designing process algorithm
The first step is defining the input data necessary for
the entire process of conquering a new machine part
and setting up technical and technological
requirements. Here the risk can be involved if the
input data not considered high-quality.
The second step is the 3D modeling of the machine
part (in some of the available CAD software). Then,
the preparation of the 3D model for the FEA - Finite
Element Analysis and the calculation of the strength
of the projected work is carried out. After the budget
has been executed, the obtained results are analyzed
from two aspects:
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the knowledge of individuals, which indicates the
loss of freedom in design.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The development of information technology enabled
designers to present a new product or more
combinations to obtain a sustainable production
concept in a short period of time and with low costs,
especially through the application of the 3D
modeling program.
Product design is a risky activity in the production
process. Success at the design level also determines
the product price.
In the analysis of the demonstration model, it was
tried to satisfy all conditions with the maximum
exclusion of all predictable and unpredictable risk
factors:
 the designing process should enable accurate and
transparent steps in terms of providing solutions,
 the model should be neutral in the first
consideration, and then the conditions of
concretization,
 the elements of the model must be precisely
defined,
 the proposed steps have to be accurately
described and explained,
 analyzes and results obtained with other models
should be carried out,
 the model should be understood by designers in
practice,
 the model should be applicable.
This work shows the importance of CAD application
software in the new product development. The
application of software accelerates the development,
analysis and decision-making of acceptable and
solutions. With CAD application software it is
possible to execute: static size calculations, stability
and
vibration
calculations,
multi-criteria
optimization and determination of thermal changes
in the design.
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t
Accordiing to this Diirective, noise mapping is the
main tool for the asseessment of hum
man exposure to
mental noise ppollution. Thee noise mappinng
environm
can be realized by coomputer simullations based on
models of sound fieeld propagatio
on, and studiies
carried out with fieeld measurements, perform
med
either by
b professionaal instruments or smartphone
apps. All
A these metthods require validation annd
calibratiion, in order to stay within
n the acceptabble
error margins.
m
The standard ISO 1996-2:2017
estimatees a minimum
m uncertainty
y of 2 dB ffor
measureed noise levels, which is associated wiith
factors such
s
as instrum
mentation, operrating conditioons
(repeataability), weatheer and terrainn conditions annd
residuall sound [10].
Maisonn
neuve et al. inn [9] presentedd an approach to
monitorr noise pollutioon using smarttphones as noiise
sensors.. Worldwide users created thhe noise maps by
b
sharing their geo-locaalized measureements with the
t
commun
nity, which aree now publiclyy available onliine
at http://www.noisetuube.net. How
wever, the vaast
variety of smartphhones can lead to pooor
measureement results, and some off the sources of
these meeasurement errrors are discusssed in this papeer.

Abstract. The
T paper triees to analyse the
t aspects of
using smartphone apps as a low-cosst option for
n
maps, as
a required by
b European
creating noise
legislative. Using smartp
phones as noisse measuring
instrumentss opens a num
mber of questioons related to
the quality,, reliability andd integrity of data
d
collected.
A special attention is given to callibration and
software qu
uality. The ressearch is accom
mpanied by a
real-world example, whhere results from
fr
different
apps were compared to a professional instrument,
i
in
an outdoorr environmentt. Results reveealed that the
discrepancy
cy between thee measurements are larger
than the possible
p
noise reduction interventions,
indicating that smartphhones used as
a measuring
instrumentss should be questioned
q
and thoroughly
tested beffore making any decisionns based on
measuremeent results.
Key words:: Urban noise measurement, Smartphone
Apps, Softw
ware Quality.
DUCTION
1.INTROD
Some studiies show that about
a
40% of thhe population
in the Eurropean Union is exposed too road traffic
noise withh an equivalen
nt daytime soound pressure
level exceeeding 55 dB(A
A) and 20% is
i exposed to
levels exceeding 65 dB(A) [10]. Therefore,
environmen
ntal noise em
merged as a major
m
issue in
environmen
ntal legislation
n and policy, which
w
lead to
the adoptio
on of the European Noise Directive
D
[4],
often beingg used as a refeerence, even ouutside the EU.
The Directiive [4] focusess on three mainn action areas:
the determ
mination of exposure
e
to environmental
e
noise; ensuuring that info
ormation on environmental
e
noise and its
i effects is made
m
available to the public;
preventing and reducing environmentall noise where
ving environm
mental noise
necessary and preserv
quality wheere it is good.

2. SMA
ARTPHONE A
AS A NOISE SENSOR
S
The ex
xpansion of smartphone ussage worldwidde,
along with
w hardware improvementss and the varieety
of softw
ware apps avaailable today, bring
b
some neew
issues reelated to the quality
q
of meassurement data. A
number of researchess was perform
med in order to
estimatee the data quaality, and/or to
t relate it wiith
smartphhone brands. M
Most users tooday use eithher
Androidd or Apple sm
martphones, annd these two are
a
the most common subjject of testing in
i the literaturee.
OS and Androoid
Kardouss and Shaw exxamined 14 iO
apps in [7] in a controolled noise envvironment to teest
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whether they can be used for occupational noise
measurements. Satoh et al. in [13] used smartphones
with acoustic measurement apps to make sound
maps in an university course for environmental
acoustics, and validated the measurement results
with white noise signal in anechoic chamber.
Nesaratnam and Taherzadeh in their research [12]
concluded that the smartphone microphone usually
has a low frequency filter, as the device is primarily
intended for speech (frequency range: 350 Hz - 4.8
kHz), and that this has to be taken into account when
measuring noise with significant low frequency
components.
Murphy and King in [11] took smartphone apps
from controlled laboratory environment out to the
field, in order to test their performance in a more
realistic and more varied sound environment. Due to
limited microphone frequency range, the apps
performed worse than in laboratory, because the
real-world sounds cover wider spectrum of
frequencies. Hawley and McClain in [6] claim that
measurement accuracy is hindered because
smartphones use omnidirectional microphones,
tailored to detect voices, instead of professional
metering equipment which employ directional
ambient microphones spanning over broader ranges
of frequencies.

[7]. González DM et al. in [5] have found that it is
necessary even to make corrections of the standard
measurements for the distance to the source if there
are parking lanes. That only points out that field
measurements are subjected to a number of various
influence factors that could change the measured
noise levels more than the effect of noise reduction
measures implemented.
The influence factors for the quality of
measurements performed by smartphone apps
include:
- microphone type (e.g. Apple moved to a new
supplier of microphones with the introduction of
the iPhone 5 [7], which changed their
performance),
- microphone quality (almost all smartphone manufacturers use MEMS microphones in their devices,
which typically have a sensitivity between 5 and
17.8 mV/Pa and can capture signals as low as 30
dB SPL and as high as 120 to 130 dB SPL with
signal-to-noise ratio >60dB. MEMS microphones
also have a flat frequency response similar to
ceramic and condenser microphones in type 2
noise dosimeters [7]),
- calibration method (smartphone apps often enable
only a "calibration" using single sound frequency/
intensity. The real calibration should cover a wider
range of frequencies and intensity levels to check
the calibration curve)
- measurement technique (the newest Brüel&Kjaer
professional sound level meters suggest Bluetooth
remote operation to avoid influences of sounds
such as clicking the instrument buttons.
Smartphones, on the other side, use built-in
microphones with limited sound capturing
capacity, and can be influenced by a number of
obstacles such as phone protection covers,
microphone openings clogged by dust, or bizarre
situations such as incoming phone call notification
during the measurement)
- operating system features (e.g. Apple iOS6 allows
app developers to bypass speech filters and input
gain control on older devices [7]).
- sound measurement software features and capabilities (how software can be adjusted, which
external influences are taken into account, is data
integrity well taken care of, are there time delays
in data processing, etc.).
Android devices are built by several different
manufacturers and that there is a lack of conformity
for using similar microphones and other audio
components in their devices [7]. Results from [13]

3. SOURCES OF MEASUREMENT ERRORS
Urban noise reduction interventions, such as lownoise pavement, speed reduction, mixed traffic flow
reduction, and traffic calming measures can reduce
the traffic noise up to 6 dB, and significantly more
expensive noise barriers can reduce the noise for as
much as 25 dB [16]. Therefore, the measurement
uncertainty of noise sensors should be below these
values, otherwise the effects of these interventions
could not be measured precise enough.
Brown and Evans in [2] analysed the limitations of
smartphones being used as noise sensors. They
doubted the accuracy of these devices, due to
hardware and software limitations, most notably the
frequency range these devices are capable to
capture. Maisonneuve et al. in [8] explained the
calibration of mobile phones. They used pink noise
30 to 105 dB (by 5 dB steps) and obtained results
with a final precision of ±4 dB on the Nokia N95
8GB.
Contrary to the controlled laboratory measurements,
the field measurement results may vary greatly due
to the effect of temperature, humidity, long-term
use, object interference, and overall stability of the
microphone and electronics in measuring devices
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also showed that variations of the data are more
significant in Android than in iOS devices.

Ifsttar) were installed on two smartphones (Samsung
Galaxy SM-J510FN with Android v.7.1.1 and Samsung Galaxy SM-A500FU with Android v.6.0.1).
Simultaneous measurements were performed by
Brüel&Kjaer hand-held Analyzer Type 2250 [2] and
low-cost sound-level meter UT353 made by Uni
Trend Technology.
Figure 1 shows how measurement results can vary
significantly and it was very hard to obtain the same
readings on different measuring instruments.

4. SOFTWARE QUALITY
The term "software quality" may refer to desirable
characteristics of software products, and to
processes, tools, and techniques used to achieve
them [5]. Software quality is also defined as the
"capability of software product to satisfy stated and
implied needs under specified conditions" and as
"the degree to which a software product meets
established require-ments; however, quality depends
upon the degree to which those established
requirements accurately represent stakeholder needs
and expectations" [1].
The hidden complexity within the software in
measu-rement systems is a potential source of errors
that could remain undetected, thus inducing
measurement errors or increasing uncertainty.
Western European Legal Metrology Cooperation
(WELMEC) issued a technical guidance for the
application of the Measuring Instruments Directive
(MID) 2004/22/EC, especially for softwareequipped measuring instruments [14]. However, this
guidance does not refer to sound level meters, and
other instruments covered by this guidance (water
meters, thermal energy meters, exhaust gas analysers
etc.) could be used as a template to derive the
specific software requirements for sound level
meters, such as indication suitability, inhibit
resetting of cumulative measurement values, or fault
recovery.
Another software validation guidance document was
developed by the National Physical Laboratory [15].
It covers much more issues than WELMEC Guide,
such as software non-linearity, numerical instability,
structural decay, code review etc.
Smartphone apps are usually rated according to
customers opinion polls, but the real software
quality, as defined in [1], is rarely tested. Since more
and more apps are used to encompass the Internet of
Things (IoT), there is an urgent need to define the
software quality requirements for smartphone apps
used for purposes such as environmental monitoring,
pollution or noise mapping. Making decisions
according to these data makes it even more
important.

Figure 1. Different readings of the same noise level
measured by different instruments
Tables 1 and 2 contain measurement results of noise
levels captured by different devices in an urban
environment (next to the busy street) during the day
(15:00-15:15), and during the night (22:00-22:15).
The frequency of large trucks (making the highest
levels of noise passing by the measurement location
within 15 minutes was 40-50 during the day and up
to 10 during the night. Maximum noise levels
recorded in the daytime and the night-time were 96
and 51 dB, respectively.
All measurements were performed at the height of
1.2 meters above the ground to avoid the sound
reflection, and the measurement results are averaged
over the 15-minute periods.

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In order to test the usability of smartphones as noise
level detectors, three free Android apps (SoundMeter
v.3.2.6 by Abc Apps, Sound Meter & Noise Detector
v.2.4 by Tools Dev and NoiseCapture v.1.1.3 by
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Table 1. Daytime noise measurements
Noise level
(dB)
Device

SoundMeter

Galaxy J5
Galaxy A5
B&K 2250
UT353

69.5
71.2

Application
Sound
Meter &
Noise
Detector
67.0
68.4
72.9
72.6

NoiseCapture
74.5
75.2

Table 2. Night-time noise measurements
Noise level
(dB)
Device

SoundMeter

Galaxy J5
Galaxy A5
B&K 2250
UT353

62.5
64.3

Application
Sound
Meter &
Noise
Detector
62.1
63.3
67.5
67.3

NoiseCapture
68.7
69.3

The measurement results show that the difference
between the professional and low-cost measurement
devices are within ±0.3 dB, the difference between
the smartphones using same application ±5.9 dB,
and the difference between the applications on the
same smartphone ±6.2 dB.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Having in mind that regular urban noise reduction
interventions (other than sound barriers) can reduce
traffic noise levels only by 2-5 dB, which means that
using smartphones as noise measuring instruments
should be questioned and thoroughly tested before
making any decisions based on measurement results.
It is not feasible to perform expensive measures if
the results are lower than the measurement
uncertainty.
Even though smartphone apps can be used for
detection of noise hot spots, indicative
measurements, and creation of low resolution noise
maps, the serious noise maps, as requested by the
regulations, should be performed only by calibrated
measuring instruments.
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The new
w version of thhe standard IS
SO 9001 [3] was
w
publisheed to bring the user a numberr of benefits. F
For
examplee, ISO 9001:20015 should [4]:
• put greeater emphasis on leadership engagement
• help adddress organizational risks annd opportunitiees
in a struuctured mannerr
• use sim
mplified languaage and a comm
mon structure
and term
ms, which are pparticularly hellpful to
organizaations using muultiple manageement systems,,
such as those for the environment, heealth & safety,,
or businness continuity
• addresss supply chainn management more
m
effectiveely
and
• be morre user-friendlyy for service annd knowledge-based orrganizations
The urggencies of the QMS certifieed companies to
adjust thheir QMS weree revealed by [5, 6].
The moost noticeable change to thee standard is its
new struucture. ISO 9001:2015 now follows
f
the sam
me
overall structure as other
o
ISO mannagement systeem
standard
ds (known ass the High-L
Level Structuree),
making it easier for
f
anyone using multipple
managem
ment systems [7].
The new
w version of IS
SO 9001 has 10
1 clauses andd a
brief com
mparison of cllauses betweenn both versionss is
presenteed in Table 1.

T 2015 editioon of standard ISO 9001 has
Abstract. The
replaced thhe 2008 versiion, and overr one million
organizatioons all over the world had too update their
quality ma
anagement systtems to fit the new version.
Every orgaanization is diffferent, so the steps needed
to adjust the
t managemeent system aree likely to be
unique to every single situation.
s
This paper shows
research on practicall issues conncerning the
methodologgy of transitio
on from ISO 9001:2008
9
to
ISO 9001:2015 in Serbiia. The cruciaal changes in
ISO 9001:2
2015 standard have been higghlighted, and
methodologgy for transitioon has been presented. The
practical experiences
e
in implementation of standard
requiremennts have been showed and commented
c
in
the contextt of Serbian traansitional economy.
ment system,
Key words:: ISO 9001, Quuality managem
transition
1.INTROD
DUCTION
ISO 9001 is an Internaational Standarrd of Quality
Managemeent System (QMS). Thhis Standard
describes the requiremen
nts for organizaations to help
mote continual improvementss and achieve
them prom
customer satisfaction.
s
Sttandard ISO 90
001 has been
revised sev
veral times [1, 2].
2

Table 1.
1 The compariison of clausess between two latest versions of ISO 9001
ISO
O 9001:2008
Clause 1: Scope
Clause 2: Normative Reeferences
Clause 3: Terms and Deefinitions
m
Clause 4: Quality Manaagement System
R
y
Clause 5: Management Responsibility
Clause 6: Resource Mannagement
Clause 7: Product Realizzations
I
Clause 8: Measurement Analysis and Improvements

O 9001:2015
ISO
Clausee 1: Scope
Clausee 2: Normative References
Clausee 3: Terms and Definitions
Clausee 4: Organizatioonal context
Clausee 5: Leadershipp
Clausee 6: Planning
Clausee 7: Support
Clausee 8: Operation
Clausee 9: Performancce Evaluation
Clausee 10: Improvem
ment
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CONTEXT OF THE ORGANISATION
ISO 9001:2015 requires an organization to define
the specific context within which it is active. This
means that organizations have to deal with internal
and external strategic questions and to take into
account and evaluate the needs and expectations of
all significant interested parties.

Apart from different structure shown on Table 1,
other major differences in ISO 9001:2015 are listed
in further text.
RISK-BASED THINKING
While this has always been part of the standard, the
new version gives it increased prominence. Formal
risk analysis of processes that could endanger
intended results of a system is now standard for
every organization that implies ISO 9001
requirements. The addition of risk-based thinking set
the principle of prevention in the focus of Quality
Management System, and thus made the “preventive
measures” of ISO 9001:2008 redundant, so the term
“preventive measures” no longer exists in ISO
9001:2015.

MORE FOCUS ON INPUT AND OUTPUT
ISO 9001:2015 puts more emphasis on needed input
and output of processes. According to ISO
9001:2015, organization should monitor which
matter, energy and information are involved in the
production process in order to have adequate
products in the output. The basic elements of a
single process are shown on Figure 1.

Figure 1. The schematic representation of the elements of a single process
DOCUMENTED INFORMATION
ISO 9001:2015 no longer requires obligatory
documented procedures or a quality manual. All
documents, including records, are now referred to as
“documented information” in all clauses of ISO
9001:2015. The information can be in any format
and come from various sources and media. This
encourages organizations to find their own “best
way” of system documenting.

THE INTERESTED PARTIES
In ISO 9001:2015 customers are not the only
recognized interested party, as it was in 9001:2018.
Suppliers, personnel, shareholders, legislative
bodies, society, etc. are now included as interested
parties, in addition to customers. Every organization,
should anticipate requirements and expectations of
important interested parties in order to deliver a
desired product or service

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The “management representative” required in ISO
9001:2008 was a member of the management
committee who had the overall responsibility and
authority for the organization, coordination,
maintenance and improvement of the system. ISO
9001:2015 does not mention this aspect any more,
which implies that quality should be a matter for
everyone within the organization.

LEADERSHIP
ISO 9001:2015 also puts more emphasis on
leadership and management commitment. It requires
greater involvement of top managers in the
functioning of Quality Management System. In this
way ISO 9001:2015 encourages integration of QMS
with business processes and business strategies.
Risk-based thinking enables top managers to steer
the quality management system along the right lines.
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of QMS processes. The proposed methodology for
risk assessment process that will be used in the
organization should be precisely explained. The
starting point for risk assessment should be
recognition of key performance indicators for all
important processes. This process should be defined
in a new procedure.

2. METHODOLOGY FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF ISO 9001:2015 REQUIREMENTS
The changes in ISO 9001:2015 triggered off some
changes in approach of standard requirements
implementation, although the authors suggest that all
existing documents (Quality Manual, Procedures,
Instructions and records) should be retained if they
are effectively applied in the organization.
The engagement of the authors as consultants on
improvement of Quality Management Systems in
accordance with ISO 9001 standard requirements in
numerous organizations was crucial for the creation
of this paper. The experience of the authors shows
that regardless of the size and activities of company,
the project of transition from ISO 9001:2008 to ISO
9001:2015 requirements can be accomplished by 13
phases described below:

Phase 6 – Defining Quality policy and objectives
The existing Quality policy should be harmonized
with the context of the organization, assessed risk
levels and other changes according to the new
requirements of ISO 9001. All the objectives of the
quality management system should be aligned with
the Quality policy and every objective should have
documented program for its realization.
Phase 7 – Harmonization of existing documents
In order to meet all the requirements of the ISO
9001:2015, the development of new and changes in
existing documents should be carried out according
to the performed risk assessment.

Phase 1 – The observation, analysis and
estimation of system efficacy
In this phase the Consultants should be acquainted
with an accurate management system status of the
organization by observation and analysis of the
system state and efficacy.
Consultants should get to know all relevant
functions and documentation of the enterprise.

Phase 8 – Distribution and application of
documented information
After the distribution of new and revised documents,
the project team should monitor their application and
give instructions to the users of documented
information.

Phase 2 – The improvement program
According to the system efficacy estimation
accomplished in the Phase 1, consultants should
define the improvement program and assess the
duration of activities, with expected duration of the
whole Project.

Phase 9 - The instructive seminar for internal
auditors
This phase covers the training of internal auditors
from the organization, according to the ISO
9001:2015 requirements. Candidates for internal
auditors will be determined by management.
Seminar includes the examination and certificates
are issued to all participants that pass the exam.

Phase 3 - The informative seminar
The Seminar is intended to provide basic
information to organization top managers on
standard ISO 9001:2015 requirements. The Seminar
should explain the way for the implementation of
ISO 9001:2015 requirements according to the
detailed Improvement program, which covers all
requirements of the standard.

Phase 10 – The internal audit
Internal audits should be conducted by trained
auditors. Findings of the audit with observed
nonconformities should be documented and
corrective actions defined.

Phase 4 – Defining the context of an organization
Consultants in cooperation with the project team of
the organization define the context of the
organization, as well as the needs and expectations
of stakeholders. Established elements should be
documented in Quality Manual.

Phase 11 – Corrective actions after internal audit
Consultants should check the implementation and
effectiveness of corrective actions defined after the
internal audit.
Phase 12 – Management review
Consultants should provide assistance in quality
management system review. The management
review records report the readiness of QMS for the
certification audit.

Phase 5 – The instructive seminar for the risk
management process
This seminar is designed for participants from the
organization, and it should include provision of
basic instructions and principles for risk assessment
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The order and duration of listed activities are crucial
for the quality realization of the project of standard
requirements implementation. Approximate Gantt
chart for project realization is presented in Table 2.

Phase 13 – Corrective actions after certification
Consultants should provide assistance in application
of corrective actions on eventual nonconformities
noted by the certification body.

Table 2. Approximate Gantt chart for project realization
THE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
No.

PHASE
The observation, analysis and
1.
estimation of system efficacy

1

2

PLANNED TIME OF PROGRAM REALIZATION
 Weeks
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 11 12 13

14

2. The improvement program
3. The informative seminar
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Defining the context of an
organization
The instructive seminar for the risk
management process
Defining Quality policy and
objectives
Harmonization of existing
documents
Distribution and application of
documented information
The instructive seminar for internal
auditors

10. The internal audit
11. Corrective actions after internal audit
12. Management review
13. Corrective actions after certification
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3. CONCLUSIONS
As it can be seen in Table 2, the project of ISO 9001
transition can be roughly terminated in 14 weeks,
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according to complexity of activities of the
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engagement of consultants and project team.
The phases of the project are adjusted to those
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standard ISO 9001:2008 and it covers all the
changes that standard ISO 9001:2015 has brought
out.
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1

techniquues and toools currently applied. The
behavio
our of humans w
when performiing an activityy is
referredd in section 3. Section
S
4 refers some details of
the mosst common meethods and toools and finally in
section 5 some concluusions are statedd.

Abstract. It is provedd that most of industrial
a related to some
s
kind of human failure,
accidents are
sometimes with catastrrophic conseq
quences. The
present papper refers to human
h
error probability
p
in
industrial activities. Thee paper intend
ds to make a
literature revision refeerring importaant concepts
about human behaviour and human reeliability. It is
fundamentaal to identify tasks, actionss or activities
that depend
d on human beehaviour or evven determine
the conditiions that influeence human errror and thus
increasing risk. With thiis goal, the mo
ost important
t
an
nd tools to assess
a
human
methods, techniques
failure (errror) are referrred showing thheir potential
applicability.
n Error, ManKey words: Human Reliaability, Human
machine innteraction.

2. HUM
MAN RELIAB
BILITY
Reliabillity is strictly related to the probability of
success.. In fact, reliabbility is defineed as “the ability
of an item to perforrm a requiredd function undder
given co
onditions for a given time innterval and may
also be defined as a probability”
p
[1]]. This definition
is mainlly focused on physical assets regarding theeir
probabillity of survivaal upon a giveen time. Hum
man
reliabilitty is frequenttly described as a wider annd
more coomplex conceppt. The probability of someone
make an
a error is diirectly influennced by severral
factors such as thee ability, thee training, the
t
experiennce, the personnal correctness and the aging.
There is
i not a uniiversal definittion for hum
man
reliabilitty. However, sseveral authors try to definee it
in accorrdance with theeir point of vieew. Meister [110]
states that
t
“human reliability is linked to the
t
probabiility of a workk or task to be
b accomplished
with succcess in a giveen time”. Kirw
wan [7] says thhat
“human
n reliability iss a discipline of Ergonomiics
based on
o the knowlledge of reliaability and riisk
analysiss”. A more ccomplete defin
nition of hum
man
reliabilitty is mentioneed by Pallerosi [13] saying thhat
“it is thhe probability of a person not to fail on the
t
accomplishment of a required taskk (action), when
demand
ded, in a given pperiod of time,, under adequaate

DUCTION
1. INTROD
It is knownn that human reliability
r
analyysis (HRA) is
one of the most difficultt issues when dealing with
risk analyysis. Human and
a
organizattional factors
(HOFs) sett a huge challeenge to risk annalysts despite
several meethodologies that appearedd in the last
years. Sev
veral accidentss are reportedd referring a
straight relationship
r
with humann error on
maintenancce and operration (M&O
O) activities.
Industry iss searching annd investing in developing
new methoods and strateg
gies, in order to
t mitigate or
decrease th
he probability of
o a human faillure.
The paper is structured into 5 sectionns. Section 1
refers to ann introductionn to describe thhe scope and
importancee of the them
me. Section 2 is related to
HRA and
d makes refeerence to som
me methods,
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environmental conditions and with available
resources to perform it”.
Human reliability is an issue that started with a study
in the 50’s at Sandia National Laboratories (USA) to
determine the feasibility of a defensive armed
system operated by persons [16]. More recently the
concept of HRA emerged in the literature as the way
to identify the error, quantify human reliability
(probability) and find how to mitigate or reduce
human error [7].
The first methods were essentially based on the
person’s behaviour and not on cognitive factors and
thus were considered as “first generation methods”.
It was a mechanical approach and the persons were
identified as mechanisms or components. Later, with
the introduction of cognitive factors as the skills,
knowledge and rules appeared the “second
generation methods” [14]. Nowadays, some methods
are already referred as “third generation methods”.
More than thirty methods, techniques and tools can
be described.
Several works in distinct areas can also be referred,
as for example in the aviation field [15], medicine
[11], nuclear field [5], transportation [2] or
petrochemical facilities [9], among others.

Figure 2 - Categories of incorrect human outputs in
HRA (adapted from [17]).
It is also relevant to refer the relationship or
interaction between man and machine and point out
how it can affect human error.
Machine controls should be adapted, taking into
account human physical, mental and sensorial
capabilities. The machine must have an adequate
design of controls and panels and environmental
conditions should be supervised and controllable.
All these aspects are very important if one wants to
decrease the probability of human failure (error) and
thus improve safety and production in industrial
activities.
The emergence of new technological concepts leads
to new interfaces man-machine. CPS systems
(Cyber-physical systems) are a new generation of
integrated computational (software) and physical
(hardware) systems that can interact with humans
through many new modalities [8].
The hardware and software must be highly
dependable, reconfigurable and, where required,
certifiable, from components to fully integrated
systems. This can give rise to new types of human
errors, as there must be total reliance on software to
control processes and operations [8].

3. HUMAN FAILURE
As stated before, most of HRA relies on human error
events. In accordance to Pallerosi [13] human
failures can be classified into different categories, as
represented in Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Human failure classification.

4. METHODS, TECHNIQUES AND TOOLS
In the present section it will be presented a brief
description of the most known methods, techniques
and tools for HRA.

According to Pallerosi the most common cause of
human failures is error. These errors are dependent
of operator capability, stress factors, motivation and
environmental conditions. Mistakes usually happen
due to fatigue or stress or even bad environmental
conditions or person’s aging but the main reason is
due to lack of training for a specific activity.
Deliberate transgressions are linked to behavioural
procedures and are not related to capabilities,
training of physical characteristics but lack of
responsibility or impunity. The unintentional ones
are often related to lack of knowledge of procedures
or rules. Other classification of human error is done
by Swain and Guttmann [17], as shown in Figure 2.

4.1 Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction
(THERP)
First developments of this methodology started in
the 50s with military purposes in a way to diagnose
the probability of occurrence of human error and
evaluate the degradation of man-machine due to
these errors in high risk industrial facilities.
Although thought at the beginning for application in
the nuclear field, THERP can be used in several
industries with credible results [6]. However, some
disadvantages are pointed out to the method as the
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high need of resources, excessive detail found in
some evaluations and the absence of enough
instructions for the determination of PSFs
(Performance Shaping Factors) impact on operator’s
performance.

methodology is mostly directed to the nuclear
industry.
4.5 Cognitive Reliability and Error Analysis
Method (CREAM)
This method was developed by Hollnagel in the 90s
and presented in a scientific paper in 1998 [4]. It is
described as a bidirectional method and is based on
the distinction between competence and control. The
method classifies human error into causes
(genotypes) and manifestations or effects
(phenotypes), regardless of whether it is for a
retrospective or a predictive purpose.

4.2 Accident Sequence Evaluation Program
(ASEP)
ASEP method was developed in 1987 by Swain (the
same author of THERP) also for the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission due to the necessity to have
a method that could estimate human error
probabilities (HEPs) and response times for tasks
performed during normal operating conditions and
post-accident
operating
conditions,
being
sufficiently accurate for probabilistic risk assessment
(PRA) and requiring only a minimal expenditure of
time and other resources [18]. On the contrary of
THERP methodology, ASEP was specifically
developed for nuclear industry and thus not
applicable to other sectors.

4.6 A Technique for Human Event Analysis
(ATHEANA)
ATHEANA is an assessment technique that provides
a useful structure for understanding and improving
human performance in operational events. It is the
result from a study of operational events and from an
attempt to reconcile observed human performance in
the most serious of these events with existing
theories of human cognition and human reliability
models, within the context of plant design,
operation, and safety [12]. This technique is
concerned with identifying and estimating the
likelihood of a situation in which operators take
actions that render a plant unsafe. ATHEANA
differs from other methods because it attempts to
identify and determine the probability of a situation
that can trigger an unsecure or unsafe action in plant
personnel.

4.3 Human Error Assessment and Reduction
Technique (HEART)
HEART was developed with the aim to be a simple
and quick method to quantify risk related to human
error and to give suggestions on how to proceed to
reduce such error. The first presentation of this
technique was done by Williams at a conference in
UK, in 1985 [19], being developed and detailed in
further works done by the same author [20] [21]. It
is a general technique, recognized as a successful
and cost-effective tool for predicting human
reliability and identifying ways of reducing human
error. It can be also applied to any industrial
operation due to its methodology being centred upon
the human operator rather than the technical process.

5. CONCLUSIONS
It is fundamental to assume that the impact of human
reliability is as important as the impact of physical
asset’s reliability when performing an industrial risk
assessment or a generic risk analysis. As it can be
observed from the previous paragraphs, the
estimation of the probability of human error is a
complex task, once it can be influenced by several
factors. Despite all the factors to be considered, it is
also important to recognize how sensorial and
cognitive processes work in humans.
In the last two decades there is a notorious effort in a
way to create methods, techniques and tools that
help analysts to understand and reduce human
failures when performing an activity. For obvious
reasons the nuclear industry has been all over the
years the motor for investigating and developing
new models. Some of these models can be applied in
other fields of industry, being possible to incorporate
this new paradigm into traditional analysis. It was

4.4 Standardized Plant Analysis Risk - Human
(SPAR-H)
This methodology was also developed by the Idaho
National Laboratory for the U.S. Nuclear Research
Commission in 1994 with the aim to build an
approach and development of probabilistic models
to assess human reliability in NPPs. Various
combinations of contributory factors were examined
and given a rating based on their combined effect on
dependency among tasks. The ratings of the various
combinations correspond to zero, low, moderate,
high, or complete dependency among tasks. A more
detailed explanation of each factor and the
relationship analysis between factors can be
analysed in the reference document [3]. The
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briefly presented a set of methods, techniques and
tools and their main characteristics showing a
variety of concepts and concerns around the human
reliability. Whatever the method used for
determining HEP, the most important is to assure
that human failures are effectively considered in any
HRA and PSAs.

[12]

[13]
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Abstract. The
T mode how
w industrial ph
hysical assets
are mainta
ained is very important to assure high
equipment availability. It is importaant to find a
p
out the
metric or a key indicattor that will point
effectivenesss of such funcction. Once condition based
maintenancce is widely assumed to be onne of the most
important maintenance
m
strategies,
s
it iss fundamental
to observee how assets are being moonitored. The
purpose off this paper is to observe thee performance
of the coondition moniitoring servicee within all
maintenancce activities. With
W this goal it is possible
to determiine the efficiiency of this service and
identify thee gaps regardinng the maximu
um achievable
efficiency. The methodolo
ogy or approacch used called
Overall Seervice Efficieency (OSE) refers
r
to the
Organization of the conndition monitooring service,
bilities of hum
man resources
the Compeetencies and ab
affected to
o the service and the Interf
rface between
condition monitoring
m
and other servicces inside the
organizatioon.
Key wordss: Condition monitoring,
m
Effficiency, Gap,
Maintenance.

per is to obserrve
objectivves. The objecttive of this pap
the perfformance of the condition moonitoring serviice
within all maintenance activities, once it is veery
n in the induustrial field, gaining a huuge
common
importannce in the lastt two decades. It is possible to
determinne the efficienncy level of this
t
service annd
identify the gaps regarrding the maxiimum achievabble
efficienccy.
The pap
per is structureed into six secctions. Sectionn 2
defines condition moonitoring undeer the scope of
on-based mainntenance (CB
BM), refers its
conditio
in
importannce and pointts out recent developments
d
the areaa. Section 3 reefers to audit processes
p
and in
particulaar on the m
maintenance field.
fi
Section 3
presentss a proposal foor an innovatiive methodology
directedd towards conddition monitorinng service auddit.
In Secttion 4 a dem
monstrative example
e
of the
t
methodo
ology based onn a real case sttudy is presentted
and in Section
S
5 some conclusions arre stated.
2. CON
NDITION MONITORING
Maintennance plays a key rolle in industtry
competiitiveness. Mainntenance activ
vities such as in
military
y equipment, transportation, manufacturinng
systemss, electric pow
wer generation
n, transmissioon,
and disstribution oftenn incur high costs and thhus
demand
d high service qquality [10].
Maintennance involvees preventive and correctiive
actions carried out to retain a system
m in or restoree it
to an op
perating condiition. In accord
dance to BS EN
E

1. INTROD
DUCTION
It is very important for the top manaagement of a
company or a departm
ment to know
w how their
industrial physical asseets are mainttained. It is
fundamentaal to have a meetric or some in
nformation or
value to better undersstand the perrformance of
maintenancce function regarding the overall
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reliable and continuous information with lower costs
[4] [7] [14].
Condition monitoring refers to maintenance tasks
performed on physical assets that includes collect
data, process all the information gathered, perform a
data analysis and decide the current asset status. This
process must be reliable once a good or bad decision
to perform subsequent maintenance activities could
have a huge impact on safety, production or
environment, with inherent costs and resource
allocation.

13306 [3] maintenance can be performed before or
after a failure occurrence. The former corresponds to
preventive maintenance and the later one to
corrective maintenance. Preventive maintenance can
be classified into two categories:
• Scheduled Maintenance (SM) (also known as
time-based maintenance or hard time
maintenance);
• Condition-based maintenance (CBM) (or
predictive maintenance).
Condition-based maintenance has been proven
effective in reducing unexpected failures with
minimum operational costs. Therefore, the use of
condition monitoring techniques and CBM has
increased rapidly over recent years [5].
The heart of CBM is condition monitoring which, in
principle, involves periodic or continuous (online)
data acquisition, processing, analysis, interpretation
and extracting useful information from it. The
information helps to identify if the asset health has
diverged from the normal. If so, then fault diagnosis
and prognosis often follow. Finally, a decision
regarding when and what maintenance tasks are to
be performed, is taken [4]. Fig. 1 illustrates the
CBM process, including the condition monitoring.

3. AUDITING MAINTENANCE SERVICES
Maintenance quality in industry means to achieve
the maximum availability of physical assets at
minimum cost. This is somehow ambitious and
ambiguous once we are facing contradictory
objectives. One way to improve maintenance quality
is to produce regular audits to this function or
service.
The measurement of maintenance performance
through audits can be observed in several papers on
the area [9] [2]. Usually an audit process is based on
inquiries, interviews and data analysis (when
available). Condition monitoring service is one of
the most audited services due to its importance
inside a common maintenance department. Usually
it uses high technological equipment that requires
high investment on hardware, software and human
competencies. Thus, it is important to be efficient in
all activities performed under the scope of condition
monitoring.
4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Following the previous explanations and theoretical
approaches concerning maintenance services and
auditing, it is presented in the following paragraphs
a methodology to evaluate the efficiency of the
condition monitoring service in an organization.
The main objective of the implementation of such
methodology is to determine the efficiency of the
condition monitoring service comparing the actual
situation of the service with one considered as ideal,
and thus performing a gap analysis between these
two situations. Fig. 2 shows a schematic
representation of the proposed methodology,
explained in the following paragraphs.

Figure 1 – Condition-based Maintenance process
Condition-based maintenance has been used in a
large variety of applications. Regarding the
published literature it is possible to observe the
usage of CBM and reference to condition monitoring
in several works [8] [13].
Concerning the energy sector it is also possible to
find some works using condition monitoring
techniques as for example for condition monitoring
and fault diagnosis for hydropower plants [11] or
wind farms [1] [12] [6].
Recently huge developments on the field of
condition monitoring were achieved using
information and communication technologies (ICT)
with online and wireless techniques, providing
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The methhod analyses three main areas: the
Organizatioon of the conndition monitooring Service
(OS), the Human Resouurces affected to condition
monitoringg service (RH)) and the Interrface between
condition monitoring
m
serv
vice and other Services (IS).
These three main areas resume
r
most of
o the aspects
onitoring serviice once they
related to a condition mo
cover funddamental issuess that could haave impact on
the efficienncy of the refeerred service. Each
E
question
of the inquuiry has four possible
p
answeers and a fifth
alternative if the question
n is not applicaable. For each
i accordance
answer theere is a specificc punctuation in
to the matrix represented in Table 1.

.

.

(44)

Now, it is possible to make a qualittative evaluation
of the condition monnitoring servicce based on the
t
achievedd OSE and on the following criteria:
c
• OSE
E<40% - Highlyy Negative
• 40%
%<OSE<60% - Acceptable, with
w recommendd.
• 60%
%<OSE<75% - Good
• 75%
%<OSE<90% - Very Good
• OSE
E>90% - Excellent (world claass)
Based on
o the qualitative evaluationn and on the gap
g
analysiss of each area it is time to estaablish a strateggic
plan. Th
his plan is peerformed tryin
ng to fill up the
t
identifieed gaps.

Tabble 1 – Classificcation of the an
nswers
Answers
Highly possitive
Acceptablee, but with recomm
mendations
Not favourable, needing chan
nges
Highly neggative, unacceptablle

5. DEM
MONSTRATIV
VE EXAMPLE
E
The dem
monstrative exaample presenteed in this section
is based
d on a real aauditing proceess made to the
t
conditio
on monitorinng service in a huuge
petrocheemical installaation. In this particular
p
aspeect
this serrvice plays aan important role inside the
t
maintennance departmeent once more than 3000 asseets
are undeer condition moonitoring.
Based on
o the weightt of the persoon answering to
enquiry and on the weight
w
of the question for the
t
conditio
on monitoring service the effficiency value in
each areea was determ
mined. The gapp between theese
values and the maxximum possiblle ones can be
observed in Fig. 3.

Each questtion will be weeighted in accoordance to its
level of im
mportance forr the conditionn monitoring
service. In this way they will be evaluaated in one of
the four levvels presented in Table 2.
Table 2 – Classification
C
o question impportance
of
Punctuaation
1
2
3
4

(33)

The lasst step of thee methodology refers to the
t
determinnation of thee Overall Serrvice Efficienncy
(OSE) taking
t
into acccount the punctuation of eaach
area undder analysis annd the weight allocated
a
to theem
in accorrdance to the foollowing expreession:

Figure 2 – Methhodology propo
osed

Punctuaation
3
2
1
0

.

Answers
Very Low
Low
High
Very High

v
of eachh area under
Then, the efficiency value
w be determiined consideriing the value
analysis will
achieved and
a
the gap to the maxim
mum possible
punctuationn. For examplle, the efficienncy of RH is
given by:
(1)
Where the maximum pun
nctuation is givven by:

∑

.

(2)

Figure 3 – Gap analyssis

And the puunctuation achhieved by the answers
a
given
by:

In a first sight it is posssible to observve that RH is the
t
weakestt area with 62.661% of efficienncy, followed by
b
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the OS with an efficiency of 65.55%. The higher
value of efficiency is achieved in the IS area with
71.77% of efficiency. Based on these values it is
time to determine the Overall Service Efficiency
(OSE), as stated on the proposed methodology in
section 4. Applying the weight on each area a value
of 65.12% was determined for the OSE.
According to the qualitative scale for OSE it can be
said that we have a “Good Condition Monitoring
Service” in this facility. Although this positive result
it is clear that condition monitoring service is far
from a “Very Good” or “Excellent” qualification.
Making a deeper analysis at the identified gaps and
on the consistency of the answers it is possible to
point out some actions or recommendations in a way
to improve the referred service. Based on a
preliminary analysis of the final report it was
established a calendar to implement the top priority
recommendations and responsibilities were defined
for each activity.

[4] Campos, J., Development in the application of
ICT in condition monitoring and maintenance,
Computers in Industry, Vol. 60, 2009, 1–20
[5] Chen, N., Ye, Z., Xiang, Y. and Zhang, L.,
Condition-based maintenance using the inverse
Gaussian degradation model, European Journal
of Operational Research, Vol. 243, 2015, 190–
199
[6] Cross, P. and Ma, X., Nonlinear system
identification for model-based condition
monitoring of wind turbines, Renewable
Energy, Vol. 71, 2014, 166-175
[7] Delamo, M., Felici-Castell, S., Pérez-Solano, J.
and Foster, A., Designing an open source
maintenance-free Environmental Monitoring
Application for Wireless Sensor Networks, The
Journal of Systems and Software, Vol. 103,
2015, 238–247
[8] Feng, S., Fan, b., Mao, j. and Xie, Y.,
Prediction on wear of a spur gearbox by on-line
wear debris concentration monitoring, Wear,
Vol. 336-337, 2015, 1–8
[9] Kumar, U., Galar, D., Parida, A., Stenström, C.
and Berges, L., Maintenance performance
metrics: a state‐of‐the‐art review, Journal of
Quality in Maintenance Engineering, Vol. 19
Iss: 3, 2013, 233-277
[10] Neves, M., Santiago, L. and Maia, C., A
condition-based maintenance policy and input
parameters estimation for deteriorating systems
under periodic inspection, Computers &
Industrial Engineering, Vol. 61, 2011, 503–511
[11] Selak, L., Butala, P. and Sluga, A., Condition
monitoring and fault diagnostics for
hydropower plants, Computers in Industry,
Vol. 65, 2014, 924–936
[12] Shafiee, M., Finkelstein, M. and Bérenguer, C.,
An opportunistic condition-based maintenance
policy for offshore wind turbine blades
subjected to degradation and environmental
shocks, Reliability Engineering and System
Safety, Vol. 142, 2015, 463–471
[13] Tang, Y., Qing, Z., Zhu, L. and Zhang, R.,
Study on the structural monitoring and early
warning conditions of aging jacket platforms,
Ocean Engineering, Vol. 101, 2015, 152–160
[14] Wu, F., Wang, T. and Lee, J., An online
adaptive condition-based maintenance method
for Mechanical systems, Mechanical Systems
and Signal Processing, Vol. 24, 2010, 2985–
2995

6. CONCLUSIONS
In the present work it was proposed a new
methodology to determine the Overall Service
Efficiency (OSE). To achieve the value of the OSE
there are three main areas under observation: the
organization of the condition monitoring service
(OS), the human resources affected to condition
monitoring service (RH) and the interface between
condition monitoring service and other services
within the organization (IS). It was presented a real
case study where the referred methodology was
applied with results.
The originality of the work developed is centred on
an innovative methodology that can be easily
applied in a huge number of industrial fields,
although its simplicity.
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Abstract. The
T distinctivenness of the Ch
hinese culture
and markett has for many years proven as resilient to
Western business
b
modeels. The Britissh food and
clothes cha
ain Marks and Spencer ha
as specifically
shown whaat happens wheen the rules off international
marketing are being ignored.
i
Thiss paper will
he reasons forr the failure of
o the British
examine th
retailer on Chinese mainnland and offeer suggestions
for futuree improvemennt. The papeer will offer
analyses vaarying from thhe mode of enttry chosen, to
the STP model
m
regardinng segmentatiion, targeting
and positiooning of the brand.
b
Finallyy, suggestions
will be provided
p
thaat will help in further
improvemeent and makingg of strategic deecisions.

Chinesee market (Chuung, 2011). Marks
M
& Spenccer
entered the Chinese market by opening
o
wholllyowned stores in Hongg Kong, Shannghai and slow
wly
expandeed its presence in Beijing andd Guangzhou.
After a decade of struggles,
s
finaally, the Britiish
retailer officially
o
exiteed China.
2. IDEN
NTIFICATION OF THE PR
ROBLEM
Accordiing to a reseearch by Leeelapanyalert annd
Gauri, the Chinese em
merging middlee class, spendinng
a
size, reprresented 25–300% of the tottal
power and
number of customers tthe company has.
h
p
will innvestigate th
he factors thhat
This paper
determinned the failurre of the Brittish retailer annd
proposee solutions ffor re-entering
g the Chineese
market. Specifically, the followingg issues will be
addresseed: absence of proper market
m
researcch,
failure to understannd the cultture and loccal
t
preferennces, underesttimating the power of the
industry
y rivals and lack of cleaar segmentatioon,
targetingg and positioniing.

Key words:: Marks and Sp
pencer, British
h retailer,
Chinese maainland, failuree, internationaal marketing..
1.INTROD
DUCTION

The isssues investigatted are news that have beeen
publisheed worldwidee by numeroous newspapers,
journal articles and soocial networks,, and representt a
d
of the future strategy
y of Marks annd
major disrupt
Spencerr.

The primaary aim of this
t
paper is to critically
examine thhe ways in whicch the British retailer
r
Marks
& Spencerr has failed to
o adapt to loccal needs and
demands annd therefore flunk
fl
to capturee the Chinese
consumers attention. Chhina representss the fastestm
with $10 trillion and rapidly
growing market
growing at 7 percent annnually and is onne for the key
markets companies
c
coonsider whenn expanding
internationally. (McKin
nsey & Com
mpany,2018).
Understandding the comp
plexity of uniquueness of the
Chinese cu
ulture and the dynamics of the market is
vitally impportant for forreign companiees. These are
amongst thhe most imporrtant elements for reaching
success in
i
the Chin
nese market (McKinsey
&Company
y, 2018). Overr the past decaade, there has
been a num
mber of differennt Western com
mpanies from
various inddustries that haave failed to su
ucceed on the

3. ANA
ALYSIS IF TH
HE BUSINESS
S PROBLEM
The first set of analysees will be regaarding Marks annd
Spencerr’s
internatiional
markeeting
strateggy.
Accordiing to the Upppsala model, they
t
export theeir
goods to
t foreign couuntries, howev
ver they do nnot
adapt th
he products according to th
he needs of the
t
foreign market.
The keyy strategic chhoice companies need to taake
when
operating
is
eithher
internationallyy
standard
dization or aadaptation of their produccts.
Researcch has shown that Marks annd Spencer usses
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the standardization approach, not considering the
regional differences. The company states that “our
clothing products are the same in London, Madrid or
Hong Kong” (Financial Times, 1994).
The second set of analyses is concerning the lack
primary data marketing research (Leelapanyalert et
al. 2015). The market strategy is mostly based on
secondary research and regular visits, while
implementing a global strategy without proper
adaptation to the local market needs and demands.
The product development and supply chain are
highly centralized in the United Kingdom.
(Whitehead, 1994)
Furthermore, Marks and Spencer lacked clear
positioning and brand image. The clothes offered
were neither traditional, business wear neither street
fashion style which is popular amongst young
Chinese consumers. (Financial Times, 2017).
Considering that the Chinese youth tends to be
fashion oriented, always experimenting with their
style and preferences.

recent years, there has been an increasing interest in
developing a SLEPT analysis prior to entering a
foreign market. The acronym SLEPT stands for
social, legal, economic, political and technological
factors, that might influence the company’s
operations.
When it comes to Marks and Spencer, and the
Chinese marketplace, it can be noticed that they
have failed to conduct a proper scanning of the
market they entered to.
Social and cultural attributes include “language,
religion, aesthetics, values, social organizations,
etc.”
(Schlegelmilch,
p.23,2016)
As
the
demographics are constantly changing, the Chinese
social factor is of crucial importance for companies
who want to reach success. According to Geert
Hofstede value dimensions, China is considered to
be a collectivist culture (Hofstede Insights, 2018).
Of particular concern is Marks and Spencer’s
improper market research. The lack of market
research and misinterpretation of the market’s needs
and demands, have led to disregarding the local
customs and style preferences. They have proved as
unable to keep track with the changing demand of
the fashion in China. and most important of all, they
have failed in understanding and targeting Chinese
consumers. By offering clothes in sizes that didn’t fit
the local body shapes M&S has encountered
“shortages of the smaller-sized clothes demanded by
mainland consumers have depressed trade.”
(Financial Times, 2009). Additionally, they have
showed culturally insensitive merchandise by having
labels in British and European sizes. According to an
article by Jiangsu Commercial Daily the sizes of the
clothing was classified “by European metrics – 6,
8,10,12, not ‘small,’ ‘medium, ‘large’ – which is
what Chinese shoppers are familiar with”.
In a recent article published by McKinsey and
Company argues that the Chinese consumers have
been embracing new products, services and retail
experience at rates unseen in developed markets. For
example, the mobile payment penetration went from
0% in 2011 to 25% of the population in 2015.
Additionally, the e-commerce sector has been
rapidly growing with having more than 35% of the
population in Greater Shanghai area to have
purchased apparel online in the past six months.
(McKinsey & Company, 2018)
The legal framework still in its early stage, as the
country is going through a rapid development. For
international companies that would to pursue
business in China, there is a catalogue guidance
issued by PRC National Development and Reform
Commission (NDRC) and MOFCOM which
indicates the type of licenses needed to operate in
China. A separate guidance is available for
companies that want to pursue a joint venture with a
Chinese company.
Over the past five years, China’s economy
experienced significant GDP growth rate. Any

4. DID MARKS AND SPENSER CHOOSE THE
RIGHT ENTRY MODE FOR CHINESE
MARKET
Marks and Spencer international operations are
usually through wholly owned stores, franchising or
joint venture (Marks and Spencer, 2016). The entry
to Hong Kong was followed by launching whollyowned stores (Jackson & Sparks,2005) and then
proceeded to compete on the Chinese mainland
market via wholly owned stores in various locations.
(Vrontis & Vronti 2000)
After years of poor performance, the company has
decided to close five stores in the greater Shanghai
region, followed by gradually closing a large
number of wholly-owned stores from different
locations. Instead, the retailer has decided to sell the
merchandise through third party e-commerce
platforms such as TMall.com and JD.com.
According to a 2017 report from Mintel, Marks and
Spencer has announced to close its owned store
property and will instead focus the efforts on joint
venture and franchise partnerships in China. (Mintel,
2017). Closure relates to the low profitability, but
the company has decided to trade with a reduced
intensity of distribution or via resellers. (Burt et al.
2003)
Eventually, Marks and Spencer has confirmed that
Al-Futtaim will become the new sole franchise
owner for the stores in Hong Kong. (Marks and
Spencer,2018)
5. HAS MARK AND SPENSER SLEPT WHEN
CONDUSTING THEIR SLEPTS ANALYSIS
A thorough analysis of the environment is at the
heart of understanding a certain marketplace. In
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economic development could have a major impact
on the international enterprises and their actions.
China’s GDP rate suggests that each citizen is
increasingly adding more values to the society.
The political factors such as governmental
regulations represent the biggest risk for
international companies. Since 2001, the Chinese
market has been open to foreign MNE due to
China’s entry in the WTO which removed trade
barriers for foreign investors. This has encouraged
foreign companies to invest and settle their
operations in the Chinese mainland. Additionally,
the government has been increasingly paying
attention to further development of the e-commerce.
China has an advanced and innovative technological
infrastructure and the government is increasingly
investing in high-tech development. This contributes
to retailers in the ways in which they can
communicate with their target audience as well as
provides to opportunity to include high-tech inside
their stores.
The last element of the SLEPTS analysis is the
sustainability. China’s fast development has cause a
lot of negative environmental issues. That is the
reason the government is now paying increased
attention to preserving the environment. Therefore,
companies who operate on Chinese mainland should
cooperate and include corporate social responsibility
in their core strategy in order to have a successful
integration in the Chinese market.

to target the younger age groups which have high
purchasing power.
The demographic segmentation of the consumers is
35-54 years of age. Their customers are familyoriented with active lifestyle.
Geographically, Marks and Spencer didn’t have a
clear segmentation, as they were present in different
cities across the Chinese mainland.
Marks and Spencer adopted a “global segments as
target markets”, targeting middle aged women from
different countries, conversely targeting younger
generations.
They pursued a mixture of undifferentiated and
differentiated targeting rather than a concentrated
targeting approach. Middle aged women were seen
as the prime revenue generator however they tried to
target young individuals, both male and female.
The evidences provided have shown that Marks and
Spencer didn’t have a clear positioning in the
Chinese mainland. The company was seen stuck in
the middle of the spectrum between retailers such as
H&M and Zara, and high-end retailers such as
Prada, Balenciaga etc.
7. PROPOSAL OF SOLUTION FOR REENTRY TO CHINESE MARKET
The data presented throughout this paper illustrates
the need for Marks and Spencer to change their core
marketing strategy and adapt it to the market they
wish to target.
The past decade has seen the rapid development of
the international marketplace in many ways. The
inability of Marks and Spencer to adapt to these new
developments, has been the main reason for their
continuous struggle.
In order to recover their brand loyalty on the
Chinese market, I would recommend that they try to
capture the diversity of the wealthy Chinese
consumers. Young Chinese have high purchasing
power. Chinese youth has shifted to prioritizing
luxury products and living a more balanced, healthy
and family-centric life (McKinsey&Company,
2018). The changing shape of Chinese consumption
and their spending powers are decisive in
determining the companies that win or lose on
Chinese mainland. The middle-class and affluent
consumer households will continue to expand and is
expected to reach 140 million in 2020
(Deloitte,2012). Providing a wider product offerings
range as well as following the fast-seasonal pace of
the fashion.
Connecting with customers through social
networking: 75% of potential consumers are living
outside
the
top
15
cities
in
China.
(McKinsey&Company, 2016) Staying in touch with
their customers virtually will help the company
better understand the needs and wants of customers
as well as increase their shopping experience by
offering online shopping and shipping to many big

6. SEGMENTATION TARGETING
POSITIONING – WHAT WENT WRONG?
The Chinese retail sector is being engaged by fierce
competition, as well as the places of contact with the
consumers has seen a great increase in the past decade
which is one of the main causes for a powerful battle
between retailers for market share. Proper segmentation,
targeting and positioning are now more important than
ever for marketing professionals in order to identify
opportunities for growth.
With a middle class of more than half a billion
people, the Chinese retail market is the largest in the
world, valued at $4.886 trillion in 2016. eMarketer
estimates to surpass $7 billion by 2020.
The behavioral segmentation proposes that Chinese
consumers are prone to buying good quality
products by reasonable prices. The purchase
occasion is most likely to be for either special
occasions to casual wear. The Chinese youth is more
likely to experiment with their style and clothing
design. This is where Marks and Spencer slipped in
China, as they couldn’t adapt fast enough to the
changes in the fashion world and the style
preferences of the local consumers.
The psychographic segmentation of Marks and
Spencer’s consumers are middle aged women,
educated, with a dynamic lifestyle. They have failed
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and smaller cities in China, as the population is
highly dispersed across the country.
Further, I would recommend that the company
should choose to localize with a partner. This will
help the company to know the market directly which
will help the company to optimize their expertise, as
well as gain insight of the local authorities, business
practices, retail market regulations, consumer laws,
understand cultural differences etc. (Global times,
2014)
The final recommendation would be that beside
using TMall.com and JD.com for selling their
clothes, Marks and Spencer should offer online
shopping and shipping directly from their website.
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Available
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15. Connor, N. (2018). Marks and Spencer pulls out
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8. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has discussed the reasons for the failure
of Marks and Spencer in China. Using a critical
analysis and assessment of the reasons behind the
unsuccessful exit from this market.
Taken together, the results indicate that prior to
entering a foreign market, and especially a market as
unique and complex as China, companies should
conduct a thorough analysis of the environment in
terms of social, technological, political, legal and
environmental opportunities and risks.
Additionally, a study regarding the consumer
segmentation and proper targeting will help
companies to deliver a clear positioning. Perhaps,
the most important consideration of all, is that
companies learn how communicate their core value
well with the consumers whether they are from the
domestic or international marketplace.
Assumed the growth of the Chinese market both
economically and demographically, there is still a
chance for Marks and Spencer to achieve success
and win over market share, however this would
require essential changes in their organizational
structure and overall strategy.
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statistically testing their similarities and differences,
together with our surveys given in [4], [7].
One of the purposes of the research is to
emphases significance of the anthropometric
measurements examination for crane operators in
order to enable initial framework for design of the
safe and comfortable work space [7], [8], which is
one of the major problems since they remain in the
cabins all work day - 6 to 8 hours [9], [10], [11].
Also work in crane cabin, especially in extreme
climate conditions is difficult, while cabin and seat
design is comfortable only for 18.5% operators [8].
Those data still should to be confirmed for Libyan
crane operators [7]. Also, passenger vehicle interior
if ergonomically adapted enhances traffic safety. In
previous research [12] difference has been found in
preferred driving posture between two different
nationalities - Koreans and Caucasian. Such
differences justify the need for continual evaluation
of interior vehicle space design and modeling.

Abstract: This paper is a part of ongoing research
on
ergonomic
characteristics,
specifically
anthropometric measurements, for passenger car
drivers and crane operators, in order to achieve
better working conditions and improve safety. It
represents one of the rare explorations containing
the Libyan male drivers and crane operators data,
and accordingly it is one of the first serious
researches on Libyan population. In this paper
anthropometric measurements and weight data have
been compared between different occupations in
Libya - male drivers and crane operators. Statistical
analysis on 300 male drivers and 50 crane operators
collected data are resulting with conclusion that
male drivers have slightly higher value of weight,
are taller, and have higher sitting height as well as
upper leg length values, while crane operators have
slightly wider shoulders and hips. Both groups have
the same arm and foot lengths.
Key Words: Libyan male drivers, Libyan crane
operators, anthropometric measurements, weight,
comparison

2. DATA ANALYSIS
In
order
to
compare
anthropometric
measurements characteristics of the Libyan male
drivers and crane operators data for samples of 300
male drivers and 50 crane operators were randomly
gathered. All crane operators are male, thus the
comparison. Anthropometric measures include
standing height - STH¸ sitting height - SIH, lower leg
length - LLL, upper leg length - ULL, shoulder width
SHW, hip breadth - HIB, arm length - ARL and foot
length - FOL. Also weight - WEI of all subject were
measured. For those data basic statistic and their
comparison for subjected groups were conducted
and shown is this paper.
Statistical data analysis includes:
 Descriptive statistic and
 Hypothesis testing of difference between
anthropometric measurements.

1. INTRODUCTION
Ergonomic adaptation results in better users`
accommodation and their better performances when
executing certain tasks. Therefore, anthropometric
measurements, together with ergonomic principles
are essential and required to achieve effective
ergonomic adoption of the workplace.
Anthropometric measurements for Libyan
population, up to date is till today rarely considered
[1], [2], [3] and it is concentrated only on drivers [4].
In most cases crane operators are considered only
from economic aspect, as side part of the other
research [5], or from aspects of migration and wider
research on workforce in Asian region [6].
This paper presents one of the first seriously
conducted researches concerning Libyan male
passenger car drivers and crane operators,
comparing their anthropometric characteristics and

2.1. Descriptive statistics for variables measured
for Libyan male drivers and crane operators
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In the first step of the research, descriptive
statistics were conducted. It includes number of
subjects, mean, median, standard deviation,
coefficient of variation, Kolmogorov test for
normality significance for normal distribution and

Dimension
WEI LMD
STH LMD
SIH LMD
LLL LMD
ULL LMD
SHW LMD
HIB LMD
ARL LMD
FOL LMD

type of variable of measurement subjects and their
anthropometric measurements. Calculated data for
Libyan male drivers are presented at Tab. 1, while
for crane operators data are shown at Tab. 2.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for Libyan male drivers
p SIG.
N
Mean
Me
SD
cv(%) D
300 82.910
83.000
14.149 17.07 0.1907 1 n.s.
300 1749.517 1750.000 63.104 3.61 0.1871 1 n.s.
300 855.483 860.000 43.493 5.08 0.1919 1 n.s.
300 543.050 540.000 34.425 6.34 0.1516 1 n.s.
300 582.767 580.000 37.166 6.38 0.2407 1 n.s.
300 471.350 470.000 45.440 9.64 0.1661 1 n.s.
300 365.620 360.000 59.192 16.19 0.2018 1 n.s.
300 633.053 610.000 72.291 11.42 0.2220 1 n.s.
300 275.833 275.000 9.115 3.30 0.2126 1 n.s.

Dimension
WEI LCO
STH LCO
SIH LCO
LLL LCO
ULL LCO
SHW LCO
HIB LCO
ARL LCO
FOL LCO

Table 2 Descriptive statistics for Libyan crane operators
D
p SIG.
N Mean
Me
SD
cv(%)
50 78.70
80 10.428 13.25 0.2799 1 n.s.
50 1701.40 1700 58.554 3.44 0.3050 1 n.s.
50 829.40 840 47.827 5.77 0.1812 1 n.s.
50 534.60 530 36.545 6.84 0.2222 1 n.s.
50 559.00 560 32.779 5.86 0.1908 1 n.s.
50 489.00 470 53.918 11.03 0.1590 1 n.s.
50 382.00 370 49.652 13.00 0.2375 1 n.s.
50 642.40 650 82.054 12.77 0.1565 1 n.s.
50 273.70 270 9.248 3.38 0.1901 1 n.s.

First criteria for determination of type of data is
coefficient of variation, that shows that data for all
groups (Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 are homogeneous. Further
more differences between mean and median are
small, which indicate that distribution of data is
symmetrical. In next step Kolmogorov test for
normality were conducted. Results of this test show
that all data for all measurements are normally
distributed, meaning that variables are parametric,
thus adequate statistic comparisons could be
conducted.

VT
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

VT
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

2.2. Comparisons of anthropometric measurements
between Libyan male drivers and crane operators
From descriptive statistics, based on conclusion
that all variables are parameters type, further
decision on comparisons were drawn, i.e. it enables
use of z test for comparisons for difference of means
Conclusions from this comparisons are based on the
following criteria, with adequate annotations [13]:
If p>0.05 no significant difference (n.s.)
If p<0.05 low difference (>)
If p<0.01 strong difference (>>)
If p <0.001 absolute difference (>>>)

Table 3. Comparisons of anthropometric measurements between Libyan male drivers and crane operators
z
p-value significance
WEI LMD > WEI LCO
2.497 0.0125
<0.05
STH LMD >>> STH LCO 5.319
0
<0.001
SIH LMD >>> SIH LCO
3.615 0.0003
<0.001
LLL LMD = LLL LCO
1.526
0.127
n.s.
ULL LMD >>> ULL LCO 4.653
0
<0.001
SHW LMD < SHW LCO -2.189 0.0286
<0.05
HIB LMD < HIB LCO
-2.097 0.0359
<0.05
ARL LMD = ARL LCO
-0.758 0.4485
n.s.
FOL LMD = FOL LCO
1.513 0.1303
n.s.
Detailed comparisons were further presented at
Fig. 1-4.
Fig. 1 presents difference in weight between
measured groups, since it has different units than
anthropometric measurements. Although test shows

(Tab. 3) that there is slight statistical difference,
graph results show that Libyan male drivers are
5.53% heavier than crane operators.
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Figure 1. Differences in WEI between Libyan male
drivers and crane operators

Figure 4. Anthropometric measurements for
Libyans, where male drivers have larger values then
crane operators
The rest of the anthropometric measurements are
statistically absolutely larger for male drivers
comparing to crane operators (Tab. 3, Fig. 4).
Standing height is 2.83% larger, sitting height is
3.14% higher, while upper leg length is 4.25%
longer for Libyan male drivers than for crane
operators.
3. CONCLUSIONS
Comparison between Libyan male passenger car
drivers and crane operators leads to the following
conclusions:
 drivers are slightly heavier then crane
operators;
 drivers have significantly heigher standing
and sitting sitting hight, as well as upper leg
length than crane operators;
 shoulder width and hip breath are slighter
smaller for male drivers and
 drivers and crane operators have the same
arm length and foot length (there are no
statistically significant differences).

Figure 2. Anthropometric measurements with same
values for Libyan male drivers and crane operators
Fig. 2, as well as tests from Tab. 3 shows that
there no statistically significant differences between
lower leg lengths, arm lengths an foot lengths
between Libyan male drivers and crane operators.
Differences in mean values vary between 0.78% and
1.53%.

This paper is only one of the first steps in studies
on anthropometric measurements for insufficiently
examined data for Libyan drivers and crane
operators. Those presented data should be further
research on larger sample.
4. NOMENCLATURE
Abbreviation Definition
unit
WEI
Weight
kg
STH
standing height
mm
SIH
sitting height
mm
LLL
lower leg length
mm
ULL
upper leg length
mm
SHW
shoulder width
mm
HIB
hip breadth
mm
ARL
arm length
mm
LMD
Libyan male drivers
LCO
Libyan crane operators
N
sample size
Med.
Median
SD
standard deviation
D
Kolmogorov statistics
p
p-value

Figure 3. Anthropometric measurements which are
larger for Libyan crane operators than male drivers
Tab. 3 and Fig. 3 shows that there exists small
statistical difference between shoulder width and hip
breadth in favor of crane operators, where difference
of means for shoulder width is 3.61% larger for
crane operators, while hip breadth is 4.29% larger
for crane operators then for male drivers.
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SIG.
n.s.
VT
z

Significance
not significant
variable type
z test for difference of means
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Addding to that an ooccupational diseases
d
for craane
operatorrs due to longg operating hoours - 6 to 8, in
uncomfo
fortable static sitting conditions, and mosttly
located highly above ground [15], [16], [17], [188],
[19]. Thus
T
undersstanding and implementinng
anthropoometric measuurements is onee of the goals for
f
improveement safety and contentm
ment in workinng
conditio
ons for crane operators viaa alternate craane
cabin deesigns [20], [211], [22].
In Serbia researrch of the impact of the
t
mics on the craane cabin desiggn, and influennce
ergonom
of the anthropomettric measurem
ments of craane
operatorrs started in reecent years viaa participation in
several EU financed projects, witth main goal to
o crane cabins in
improvee ergonomic chharacteristics of
order to
o increase cranee operators saffety and improve
of their working condditions [7], [8]], [9], [22], [233],
[24], [255].
Simiilarly, drivingg can cause laarge number of
musculo
oskeletal disorrders while alm
most all driveers
feel repetitive drivingg injuries [2], [3],
[ [4], [5], [66],
[7]. Prev
vious researchh, such as [1], [2], [3], [4], [55],
[6], [7],, also show thhat further stuudies are needded
since thhe field of inteerior space of a passenger car
c
that till today still is noot adapted enoough for a hum
man
being.

Abstract: This paper presents
p
a parrt of several
active reseaarches of anthropometric meeasurements –
long-term investigation of Serbian passenger car
drivers, Seerbian crane operators, thaat started in
recent yeaars, as well as comparisson of those
measuremeents with Libyan drivers and crane
operators. In this pap
per, similar to part 1,
ometric measuurements was
comparisonn of anthropo
presented, but in this case insteadd of Libyan
measuremeents (given in part 1) for Serbian
S
male
drivers andd crane operaators. Collecteed data were
statisticallyy examined annd compared resulting
r
with
the same weights,
w
sitting
g heights, loweer leg lengths,
shoulder widths,
w
hip breadths and arm lengths.
Research included sampples of 921 Serbian
S
male
drivers annd 83 crane operators.
o
Serrbian drivers
compared with crane opperators havee significantly
nd upper leg length
l
values,
larger stannding height an
while foot length is signif
ificantly smalleer for drivers
ane operators.
than for cra
Key Word
ds: Serbian maale drivers, Serbian
S
crane
operators, anthropometrric measurem
ments, weight,
comparisonn
1. INTROD
DUCTION
Anthroppometric meaasurements differ between
nationalitiees, gender, age, race, occcupation and
nutrition [1
1], [2], [3]. Thhey also changge over time,
thus there is a constant need for theirr updating in
order to acchieve comforrtable and saffe vehicles or
cabins interrior design [2], [4], [5], [6], [7].
[ The work
place
deesign
depen
nds
on
annthropometric
characteristtics of userss, and nationnalities have
significant effect on workkplace design and modeling
due to the differen
nces in annthropometric
characteristtics [5].
Crane cabins
c
have theeir use in the wide
w industrial
spectrum [8
8], [9],[10], [11], [12], but crrane operators
still have one
o of the mosst hazardous jo
obs with high
values of occupational
o
fattalities and injuuries [13] and
with great losses
l
of life annd property [144].

A ANALYSIS
S
2. DATA
Seco
ond part of annalysis of diffe
ferences betweeen
passeng
ger car driverss and crane operators incluude
Serbian drivers` dataa. Since all examined craane
m
their anthropometrric
operatorrs were male,
measureements and w
weights are compared wiith
Serbian male drivers. Research included samples of
bian male drivvers and 83 cran
ne operators.
921 Serb
As in
i Part 1 anthhropometric meeasures incluude
standing
g height - STH¸ sitting heightt - SIH, lower leg
l
length - LLL, upper legg length - ULL
L, shoulder widdth
SHW, hip breadth - HIB,
H
arm lengthh - ARL and fooot
length - FOL, as well as weight of thhe subjects. Thhis
ncludes descriiptive statistic of the subjeccts
paper in
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groups and their comparison using hypothesis
testing.

First step includes basic descriptive statistics
such are number of subjects, mean, median, standard
deviation and coefficient of variation for Serbian
male drivers (Tab. 1) and Serbian crane operators
(Tab. 2).

2.1. Descriptive statistics

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for Serbian male drivers
Mean Med.
SD
Dimension N
WEI
921 86.617
86 11.693
STH
921 1811.26 1800 74.657
SIH
921 917.218 920 47.064
LLL
921 593.613 600 35.754
ULL
921 636.228 635 45.544
SHW
921 471.356 470 46.728
HIB
921 391.097 390 43.749
ARL
921 706.488 700 46.213
FOL
921 281.612 275 12.577

cv(%)
13.70
3.86
6.25
6.84
5.88
10.14
14.61
7.22
4.21

D
0.1498
0.1668
0.1551
0.1615
0.204
0.1535
0.2434
0.1882
0.1765

p SIG.
VT
1 n.s. parameter
1 n.s. parameter
1 n.s. parameter
1 n.s. parameter
1 n.s. parameter
1 n.s. parameter
1 n.s. parameter
1 n.s. parameter
1 n.s. parameter

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for Serbian crane operators
Dimension N Mean
Me SD
cv(%) D
p Significance
WEI
83 84.916
82
11.636 13.70 0.2862 1 n.s.

VT
parameter

STH

83

1768.193

1765 68.210 3.86

0.2694 1 n.s.

parameter

SIH

83

907.313

910

56.749 6.25

parameter

LLL

83

587.169

585

40.176 6.84

0.2134 1 n.s.
0.2441 1 n.s.

ULL

83

618.229

615

36.350 5.88

parameter

SHW

83

478.349

480

0.1894 1 n.s.
48.520 10.14 0.2718 1 n.s.

HIB

83

401.313

395

83

704.554

700

58.629 14.61 0.2785 1 n.s.
50.892 7.22 0.1843 1 n.s.

parameter

ARL
FOL

83

297.422

296

12.524 4.21

parameter

According to descriptive statistics for all
measurements, it can be seen that values of mean are
near values of median, indicating symmetrical
distributions. Also coefficients of variation are small
(<30%) - therefore data are homogeneous. This
enables conduction of Kolmogorov tests for
normality which proved that variables are
parametric.

0.3668 1 n.s.

parameter
parameter
parameter

2.2. Comparisons of anthropometric measurements
between Serbian male drivers and crane operators
Results of Kolmogorov test for normality, i.e.
parametric variables enable conduction of z tests for
difference of means (Tab. 3). Annotations for
significance levels are [26]:
for p>0.05 no significant difference (n.s.)
for p<0.05 low difference (>)
for p<0.01 strong difference (>>)
for p <0.001 absolute difference (>>>)

Table 3. Comparisons of anthropometric measurements between Serbian male drivers and crane operators
z
p-value Significance
WEI SMD = WEI SCO
1.275
0.202
n.s.
STH SMD >>> STH SCO
5.465
0
<0.001
SIH SMD = SIH SCO
1.543 0.1228
n.s.
LLL SMD = LLL SCO
1.412 0.1589
n.s.
ULL SMD >>> ULL SCO
4.222
0
<0.001
SHW SMD = SHW SCO
-1.261 0.2072
n.s.
HIB SMD = HIB SCO
-1.549 0.1214
n.s.
ARL SMD = ARL SCO
0.334
0.738
n.s.
FOL SMD <<< FOL SCO -11.011
0
<0.001
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Visual comparisons and their relations are
presented at Fig. 1-4.

Figure 4. Anthropometric measurements for Serbians,
where male drivers have larger values then crane
operators

Figure 1. Differences in weight between Serbian
male drivers and crane operators

Two measures that are absolutely statistically
higher for Serbian male drivers than for crane
operators are standing height and upper leg length
(Tab. 2, Fig. 4), with 2.44 and 2.91% respectfully.
3. CONCLUSIONS
From comparison between anthropometric
measurements between Serbian male drivers and
crane operators the following conclusions can be
drawn:
 there no differences between weights,
sitting heights, lower leg lengths, shoulders
width, hip breadths and arm lengths
between analyzed populations;
 standing height and upper leg length are
significantly larger for passenger car
drivers then for crane operators and
 foot length is significantly larger for crane
operators then for passenger car drivers.
This paper is a part of several ongoing
investigations on anthropometric measurements in
Serbian population including passenger car drivers
and crane operators with aim to improve design of
vehicle and crane cabin interior.

Figure 2. Anthropometric measurements with same
values for Serbian male drivers and crane operators
Fig. 1 and 2 present measurements which are the
same for Serbian male drivers and crane operators
(Tab. 3). They shows that weight, sitting height,
lower leg length, shoulder width, hip breadth and
arm length have statistically same values with
difference ranking from 0.29% for arm length to
2.54% for hip breath.

4. NOMENCLATURE
Abbreviation
WEI
STH
SIH
LLL
ULL
SHW
HIB
ARL
SMD
SCO
N
Med.
SD
D
p
SIG.
n.s.
VT
z

Figure 3. Anthropometric measurements for foot
length where Serbian crane operators have larger
values than male drivers
Only measure larger for Serbian crane operators
then for drivers is the foot length, and it is
statistically highly larger (Tab. 3, Fig. 3), with
5.32%.

Definition
unit
Weight
kg
standing height
mm
sitting height
mm
lower leg length
mm
upper leg length
mm
shoulder width
mm
hip breadth
mm
arm length
mm
Serbian male drivers
Serbian crane operators
sample size
Median
standard deviation
Kolmogorov statistics
p-value
Significance
not significant
variable type
z test for difference of means
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[6]. Desspite their impportance, theyy are not alwaays
understoood correctly [[7] and they are
a not perceivved
in the saame way nor eequally fast. Many studies haave
also shoown that signss are often wrrongly perceivved
by drivvers and pedesstrians [1, 6]. Some findinngs
indicatee that the compprehension leveel of some traffi
ffic
signs is very low, andd some are miisinterpreted [66].
Ben-Basssat and Shiinar (2006) tested if theese
differen
nces in comprrehension of signs could be
explaineed by the signs’ compliance with ergonom
mic
design principles [3]. They found that signs thhat
comply with three bbasic ergonom
mic principles –
physicall
compatibilitty,
and
conceptual
standard
dization, and faamiliarity – aree generally bettter
understoood than signs that do not coomply with theese
principles [6]. Symbools and colors on traffic siggns
significaantly affected both the corrrectness of the
t
answerss and reaction time
t
[8, 4]. Many studies haave
proposeed various channges to the traaffic signs [2, 9,
10, 11]. Besides, the sspeed of the reesponse plays an
b
importannt role in the pperceptual judgments made by
all participants in traff
ffic situations and
a thus it is one
of the critical
c
compoonents in the design
d
of traff
ffic
signs of highwayss and streetts. Age-relatted
differen
nces in the pprocessing sppeed have beeen
observed in a great vaariety of tasks involving visuual
search
In
and
rresponse
selection.
s
spite off the great num
mber of researcches in this areea,
these diifferences are still rarely reeported although
they arre an indicatoor of the neu
ural maturity of
children
n's information processing sysstem.

Abstract. Children represent
r
a vulnerable
population from the stanndpoint of traf
affic safety. A
modern traf
affic poses com
mplex and high requirements
to all its paarticipants, annd among them
m, particularly
to young children.
c
Child
dren have a higher
h
risk of
pedestrian injuries. Ch
hildren experrience traffic
differently from adults. How do childdren view the
world? What
W
helps them
t
to linkk with their
environmennt? How do children imagine traffic
signs? Too address theese questionss, this study
examines how
h
fast the children
c
(betweeen 6 and 10
years of age)
a
react to traffic signs mounted at
different heights.
h
The analysis off the results
indicated that there were
w
differencces in mean
reaction time for traffic signs of diffe
ferent heights.
Children best
b
perceive a traffic signn when it is
mounted at
a 1.9 m. Thhe research highlights
h
the
importancee of ergonomicc principles in choosing the
appropriatte height of trafffic signs for chhildren.
Key words:: Ergonomic design,
de
Traffic signs,
s
Children.
1.INTROD
DUCTION
In modernn times, it’s hard to imaggine a world
without traaffic signs, and
d it’s even more difficult to
imagine thee world beforee there was a need
n
for them.
They did not
n always ex
xist because traaffic was not
like as it is nowadays. In one form or an
nother, traffic
o the Roman
signs have been in use siince the time of
Empire. Trraffic signs proovide importantt information,
guidelines, and warning
gs on the road; they are
designed an
nd placed to asssist drivers annd pedestrians
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For the abbove reasons, the
t aim of thiis paper is to
examine how children reeact to differeent heights of
traffic sign
ns.

l
TS and RT
R for the uppper
p<0.0011), RT for the lower
TS (t=66.681; p<0.0011), as well as between RT for
f
the upper TS and RT
T for the midd
dle TS (t=2.0668;
p=0.0433).

2. METHO
ODOLOGY
2.1. Particiipants and Expperiment Proceedure
Educationaal institutionss from rural and urban
environmen
nts providingg state-fundeed preschool
education programs
p
weree chosen as veenues for this
experimentt. Of the total number of 600 respondents,
29 (48.3%)) were femaless and 31 malees (51.7%). In
this study, simple RTs to
o presented taargets - traffic
signs (TS)) of differentt heights werre measured.
Traffic sign
ns were placedd at 3 heights - 1.6m, 1.9m
and 2.2m (2.2m
(
is lawfu
ully defined height of traffic
signs in the
t
populated place). For the sake of
simplicity, these three TS
S heights will, in the rest of
the manusscript be denooted as lower,, middle and
upper TS, respectively. The
T subjects (cchildren aged
between 6--10 years) werre instructed to depress the
response button
b
immediaately he/she reecognized the
stimulus - certain trafficc sign, the ressponse button
terminated the clock counter. All subjects
s
were
tested undeer all three diffferent conditionns.

1 Mean reactiion times for different heighhts
Figure 1.
of traffic signs
3.1. Agee differences
One-waay ANOVA inndicated signifiicant age grouuprelated differences iin RT. The results show
wed
b
the firrst
statisticaally significannt differences between
and fouurth-grade childdren in RT forr traffic signs of
all threee heights: for lower
l
TS (F=99.969; p<0.001),
for mid
ddle TS (F=9.9978; p<0.001)), as well as for
f
upper TS
T (F=4.093; pp=0.011). Figu
ure 2 shows aage
differen
nces in the meaan values of reeaction times for
f
differen
nt heights of traaffic signs.

2.2. Data Analyses
A
Statistical analysis waas performedd using the
statistical software
s
packaage IBM SPSS
S Statistics v.
22. Normaality distributioon was tested by
b inspection
of histograms and the Koolmogorov-Sm
mirnov test. As
the Kolmoogorov-Smirnov test has dettermined that
results do not significan
ntly deviate from a normal
distributionn, the decision was to use Stuudent’s T-test
and ANOV
VA. Dunnett’s T3 Post Hoc test has been
undertakenn for addition
nal comparisonns. All tests
were carrried out on
o
the bassis of the
recommenddations from thhe textbook "S
SPSS Survival
Manual" [5
5]. The thresho
old of statisticaal significance
(α) is set att 5%.
3. RESULTS AND DISC
CUSSION
The rest of
o the paper presents
p
the results
r
of the
children’s reaction timees for differennt heights of
ns.
traffic sign
The analyssis of the resullts indicated th
hat there were
differencess in mean reacttion time for trraffic signs of
different heights
h
(Figurre 1). Generaally, children
showed thee shortest reacttion time for thhe Middle TS
(0.259 s), then
t
for the Lower TS (0.26
68), while the
slowest reaaction time waas for the Uppeer TS (0.336).
The seriess of performed paired Stud
dent’s T-tests
show statisstically significcant differences between RT
for the low
wer TS and RT for the middlee TS (t=7.291;

2 Age differennces in mean reeaction times ffor
Figure 2.
differen
nt heights of traaffic signs.
A
3.2. Urbban and Rural Areas
Reactionn time data was also com
mpared betweeen
urban annd rural childreen. Figure 3 shhows urban-rurral
differen
nces in the m
mean values of the childrenn’s
reactionn times for diffferent heights of traffic signns.
The resuults of T-Test showed statistiically significaant
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differencess for the children’s reeaction time
according to
t area: Lowerr TS (t = 9.762
2; p = 0.003),
Middle TS (t = 8.187; p = 0.006) and Upper
U
TS (t =
12.928; p = 0.001). Chiildren from thhe urban area
react fasterr than childrenn from the ruraal area, for all
three heigh
hts of the trafficc signal.
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Figure 3. Urban-rural
U
diifferences in mean
m
reaction
times for different heights of traffic sign
ns.
4. CONCL
LUSIONS
Based on the data colleected and anaalyzed in this
research, soome general coonclusions can be derived:
- Children showed the shhortest reaction
n time for TS
a 1.9 m (0.25
59 s), then foor TS at the
mounted at
middle height (0.268), an
nd the slowestt reaction was
T (0.336);
for Upper TS
- There are statisticallly significantt age-related
differencess in children’s RT for all thrree heights of
the traffic signs;
s
- Childrenn from the urbban area reacct faster than
children fro
om the rural area,
a
for all thrree heights of
the traffic signs.
s
Taking into
o account the above mentiooned, children
best perceive a traffic sig
gn when it is mounted
m
at 1.9
m. Hence follows the conclusion and
a
practical
recommenddation that, at least in schooll areas, traffic
signs need to be placed att lower heightss than defined
by the rules (2.2 m). Ergo
onomic princip
ples of design
t improve traffic signs
should bee involved to
recognitionn and furthher behavior of traffic
participantss. It can be cooncluded that itt is important
to incorpoorate ergonomics in the deesign of road
signs to enssure driver and
d road safety.
Future research should include all tyypes of road
signs, as well
w as more agee groups of resspondents.
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can not be compensaated by an insuurance companny
for suchh a type of injurries.
Howeveer, from the pooint of view off bus safety, suuch
injuries may also bbe significantt because thhey
i
design of
potentiaally point to thee lacks in the interior
the busees for urban passenger
p
transsport. An insigght
into the literature deaaling with this issue [1-10] has
h
t
this aspecct of bus safeety has not beeen
shown that
adequately treated beffore. It is diffi
ficult to find anny
researchh that has been focused on thiis topic.
Bearing
g in mind thee foregoing, the aim of the
t
researchh in this paper is to examine the
t possibility of
the existence of forrmally unrepo
orted injuries in
buses for
f
city passsenger transp
port. The bassic
hypotheesis is that thhere are form
mally unreportted
injuries in buses for city
c transport of
o passengers on
the territory of the cityy of Belgrade.

Abstract. Today,
T
buses foor public transp
sport are used
by a largee number of people arounnd the world.
Passenger safety is one of the primary goals that
needs to be provided. Inn this regard, the design of
the interior of buses is one of the priimary factors
which affeccts the safety of passengers. In addition,
passenger injuries are onne of the basicc indicators of
hen it comes to injuries of
bus safety. However, wh
passengerss on buses for
f
urban trransport, the
conclusionss about safety
ty are primarrily based on
documented injuries in some of the official
institutionss, such as for example
e
hospitaals. The basic
assumptionn in this pap
per is that there are also
undocumennted passengger injuries, which may
indicate so
ome failure in the design of the bus. This
paper pressents a researcch related to undocumented
u
passenger injuries in cityy buses.
s
injuriess, passengers,
Key wordss: City buses, safety,
bus interiorr design.

THOD
2. MET
On the basis of insigghts into the literature dealinng
with injjuries of passeengers in busees [1-10], it was
w
not posssible to find a methodology dealing with the
t
problem
m of systemattically collectting information
about thhe unrecordedd passenger innjuries in urbban
transporrt. In view of
o this, it waas necessary to
develop
p a tool that woould enable the collection of the
t
said datta. Bearing in mind
m
that this information can
be colleected only from
m passengers, a questionnaiire
has beenn developed, w
which enables the recording of
the neceessary data.
The queestionnaire waas filled by 140
1
people. The
T
criterion
n for completiing the questioonnaire was thhat
all peopple at some tim
me during a lifeetime used public
bus trannsport. The ssurvey was coonducted in the
t
territory
y of the city oof Belgrade. Th
he questionnaiire
was prim
marily given tto the responddents when thhey
were sittting on the buss during the driving. Basic daata
on the sttructure of resppondents are given in Table 11.

1.INTROD
DUCTION
In case of serious
s
injuriess in buses, the usual
u
practice
is to providde first aid to passengers
p
on the spot, and
then passenngers are transsported to a meedical facility
for furtherr examination and medical treatment if
necessary. In such casess, the injuries are recorded
and archived. However, there are situations where,
due to different
d
circuumstances, thee passengers
suffered phhysical pain an
nd were subjeccted to minor
injuries. Inn these situatio
ons, passengerrs usually do
not opt to go to a med
dical facility for
f treatment.
These injurries are usuallyy easier in natture, whereby
travelers assume
a
on the
t
basis off a personal
assessmentt that such in
njuries do no
ot have more
serious con
nsequences forr their health and that they
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Figure 2 shows thee types of in
njuries and the
t
frequenccy of their occuurrence.

3. RESULTS AND ANA
ALYSIS OF RESULTS
R
The averag
ge age of the respondents was
w 41 years
(М=40,85; SD=15,29). Half
H of the resspondents had
y
and a haalf had more (М
( е=39). The
up to 39 years,
age of resspondents rangged from 19 to 73 years.
Among thhe respondentss the most frrequent were
respondentts with 21 years of agge (Мо=21).
from
the
Quantitativvely
measurrable
data
questionnaires were anaalyzed and su
ummarized in
Table 1.
Table 1. Analysis
A
of thee answers to the questions
from the qu
uestionnaire onn unreported innjuries on the
bus.
An ordin
nal number of th
he
FrequencyyPercent N
questtion from the
queestionnaire
1. Respondeents who have
5
3,6
140
suffered an injury
i
in a city bus
b
2. Unreporteed injuries to a
health instituution

2

40,0

5

3. The reaso
on for the failure to
report the inj
njury is the initial

2

100,0

2

5. Respondeents who did not
report the inj
njury to the driveer

4

80,0

5

6. Respondeents who did not
report the inj
njury to the comppany

4

80,0

5

7. Respondeents who did not
report the inj
njury to the insurrance

4

80,0

5

8. Respondeents who did not
report the inj
njury to any other

5

100,0

5

10. The pressence of the
consequencees of an injury

4

80,0

5

Male

81

57,9

Female

59

42,1

Gender

2 Types of innjuries of passsengers and the
t
Figure 2.
number of such injurries that traveelers obtained in
buses foor city transporrt of passengerrs in Belgrade on
a samplee of 140 responndents.
Figure 3 shows thee situations that
t
resulted in
ger injuries andd their frequenccies.
passeng

140

Figure 3.
3 Causes of innjuries of passsengers in busses
for city transport in B
Belgrade and the
t frequency of
their apppearance on a ssample of 140 respondents.

The frequeency of injuriess per individuaal parts of the
body is shoown in Figure 1.
1

NCLUSION
4. CON
This stu
udy confirmedd the starting hypothesis thhat
there iss a certain ppercentage off undocumentted
injuries in buses intended
i
for city passengger
transporrt. This percennt is relatively small and in thhis
study, itt is 1.42% of thhe total number of respondennts.
Of the total numberr of injuries, 40% constituute
H
this survey was done
unregisttered injuries. However,
on a sam
mple of 140 resspondents, whiich is a relativeely
small percentage reelative to thhe number of
inhabitaants in Belgraade. Taking innto account the
t
number of inhabitantss in Belgrade and
a the resultinng
percentaage of injuriees, a considerrable number of
people who have suuffered some kind
k
of injuriies
d
aroundd the city will be obtained. As
A
during driving
can be seen from thhe analysis, thhese injuries are
a
milder in
i their charactter. Nevertheleess, they indicaate
that shoould be given additional atteention to certaain

P
of the body of passengers who were
Figure 1. Parts
injured andd the number of
o such injuriees obtained in
buses for th
he city transport of passengerrs in Belgrade
on a sample of 140 responndents.
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aspects of interior design, in order to further reduce
the percentage of injuries of passengers in city
buses.
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topic off discussion forr several decaddes. So far, thrree
feasibiliity studies have been conduccted dealing wiith
the connstruction of a district heaating system in
Belgrad
de from a technical, energy annd
environm
mental point oof view (1995, 2004 and 20118)
[1, 6, 7]]. The proposedd district heatiing project in the
t
Belgrad
de area is bassed on converting condenssed
water innto stream in thhe thermal plannt, first passingg it
through a pumping system via a pipe (radiius
1000 mm
m), transportinng it to local heeating plants annd
then thrrough a heatingg network to a heat exchangger
station [2].
[ The main objective of th
he investment is
to ensurre the substituttion of importeed natural gas by
b
domestiic lignite coal and a more efficient use of
domestiic energy sourrces. In additioon, connectingg a
larger nu
umber of consuumers to one source
s
of therm
mal
energy supply
s
is a morre favourable solution
s
from the
t
aspect of
o environmenntal protectionn. The combinned
source is usually disslocated from the city, whiich
on of the ciity
practicaally eliminatess the pollutio
environm
ment.
The district heating system in Belggrade includes:: a
thermal power plant, a system for transporting
t
heeat
energy to
t Belgrade annd two heating areas that wouuld
be connnected to the ssystem first (th
he heating plaant
“Novi Beograd”
B
and the heating plant “Dunav””),
which account for m
more than haalf of the tottal
consumpption of the district heatting system of
Belgrad
de. The base source in the system for the
t
district supply of Bellgrade with thhermal energy is
the theermal power plant (“Nikkola Tesla A”,
A
hereinaffter TENT A) located 28 km
m from Belgradde,
which uses
u
domestic lignite for thhe production of
heat eneergy. The therm
mal power plannt has six bloccks
with th
he total insstalled electriical power of

Abstract. The paper presents
p
a reeview of the
financial assessments of a district heatting project in
Belgrade area
a
in three different
d
studiees. Sensitivity
analysis shows
s
that thhe Project’s most
m
critical
parameter is the price of
o natural gas. In addition,
the results of these studiees indicate thatt the project is
acceptable only if the raatio between the
t electricity
price and the
t price of nattural gas is higgher than 1:5.
Key wordss: district heaating, financial assessment,
sensitivity, Belgrade areaa.
1. INTROD
DUCTION
Bearing inn mind significcant energy, economic
e
and
environmen
ntal effects it has for the deevelopment of
the econom
my and society
y, the system of combined
electricity and
a heat produ
uction outside of city area is
being usedd increasingly, even in the countries
c
with
relatively moderate
m
climaates such as Serrbia.
Combined electricity andd heat productiion outside of
Belgrade arrea provides:
 Inncreased securrity of energyy supply and
in
ncrease in eneergy efficienccy in energy
traansformation and
a consumptioon, as well as
 Mitigating
M
the negative
n
effect of production
annd energy use on
o the environm
ment.
The existin
ng local distriict water-heating system in
the Belgradde area is the largest in the Balkans. The
system waas formed as a series off independent
heating sy
ystems that deeveloped arounnd individual
settlementss and followed
d their developpment. Today,
there are 14 local heatting plants inn the city of
Belgrade. Each heating
g plant supplies its own
independennt heating area with heat enerrgy.
The probleem of developing a district heeating system
for Belgrade outside of Belgrade areaa has been a
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owner? The project pprofitability wiill be measureed,
based on
o the projectted cash flow
w, by three key
k
dynamicc indicators: thhe financial net present vallue
of the innvestment (NPV), the financiial rate of retuurn
on the investment
i
(IR
RR) and the paayback period of
the inveestment [5].

1,650 MW
W. Blocks 1 and 2 have already been
reconstructted, while the reconstructiion of other
blocks wouuld be carried out
o during the realization of
the projectt. Heating areea “Obrenovacc” is already
supplied with
w thermal ennergy from TE
ENT A. In all
feasibility studies of thee project whicch have been
carried out so far the econnomic life of thhe project has
been estimaated at 20 yearrs. The total coonsumption of
the districtt heating systeem was estimaated at 2,681
MW at the beginning andd at 3,215 MW
W in the final
year of thhe project. Duuring the perio
od of project
exploitation
n, the share off heat energy in the supply
of the heatting district off Belgrade wou
uld amount to
an averagee of 83%. Thiss percentage allso represents
the share of the substitu
uted natural gas
g quantities
from the total
t
required in the period
d prior to the
realization of the project.
The paper is divided in
nto five sectio
ons. After an
introductioon, section two
o provides an explanation
e
of
the used methodology
m
foor the financiaal analysis of
the district heating prooject in Belgrrade area. In
section threee, we presentt the results off the financial
analysis off three differeent feasibility studies of a
district heeating projecct. In section
n four, the
sensitivity analysis was performed in order to test
the impact of possible errrors in the proojection of the
key param
meters of the prroject on the results
r
of the
financial annalysis. The conclusions aree presented in
the fifth secction.

3. FINA
ANCIAL ANA
ALYSIS
Investment and investm
ment dynamicss
The reaalization of thhe district heaating project of
Belgrad
de from TENT
T A started inn the mid-19900s.
Howeveer, the implem
mentation was soon terminatted
due to the lack of financial ressources and the
t
nally conceivved
inabilityy to achievee the origin
financin
ng structure. W
When compariing the situation
“Withouut” the Projectt and the situaation “With” the
t
Project, from the standpoint
s
of economic annd
financiaal analysis, onnly unrealized investments are
a
relevantt.
Besides the investment cost in thee district heatinng
system, financial anaalysis also takkes into accouunt
investm
ments in boilerr plants at Belgrade
B
heatinng
plants which
w
would bee necessary if the
t project is nnot
undertak
ken. These innvestments aree treated as the
t
benefit of
o the project, not the cost.

2. METHO
ODOLOGY
As a rule, the
t assessmentt of economic and financial
effectiveneess of a particcular project is based on a
comparison
n of the revennue and costs generated by
the project. However, thhe district heatiing project in
Belgrade area requires a different approach in
accordancee with its sppecific charactteristics. The
economic and
a financial analyses
a
of thiss project must
take into account
a
the facct that the reveenue from the
energy sold
d to the final consumers is th
he same in the
situation “With”
“
and “W
Without” the Project. The
district heaating project seerves as the reeplacement of
the existingg capacities (thhe replacemennt of the costs
of the exissting system with
w
the costss of the new
system).
The methoodology of thee financial analyses of the
project whiich will be presented in this paper
p
is based
on a compparison of the benefits of thhe project (in
regard to thhe “Without” thhe Project situation) and the
costs of building the diistrict heating system. The
objective of
o the financiaal analysis is to
t provide an
answer to the
t question: Iss the district heeating project
in Belgradee area financia
ally profitable to the project

* PS – Pump station

Figure 1. The structurre of the investtment cost in thhe
districtt heating system
m
Benefitss and operatingg costs of the project
p
The prrofitability of investment is analysed by
b
compariing the cost whhich will be suubstituted and the
t
new coosts. If the prroject of the district heatinng
system in Belgrade is undertaken, one part of the
t
d be substituteed.
costs off the existing system would
These costs
c
are treateed as the beneffit of the projeect
and refeer to (Figure 2)):
 thhe costs of fueel procurementt – natural gas in
h
heating
plants ((fuel substitutioon);
 thhe reduction oof operating co
osts, which refeers
to maintenannce costs off the existinng
p
production
plannts;
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 the depreciation and the finanncial costs of
new
w boiler plants that should be
b built if the
distrrict heating pro
oject is not und
dertaken.

The cossts of the deliivered heat ennergy are valuued
through unproduced electricity as an amount of
electric power which will be lost as a consequennce
of the heat
h
energy pproduction. Too estimate theese
costs, we
w used the iinformation abbout the annuual
amount of electricity that is lost (ddetermined bassed
gy balance) andd the Europeann economic priice
on energ
of electrricity for long-term investmennts.
Financial analysis
The objjective of finaancial analysis is to determiine
whetherr the project provides a return on the
t
investm
ment and an apppropriate profittability rate. It is
importannt to point ouut that the finaancial analysis is
carried out
o in order to assess the projject profitabilitty,
regardleess of the possiible positive orr negative effeccts
that the project can haave on the wideer community. In
order to
o measure proofitability of the
t project, it is
necessarry to project ccash inflows an
nd cash outflow
ws
and then
n to discount the
t net-cash flo
ow for the entiire
econom
mic lifetime of tthe project [3].
The prrojected cash flow, based on which the
t
dynamicc indicators of financiall analysis are
a
calculated, contains:
 On
O the benefi
fits side (cashh inflows): fuuel
s
savings,
the redduction in the operating cossts,
thhe investments in the new boiler
b
plants annd
thhe residual vallue of the projeect.
 On
O the costss side (cash outflows): the
t
innvestment in a district heatting system, the
t
m
maintenance
costs, the insuurance costs, the
t
c
costs
of deliveered heat energgy and the cossts
o electricity consumption of the pum
of
mp
s
station.
The results of the finnancial analysiis of the district
heating project are preesented in Tablle 1.

Figure 2.
2 Benefits of thhe district heatting project
The “Witth” the Projeect situation implies the
substitution
n of one part of the costs of the existing
water-heatiing system andd the operatingg costs of the
new system
m. The operatinng costs of thee new system
include (Figure 3):
 the costs of the deelivered heat ennergy (valued
t amount of
throough unproduceed electricity: the
elecctric power which
w
will be lost as a
conssequence of heeat energy prodduction);
 mainntenance costss;
 insuurance costs;
 deprreciation costs;
 the financial costs of the new sysstem, and
 the cost of electriicity consumpttion of pump
statiions.

Figure 3. The
T cost structuree of the district heating
h
project

Table 1. Finnancial analysiis of the districct heating projeect
Inpu
ut values

Feasibility study
F
1995

Feasibility stuudy
2004

Investment (EUR)
161364600
1369700000
Subsstitution of fuel
183072 t
219921580 m3
(averrage per year)
Unprroduced electricityy (average per yearr, kWh)
375120290
4359280000
Pricee of natural gas
137.4 EUR/t*
0.13 EUR/m
m3
Pricee of electricity (EU
UR/kWh)
0.041
0.045
Loann financing/repaym
ment period
100%/10 years
100%/15 yeaars
Indicators of ffinancial profitab
bility
NPV
V (EUR)
-52353000
-55809011
IRR (%)
2.84
3.26
Paybback period (Yearss)
19
16
The cost on the threshoold of Belgrade heeating plant
21.93
19.55
R/MWht)
(EUR
* aveerage price of natuural gas and fuel oiil
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Feasibiility study
20
018
1650
091078
1880133678 m3
3972
230000
3
0.33 EUR/m
E
0.045
65%/1
15 years
1250
040849
19
9.68
3.6
3
21
1.56

If a parameter of the project is not well predicted,
then the real profitability of the project will be
different. In the case of the district heating project in
Belgrade area, the three parameters that may have a
significant effect on the results of the financial
analyses include:
 the investment costs of the project;
 the price of electricity through which the
price of the delivered heat energy is
valorised;
 the price of fuel (natural gas) that is
substituted.
The profitability of the project will increase if the
volume of investment is overestimated and if there is
a decrease in the price of electricity and an increase
in the price of natural gas. On the other hand, the
profitability of the project will decrease if the
volume of investment is underestimated and if there
is an increase in the price of electricity and a
decrease in the price of natural gas. From the above,
we can conclude that the effects of the change in the
price of electricity on the profitability of the project
are contrary to the effects of the change in the price
of natural gas. Therefore, we carried out the
sensitivity analysis in order to test the impact of
possible errors in the projection of the key project
parameters on the results of the financial analysis.
Sensitivity analysis was performed by changing one
of three key input parameters (the volume of
investment, the electricity price and the price of
natural gas) in the range ±10%, while keeping other
input parameters constant. This analysis does not
include simultaneous changes of input parameters.
Sensitivity analysis in three different feasibility
studies (1995, 2004, 2018) of the district heating
project shows that the Project’s most critical
parameter is the price of natural gas. The switching
value indicates a percentage change of the value of
the key input parameter of the Project which
equalizes the financial net present value of the
investment to zero and the financial rate of return on
the investment to the discount rate of 10% [4].
In the last two feasibility studies (2004 and 2018),
the price of electricity has remained the same
(0.045 EUR/kWh), while the price of natural gas has
risen (from 0.130 EUR/m3 in the 2004 study to
0.330 EUR/m3 in the 2018 study). Table 2 shows the
results of the sensitivity analysis.

Based on the presented results of the financial
analysis of the project, we can conclude that,
according to the used criterion for the evaluation of
investment justification, the project is only
acceptable in the case of the last feasibility study
from 2018. The Project’s net present value is
positive. The discounted value of the net profit at the
rate of 10% is EUR 125,040,849. Apart from the
positive net present value, the Project also achieves a
positive rate of return of 19.68. The payback period
is 3.6 years, which is acceptable for this type of
project. According to the results of the financial
analyses of the feasibility studies from 1995 and
2004, the Project is not acceptable (the net present
value is negative and the rate of return is lower than
10%).
In addition to investment costs, two types of costs
determine the results of the presented financial
analysis. These are the costs of thermal energy at the
threshold of the Belgrade power plant, which
depend on the quantity and the price of unproduced
electricity and lower fuel (natural gas) costs, which
represent the benefit of the project according to the
applied methodology. The amount of electric power
which would be lost as a consequence of the heat
power production, as well as the substituted amount
of fuel, are calculated from clear energy budgets that
are roughly the same in all three feasibility studies.
Considering that the prices are generally the most
uncertain part of all projections, we can conclude
that only the unit prices of the natural gas and
electricity can be the topic of a more serious
discussion. In the next section, we will present the
sensitivity analysis of profitability indicators to price
changes.
4. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The results of the financial analysis which have been
presented in the previous section refer to the most
likely input values. However, during the
implementation of the project, there can be a
deviation from the projected sizes in both directions.
The value of investment, electricity price and the
natural gas price are the parameters that can be
changed during the implementation of the project.
The change in the values of these parameters
certainly affects the values of relevant parameters
for the evaluation of project justification.
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Table 2. Sensitivity Anallysis

Variablee

Investmeent
costs

Changes
(%)

Feasibility study
s
2018
N
NPV (€)

IR
RR
(%
%)

Payback
(Years)

16

1225040849

199.68

3.6

14.5

1337123432

21.39

3.1

1112958266

188.19

3,9

NPV (€))

IRR
(%)

0%

2.84

-558090111

3.26

-10%

3.73

-437247228

4.27

10%

2.10

-678586116

2.39

17.7

-40%

Payback
(Years)

-44.8

100.33%

Changes
(%)

IRR (%)

NPV (€))

IRR
(%)

Payback
(Years)

N
NPV (€)

RR
IR
(%
%)

Payback
(Years)

0%

2.84

-558090111

3.26

16

1225040849

199.68

3.6

-10%

4.26

-415321448

5.16

13

1334490212

200.29

3.2

10%

1.37

-700858773

1.19

/*

1115591486

199.05

4

Switchingg values
(NPV=0, IRR=10%)

Naturaal
gas pricce

Feeasibility study 2004
2

IRR (%)

Switchingg values
(NPV=0, IRR=10%)

Electriciity
price

Feasibility stu
udy
1995

-45%

-40%

132%
%

Changes
(%)

IRR (%)

NPV (€))

IRR
(%)

Payback
(Years)

N
NPV (€)

RR
IR
(%
%)

Payback
(Years)

0%

2.84

-558090111

3.26

16

1225040849

199.68

3.6

-10%

0.50

-757584113

0.31

/*

9
92242548

177.45

4.6

10%

5.05

-358596009

5.87

11.8

1557839150

21.74

3.2

Switchingg values
(NPV=0, IRR=10%)

35%

27%

-38%
%

* The payyback period is not
n provided withhin the economiic life of the projject.

Figure 4 presents
p
the reelative relationn between the
price of nattural gas and th
he price of elecctricity.

o the projectt from 2018. At a price of
study of
electriciity of 0.045 EUR/kWh, the Project is
acceptab
ble only if thhe price of naatural gas is not
n
lower thhan 0.204.

Figure 4. The
T relative reelation between
n the price of
natural gaas and the prrice of electrricity for the
IRR=10%

NCLUSIONS
5. CON
The disttrict heating project in Belgrrade area shouuld
serve ass the replacem
ment of the exxisting capacitiies
(the rep
placement of thhe costs of thee existing systeem
with thee costs of thee new system)). The econom
mic
appraisaal of the finaancial analysiss of the projeect
presenteed in this paperr has been appllied according to
its speciific characterisstics. The finanncial profitabiliity
of the project
p
has beeen estimated via the differennce
in costs between thhe situation “With”
“
and the
t
situationn “Without” the Project. Based on the
t
presenteed results of tthe financial analysis
a
of thrree
differen
nt studies of a district heaating project in
Belgrad
de area, we caan conclude thhat, according to
the used
d criterion forr the evaluatioon of investmeent
justificaation, the project is only accceptable in the
t
case of the
t last feasibility study from
m 2018.
The seensitivity to changes in the volume of
investm
ments does nott impair the viability of the
t

o electricity varies
v
from 0.003 EUR/kWh
The price of
to 0.06 EU
UR/kWh, with a discrete step of 0.005. For
these valuees, the correspoonding prices of
o natural gas
are also shoown. The increease in the nattural gas price
over the booundary value improves
i
the profitability
p
of
the projectt, and vice verrsa. These resuults are based
on the proojected cash flow
f
in the laast feasibility
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project for any of the three feasibility studies. In the
case of variations in the price of fuel which is
substituted – the natural gas and the price of
electricity – significant sensitivity was observed, but
in the opposite direction. An increase in the price of
natural gas improves the results of the analysis, and
the increase in the price of electricity makes them
worse.
The financial profitability of the project depends
exclusively on the price of the natural gas and on the
price of electricity. The problem is that these prices
are unpredictable in the long term. If we look at the
last two feasibility studies (2004 and 2018), the
relative ratio ranged from 1:3 to 1:7 in favour of the
natural gas. The result of the sensitivity analysis
shows that, besides the slightly different technical
and economic parameters used in the study of 2018,
with the prices of gas and electricity from the 2004
study the project would not be financially
acceptable. We can conclude that at the current
prices of gas and electricity and under the
assumption that the relative trends of these prices
would continue, the district heating project in
Belgrade area is financially acceptable.

[7] Inovacioni centar Mašinskog fakulteta u
Beogradu, Studija opravdanosti snabdevanja
energijom iz TE “Nikola Tesla A”, Beograd,
2018.
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 W
What are thee factors thatt influence the
t
r
regional
varriations in entrepreneurial
a
activity?
 How
H
big are the differencees regarding the
t
d
degree
of entreepreneurial actiivity across rurral
a
areas
with different outdooor amenities in
S
Serbia?
The papper is dividedd into five sections. After an
introducction, section ttwo provides a brief theoreticcal
and emp
pirical backgroound of the rolle of the conceept
of entreepreneurship ffor economic growth on the
t
nationall and regional level. In seection three, w
we
present the endogeenous growthh model wiith
entrepreeneurship. In section four, we explain the
t
alternatiive
approoaches
forr
measurinng
entrepreeneurship andd analyse the entrepreneurial
activity (level and groowth) on the example
e
of rurral
T
areas wiith different ouutdoor amenitiees in Serbia. The
conclusiions are presennted in the fifthh section.

Abstract. The
T current pap
aper focuses onn the analysis
of the rolee of the concept of entreprreneurship in
economic growth,
g
with a special emph
hasis on rural
areas with different outdo
oor amenities in
i Serbia. The
paper has two aims. The
Th first aim is
i to provide
theoreticall
explanaations
forr
linking
wth and to
entrepreneurship to ecconomic grow
t
factors th
hat influence the regional
highlight the
variations in entrepreneeurial activity.. The second
ntrepreneurial
aim is to measure andd compare en
activity accross rural arreas with diffeerent outdoor
amenities in
i Serbia.
Key wordss: Entrepreneeurship, econoomic growth,
rural areass, Serbia.
1. INTROD
DUCTION
There are two
t
dominant approaches in the literature
which featture an undersstanding of thee significance
of the conccept of entreprreneurship for the economic
growth. Thhe first approacch focuses on entrepreneurs
and the facctors which deetermine the decision
d
of an
individual to become an entrepreneur
e
a start one’s
and
own businness. The secoond approach analyses the
factors thaat influence the
t
regional variations in
entrepreneuurial activity.
Regional variations
v
in enttrepreneurial activity
a
can be
explained by
b various facttors: income grrowth, human
capital (meeasured by forrmal education
n as the share
of people with a colleege degree orr by creative
occupationns as the sharee of employeees in creative
occupationns), change in the industry structure (the
shift from
m manufacturing to serviices and an
increasing role of entreppreneurship and
d SMEs), tax
rates, unem
mployment ratee, outdoor am
menities as the
quality of life indicatorss, institutions, training and
wth, etc.
education, population dennsity and grow
p
are the
The main research quesstions in this paper
following:

2. LITE
ERATURE RE
EVIEW
Empiriccal studies carried out in the USA
U
and the EU
E
countriees confirmed the hypotheesis about the
t
significaant impact of entrepreneursh
hip on econom
mic
perform
mance at the nattional [3] and regional
r
level [[1,
2, 5, 7]. The contribuution of [3] is reflected in the
t
mation of the link betweenn the degree of
confirm
entrepreeneurial activitty and econom
mic performannce
on the macroeconoomic level. The
T
results of
empiricaal evidence for a panel of the OEC
CD
countriees pointed ouut that countries that haave
experiennced an increaase in entreprreneurial activiity
also haave higher rattes of econom
mic growth annd
greater reduction in uunemployment.. In order to teest
mployment annd
the possitive link beetween self-em
overall employment aat the regionall level, [7] used
the pooled time-seriess cross-section
n data set on the
t
A
to the
t
sample of 24 Swedissh counties. According
results of this emppirical study, increased seelf-
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employment has a positive effect on economic
growth.
However, there is a gap in the empirical studies
which analyse the link between entrepreneurship and
economic growth by using rural areas as a
geographic unit of observation. A small number of
empirical studies examined the role of the concept of
entrepreneurship in rural economic growth and
analysed the factors that stimulate entrepreneurial
activity in rural areas [8, 10, 11, 12, 17]. One of the
reasons for this gap is the lack of appropriate data.
Generating and promoting new company formation
at the local level can have a considerable positive
effect on employment. In the developed economies,
human and entrepreneurship capital are strongly
associated with economic growth, especially in rural
areas with high outdoor amenities. According to
[11], outdoors amenities as the quality of life
indicators, human capital (measured as a share of the
workforce employed in the creative occupations)
and entrepreneurial context had a synergistic effect
on the US rural county growth (growth in the
number of new establishments and employment) in
the 1990s.
If a rural area with attractive outdoor amenities has a
high level of human capital (high level of college
graduates and/or high level of employment in
creative occupations), then it should have more
entrepreneurship capital. Entrepreneurship capital
can be defined as specific type of the social capital
which refers to the ability of a society to generate
new enterprises due to creative and highly educated
individuals who are able to:
 recognize a potential market opportunity,
 provide the necessary resources, and
 in a short time period, transform the new
ideas into products and services for which
there is a market demand.
The results of an empirical analysis, based on panel
data for 24 rural areas in Serbia from 2009 to 2013,
suggest that human capital, employment growth and
growth of young population have a significant
positive effect on the growth of entrepreneurial
activity [10]. Furthermore, the growth of
entrepreneurial activity in rural areas can be
explained by the high level of unemployment.
Entrepreneurship is recognized as an important
instrument for reducing local unemployment. When
workers are unemployed they might be more likely
to start their own businesses [1].

The first generation of endogenous growth models
links technology with human capital and economic
growth. Knowledge externalities and the creation of
clusters of talented and creative individuals have a
strong impact on economic growth. The second
generation of endogenous growth models
highlighted that investments in research and
development contribute to economic growth by
creating new knowledge and innovations.

Knowledge
capital

Investments
in R&D

Entrepreneurship
capital

Economic
performance

Human
capital

Figure 1. Entrepreneurship in endogenous growth
models
The disadvantage of the first and second generation
of the endogenous growth models is that they have
not provided a precise explanation as to how new
knowledge is converted into economic knowledge.
The third endogenous growth models identified
entrepreneurship (start-up and growth of new
enterprises) as a spillover mechanism which reduces
the filter between knowledge and economic
knowledge, and which has direct effect on economic
growth. Knowledge capital (investments in R&D
and human capital) has an indirect effect on
economic performance through entrepreneurship
(Figure 1). The knowledge-based entrepreneurial
activity facilities knowledge spillovers, and is
therefore conductive to regional economic
performance [4]. Entrepreneurship is tends to be
higher in the local economy that poses a high share
of human capital in the work force.
On the national and regional level, a high rate of
economic growth depends on the resources for the
creation of new knowledge (investments in research
and development) and on the development of
entrepreneurial culture (an orientation of the
working population towards entrepreneurship and
the existence of local educational and financial
institutions that will support entrepreneurial
initiatives). In a knowledge-based economy,
entrepreneurship becomes an increasingly important
factor in shaping economic growth.
In rural areas, outdoor amenities are identified as an
attractor of the “entrepreneurship human capital”
(knowledge and skills). Outdoor amenities refer to
two types of amenities: natural amenities (which
include the physical rural environment: climate,
topography, forest land and water areas) and build
amenities (comprising the development of
infrastructure for various recreational activities in
rural areas) [9]. In the developed economies, rural
areas most attractive to highly educated or/and
creative individuals are the areas with high outdoor

3. ENDOGENOUS GROWTH MODEL WITH
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
According to the endogenous growth models, three
factors are the most important for improving
economic performance:
1. Investments in research and development,
2. Human capital and
3. Entrepreneurship capital.
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amenities. According to empirical results [12, 18]
entrepreneurial activity in these areas is higher than
in rural areas with lower outdoor amenities due to
significant human capital.

In empirical research two alternative approaches are
used most frequently for developing a proxy
measure for entrepreneurial activity:
 The first approach standardizes the number
of entrepreneurs through the number of
existing enterprises.
 The second approach standardizes the
number of entrepreneurs through total
employment.
The latter approach, the “labour approach”, is often
interpreted as the propensity of a member of the
regional workforce to start his/her own business [5].
The analyses of entrepreneurial activity presented in
this section are based on the 2009-2016 data [13, 14,
15, 16] for 24 rural areas in Serbia (6 significant rural
or intermediate and 18 predominantly rural areas).

4. MEASURING THE ENTREPRENEURIAL
ACTIVITY IN RURAL AREAS IN SERBIA
In the literature, there is no generally accepted
method of measuring entrepreneurship for the
purpose of testing the hypotheses about the positive
link between changes in entrepreneurship and
changes in economic growth. The used measure of
entrepreneurship usually depends on the available
data. Since rural areas are not homogeneous with
respect to their size, many empirical studies, in order
to compare entrepreneurial activity between
different geographical units of observations,
standardize the number of entrepreneurs.

Table 1. Measuring entrepreneurial activity in rural areas in Serbia
Outdoor
Level
Growth (%)
Area share
Rural area
amenity
2009 2016 2016-09
2009
2016
index
Zlatibor
8.201
0.167 0.152 -9.328
0.062
0.059
Raska
7.486
0.141 0.157 11.064
0.054
0.057
Moravica
3.773
0.162 0.155 -4.109
0.047
0.050
Pcinja
2.575
0.113 0.134 18.677
0.027
0.030
Bor
2.512
0.111 0.106 -4.178
0.018
0.017
Rasina
1.288
0.166 0.154 -7.642
0.045
0.047
Branicevo
1.201
0.138 0.131 -5.321
0.031
0.031
Macva
1.114
0.165 0.142 -14.045
0.054
0.053
Nisava
0.946
0.107 0.116 8.017
0.057
0.063
Kolubara
0.663
0.146 0.161 10.502
0.037
0.040
Pirot
0.389
0.089 0.103 15.830
0.013
0.012
Jablanica
0.239
0.141 0.149 5.546
0.028
0.035
Toplica
-0.095
0.143 0.115 -19.114
0.013
0.012
Zajecar
-0.135
0.121 0.119 -1.887
0.018
0.016
Sumadija
-0.317
0.160 0.128 -19.829
0.058
0.054
South Backa
-1.086
0.107 0.124 16.504
0.127
0.138
Pomoravlje
-1.473
0.122 0.142 16.155
0.040
0.038
Srem
-2.945
0.167 0.130 -22.190
0.061
0.058
South Banat
-2.966
0.167 0.158 -5.395
0.064
0.056
Central Banat
-3.724
0.121 0.110 -9.001
0.028
0.027
North Backa
-3.910
0.101 0.085 -15.528
0.031
0.026
Podunavlje
-3.914
0.135 0.135 -0.554
0.033
0.031
West Backa
-4.035
0.137 0.128 -7.022
0.033
0.029
North Banat
-5.788
0.100 0.096 -4.230
0.020
0.019
Average
0.000
0.134 0.130
Total number of
170,134 176,740
entrepreneurs
In Table 1, all rural areas are ranked according to the
developed index of outdoor amenities for rural areas
in Serbia [10]. Rural areas with the lowest rates of
entrepreneurship (below 11%) in 2009 and 2016 are
North Backa, North Banat and Pirot. In six areas
entrepreneurship rate is higher than 15% (Kolubara,
South Banat, Raska, Moravica, Rasina and Zlatibor).

Zlatibor, Raska and Moravica are also the rural areas
with high outdoor amenities (the outdoor amenity
index for these rural areas is higher than 2). South
Backa is a rural area with the highest number of
entrepreneurs. Nearly 13.8% of the total 176,740
entrepreneurs in the 24 rural areas in 2016 come
from this area. The areas which are characterized by
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a growth of entrepreneurial activity in the period
from 2009 through 2016 are: Pcinja, South Backa,
Pomoravlje, Pirot, Raska, Kolubara, Nisava and
Jablanica. There are 16 areas suffering a decline in
entrepreneurial activity during the observed period.
On the example of 24 rural areas in Serbia we
cannot confirm the hypothesis that entrepreneurial
activity in the rural areas with high outdoor
amenities is higher than in the rural areas with low
outdoor amenities. The Raska area is the only one of
six rural areas with high outdoor amenities in Serbia
that has the above average level and growth of
entrepreneurial activity during the observed period.
The concept of rural entrepreneurship is relevant for
the economic growth of rural areas with high
outdoor amenities. The concept involves an intimate
relation between entrepreneurial activity and rural
environment (unique factors that a certain rural area
possesses as necessary inputs for entrepreneurial
activity: natural, historical, cultural, human, social,
etc.). The concept of rural entrepreneurship refers to
the combination of locally specific resources in
order to create added value not only for
entrepreneurs, but also for rural economy.
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preduzećima I preduzetništvu, Republika Srbija.
[15] Republički zavod za statistiku (2010), Opštine u
Srbiji 2009, Republika Srbija.
[16] Republički zavod za statistiku (2017), Opštine u
Srbiji 2016, Republika Srbija.
[17] Scuras, D., Meccheri, N., Moreira, M. B., Rosell, J.
and Stathopoulou, M. B. (2005), „Entrepreneurial
human capital accumulation and the growth of rural
businesses: a four-country survey in mountainous
and lagging areas of the European union“ Journal of
Rural Studies, Vol. 21(1), Pp 67 – 79.
[18] Wojan, T. R. and McGranahan, D. A. (2007),
„Ambient Returns: Creative Capital’s Contribution
to
Local
Manufacturing
Competitiveness“
Agricultural and Resource Economics Review, Vol.
36/1, Pp 133 – 148.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The creation of new knowledge through increasing
investments in research and development and the
growth of human capital are two necessary, but not
sufficient factors for generating local economic
growth. On the national and regional level, a high
rate of economic growth depends on the resources
for the creation of new knowledge, human capital
and on the development of entrepreneurial culture.
In order to measure entrepreneurial activity across
rural areas in Serbia, we calculate “the rate of
entrepreneurship” by using the labour approach (the
number of entrepreneurs divided by the total number
of employees). The Raska area is the only one of six
rural areas with high outdoor amenities in Serbia
that has the above-average level and growth of
entrepreneurial activity.
Bearing in mind the afore-said, the main focus of
rural development strategies should be on attractive
outdoor amenities and entrepreneurships as the
preconditions for sustainable rural development of
Serbia. The results presented in this paper can serve
as a useful basis for future research on the link
between entrepreneurship and rural economic
growth.
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Therefore analyzed case studies are related to
examination of potentially influential factors on
geometric deformations (warpage and shrinkage) which
occurs during process of plastic injection molding [1],
[2], [3], [4], [11], [16], [17].

Abstract: Paper considers case studies of parts of
optical fiber hub produced by plastic injection molding
process. This is process is in detail described in
previous research [1], [2], [3], [4]. Unlike in the
previous research this paper are centered on the
mistakes in experimental assumptions and settings.
Those mistakes had consequences on experimental
results and furthermore to conclusions that can be
obtained from experiments regarding their quantity and
quality. Thus, it is shown that simulation results are
unreliable comparing with real experimental results, in
cases when technology used in production is outdated,
but it is still in use. Second considered problem is the
factors that influence of parts with produced from
different materials and with dimensions. It was noticed
and presented that the same initial experimental
conditions, regarding chosen factors and their levels do
not produce the same outcomes.

2 CASE STUDIES
Two types Taguchi's experiments for production
optical fiber hub were conducted in order to obtain
geometrical deformations during the process of plastic
injection molding for housing and lid. For both parts
two types of experiments were conducted simulation
with L8 orthogonal array (OA) on two levels and real
experimentation with L27 OA, with three levels. Main
factors for both types of experimentation and parts are
the same. Also lowest and highest factor levels in L27
OA are corresponding to L8 OA. This paper considers
only main factor effects. Those factors are presented at
Table 1. In further discussion factors are enumerated not
by their abbreviations, but by alphabet, since their real
physical influence is not the subject of this paper [1].

Key words: Taguchi's experiment, plastic injection
molding, simulation and real experiment, housing, lid,
geometric deformations

Table 1. Main factorial effects in experiments
Factors
unit
A - Holding pressure (HP)
[bar]
B - Injection time (IT)
[s]
C - Cooling time (CT)
[s]
D - Injection temperature (TMP) [oC]
E - Holding pressure time (HPT) [s]

1 INTRODUCTION
Process of plastic injection molding is categorized as
one of most economical and widespread processes in
industry of polymer plastic, since there is great increase
in its use in modern products [5], [6].
In process of injection molding of plastic, main
problem for quality of finished products are occurrence
of geometric deformations during the production, such
are warpage and rarely shrinkage. In order to eliminate
those problems great number of research were
conducted during the years. In their research most
authors mostly apply simulation methods or other
numerical methods (computing, fuzzy logic, response
surface methodology etc.) using computer packages
such are MoldFlow Plastic Insight, Moldex 3D,
PRO/Engineer, C-Mold [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12].
Some authors use experiments conducted in laboratory
conditions or from manufacturer databases [13], [14].
Experiments conducted in real productions are sparsely
used [1], [9], [13], [15].

Allocation of main effects in simulation experiment
are presented at Tab. 2, while for real experiment are
shown at Tab. 3 [18].
Table 2. Main factorial allocation in OA for simulation
factor
A B C D E
column 1 2 3 4 5
Table 3. Main factorial allocation in OA for real
experiment
factor
A B D E C
column 1 2 4 8 11
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For both parts geometrical deformations were
measured in five places, i.e. points from injection point
to the furthest. Those points are presented for housing at
Fig. 1 and for lid at Fig. 2.
Housing is constructed from Cycoloy PC/ABC
Grade C2800, compound of polycarbonate and
acrylonitrile-butadiene-syrane (PC/ABC) with weight
26 g and dimensions 155x92x9 mm. Lid is constructed
from Terluran, GP 35, ABS copolymer, weighting 21 g,
width dimensions 151x91x1.6 mm [19], [20]. There is
17.53% difference in mass and 5.84% difference in
dimensions in favor on housing.

Figure 3. Geometric deformations in measurement
points for housing, regarding simulation and real
experimentation
Comparisons of geometric deformation for housing
shows that values for simulation are more predictable,
and vary in smaller range from 0.03 to 0.39 mm, i.e.
0.36 mm or 7.69%. In the case of real experiment,
variations are from -0.022 mm to 1.494, i.e. 1.516 mm
or 69.91%. It means that in furthest point, with maximal
optimal geometric deformation difference between real
experimental results and simulation are 1.10 mm. In
other words real experiment produce 73.89% larger
geometrical deformation than simulation.
Furthermore it should be noticed that in simulation
there is no shrinkage, only warpage, while in real
experimentation both types of geometrical deformation
exists.
Fig. 4. represents geometrical deformation for lid,
and it changes in measurement points for optimal maximum deformation in furthers point, regarding simulation and real experimentation.

Figure 1. Measurement points for housing

Figure 2. Measurement points for lid
For simulation experiments parts were designed
using I-Deas software, while simulation was conducted
using MoldFlow Plastic Insight software package [21].
Real experimentation was conducted in BMB
Automatic manufacturing, Belgrade, Serbia where
optical hub is the standard product. Both parts were
manufactured using ‘Battenfeld BK-T 1300/500’
machine, while measurements of geometrical
deformations is conducted on Zeiss Contura G2 700
Aktiv coordinate measuring machine (according to ISO
10360-2 recommendations) in ISO 9000 and ISO 17025
certified laboratory [4] at 10 Mechanical Faculty University of Zenica.

Figure 4. Geometric deformations in measurement
points for Lid, regarding simulation and real
experimentation

2. CASE STUDY 1
Geometrical deformations for combination of factors
with minimal geometric deformations in plastic injection molding process for simulation and real experiments were compared. Comparisons was conducted
for housing and lid.

As in the case of housing, for lid geometric
deformation shows that values for simulation vary in
smaller range from 0.05 to 0.40 mm, i.e. 0.35 mm or
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12.50%. In the case of real experiment for lid,
deformations vary even more than in case of housing
from -0.131 mm to 1.636 mm, i.e. 1.767 mm up to
92.59%. It means that in furthest point difference
between real experimental results and simulation are
1.316 mm, i.e. real experiment produce 80.44% larger
geometrical deformation than simulation.
Furthermore it should be noticed that in simulation
either for housing, either for lid there is no shrinkage,
only warpage, while in real experimentation both types
of geometrical deformation exists in production of both
parts.

Table 7. Contribution ratios(%) for influential factors in
measurement points for housing
P2
P3
P4
P5
Lid P1
A
11.74 7.16
6.30
7.30
B
25.02 12.07
17.53 6.76
C
9.79
16.05
D
15.04
21.34 6.82
E
5.22
10.38
5.18
Contribution ratios for lid shows that factors,
although have influence regarding significance level, in
reality marginally have an effect on occurrence of
geometric deformations due plastic injection molding
process. Therefore there exist some other factors that
are not identified and examined in experimentation that
create geometric deformations in injection molding
process.

3. CASE STUDY 2
Second case study on the same experiment involve
only analysis of results for real experimentation. Looking at significance levels (Tab. 4 for housing and Tab. 5,
for lid), shows that major of influential factors are the
similar at all measurement points for housing and for
lid. Furthermore there is more influential factors in three
points for lid then for housing, while the rest of points
have the same number of influential factors.
Table 4.
housing
Housing
A
B
C
D
E

4. CONCLUSIONS
During the comparison of results of geometric
deformations for plastic injection molding, obtained by
simulation and from real experimentation, leads to
conclusion that for simulation outputs are far more
uniformed and overall smaller then in real experimentation.
Differences in geometrical deformations from
simulation in critical points are 76.25% smaller for
house, and 80.44% smaller for lid, than in real
experimentation. In real experimentation there exist both shrinkage and warpage in plastic injection molding,
while in simulation exists only warpage.
Comparison of influential factors on geometric
deformations in plastic injection molding process in real
experimental conditions, for two different parts of
optical fiber hub - housing and lid shows that influential
factors are similar regarding criteria of significance
level.
Further analysis of these experiments based on
contribution ratios shows that for housing, dominant
influential factor is A, while other factor contribute in
far smaller level. For lid values of contribution ratios are
small in one point just over 50% for all influential
factors, while in the other measurement points is smaller
than 50% (16.68-39.49%). It means that chosen factors
or it levels are inadequate for lid, since most of
variations are caused by random error or with factors
that are not examined in experiment.
Therefore, based on the presented case studies, it can
be concluded that:
 Simulation as an form of identification of influential factors for geometric deformations that
generates in plastic injection molding processes can
lead to false results, especially in cases when production equipment is outdated.
 Simulation shows only warpage as a geometric
deformation, while in real experiment apart of warpage exists also and shrinkage.
 Factors and designs for different parts must be
carefully considered, taking into account the mate-

Significance levels in measurement points for
P2
P3
P4
P1
<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
<0.001 <0.001
<0.05
<0.001

P5
<0.001
<0.001
<0.05
<0.001

Table 5. Significance levels in measurement points for
housing
Lid P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
A
<0.001 <0.01
<0.05 <0.001
B
<0.001 <0.001
<0.001 <0.05
C
<0.001 <0.001
D
<0.001
<0.001 <0.05
E
<0.05
<0.01
<0.05
More detailed analysis that include contribution
ratios presents completely different picture (Tab. 6
housing, Tab. 7 lid). Contribution ratios for housing
show that main influence have factor A with
percentages that vary from 55.18% in one point, up to
87.32%, with influence in the furthest point of 72.17%
of all influences, including errors. Influence of other
factors are significantly smaller from 0.63 up to 5.05%.
Table 6. Contribution ratios(%) for influential factors in
measurement points for housing
P2
P3
P4
P5
Housing P1
A
84.62 87.32 55.18 69.25 72.17
B
3.6
1.58
4.63
C
0.68
5.05
1.7
D
E
2.74
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rials and dimensions of the parts being tested before
conducting the experiments.
 Use of contribution ratios rather than significance
levels is recommended since it lead to more precise
and useful results.
Overall conclusion is that when designing experiment all important factors and experiments had to be
consider in order to obtain high quality and useful results.
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name, it can also contain manufacturer's name, as well
as other attributes such as size, color etc. Also, each
web shop operator has its distinctive way of naming
and grouping products into categories or web shop
sections. Let's analyze for a moment a simple but
plausible real life search query variants in a sportsequipment web shop:

Abstract: An important factor in the success of any
web shop is ability to provide relevant search results
to customers. Each web shop operator has its
distinctive way of naming and grouping products into
categories or site sections. Subtle variations in search
queries, although easily recognized by humans, may
present a significant obstacle for e-commerce search
engine in order to provide relevant search results. Big
data based recommendations heavily rely on
mathematical approach, demand highly trained
analysts and loose any real personalization in the
process. In such scenarios approximate string
matching technique, or better known as fuzzy search,
may prove to be useful. Although under certain
scenarios fuzzy search may produce wrong search
results, simple corrections in the search logic are
sufficient enough to overcome this problem. On the
other hand, multiple string matching iterations bring
flexibility to the process, simplifying results testing
and verification during model building phase.

 Backpack ► category name
 Mammut ► manufacturer name
 Mammut backpack
of products

►

product name or group

 Mammut backpacks ► group of products
Humans can easily recognize difference in listed
variations, but this may prove to be a complex task for
an e-commerce search engine.
E-Commerce
web
portals
mostly
use
lexicographic objects arrangements and searches (i.e.
laptop, smart phone, external hard disk) or direct
search strings [1]. Instead of allowing us to search
with a description only, they measure the relevance of
certain product attributes, and do it in an imprecise
way. Synonyms can also cause a great deal of trouble,
often showing completely unrelated items.

Keywords: Approximate String Matching, Fuzzy
Search, e-Commerce Search Engine, Search Results
Optimization.
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the crucial aspects, and a great challenge
of success of a e-Commerce business is ability to
deliver relevant search results. Approximate String
Matching (ASM), or more commonly Fuzzy String
Matching (FSM) technique can be of a great help
solving this problem.

Thus retailers are not comfortable with the current
logic of Big Data based recommendations, because
mathematical approach loose real personalization [2].

2. APPROXIMATE STRING MATCHING
In such scenarios, ASM/FSM may prove to be
quite handy, with multiple string matching iterations.

A single web shop may contain a variety of
products, similarly named but otherwise unrelated. On
the other hand, a product attribute which is almost
impossible to standardize is its name. Besides sole
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Each iteration has its own specific role which can be
tested and verified during model building phase.

Table
articles

FSM also matches strings based on distance
calculating algorithms, categorized as [3]:
 Edit-based distance - distance is the count of
changes (replace, insert, delete, or characters
transposition to make the two strings match.
Frequently used algorithms are Hamming,
generalized Levenshtein, Longest Common
Substring, optimal string alignment, and
generalized Damerau-Levenshtein.

categories
manufacturers

Fulltext
index
name
description

/
/

Index
sid
group_sid
sid_url
status
availability
always_available
sid
sid

SELECT *, MATCH (name, description) AGAINST
('mammut rucksäcke' IN BOOLEAN MODE ) AS
relevance
FROM `articles`
HAVING relevance > 1

 q-grams based distance - count of q-character
sized packets which are common between both
the strings. Larger the count, better the match.
Common algorithms are q-gram, Jaccard, and
cosine.

Alternative approach with MySQL LIKE search
function returned 330 results, most of them being
imprecise or completely unrelated, Table 2 (i.e. hiking
boots and wind jacket).

 Heuristic distance - user based application,
with no specific mathematical base.

SELECT *
FROM `articles`
WHERE
name LIKE '%mammut%'
OR name LIKE '%rucksäcke%'
OR description LIKE '%mammut%'
OR description LIKE '%rucksäcke%'

This paper describes development of a custom eCommerce search engine using heuristic method
approach for a small to middle sized general
sportswear and equipment web shop in German
language (11,000 products / 9,000 users), based on
ClanCats framework and MySQL database.

Table 2. Query results sample
Product name
Product description
Tatlow LTH Men Leicht, unglaublich bequem,
graphite
hochwertiges und edles NubukLeder
mit
Soft
ShellErg\u00e4nzungen.
Die
griffige,
von
Mammut
entwickelte gripex GeckoSohle...
Segnas
Jacket Die Mammut Segnas ist eine
Men black
technische Hardshelljacke...

2. SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION
ClanCats frameworf (CCF) is an open source,
lightweight PHP framework released under MIT
licence [4]. Although it possesses standard features
that are implied in similar frameworks, such as
extendability, scalability, theming, or multilanguage
support [5], available documentation is scarce and
mostly available in German language.
Initial search engine used a combination of native
MySQL LIKE and FULLTEXT search functions on
table `articles` (Table 1). Search results produced in
this manner were highly imprecise, causing disinterest
with site visitors, and finally leading to reduced
overall sales.

Fuzzy search
A simple representation of a fuzzy search method
would be iterative replacement of each letter in
keyword with a wildcard and then performing a
combined fulltext search.
rucksäcke

Initial search testing

*ucksäcke

A simple query consisting of two keywords
'mammut rucksäcke' returned zero matches, which
was not correct. Such query string was specified as
significant by web shop owners, representing a
popular, and thus important group of products.

r*cksäcke
...
rucksä*ke
rucksäc*e

Table 1. Original DB Tables with potential to be used
in web shop search engine

rucksäck*
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...MATCH (`name`) AGAINST ("m*mmot ma*mot ...
mammo* r*cksäcke ... rucksäck* rucksäcke*" IN
BOOLEAN MODE) AS rel...

Fuzzy search method flaws
In practice, a certain amount of caution is required
when using fuzzy search, because it may produce
completely unrelated results with high relevance
(Figures 1, 2 and 3 and Table 3).
Figure 3. Fuzzy search on categories, MySQL query
Table 3. Search results with additional filtering
Category name
Relevance
zubehör rucksäcke
8
running zubehör
2
mädchen
1
reiseaccessoires
1
regenjacken
1
sport- und reisetaschen
1
mäntel
1
militär-/jagdschuhe
1
jupes & röcke
1

Figure 1. Fulltext fuzzy search on manufacturers
provides imprecise results: relevant manufacturer
names have the same relevancy factor as unrelated
manufacturers

This may be corrected by additional search
conditions. In given example, the problem was solved
by adding a regex correction and two simple
conditions into where clause (Figure 4). The outcome
is a much smaller, but more precise result set.
Search logic
Obviously, search logic had to be remodeled in
order to provide related search results. Besides
article's name and description, it also must process
information on products' category and manufacturer.
Based on the information whether or not the query
contains category or manufacturer name(s), script
generates a SQL query with the following logic:

Figure 2. Fulltext fuzzy search on manufacturers
provides unrelated results with high relevance

Figure 4. Regex correction of categories fuzzy search
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 Search for rucksäcke will return articles from
specific category.

Testing
For search results testing purposes, a simple web
application was built with the following features
(Figure 5):

 Search for mammut will return articles from
specific manufacturer(s).

 Search term or keywords

 Search for mammut rucksäcke will perform
search for products from manufacturer
(mammut) in category (rucksäcke)

 Check for availability (optional, checkbox)
 Search method selector (radio button)

 Query mammut sinergija rucksäcke will
initiate search for products from manufacturer
mammut in category rucksäcke containing a
keyword sinergija in products' name or
description.

Upon given input data, application tries to find
related categories, manufacturers and list of products.
Final result is filtered out in such a manner that
only records found with regex, or records with 75% or
higher relevance will be kept for further evaluation.

 Query sinergija will search for products
containing a keyword (sinergija) in name or
description DB columns.

Application outputs the following information:
 Counter value and fulltext relevance
 Product title and description
 Manufacturer or brand name
 Category name
For suggested keywords search 'mammut
rucksäcke', application provided similar results with
minor variations with MySQL like and fulltext search
functions. In both cases, one completely unrelated
product failed to filter out. However, altered fuzzy
search provided twice more products in search results
without unrelated products, Table 4 and Figure 6.

Figure 5. Search results obtained for selected
keywords and search method

Table 4. Search results vs method

3. SEARCH RESULTS PRECISION CONTROL
Native MySQL provides several built in functions
to search tables' content. Performance and results
precision was tested using different search methods:

Method

Time

Products

Availability

Like

1.043
0.936
0.100
0.066
0.091
0.065

17*
1*
17
1
35
4

0
1
0
1
0
1

FullText

 LIKE/REGEX
Fuzzy

 FULLTEXT
 FULLTEXT fuzzy search

a.

Search performance and results validation are
based on
 Number of articles found under the given
search terms
 List of categories and manufacturers found
within the search term(s)
 Query execution time
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Manu
f.

Category

4

4

4

4

4

4

1 unrelated product found in search results
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Figure 6. Optimized search results for a selected
keywords
4. CONCLUSION
Approximate String Matching (ASM), or more
commonly Fuzzy String Matching (FSM) technique
can be very useful in providing precise search results
with mutually tightly related products. ASM/FSM
model consisting of multiple string matching
iterations is easy to test and modify so it can be easily
adjusted for different use-case scenarios.
In order to overcome the known flaws of
ASM/FSM technique, additional SQL filtering
consisting of only standard SQL string search
functions was applied with satisfying results. If
needed, search results post processing and additional
filtering may be performed on server side, i.e. with
PHP programming language.
Demonstrated method of e-commerce search
engine optimization is fast, technologically
independent and can be reused on different web shop
platforms. Initial results and results analytics can be
quickly obtained, thus making it budget friendly and
suitable for use with small and medium sized eCommerce businesses.
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ABSTRAC
CT
Wettabilityy of surfaces is a key facctor in many
industrial printing, converting
c
annd finishing
processes. Surface eneergy balance between the
surface annd the liquid is the determ
mining factor
defining weet print adhesio
on. The sessilee drop method
is used to
o determine the contact angle
a
at the
circumference wetting front
fr
between a droplet of
H
on hiighly complex
liquid and the surface. However,
surfaces, being
b
designedd to absorb, for
f example,
inkjet ink vehicle,
v
or disp
splaying reactiive properties
with solvennts and interacction with surfaace roughness
or patterniing on non-abssorbent surfacees, measuring
he contact angle using reelevant liquid involves
i
many
o the accepted analysis of a
uncertaintiies if limited to
state of equilibrium. We propose an an
nalysis which
accounts for
f
a realisticc estimate off the surface
energy at the instance of
o liquid-surface contact to
arnish-surface
assist in thhe design of deesirable ink/va
interactionn properties.
Keywords: contact anglle, porous coaating, surface
mplex surface,, absorbing surrface, reactive
energy, com
surface

(
(1)

where γl and γs are thee surface tensiion of liquid annd
the surrface energy of the solid surface phasse,
respectivvely.
Usually, a sessile dropp method is ussed to determine
mference wettinng
the conntact angle, θ, at the circum
front beetween a dropleet of liquid andd the surface. Eq
E
(1) can be restated iin terms of thhe contact anggle
he Young-Duprré equation
using th

Wls   l (1  cos )

(
(2)

Howeveer, on highly m
micro and nanooporous surfacees,
being designed
d
to abbsorb, for exam
mple, inkjet innk
vehicle, or on surffaces that diisplay chemiccal
with
t
the
liquid
or
compllex
reactivitty
roughneess/patterning, measuring thhe contact anggle
involvess many uncertaainties as the Wenzel
W
model for
f
considerring surface rroughness or voids is neithher
relevantt for a continuuously absorbing surface, nor
n
for a deescription of a reactive surfface or one thhat
shows complex rougghness. For phobic
p
surfacees,
m
naturallly
nonetheeless, the Caassie-Baxter model
remainss valid even though the surface
s
may be
porous due
d to the lack of absorption..

INTRODU
UCTION AND
D BACKGRO
OUND
Wettabilityy of surfaces plays
p
a major role in many
industrial processes,
p
ran
nging from co
oating, gluing
and printinng to plant prootection and thhe application
in medicinee of pharmaceuutical active aggents. Surface
energy balaance between the
t surface andd the liquid is
the determ
mining factor defining
d
either phobicity or
philicity (wettability)
(
of
o the surfacce toward a
specific liqquid. In the caase of requiringg adhesion of
wet ink or varnish
v
to the surface
s
during application it
is necessarry to satisfy thee positive workk of adhesion
between thhe liquid and the
t solid, Wls, in respect to
the balancce of surface energy and liquid surface
tension succh that

o wetting on a complex surrface
Stages of
Figure 1 shows a scheematic of the stages
s
of wettinng
in the case of an absoorbing surface.. When applyinng
the sessile liquid droplet to the surfaace there is som
me
i
retainedd in the liqu
uid mass as the
t
initial inertia
droplet--forming needdle in a typiccal experimenttal
apparatuus is moved aaway and disjjoined from the
t
droplet, whilst simultaaneously, if thee liquid wets the
t
t solid and the
t
surface, the droplet innterfaces with the
t
air becooming further extended and,, as a result, the
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bulk liquid
d is acceleratedd inducing a further
fu
inertial
componentt. These inertiaal kinetic effeccts distort the
observed contact angle ovver short timess. In addition,
c
the weetting surface
as soon as the droplet contacts
s
to absorrb into the porous network
the fluid starts
structure of the sample. Since
S
this netw
work structure
is 3-dimennsional, not onnly does the liquid absorb
into the bulk
b
pore voolume (z-direcction) but it
traverses beneath
b
the su
urface laterallly in the xyplane, and necessarily re--emerges at th
he surface at a
position thhat may be ahhead of the coontact wetting
line betweeen the droplet and
a xy-plane. This
T results in
the contactt line at the in
nterface consissting of solid,
liquid in the
t surface poores and the liquid of the
droplet itseelf, such that the
t interface suurface energy
balance is not solely betw
ween liquid annd the desired
b the liquid
measurablee surface but is modified by
already migrated
m
into the neighbou
uring surface
pores. As time
t
progressess this ratio of filled
f
pores to
virgin surfface increases, resulting in an
n equilibrium
contact anggle reflecting thhis ratio of surrface void and
surface soliid.

discontiinuously in thee retreating staate if evaporation
is occuurring and/or continued abbsorption. Theese
factors raise significaant doubt in thhe meaning annd
reliabilitty of the apparent surface energy result at
any stagge of the dropleet evolution onn the surface.
Other classes
c
of maaterials may themselves nnot
necessarrily be absorbbent. The sampple may perhaaps
be slighhtly soluble inn the contactin
ng liquid, whiich
can alsoo manifest itsellf in a change in contact anggle
after inn addition to or after the inertial contaact
period. Measuring thee contact anglee on a changinng
surface using an interracting liquid becomes hugeely
complexx, especially off the interactio
on yields reaction
productss, maybe evenn including a gaseous
g
phase. In
either caase, this resultts in the contacct line consistinng
of solid
d, liquid and solubilised material
m
and the
t
liquid ittself, such thaat the interfacee surface energy
balance is not solely between
b
liquid
d and the desirred
measuraable surface but
b is modifieed by the liquuid
already having migrrated amongstt the molecullar
structuree. There may also be surfacce roughness on
the scalle of the microo-solid regionss or larger scaale
roughneess spanning bboth the solidd and interactted
surface, as well aas further poossible material
inhomoggeneities in tthe sample, e.g. regions of
polymerr and filler in thhe case of plasstics. The contaact
angle is, thus, constanttly changing with
w time.

There may also be surfacce roughness on the scale of
the micro--solid regions or larger scaale roughness
spanning both
b
the solid and
a liquid filleed surface, as
well as poossible materiial inhomogenneities in the
surface ittself, e.g. reegions of biinder, added
polymeric water retention aid(s), disspersants and
pigment paarticles of preesent. The conntact angle is,
thus, connstantly changing with time,
t
firstly
discontinuo
ously in the addvancing state and secondly

s
douubt
The facctors discussedd above raise significant
in the meaning
m
and relliability of the apparent surfaace
energy result
r
at any sttage of the drop
plet evolution on
the surfa
face.

Figure 1 Schematic
S
diaggram showing stages wetting of a drop durin
ng contact anggle measuremennt: the proposeed
extrapolation to zero timee is shown as th
he dashed curvve.
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simple that this could be applied then it is likely an
equilibrium contact angle can be measured anyway.
The drawback in proposing such a procedure for
more complex surfaces is that one must know a
priori all the mechanisms occurring and the
interactions under which they act. This is not easy,
and we give the example of modelling absorption
into complex porous media – the best is an
approximation based on a model structure, as real
structures cannot be fully exploited as the
computational complexity is intractable.

METHOD PROPOSAL
We newly propose a method to derive a relevant
initial contact angle based on the supposition of the
ever-increasing ratio of liquid-filled pores/modified
surface to that of the virgin surface as a function of
time until equilibrium is reached. Thus, by fitting the
observed contact angle development with time from
the point where it is judged the inertial factor has
dissipated until the equilibrium plateau value is
reached it is suggested that an extrapolation back to
zero time delivers a more relevant contact angle of
the droplet liquid related to the surface as if it
consisted totally of original surface material or the
structure that is relevant. Following this procedure,
we can report the initial advancing contact angle
value, θfirst contact, derived as

 first contact  lim (t ) extrapolated
t 0

In the same way, the time considered for the curve
fitting is defined (a) by being post inertial oscillation
of the droplet, and (b) before any discontinuities
occur in the contact angle, related, for example, to
Haines’ jumps, chemical reaction with the surface or
excessive evaporation. The extrapolation is applied
to data obtained from a Dataphysics OCA 50 sessile
drop device, capable of delivering drop volumes
down to 30 pL, with options to reduce even further
to the nL range. A high-speed microscope camera
captures the evolution of the droplet configuration
over time after it is deposited on the surface. Image
analysis and chosen curvature fitting software can be
applied in relation to a user-defined linear
continuous liquid-solid interface to determine the
droplet meniscus shape, droplet volume and contact
angle with the surface. The surface energy may be
calculated using the Owen, Wendt, Rabel and Kälble
(OWRK) calculation (1-3) with the database liquids
water (4), diiodomethane (4) and ethylene glycol (5).

(3)

as exemplified in Figure 1 (shown schematically).
Experience shows that a polynomial of order ≤ 4
generally captures the nature of the curve reasonably
well without introducing non-physical results. In
addition, we undertake to make the fit with the
lowest order possible whilst remaining coincident
with the experimental data. What is more, the higher
the order of polynomial the more rapidly the
function oscillates and so this precludes high orders
as being non-physical per se. The problem here is
that the underlying physics, or more exactly the
order in which the many factors at play manifest
themselves, cannot be precisely defined in each case.
This is because all the mechanisms acting depend on
the surface energy, and that, unfortunately, is
unknown as it is the parameter trying to be
measured. This unknown parameter leads, therefore,
to a vicious circle in that it is impossible to provide
an overarching combination of mechanisms even
though each mechanism in principle might be
assumed to be known, but the magnitude and rate
related through the surface energy remains
unknown. Possibly an iterative method could be
used in some cases where the surface is noncomplex, i.e. make a measurement, then model all
the factors with that resulting surface energy and see
how it fits, then remeasure and so on until
convergence is found. However, if the surface is so

EXAMPLE STUDIES
Porous surface
For this study, the initial advancing contact angle
value thus derived, θfirst contact, has been used (taken
as the average of 3 measurements) to determine the
effective surface energy for liquid contact on two
representative pigmented paper coatings, A and B.
The procedure is applied to example data fitting
using a suitable polynomial for three liquids used to
determine effective surface energy.
Table 1 shows the extrapolated initial advancing
contact angle values θfirst contact as shown in Figure 2
for the three fluids on the paper samples.

Table 1 Values of initial contact angle θfirst contact of three fluids on the two coated paper samples.
Average initial extrapolated contact angle
Sample
± standard deviation
/°
Paper A water
52.78 ± 2.94
Paper B water
44.43 ± 1.53
Paper A diiodomethane
37.20 ± 3.50
Paper B diiodomethane
44.11 ± 1.85
Paper A ethylene glycol
48.44 ± 0.90
Paper B ethylene glycol
48.74 ± 2.08
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Paper B ‐ diiodomethane
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Polynomial trendline
y = 6E‐06x4 ‐ 0.0007x3 + 0.031x2 ‐ 0.5899x + 43.20
R² = 0.99
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Figure 2 Example fitting to determine the initial advancing contact angle θfirst contact of diiodomethane on the
absorbing coated sample Paper B.

initial contact angle
θsolid-liquid = limt→0 θ(t)extrapolated / °

60

water
diiodomethane
ethylene glycol
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Paper B

Paper A

Paper B

Paper A

Paper B

Figure 3 Initial advancing contact angle θfirst contact of the three test fluids on the two paper samples.

Table 2 and Figure 4 show the surface energy values
calculated for the paper samples using the novel
extrapolated value of initial advancing contact angle.

A sample. The Paper B sample has a higher polar
surface energy value based on the extrapolated
initial advancing contact angle value and
exemplifies the potential of the method to deliver a
meaningful surface interaction energy for an
absorbent porous medium.

The total surface energy of the Paper B sample is
seen here to be slightly higher than that for the Paper
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Table 2 Values of surface energy of the three fluids on the samples.

Sample

Paper A
Paper B

Total surface
energy
± standard
deviation
/ mN.m-1
48.08 ± 1.76
49.65 ± 1.28

dispersive
± standard
deviation
/ mN.m-1
33.46 ± 0.93
29.10 ± 0.89

polar
± standard
deviation
/ mN.m-1
14.62 ± 0.83
20.55 ± 0.40

60

total
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surface energy / mN.m-1

50

polar

40

30

20

10

0

Paper A

Paper B

Figure 4 Surface energy derived from the three fluids on the two paper samples.

behaviour to represent the most likely initial state of
contact between the liquid and the surface.

Non-porous surfaces
Reactive/inhomogeneous surface
Here we take the example of recycled polymer filled
with a suitably surface treated alkali metal carbonate
filler, designed typically to deliver enhanced
stiffness and impact resistance to a native polymer
matrix (Figure 5).
In Figure 6 we see the behaviour recorded for the
droplet contact angle of the various liquids as a
function of time used to determine surface energy.
Clearly, the initial contact period for water is not
only displaying the inertial region, but also a
significant step function as time proceeds. Given the
unknown nature of the contact behaviour during this
step function, extrapolation is used once the first
monotonic behaviour is reached. Diiodomethane, is
behaving classically – if only all such measurements
were so! – and an equilibrium contact angle can
easily be determined. The picture is different,
however, for ethylene glycol, where we see several
subsequent steps in the contact angle as a function of
time, indicating a likely interaction with the surface
or the jump effect of the liquid in contact with
surface inhomogeneities, in which case an
extrapolation is used from the first section of this

Figure 5 Pigment filled polymer (dog-bone shaped)
sample (14.7 cm long, 2.0 cm wide at ends, 1.0 cm
wide in the middle, 0.4 cm thick)
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The resulting surface eneergy values aree displayed in
the chart inn Figure 7.

Figure 6 The
T contact anggle developmeent as a functionn of time for (aa) water, (b) diiiodomethane, and (c) ethylenne
gglycol.

Surface energy / mNm-1
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Compleex roughness
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As a liqquid wetting frront approachees a discontinuiity
in the form
f
of a stepp or sharply deefined feature on
the saample surface the contact angle abrupttly
changees. It can be that the anggle momentariily
exceedds 90°. Underr this conditiion the wettinng
becomees terminated and the liquidd meniscus froont
halts in
i a pinned position. Eveentually, due to
molecuular diffusioon, surface and/or poore
condennsation, the liquuid continuity is re-establishhed
on a molecular or thinn film level, su
uch that the froont
mp forward andd return to its previous
p
wettinng
can jum
progresss. Such a suddden change is termed
t
a Hainees’
jump (6
6) and is often associated witth an equilibriuum
changee in contact anggle.
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Figure 7 Surface energgy – polar and dispersive
compponents
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In Figure 9 we observe a complex surface
microroughness under grazing angle illumination in
the form of a polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
surface. Studying the wetting property for water, in
terms of contact angle as a function of time, Figure
9, the Haines jump phenomenon is seen occurring
on a timescale of between 1 and 2 s, preventing an
equilibrium being reached monotonically.

Figure 8 Water on PET – example of surface
roughness (area 1.0 x 1.3 cm2)

water drop
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Polynomial trendline
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y = 0.1657x2 ‐ 1.1286x + 72.637
R² = 0.9652
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Figure 9 Evolution of contact angle as droplet spreads over surface roughness – θfirst contact = 72.6º
but a few, are steadily increasing as practitioners
find the results bring an extra security to their
operations and support successful developments.

CONCLUSIONS
Surfaces used for printing are becoming ever more
complex, especially when considering new materials
in packaging and for functional printed designs.
Costly time and materials can be wasted seeking to
print on a surface that is unsuitable in respect to
surface energy balance with that of the ink or
varnish to be printed or coated. To ensure adhesion
in the wet state during transfer it is essential to be
able to have a realistic measure of the surface
wetting property and effective surface energy.
Surfaces that are designed to be porous, liquid
reactive or have a complexity of surface roughness
patterning can be particularly difficult to
characterise using the traditional sessile drop
method. To overcome the shortcomings of the
measurement under non-equilibrium conditions, the
authors propose a method of extrapolation of the
contact angle using the first period of monotonic
behaviour after the inertial region to establish and
effective advancing contact angle representing the
first moment of contact.
The method is exemplified, and the experience of
the authors working in an industrial testing
laboratory is that enquiries from the printing
industry, coatings and metals industry and polymer
materials industry, food and personal care, to name
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bioeconomy, having too ambitious demand for
wood sources likely to outstrip sustainable
extraction levels from European forests leading
to significant pressure on forest ecology,
sustainability and diversity [18, 25].

ABSTRACT
The bioeconomy in Europe is, by definition, being
developed within a so-called ‘weak’ sustainability
concept
arising
from
a
predominantly
conservative approach amongst many European
Union (EU) members. Governments are
instigating ‘biotechnology strategies’ to define
necessary investment, technological and economic
activities targeting production of sustainable
manufactured goods and biofuels. The EU
Bioeconomy Strategy, concerning EU biomass
utilisation, was launched in 2012 and since then
has been variously criticised to be too
conservative
and
lacking
a
systematic
sustainability approach, being more oriented
towards ‘quick-fix’ solutions for improving the, at
that time extant, negative economic trend driving
potentially destabilising high unemployment. In
this paper, the regulatory response to, and the
impact on, bioeconomic development is evaluated
in the light of this current criticism. To provide a
likely model case for the development of
bioeconomy, focus is given to activities in Finland
as an example of a bioresource-rich country.

In this paper, using systematic literature review
from publications in the field of sustainability
development in bioeconomy, EU policies and
publications, we develop a brief critical overview
of current status and trends in sustainability
regarding the production of biofuels from wood
biomass sources, and whether there is emerging
integration towards policies within the EU that
will enabled synchronised control of utilisation of
forest biomass ensuring long term environmental
benefits [6] .
Sustainable development was popularised through
the publication of the Brundtland Commission
findings in 1993, being defined as “development
that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs” [5]. Since the introduction
of bioeconomy as a trade mark for large
investments into biotechnology and research,
production of biofuels has escalated as it promised
sustainable, renewable and steady sources of
energy for European countries [18, 21].
Sustainable development is process intended to
lead to social, economic and environmental
equilibrium, albeit within a very complex network
of interactions [29].

Keywords: sustainability, bioeconomy, biomass,
land grab, deforestation

BACKGROUND
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Many studies and authors emphasise that the
current European Union (EU) policy framework is
too optimistic in respect to economic goals for the
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Fig. 1 Possible outcome on the biodiversity Earth map in the scenario where global temperature rises from
2-6 ºC / adapted from [14, 27, 30] /
For large combustion plants that utilise wood
source biomass, the adverse effects of emissions
are similar to those of fossil fuels, whilst for
smaller plants, or households, emissions are
lower, depending on the application [25]. The
benefit from biofuels is considered derived from
using a renewable energy source and a secure
supply, considering wood biomass in many cases
as a local or friendly neighbour commodity [7,
20]. However, the question of CO2 neutrality
remains open, since it takes many years for
planted wood to reach the necessary CO2
reabsorption level and, depending on climate and
species, this can span many human generations up
to 100 years in some cases, if biodiversity is to be
maintained [19, 30].

Whilst the world is said to need to reduce 70 % of
current greenhouse gas emission by 2050, at the
same time 9 billion people are expected to live on
the planet by 2050, needing land for food
production and housing [11, 19]. Much of that
same land, however, is expected to sustain
production of biomass for the increasing demand
for biofuels and bio-based manufacturing [3, 21].
A successful bioeconomy additionally requires
heavy investment in economic remodelling and
research funding activities to achieve the
necessary technological step change towards a
decrease in fossil fuel consumption and a
lowering in greenhouse gas emission [12, 15].
Fig.1 illustrates the projected environmental
response to climate change temperature pattern on
Earth increasing each year to a level of 6 ºC, with
consequent reduction in land productivity and
biodiversity. Hence, the concerted effort to reach
agreement to a limit of < +2 ºC [28, 31].

While the Regulatory framework is continually
being focused in the direction of CO2 emission
reduction, governments highlight the transport
industry for public attention. In response, car
manufacturers are starting to plan their future on
electric propulsion. Fully electric or hybrid
vehicle development forms the major investment
strategy for the industry. However, the question
arises as to the sustainability of electric vehicles
based on limited material resources needed for
battery technology and the resulting increase in
needed electricity generation for, what is today, a
relatively inefficient charging-discharging cycle.
As a result, we also see, for example, Toyota
(Toyota Opens a Portal to the Future of Zero
Emission Trucking) defining the hybrid as a
transition technology only toward the target of
adopting hydrogen sustainably cracked from
water [20, 21]. In addition, BlackRock, the
biggest private equity fund is raising billion level
sums to invest in infrastructure developments
(Investing in a

Wood is proposed to be an environmentally
neutral biofuels source, if, crucially, not counting
the reduction in reabsorption of CO2 by
photosynthesis from the cut trees initially used to
provide the biomass [14]. Environmental issues
under EU laws are similar for the end use of
biofuels and fossil fuels in respect to control of
emissions of gases and particles into the
atmosphere [8]. All large combustion plants and
households must undertake necessary measures
for pollution prevention, including equipment, for
sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx) and
particulates, employing best-available techniques
(BATs) [3]. Generally, emission limits for liquid
fuels are similar to those for solid fuel, while
emission limits for gas fuels are lower [14, 17].
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potential investment must come from a stable
Regulatory framework and a clear understanding
of the direction being led by technological
evolution. Today, there is little sign of this vital
connectivity. Regulation is still following public
opinion and governmental edict, and not leading
the additional need for sustainability via a circular
economy rather than bioeconomy alone.

sustainable future: a framework for translating
intention into implementation) [22, 23].
Investments have the power to lead the final
implementation by giving priority to one
technology to the disadvantage of others. In the
case of the ultimate solution for mobility, this
could eventually support the realisation that
energy source distribution to the final consumer,
whilst embedded in a circular economy, will be
the key to providing sustainable mobility rather
than a headlong rush into a technology that is, in
the longer-term, unsustainable. Today, the
infrastructure to support distribution to the
mobility market is mainly designed for fossil fuels
for private, public and commercial transport by
road, water and air. A hybrid scenario is already
in place for rail, although we cannot say that this
was ideally planned for in advance, with some gas
and mostly electricity for related needs in
buildings and communications infrastructure [2023].

THE NEED FOR RELEVANT DEFINITIONS
Clarifying interactions
Currently, under EU policies, all member states
are obliged to monitor technical progress within
their own resources, and they currently make
decisions locally on sustainability factors
regarding the use of biofuels, wood mass
harvesting and technologies used, on the basis of
their natural resources, state of technology
development
and
regional
environmental
conditions [29, 30]. The circular model of
bioeconomy assumes that the production of
biomass is an ecological and renewable answer to
fossil fuels for production chemicals and energy,
while the resulting organic waste automatically
becomes a new material resource, i.e. raw
material, for further productive processes, which
are assumed to be always sustainable [6, 12, 18].
Circular bioeconomy assumes intrinsically that
living nature is an abundant raw material,
inherently renewable, and the concept of waste
utilisation is considered eco-efficient, since it is
not thrown away [6]. Consumerism in this
economic model is considered healthy as it
generates a greater need for resources and
provides for competition, and so must be able to
continue through and via the bioeconomy [24, 25,
34]. Furthermore, some research papers claim that
EU policies often use the term “renewable”
synonymously with sustainable, suggesting that
renewable source technologies bring lower air and
water pollution and decrease waste [13, 25]. Thus,
the conversion of biomass and biowaste into
value-added products, according to an EPOBIO
report, is defined sustainable as it is ensured
through reversible natural resources, in decades to
come [7, 8, 14]. There are growing movements
within EU politics emphasising a stronger role
definition of sustainability, since carbon rotation
time of forest biomass energy may be too long to
be meaningful from a climate control perspective
(European Academies Science Advisory Council
(EASAC), 2017) [30].

A common denominator for all existing available
means of energy supply has been the central
generation and subsequent distribution through a
network. Today, the possibility for a decentralised
production of electricity and even hydrogen is a
reality that sometimes is only prevented by a
legislation that protects the previous investments
in centralised infrastructure and distribution [24,
25]. If new investments are going to continue
within the limitations of the distribution status
quo, then we could end up just replacing the
generation component with one or another that
depends primarily on the existing model of
distribution.
With the background described above, from the
Regulatory point of view, history appears to be
repeating itself following almost the same level of
discussion that occurred in the last century for
fossil fuels, the main open question being: must
we burn a natural resource, such as biomass, or
would it be wiser to use it as raw material for
manufacturing? In pursuing primarily fuels,
biorefinery seems to be the only offered answer
today, so all relevant laws and political incentives
remain focused in this direction. However, private
investors are looking for the best use of the
available funds, and today this can be much
bigger than the fiscal incentives or the real
investment possibilities open for governments. If
the available money for infrastructure investments
is giving priority to electrical or, ultimately,
hydrogen-based mobility and Regulation is still
focused on just replacing the fuel origin from
fossil to biomass, then we could end up in a
mismatch between the wider attained results and
the Regulatory framework to deal with them. The
stability needed for the correct assessment of a

Integrating biorefinery with biomaterials
The concept of the integrated biorefinery as a
pillar of the circular bioeconomy concept requires
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the amount of displacement of dead roots, and the
degree to which soil moisture and temperature are
modified [2, 8]. The removed soil organic matter
in the forest can only be replaced by growth of
new replacement forests, and under these
conditions the level of organic matter might never
reach former levels if intensive harvesting is
continued or growth is reduced. The removal of
nutrients can be compensated by fertilisation or,
partly, by wood ash recycling, and addition of
nitrogen fertiliser as necessary, since after
combustion wood ash contains almost all the
required nutrition except nitrogen [12, 17, 24].

integration of biorefining with the production of
pulp and micro nanocellulose [6, 8, 24]. The
utilisation of forest biomass for pulp, cellulose
nanomaterials and energy is essential for
bioeconomy development, as signiﬁcant domestic
resources are available within Europe [32]. Forest
harvesting for wood biomass should support
national industrial and technological development
with emphasis on increased employment in the
bioeconomy sector [11, 31]. Smaller European
countries should not be left behind in the
bioeconomy development for the beneﬁt of
centralised producers and countries with large
forest resources (Nordic countries) [33, 36]. This
concept, however, merges the interests of the
agriculture and forest industries (seed, fertiliser,
micro-nutrients, plant protection, genetically
modified crops etc.) with the energy sectors
(transport fuels, electricity generation, automotive
industries etc.) [16, 27], which treat nature as an
economic asset whose productivity must be
intensified to attain appropriate market value [9,
14]. This approach if uncontrolled becomes linked
with progressive land grabbing leading to
deforestation. The most vulnerable are local
populations and small farmers, and there is
growing concern within academia that the EU
policy 6 needs to define sustainable policies
applied uniformly across all member states to
ensure safeguards to support sustainable
exploitation of the bioeconomy principle [2, 16,
24]. Eventually, prices of biofuels should be
affordable for all, as regional biomaterials and
biofuel will depend on local salaries, biomass
prices, productivity, supply logistics and transport
costs and legislation [29, 30, 32].
IMPACT
OF
MANAGEMENT

TREE

SUSTAINABILITY REGULATION WITHIN
THE EU
A mixed message – certification standards
It has been observed by some authors that the EU
faces a lack of integration over national forest
standards, coexisting as a confusion of
terminology and lack of rationale in respect to
legislation, failing to display a fundamental basis
for joining up the sustainability factors in the
circular bioeconomy with incomplete evaluation
of economic criteria [2, 4, 14].
It is important to standardise best-available
harvesting techniques in a way similar to
techniques for pollution prevention and control [2,
8] that will serve as parameter-setting for all other
policies. The complex nature of restrictions
touching different aspects of forest harvesting and
the lack of defined EU-wide standards raises the
questions whether forest harvesting really can be
performed in a sustainable way and what is meant
by the European term for sustainability, both of
which will define the extent to which forest
biomass can be used for biofuels production [13,
29]. Uncertainty is high when scientiﬁc results are
interpreted and transferred to operational criteria,
indicators, recommendations and guidelines, with
the ﬁnal thresholds being set by politicians,
certiﬁcation bodies or other stakeholders [32].
This need for united interpretation is decisive for
future utilisation of forest biomass for energy and
recycling of wood biomass [36].

CULTURE

Land stewardship
The negative influence of forest harvesting on
ecosystems has already been observed, through
the removal of whole trees (spruce and pine) that
impaired short-term growth of planted trees of
between 5 and 30 years, due to decrease in the net
amount of nitrogen in the soil [2, 7, 35]. Changes
in species composition in a forest might occur
resulting from changed nutrient status or changes
ground cover or the amount of canopy sheltering
for the beneﬁt of insects, earth aerating creatures
and mammals, impacting on rare insects and birds
breeding spots etc., whilst wood residue removal
or excess may lead to increased levels of pest
insects, or fungi, respectively, rising to epidemic
levels [14, 35].

Sustainable utilisation of wood biomass for
energy use is defined in the EU through
certiﬁcation schemes, such as the International
Standard on Environmental Management Systems
(ISO 14000 series, ISO 14001 speciﬁcally), and
the EU Eco-Management and Audit Scheme [33,
35]. These documents provide reporting tools and
mechanisms for sustainable management for
companies that are also starting to become
biofuels producers, e.g. Dong in Denmark or
UPM in Finland and Stora Enso spanning Finland

The extent to which soil organic matter is affected
depends on the quantity of tree biomass removed,
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fertilising must also be strictly regulated within
environmental protection standards (Czech
Republic). Additionally, in some countries there
exist also restrictions for sludge recycling (Latvia)
[35, 36].

and Sweden, to evaluate and report their
environmental performance uniformly [12, 30].
Under the Essent Green Gold or Eugene
standards, electricity producers are also accredited
as producers of green energy, and they must
obtain certificates that the wood used in
biogeneration
is purchased from Forest
Stewardship Certiﬁed (FSC) sources within 4
years [29, 30, 32]. Similarly, the same standards
require that power generation stations that use
energy generated from crops should all have
licences that they come from FSC-certiﬁed
sources. It is suggested in a newly published
report that if other regional/national forest
certiﬁcation standards, such as PEFC, additionally
must be complied with and accepted for Eugene
accreditation [8, 9]. The report also recognises
that the certiﬁcation requirement would limit the
supply from countries with only a limited area of
FSC-certiﬁed forest. The role of these certiﬁcates
issued by the EU is to ensure sustainable
utilisation and traceability of the biomass
throughout the entire supply chain, from logging
through to the burning of biofuel [14, 25].

Since minimising waste production whilst
maximising waste re-use and recycling in a
sustainable way are the most essential
components in sustainable waste management,
European law reflects this [30]. As a result, the
law in turn is ill-equipped to cope with conflicts
of definition in respect to what is waste and what
is raw material. Wood ash is regarded as waste
material [15, 21], whereas wood ash has been
used for soil fertilisation for centuries and Finland
has a long history of re-using wood ash in forestry
[24, 25]. Where considered legally as waste, wood
ash is liable to the levy of land deposition
penalties, which if adhered to would mean it
might not only be prevented but uneconomical to
use as fertiliser. In this respect, wood ash
recycling is allowed only under strict government
regulations (Austria, Sweden) [17, 35].

National certiﬁcation schemes under both PEFC
and FSC certification often have regulations for
use of wood for energy and, therefore, legal,
regulatory, institutional, economic policies apply
including ﬁnancial instrument regulations, defined
under
the
ﬁrst
Pan-European
Criterion
“Maintenance and Appropriate Enhancement of
Forest Resources and their Contribution to Global
Carbon Cycles” [18, 35]. In the second panEuropean criterion, “Maintenance of Forest
Ecosystem Health and Vitality”, sustainability
regulation goes further towards regulating the
utilisation of wood biomass in respect to damage
caused by biotic and abiotic agents (cf. also
PEOLG 2.1.b), and on the base of already evident
changes that wood harvesting and deforestation
has had on soil nutrient balance and acidity (cf.
also PEOLG 2.2.d) regulatory is starting to be
addressed in the national PEFC standards [2, 3].
The change of soil parameters due to harvesting
causing extraction or loss of nutrients and
decreased soil fertility is explicitly addressed in
national forestry policies through rules that define
frequency of removal of crown/canopy material
(Austria, Sweden), or seasonal harvesting in
relation to soil fertility (Italy), leaching, and
deposition (Denmark), with even prohibition in
some countries of harvesting levels that can
diminish growth of plantations or even growth
potential (Slovenia, UK, Sweden) [2, 8]. Many
national standards address supplement-based soil
fertilising after harvesting, in respect to
safeguarding nutritional needs (Austria, Denmark,
Germany, Latvia, Luxembourg, Spain and
Sweden), while some address the need that

National and European Forestry policies on the
road to bioeconomy
The most marked political support for
bioeconomy is found within the EU in Finland,
where the political climate has been created to
lead the country towards a mature bioeconomy,
due to assumption that Finland has unlimited
wood biomass resources without the need for
extensive limiting regulation. Subsidies have
already been implemented in some Nordic
countries that motivate forest owners to sell wood
for production of biofuels, like in Finland, whilst
in others, Sweden and the Baltic countries, it is
still the matter of personal choice the purpose for
which logs may be sold [24, 32]. Denmark has a
similar “biomass agreement” from 1993, in which
straw and wood chips are considered biomass for
energy supply, while Swedish forest policy,
although supporting the increase in biofuels and
biomaterials production, recognises possible
future problems in biomass supply [12, 32].
The increase in production of biomass in the
future will result in sectors such as agriculture and
forestry most probably competing for land and
investment, research funding and subsidies [25,
27]. Despite this likelihood, no concrete actions
are yet proposed in respect to the sustainable
management of competing natural resources.
Whilst many EU strategies, such as the forest
strategy [7], biodiversity strategy [8] and
agricultural policy [30], refer to sustainable
management and sustainable use of natural
resources, the integrated replacement of fossil
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called biomass pyramid [29, 30]. This concept
includes the proviso; only after providing the
sufficient and healthy supply of food and feed to
meet the basic needs of society. This is achieved
through the Cascade principle, described
elsewhere [6]. The transition towards a
bioeconomy is complex and predicting the role of
the forest industry towards the 2050 climate target
will involve an understanding of high-end
speciality products and the necessary development
of alternative energy sources that eventually will
not utilise biomass [1, 3, 31, 34], as presented in
Fig 2.

fuels based with biofuels is considered generally
as a stand-alone policy area and, as yet, does not
address competitive conflict [10]. In this context,
bio-technological innovation is expected to
develop new forms of biocapital, e.g. plants or
plant cells as biofactories, new forms of
microorganisms and biocatalysts, supporting the
new forms of bioenergy supply that will have
higher value through increased productivity [9,
24].
The sustainability approach considers very clearly
considered that the ground is set to meet the idea
of the bioeconomy being a high tech innovative
value driver, enabling quick economic returns has
been approached differently in different EU
countries, in respect to available natural resources
feed this value growth potential through
agriculture development (Germany, Austria, the
Netherlands) and utilisation of wood biomass
(Nordic and Baltic countries) [33, 36].

Generally, from all these policies it is obvious that
wood as a renewable resource for biofuels
production is prioritised and supported by the
forest policy of the EU. Production of biofuels
from the use of forests is furthermore favoured by
employment and regional policies, as forestry and
bioeconomy are expected to create new jobs [13,
24, 26]. Nonetheless, there are major differences
in forestry policies among countries, which is not
coordinated well, and which might work against
each other, resulting in conﬂicts in the use of
public money [29, 33]. In order to avoid such
conflict, it will be necessary to study how
different policies can co-exist in a meaningful
way [6, 8].

Over the last decades, several policies have been
set for establishing a more sustainable
bioeconomy with appropriate use and reuse of
natural resources, such as the circular economy
strategy, e.g. European Commission, 2015, which
suggests implementation of closed material loops
utilising resources (BMEL, 2014; European
Commission, 2012) based on a value-added
hierarchical system of biomass for the production
of materials, chemicals, fuels and energy – the so-

.
Fig 2. Prediction of world energy consumption by the year 2050 generated from different renewable energy
ources [3, 13].
market economy that is heavily dependent on
(imported) fossil fuels [2, 3]. The main strengths
of the economy and exports that count for one
third of GDP in recent years lies in manufacturing
within the forest sector, metals, engineering,

TRANSITION ANALYSIS OF THE FINNISH
BIOECONOMY
Finland is a highly technology and natural
resource-driven industrialised country with a
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telecommunications and electronics. Except for
wood and some minerals extraction, Finland
mainly imports raw materials for its industry and
components for manufactured goods [4]. The
world financial-economic crisis had bad
consequences for Finland, accompanied with
decreasing demand for paper products and foreign
political uncertainty in Russia, its largest exportimport market, resulting in a major economic
crisis in the period 2009-2017 [3, 28]. Therefore,
when observing the potential for a bioeconomy
Finland’s starting position is among the best in
Europe, biomass being its obvious strength since
70 % of the country is covered by forest. In
parallel, countries with fewer forest resources than
Finland are planning development of the
bioeconomy by counting on import of biomass,
e.g. Germany, France, the Netherlands [12, 28].
There exists traditionally a strong interaction and
dependence between the paper industry, forestry
and production of renewable energy, where
forestry produces over 70 % of Finland’s
renewable energy, in the form of traditional
biomass via burning wood logs for heating,
adopting municipal heat distribution systems [15].

forestry sector, there arise environmental
challenges, such as the need to maintain
biodiversity and the inherent unsustainable
reliance on wood biomass alone as being CO2
neutral (European Commission, 2016) [25]. Some
authors argue that to have a successful transition
to bioeconomy the stakeholder silo structure in
Finland should be reconsidered, and a more
technology-integrated solution is needed, i.e. a
horizontal, cross-sectoral economic structure [13,
16, 28].

Finnish bioenergy is currently based mostly on
side-streams and waste from the forestry and
paper industries. By increasing the reliance on
biofuels and nuclear power, Finland decided to
cut the use of coal, and eliminate its use
completely by 20130 (National Energy and
Climate Strategy, 2016) [18, 28]. With this
decision, Finland joined five other countries,
Austria,
Canada, France, Germany, the
Netherlands, to be pioneers in the move away
from coal. Fig. 3 illustrates the changes in the
shares of the diﬀerent energy sources in Finland
planned by 2030 [17]. Wood-based bioenergy in
Finland is expected to provide 32 % of energy
needs by 2030 [15, 16].

*PJ = petajoules = 1015 J
Fig. 3. Transition in energy resources in Finland
by 2030, when use of coal for production will be
banned and oil use will be reduced by a quarter by
2030. At the same time use of nuclear power will
significantly increase / adopted from [18] /
Finland cultivates an innovation culture, and focus
remains
strong
amongst researchers
on
alternatives to forest biomass reliance [4, 14].
Electric, flexi-fuel vehicles, solar photovoltaics,
for example, are excepted to make up to 10 % of
the personal car stock by 2030, as the investment
has been made in nuclear power to meet such
electricity demand increases (Finnish Energy Ltd,
2016) [16, 17]. Even though Finland has one of
the highest spending per GDP on research and
development in the EU, as recorded in
International
Energy
Agency,
2016,
it,
nonetheless takes the risk to be marginalised once
upcoming sustainability-related legislation within
the EU caters for the emergence of alternative
renewable energy sources.

The bioeconomy or, as it is called in Finland, the
‘biobased economy’, is, however, founded on the
‘weak-conservative’
sustainability
concept,
claiming that wood biomass is natural, abundant
and endlessly renewable. Particularly, forestry
naturally takes a leading role on the bioeconomy
platform [23]. There are two opposing views,
however, on the bioeconomy in Finland within
academic circles; the one being very optimistic,
assuming the bioeconomy is sustainable as such,
the other expressing a more pessimistic view,
which expresses that development of a
bioeconomy reliant solely on forest biomass will
have a net negative impact on sustainability [2].
Hence, when climate concerns are integrated in
bioeconomy
policy
objectives,
assuming
unquestioningly that they provide benefit from
sustainable economic development led by the

Remote locations with low population density
make Finland the perfect candidate to increase the
use of decentralised energy generation solutions.
In this respect, simply replacing one central
source by another could mean losing an
opportunity
for
improvement.
sustainable
However, even with this somewhat limiting case
scenario, the proper selection of the source of
energy for the final consumer could at least lead
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taken based only on the current unidirectional
incoming flow model, whilst considering
outgoing waste flows separately, restructuring is
needed to establish a circular economy, in which
bi or multidirectional flows, in and out, and once
again into and out, must be key variables in the
design of energy generation units, more or less
centralised, and the efficiency of the distribution
network, which in turn must include not only
inputs but also outputs upgraded to future inputs.

positively to a more efficient distribution network.
In a context of circular economy, where the
outputs of a process must be inputs into the next
one. The distribution must take into consideration
the “bidirectional” flow of goods. Efficiency,
therefore, needs to be increased on both sides of
this two-way exchange, much more so than today,
because we currently think of only two
unidirectional flows, one for distribution of
supply and goods, and one for waste disposal.

The case for monitoring Finnish developments
closely is further underpinned by the high-risk
strategy of considering biomass usage alone as
being CO2 neutral, given the biomass regrowth
and greenhouse gas reabsorption imbalance
foreseen to arise if a ‘weak-conservative’
sustainability concept is the sole advancement
mechanism [4,13, 16, 17].

Conclusions
The bioeconomy is gaining increasing attention
due to the obvious change in climate and loss of
biodiversity, but no less because of the economic
opportunities presented in its development, often
referred to as the “green gold rush” [3, 31]. With
increased interest in forest harvesting for
production of biofuels it will be necessary to
create an integrated regulatory environment for
recommendations and guidelines to ensure
sustainable extraction of forest biomass. The risks
of negative consequences in the utilisation of
biomass are dependent on policies and regulation
within different countries and at the European
Union (EU) level, and include: risks for
deforestation, food price increase, decrease in
biodiversity, land and water quality degradation,
air pollution and conflict due to land-grabbing
[14, 34].
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c
annd
hydroxyylated surface chemistry, iddeal for possibble
chemicaal modificationn. Films form
med from MNF
FC
are con
nsidered smarrt materials and are beinng
researchhed for functionnal materials applications.
a
One
such appplication is ass a substrate for
f printed sollar
cells usiing organic-bassed inks [1].

ABSTRAC
CT
Micro-nano
ofibrillated cellulose (MNFC
C) films were
formed froom aqueous su
uspensions of progressively
p
enzymatic pretreated
p
woo
od-free cellulose fibres. The
mechanical properties of each film
m are highly
dependent on the enzymaatic pretreatment time. The
films werre surface modified
m
by exposure to
dielectric-bbarrier discharrge (DBD) nitrrogen plasma,
seen to inccrease wettabiility by both polar
p
(water)
and non-po
olar (hexadecaane) liquids, buut the increase
is proportiionally greaterr for the polaar liquid. The
change in surface
s
chemisstry is revealedd using X-ray
photoelectrron spectroscoopy (XPS). Ann increase in
surface rouughness acts to
t link the incrrease in both
polar andd dispersive components. The relative
change beetween the pollar and dispeersive surface
energy com
mponents favooured trapping
g of organicbased polaar-solvent inkss, such as aree used in the
productionn of printed solaar cells.

INTRODU
UCTION AND
D BACKGRO
OUND

Enzymaatically treateed fibres useed to produuce
cellulose nanofibrils pprovide higherr crystallinity in
the ressulting nanoceellulose, as enzymes digeest
amorphoous cellulose.. The surfacee properties of
nanocellulose films, suuch as wettability, topographhy,
chemistrry, surface charge, thee presence of
hydrophhobic and hyddrophilic domaains, density annd
conform
mation of functtional groups, all
a play a crucial
role in printability aand barrier properties.
p
Theeir
ability to support conttrolled migratioon of solvent innk
vehicle and chromatoographic differrentiation of innk
componnents is importtant in the prinnting of IP inkks,
and esppecially for production of bio-based printted
functionnality in a widee range of appllications, such as
printed electronics
e
andd printed diagnnostics [2, 3].

Sustainabillity is one of th
he key targets for industrial
practice tooday, and relatted research aimed
a
at new
biobased materials
m
deriveed from renew
wable sources,
is consideered highly relevant
r
in the
t
emergent
bioeconom
my. In the bioproducts inddustry, micro
nanofibrillaated cellulosee (MNFC) has
h
attracted
attention due
d to a numbeer of potential applications,

Solar paanel inkjet priintable (IP) phhotovoltaic (PV
V)
inks con
ntain a compleex mix of matterials, includinng
the orgaanic electron aacceptor (p-typpe) and negatiive
electronn donor (n-ttype) suspendded in solveent
togetherr with specific surfactant(s) intended
i
to keeep
the p-ttype and n-ttype componnents de-mixeed.
Althoug
gh especially drop-on-deman
d
nd (DoD) IP iss a

ma, nitrogen pllasma surface
Keywords: DBD plasm
nanocelluloose
films,
enzymatic
treatment,
ose, printing off organic-based
d polar inks
nanocellulo
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very competitive candidate for printing PV inks on
film substrates, there are some limitations in respect
to mutual compatibility between highly hydrophilic
surface MNFC films and mixed polar-dispersive
solvents constituting the PV ink [4-9]. This
complexity of polar-dispersive surface energy
balance is, therefore, critical.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of MNFC
For the manufacture of short MNFC fibrils, the pulp
was first washed to create the sodium form by
adding sodium hydroxide to a 2 w/w% fibre
suspension until the pH reached 10, and then rewashed with deionised water to a conductivity of 8.2
µS. The enzymatic treatment was performed with a
commercial enzyme ECOPULP® R (Ecopulp
Finland Oy), a genetically modified strain of
Trichoderma reesei fungus. An amount of 3 mg of
enzyme per gram of pulp fibre was added to a 2.5
w/w% suspension and the temperature was increased
to 57 °C at pH 5.5 during hydrolysis, whilst keeping
under constant agitation. The period of digestion
was increased for each subsequent sample in 30 min
steps, Table 1. The enzymatic activity was
terminated by adjusting the pH to 9-10 by sodium
carbonate and increasing the temperature to 90 °C.
After cooling the suspension overnight in cold
storage, the samples were refined through an
homogeniser (model M-110P, Microfluidics, USA)
under a pressure of 2 000 bar through a 100 µm flow
gap. The solids content of the MNFC suspension
after the fluidisation was 1.65 w/w%.

The plasma technique is a convenient method to
modify the surface properties of polymeric
materials, keeping intact their bulk properties.
Furthermore, it is an easy way to introduce the
desired groups or chains onto the surface of
materials with increased roughness. Surface
properties of paper and cellulose based materials
also may be altered by plasma treatment techniques
using careful control of operational parameters,
including the gas used, reaction conditions (power,
pressure and exposure time) and the reactor
geometry [10].
In this work, we aim at modifying the MNFC film
surfaces using nitrogen plasma to enhance their
amphiphilic surface affinity to polar and non-polar
IP PV inks. Surface energy (sessile drop method),
surface roughness (atomic force microscopy (AFM))
and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) were
used to parameterise the MNFC film surface before
and after plasma treatment. The affinity for IP PV
ink was assessed visually after inkjet printing.

Enzymatic hydrolysis of pulp as a route for
production of low-charged MNFC results in
production of short fibrils, which have much lower
aspect ratio than MFC and NFC produced via
chemical oxidative pretreatment or mechanical
refining alone, as presented in Fig. 1, observed with
imaging comparing MNFC/300/ and MNFC/0/
suspensions, i.e. Fig. 1a) reveals much shorter fibrils
obtained upon 300 min of enzymatic hydrolysis.

The mechanical properties of the obtained films
were studied to ensure satisfactory film strength.

Enzymatic
treatment
time
/ min
Sample
label

0
(reference)

30

60

90

120

150

180

210

240

270

300

MNFC
/0/

MNFC
/30/

MNFC
/60/

MNFC
/90/

MNFC
/120/

MNFC
/150/

MNFC
/180/

MNFC
/210/

MNFC
/240/

MNFC
/270/

MNFC
/300/

Table 1. Materials used in this study: bleached hardwood Kraft pulp treated with enzymes under controlled
conditions, with progressive increase in enzymatic digestion time by 30 min steps for each subsequent sample.
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was useed on the sheeet-former, withh a 10 µm meesh
supplem
mented nylon sscreen in addiition to metallic
wire scrreen, so that thhe slurry of pullp was poured at
high visscosity onto the former withoout adding watter
or stirriing the slurry.. Double-sidedd adhesive tappe,
width of
o 5 mm, was attached to the
t edges of the
t
drying plate
p
betweenn plate and forrmed film, wiith
purposee of fixing the edge of the film
fi to preventt it
shrinkin
ng during dryinng.

MNFC/0/
M

MNFC/30
0/

Fig. 2 Samples of ccut-offs (60 x 15 mm2) froom
MNFC films producced from pullp refined wiith
nt enzymatic ppretreatment time
t
(Table 1).
differen
Transpaarency and unifformity of film
ms increases wiith
hydrolysis time.

Fig 1. Imagges of fibrils saample suspenssions obtained
with opticcal microscopy
y revealing the
t
effect of
processing conditions onn the fibril sizze and aspect
ratio: a) without enzymatic treatmeent produced
y
long fibrils,
f
b) MNF
FC/300/ short,
MNFC/0/ yielding
low aspecct ratio fibrils, and c) diisplaying the
correspondding 2 w/w%
% MNFC susspensions of
MFC/0/ annd MNFC/300//, showing the difference in
gelation strrength due to the different size
s
of fibrils
and corresponding water dispersed within the
fibrillar maatrix.

Materiaal treatment aand characteriisation
Optical microscopy w
was used to sttudy the fibrilllar
sample suspensions annd films using an Olympus BX
B
61 miccroscope equippped with a ColorView 12
camera. The water reetention valuee (WRV) of the
t
MNFC was determ
mined in accoordance to the
t
standard
d SCAN-C 1022XE with a slight modification
in that a polyamine m
monofilament open
o
mesh fabrric
SEFAR NITEX® 03-1/1 with a pore size of 1μm was
w
placed on top of a 125 μm meetal screen. The
T
experim
ment was perfformed in tripplicate for eaach
sample.

MNFC film
m preparation
n
Dependingg on enzymaatic treatmennt time, the
resulting MNFC
M
suspension viscosity decreased
significantlly, and so the solid
s
content fo
or preparation
of the respeective films raanged from 0.6 w/w% to 1.9
w/w% to meet
m the targett film grammagge of 60 gm-2
produced under
u
conditioons of 23 °C and relative
humidity (R
RH) 50 %. Films were madde on a sheetformer according to ISO standard 5269-1, with some
modificatioon of the screenn to aid fines retention.
r
The
system wass pressurised too 0.3 bar and the
t sealing lid

Plasma treatment
Dielectrric Barrier Discharge (DBD)
(
plasm
ma
operatess in a thermoodynamically non-equilibriuum
conditio
on (so-called ccold plasma) inn which the ion
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and molecular translational temperature is much
lower than the electron temperature, such that
excessive gas heating can be suppressed. The
advantage is that the plasma can be generated at
atmospheric pressure, both in open or closed
environment. In an open atmosphere the plasma
discharges can be produced with a gas flow between
the electrodes. A further attractive characteristic of
the DBD plasma at atmospheric pressure is that it
can be used to modify or activate surfaces of a wide
range of materials, from polymers, textile fibres to
biological tissues, without damaging them. To
generate the DBD plasma we used a home-made
device built at the Faculty of Physics, University
Belgrade, Fig. 3. The DBD is assembled in a
chamber with nitrogen gas injected into the
discharge volume (6 dm3min-1) through ten
equidistant holes to ensure homogeneous gas flow.
MNFC films were treated for 0 s, 30 s and 60 s,
respectively. The device was operated at 300 electric
field pulses per second (Hz) for the prescribed
durations of time.

immersed under hexadecane using a precise pipette
delivering 70 μl of liquid and the progressive change
in drop shape due to the change in CA recorded with
a Nikon camera (D5000) in time steps of 1 ms. The
CA of water is also recorded separately to represent
the print challenge of a highly polar ink. For each
given MNFC sample and given liquid data variation
is within 10 %. The identification of contact line
geometry and evaluation of CA uses numeric
software tools, as presented visually in Fig. 4. For a
parallel optimal method for polar FSE determination
with water alone, the Girifalco and Good approach
[12], combined with the Neumann equation of state
was used. This latter allowed the polar contribution
to SFE be estimated and thus can be added to the
formerly measured dispersive component. Each
measurement was conducted five times.

Fig. 4. Contact angle (CA) measurements as made at
the Belgrade Institute for Physics: a) set-up for
evaluating water CA under n-hexadecane with
camera, b) determination of CA with use of image
processing software and Java program for
calculation.

Fig. 3. DBD device with two electrodes and sample
placed between them: a) schematic illustration of
DBD plasma devise, b) plasma chamber housing the
sample placed 1 mm from the upper electrode, and
c) closed plasma set up with glass lid placed above
the top of the upper electrode.

Surface topography
Plasma action on the film surface can lead to a
degree of debonding of fibrils as well as electrostatic
charging and potential for subsequent additional
moisture adsorption. Such changes can lead to reconformation of the surface, even though no
mechanical forces have been applied. The change in
topography of the MNFC films was investigated by
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) (Veeco
Instruments, model Dimension V). using a
MultiMode 8 with Bruker NanoScope V controller.
Each MNFC film sample was dry-cast onto a Mica
support for AFM imaging. Micrographs were
obtained in trapping mode under ambient conditions,
using TAP 300 tips (resonant frequency 300 kHz,
line force being kept constant at 40 Nm-1 and the
AFM images were processed and analysed with the
Bruker NanoScope Analysis 1.5 software.

Free surface energy (FSE)
Measurement of high energy surfaces
Most liquids are rapidly spreading on a high energy
surface, and so a representative contact angle (CA)
cannot be readily measured. Schultz (1977) [11]
developed a method where CA can be measured by
submerging the surface in one liquid and using a
second liquid to measure the contact angle. In this
case a hydrocarbon n-hexadecane is used as the
submerging liquid having the purely dispersive
liquid-vapour surface tension of γLVh = 27.4 mJ.m-2,
much lower than the expected surface free energy of
the MNFC samples, and water as the contact angle
liquid with the highly polar liquid-vapour surface
tension γLVw = 59.4 mJ.m-2. A sessile drop of water
is lowered into contact with the horizontal film
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surfactants that keep the p-type and n-type
components de-mixed. A piezoelectric laboratory
scale drop-on-demand (DoD) materials inkjet printer
(Dimatix 2831-DMP) was used to test the
printability of the plasma treated MNFC films. The
solvent of the IP ink is 3-methoxypropionitrile,
which is highly polar and non-volatile (boiling point
164 ºC), viscosity 1.2 mPa.s and density 0.937 gcm3
, as stated by the supplier, Sigma Aldrich. The
surface tension measurement was performed on the
ink with an optical tensiometer (CAM 200 from
KSV instruments) in pendant drop mode, giving a
value of 29.2 mN.m-1 (mJ.m-2)

Mechanical properties
Mechanical properties of the MNFC films were
measured by a MTS 400/M vertical tensile tester
equipped with a 20 N load cell. The instrument was
controlled by a TestWorks 4.02 program. Specimen
strips with dimensions of 60 x 15 mm2 were clipped
from the MNFC films with a lab paper cutter. The
thickness of the strips was separately measured with
an L&W micrometer SE 250. The gauge length was
40 mm and the testing velocity was 0.5 mm.min-1.
The results are presented as an average value
obtained from five parallel specimens. The
suspension was filtered subsequently using a Britt
Dynamic Drainage Jar (DDJ), stirred by an overhead
stirrer at 200 min-1 (rpm), based on Tappi test
method T261cm-00, to collect fibres retained on the
200-mesh screen (105 μm).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The change in dewatering of the MNFC suspensions
and change in fibre morphology, expressed as the
fines content using the dynamic drainage jar (DDJ),
are given in Table 2.

Surface chemical composition
Surface composition of the MNFC films was
evaluated with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), using a Kratos AXIS Ultra electron
spectrometer, with monochromatic Al Kα irradiation
at 100 W and under charge neutralisation. Both the
untreated MNFC films and plasma treated
specimens were analysed. For the preparation,
samples were pre-evacuated for at least 12 h, after
which wide area survey spectra (for elemental
analysis) as well as high resolution regions of C1s
and O1s were recorded from several locations, and
an in-situ reference of pure cellulose was recorded
for each sample batch (Johansson and Campbell
2004). With the parameters used, XPS analysis was
recorded on an area of 1 mm2 and the analysis depth
is less than 10 nm. Carbon high resolution data were
fitted using CasaXPS and a four component
Gaussian fit tailored for celluloses.

It is clear to see that with increase in enzymatic
hydrolysis time, dewatering decreases as fibrils
become thinner and smaller, and suspensions
become more gel-like. At the same time,
crystallinity of fibrils increases.
The mechanical and optical properties of MNFC
films are presented in Table 3 where it is evident
that the sheet density of the films increases with
increase in hydrolysis time, while the packing
density of the smaller crystalline particles increases.
The permeability of those films created with the
finer nanofibrils obtained after 120 min hydrolysis in
turn falls rapidly, and it was not possible to measure
using air flow techniques. The light scattering
coefficient decreases also as the packing density is
increased and the amorphous parts of the cellulose
fibres were reduced, while, due also to higher
packing density, the elasticity modulus increases,
showing that films had improved strength.

Printing
The photovoltaic (PV) inkjet printing inks (IP)
contain a complex mix of materials, solvent and
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Table 2. Properties of MNFC

suspensions
MNFC suspensions properties
Enzymatic
treatment time
/ min

/ cm3g-1

DDJ fines
value
/%

0

1.25

93.8

30

1.61

88.8

60

1.83

79.5

90

2.19

62.4

120

2.55

27.0

150

2.85

21.0

180

2.98

11.8

210

3.33

9.6

240

3.37

6.5

270

3.32

1.5

300

3.34

0.2

WRV

Table 3. Mechanical and optical properties of MNFC films

Film properties
Enzymatic
treatment time
/ min

film
weight
/ gm-2

density

permeability

E-Modulus

/ µm(Pa s)-1

light scattering
coefficient
/ m2kg-1

/ gcm-3

0

73.91

0.637

69.86

37.43

2.53

30

76.12

0.794

9.96

22.83

4.16

60

71.35

0.910

1.06

16.12

5.12

90

72.31

1.016

NA

9.94

7.02

120

70.53

1.090

NA

6.93

8.59

150

70.81

1.127

NA

5.81

9.13

180

69.57

1.145

NA

4.48

8.95

210

71.08

1.178

NA

3.74

11.26

240

70.10

1.179

NA

3.08

9.17

270

71.18

1.226

NA

3.11

9.76

300

65.27

1.187

NA

3.31

10.03
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/ GPa

Roughness colour contouur and profilee plots of the
surface of MNFC/30/1500/300 films beffore and after
plasma treeatment are prresented in Fiig. 5. Before
plasma treeatment, the roughness
r
of the films is
directional,, being differeent in in the two measured
directions (red and blue profile lines). The map for
v
present
MFC/30/ indicates thatt there are voids
between 1-2
1
µm widee, while in the case of
MFC/300/ the surface is flatter with leess voids and
maller size. Th
his means that the degree of
of much sm
enzyme hyydrolysis direcctly increases the resulting
smoothnesss due to the ever
e
finer fibriillar elements
produced, as the crystallline parts are separated
s
due
own of the am
morphous consstituent. After
to breakdo
plasma treatment,
t
thhe amorphou
us material
containing surfaces, e.g. MNFC/30/, arre also seen to

become relatively rougher thaan the highhly
hydrolysed crystallinee films, e.g. MNFC/300/.
M
The
action of
o the plasma is to increasee voidage in the
t
courser particulate sysstems, as previiously describeed,
due to effects of chaarge, fibril deebonding etc. In
0/, it is possibble to identify
fy irregular booth
MFC/30
small and
a
large vooids appearingg after plasm
ma
treatmen
nt, while in MFC/300/,
M
thee surface of the
t
film hass almost no succh jagged appearance with onnly
voids sm
maller than 1 µ
µm. Nitrogen plasma
p
treatmennt,
thus, ob
bviously channges the morrphology of the
t
films, on
o both the m
micro (nano) and
a macro level,
which is
i likely also to have an innfluence on the
t
wetting behaviour annd decrease in CA due to the
t
increaseed meniscus liqquid-solid wettting line lengthh.

Fig. 5. Surrface morpholoogy and roughhness of (a) MNFC/30/,
M
(b) MNFC/150/
M
annd (c) MNFC//300/ before annd
after nitrog
gen plasma treaatment
The surfacce chemical sppecies are revvealed by the
XPS spectrra, from whichh the atomic % of C-C, C-O,
O-C=O andd N can be deerived, Fig. 6. The effect of

surface modification after nitrogen
n plasma can be
clearly seen
s
as the levvel of N attachhment increasinng
as a function of the enzymattic removal of
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amorphouss content [13, 14]. The samples
s
with
increased crystalline proportion after
a
longer
enzymatic treatment nonnetheless show
w similar C-C
bond conttent. Similarly
y, with reducction of the

amorphoous part witth increased hydrolysis, the
t
amount of C-O groups decreases whhile C=O grouups
are form
med, and other groups, havinng C atoms, forrm
with N atoms.
a

Fig. 6 Surfface modificattion obtained through
t
XPS data showing (a) increase inn N atoms at constant carbon
content, annd (b) change in
n ratio of C-O//O-C=O groupss.

Fig. 7 Free surface energyy (FSE) of MN
NFC films as a function of thee treatment tim
me (Table 1).
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Results from Fig. 7 reveal that with the increase in
enzymatic treatment of the raw material pulp, there
is a reduction of total FSE in the corresponding
MNFC films, corresponding with a reduction in both
polar and dispersive energy of the untreated samples
(green and blue unfilled symbols, respectively) [15,
16]. A reversal of the decline in FSE as a function of
enzymatic treatment can be observed resulting from
nitrogen plasma treatment, showing compensating
increases in both polar and dispersive measured
components (green and blue filled symbols,
respectively). Thus, an increase in wettability for
water and n-hexadecane is reflected by a decrease in
CA as the plasma treatment acts on the more
crystalline samples [17-19]. However, as the
roughness is also seen to increase as a function of
plasma treatment for the lower crystalline samples
(less exposure to enzymatic breakdown), one would
expect from the Wenzel model that the wettability
would increase. That we see a recorded increase in
n-hexadecane CA, and thus decrease in dispersive
FSE, we can conclude that the action of the plasma
discharge on the amorphous part is initially to
reduce the dispersive energy component, and so
likely act, at least partially, to breakdown first the
amorphous content resulting in debonding and hence
roughening [20-22]. This effective etching of
amorphous parts of fibrils, is then replaced by the
action of nitrogen attachment, such that the higher
average FSE values regained in the more crystalline
samples after plasma treatment are significantly
higher than the theoretical FSE 59.4 mJ.m-2 of
cellulose, and this is achieved via the major
contribution of the plasma-induced increase in polar
component.

nitrogen plasma treatment; lower water droplet CA
on the film corresponds with a significant increase in
print colour density: (a) untreated film, (b) plasma
treated for 30 s and (c) plasma treated for 60 s.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Micro nanofibrillated cellulose films formed from
aqueous suspension can be made stronger by
pretreatment of the raw fibre using enzymatic
hydrolysis. However, the wettability by ionic
liquids, including functional inkjet printing inks,
such as are used for printed electronics, solar cells
etc., decreases as a result, limiting the use of such
films in practice. Nitrogen plasma treatment,
however, enables wettability by such formulations to
be improved. The mechanism by which this occurs
has been studied in this work presented in this paper
and the following conclusions can be drawn:

The increased contribution of the polar component
in the FSE donated by the cationic N adsorption
under plasma exposure is, therefore, expected to
enhance the compatibility with the application of
highly polar inks, especially if their components are
anionic. The images in Fig. 8 confirm this
expectation, where the improved wetting of the
surface by water as a function of plasma exposure
time is paralleled by the greater pick-up of ink
colorant.



Total surface energy increases with
nitrogen plasma treatment of highly
enzymatically hydrolysed fibrillar films
(contact angle decreases), with a major
increase in the polar component.



Dispersive
surface
energy
initially
decreases on unpretreated or low enzymatic
treated films on exposure to nitrogen
plasma, whereas the polar surface energy
component remains relatively unchanged.
o This effect is related to the
interaction of the nitrogen plasma
with the amorphous cellulose
component in the non-hydrolysed
fibrils.
o The dispersive energy component
can once again be increased by
exposure to nitrogen plasma in the
case of the more crystalline
fibrillar material derived from
increased hydrolysis via enzymatic
pretreatment



Highly ionic liquids, water and solvents
typically used to disperse surfactantcontaining organic-based inks, wet MNFC
film better as hydrolysing pretreatment of
fibres is increased and subsequent nitrogen
plasma is applied.
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An Analysis
A
off defects in products aand processses of a Furniture Production
Comp
pany and possible
p
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mprovementts in the Frramework of Auto-coontrol and
Normalizaation of Woorkstationss: a Case Sttudy
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Productioon and System
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Abstract. The
T present artiicle aims to im
mplement selfmonitoring procedures throough the treatm
ment of internal
complaints of non-confforming produucts and the
normalization of workplaaces (Standard Work) in the
areas of sellf-monitoring through
t
the creeation of work
instructionss to support production inn a furniture
production company.
Using certaain tools such as Pareto diagrram, Ishikawa
diagram, floowcharts, amon
ng others, it was
w possible to
do a detaileed analysis of thhe store floor and
a to identify
different waays of executingg said tasks.
Through thiis analysis, it was
w possible to verify
v
a lack of
standard woork in the areass of self-monitooring, rework,
waste, and also a high number
n
of defeects. As such,
through thhe implemen
ntation of seelf-monitoring
procedures and standard work, it was possible to
overcome these
t
problems and the main improvements
were: reduuction of errorr rates, increassed employee
mobility, eaasier problem visualization,
v
easier
e
learning
of new tasks and reducction of variab
bility in task
execution.
Keywords: Standard Workk; Self-monitorinng; Work
instructionss

are im
mplemented, w
which include Total Quality
Managem
ment (TQM) annd the PDCA cycle,
c
in additiion
to qualitty tools and Leaan tools such as Standard Workk.
Standardd Work is citedd as one of thee most importaant
elementss of the Lean m
methodology [4], which is used in
the imprrovement of orgganizational peerformance and to
reduce error rates. S
Standardization is achieved by
setting formal rules tto guide employees’ activitiees,
which arre operationalizzed in organizattions by means of
work in
nstructions, guuidelines, mannuals, and woork
procedurres [5]. Standarrd work consistts of three crucial
elementss [6]: the cycle time, that is, th
he time needed to
compile a task, the sequuence of operattions and, finally,
the WIP
P (work in proceess), that is, thee amount of stoock
between
n operations.
This beiing said, Standdard Work is not
n a rigid woork
normalizzation that nevver changes, on the contrarry,
Standardd Work is a leveel of fluctuationn of work that has
h
to be worked
w
on by ppeople and maachines, daily, in
order too satisfy the client’s demand.. In other wordds,
normalizzation should inncorporate bothh the products and
a
the proccesses so as too ensure the low
l
price of the
t
productss, the high quallity and a short delivery time for
f
each pro
oduct [7]. Figurre 1 shows thee formula used to
stabilizee standards.

1. INTROD
DUCTION
In recent decades, the sustainability concept has
acquired grrowing importaance, and a larrge number of
methodologgies, tools, stan
ndards and reg
gulations have
been develooped to promoote the implemeentation of its
principles inside
i
industriaal companies [1]. With the
implementaation of more effective techniques it is
possible to increase produ
uctivity, preven
nt failures and
reduce wastte [2].
Intensifyingg global compeetition and increeasing demand
for better quality
q
by custo
omers have cauused more and
more comppanies to realiize that they will have to
provide higgh quality produ
uct and/or services in order to
successfully
y compete in the Marketplace [3].
[
Therefore, in order to incrrease the qualitty of products
and servicees, continuous improvement methodologies
m

Technical
staandards

x

Establishes
E
p
production
co
onditions by
regulating
r
facctors such as
tem
mperature and
time.

Process
standards

=

Standardss

Describes
techniques for
using and
operating
equipment,
jigs and tools
at process.

Figure 1 – Formula to sstabilize standards (adapted from
m
[7]).
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Given the potential advaantages of Stanndard Work it
was decideed to implemeent it in the areas
a
of selfmonitoringg so as to fix the lack of sttandard work
method in the productionn lines, the highh percentages
of defects that
t were deteccted and the scrrap produced.
The lack of documennt normalization, such as
i workstatio
ons for the
documents that are in
verificationn
of self-mo
onitoring andd documents that register
internal complaints, is allso a problem that needs to
be overcom
me.
Self-monito
oring arose du
ue to the increaase in quality
restrictionss [8].
It is a management
m
to
ool that helpss control the
production right at the workstaation, which
contributess to the qualitty of the finall product and
also to thee decrease of the
t factory cossts because it
does not reequire any sortt of rework at the
t end of the
production line [9].
In this artiicle, all internnal claims, i.e. defects that
don’t reach
h the end custtomer and thatt are detected
and fixed in the repairr section duriing the final
inspectionss, were analyysed in ordeer to try to
implement self-monitorring proceduures on the
production lines in order to minimize the
t number of
defects prooduced.
From the data
d
on Figuree 2, it can be observed that
roughly 400% of internal claims have as
a defects the
thinning/hiigh edge and wrong
w
drilling.

Using th
he data obtainned in the anaalysis of internnal
claims and producedd scrapped, itt is possible to
understaand which are the most critiical defects, annd,
in a next phase, implement self-monitorinng
proceduures to decreasse the rate of defects. Besiddes
this, and
d as the main fo
focus of the artiicle, all the woork
tasks peerformed in thee areas of self-monitoring weere
analysed
d with the aim of creating a standard
s
and allso

Figure 3 – Pareto chart showing the scraap value per deffect.

creatingg all the work instructions necessary
n
for the
t
executio
on of said monnitoring tasks.
The lackk of documenttation associateed with the tassks
executedd in each w
workstation caarries a biggger
difficultty for new em
mployees, becaause it impliess a
waiting time where more
m
experiencced workers can
demonsttrate how to peerform the taskks and it can allso
lead to an
a increase in defects and faailures caused by
b
the new
w employee. T
This way, the introduction of
future workers
w
in the production linnes was difficuult
due to th
he lack of suppport such as work
w
instructionns,
where itt is described, sstep-by-step, all
a the procedurres
that aree to be carriedd out. Becausee each employyee
works th
heir own way,, this led to a difference in the
t
productiivity indicatorr and also madde it difficult to
determinne the source of the qualityy defects and the
t
problem
ms that arose oon the line. Because
B
of theese
difficultties, there was the need to crreate a new woork
method to be followedd equally by all
a teams, as well
as to creeate their respeective work insstructions.
For a better visuualization of the problem
ms
encounttered, Table 1 presents a sum
mmary of all the
t
problem
ms identified duuring the projeect. For this, the
t
6M1E teechnique was uused (Men, Meethod, Materiaals,
Machinee,
Managem
ment,
Meassurement
annd
Environnment).

Figure 2 – Pareto chart of
o the main defeccts and their
r
respective
accum
mulated percentaage.

In order to analyse produ
uction, in termss of quality, it
is also neecessary to an
nalyse the scrap produced.
During thee analysis perriod, 116 025 pieces were
scrapped out
o of a totaal of 1 3928
8 924 pieces
produced, giving
g
a scrap rate of 0.83%.
On Figuree 3, it is posssible to obserrve the scrap
values (€) for different types
t
of defeccts. There are
four defectts that are responsible for neaar 60% of the
scrap valuue: marks and scratches, daamage to flat
sides, transport and han
ndling of partts and wrong
drilling.
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Table 1 – Summary of the problems encountered.
Problem
Self-monitoring tasks not
Men
normalized.
Insufficient number of workers in the
final inspection workstation.
Production parameters not
normalized.
Excel file for internal claims not
Method
normalized.
Document for the verification of first
piece OK and periodic control not
normalized.
Calipers used are not adequate to
measure drilling.
Materials
There are several non-conformities in
the area due to the lack of material to
verify the parts during selfmonitoring.
The equipment used to segregate
Machine
quality defects is fallible.
High quantity of detached edge and
wrong drilling.
Lack of work instructions.
Management
Information given to workers is
Measurement difficult to understand (filling in the
paper for first piece OK and periodic
control and technical drawings).
Workers unsatisfied with
Environment
environment conditions (room
temperature and noise)

This analysis also allowed for a better understanding
of the different ways of executing the same tasks,
and, later, deciding which was the best way.
Therefore, a very thorough analysis of the best
sequence of tasks was made in order to make a
combination of sequence of tasks and their times,
defining alternatives to the current method in use.
When the plan of action was thoroughly planned and
accepted, it was time to implement the
improvements.
For most of the problems identified in Table 1,
improvement proposals were presented, as seen in
Table 2.
Table 2- Summary of the proposals for the improvement
of the problems identified.
Problems
Proposed improvements
- Self-monitoring tasks - Self-monitoring tasks
not normalized.
normalized through the
- Insufficient number of filming of workers of
workers in the final
different shifts, study of times
inspection workstation. and movements made by the
workers.
- Increase in the number of
works in the final inspection
workstation.
- Excel file for internal - Creation of a new Excel file
claims not normalized. with only the necessary fields
- Document for the
for the analysis of data of
verification of first
internal claims
piece OK and periodic - Alteration of the document
control not
(modification of the layout
normalized.
and custom preparation of the
document per workstation)
- Callipers used are
- Implementation of selfnot adequate to
monitoring procedures:
measure drilling.
 Introduction of a new
- There are several
callipers with a longer
non-conformities in
range and less
the area due to the
variability/error
lack of material to
 Introduction of gauges
verify the parts during
self-monitoring.
- Lack of work
Creation of 45 work
instructions.
instructions in the areas of
self-monitoring
- Information given to
- Alteration of verification
workers is difficult to
sheet for first piece OK and
understand (filling in
periodic control
the paper for first
piece OK and periodic
control and technical
drawings).

2. METHODOLOGY
The research methodology used was the method
action research, characterized by the application of
theory to practice and that learns with the process to
improve the theory [10]. The main idea of this
methodology consists on using a scientific approach
to solve important operational problems, together
with those that directly experience these problems
[11].
Following the logic of the methodology, all the nonconformities, caused both by the workers and by the
process, were initially analysed with the aim of
establishing goals to reduce the frequency of nonconformities and, later, the implementation of selfmonitoring procedures.
In a subsequent phase, all the tasks executed during
the inspection tests, i.e. during self-monitoring, were
analysed. This analysis was crucial because it
allowed the registration of the time spent to
complete the production cycle (takt time), the time
spent on each task, the identification of all the
manufactured products and the verification of the
work tools being used in each task, as well as how
they were being used.
This data was obtained through the use of quality
tools, such as: Pareto diagram, flowchart, and causeeffect diagram and verification sheets.

It should be mentioned that of all the suggestions for
improvement that were presented and implemented,
the one with the most importance for the company
was the drafting of work instructions that will be
used as support for the execution of tasks.
For the preparation of the work instructions it was
necessary to acquire all the detailed knowledge of
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area flows, both for material and for people. As
such, the project started with daily interviews to the
workers of the study area. Then, all the different
ways of executing a task were compared and the
data relating to the self-monitoring task was
gathered. This way, several problems were
identified, as well as some opportunities for
improvement, which were used as a foundation to
normalize all the tasks. Thus, a few improvement
proposals were presented which consisted mainly on
the elaboration of work instructions. 45 selfmonitoring work instructions were drafted, however,
it was not possible to predict the impact of the work
carried out because this would require a very slow
and arduous process. The implementation of this
kind of instructions is almost always difficult
because the workers seem reluctant to learn new
tasks. It should still be noted that all the work
performed is very much dependent on the company
goals and the problems they wish to tackle first. It is
crucial to get the workers more involved in a culture
of continuous improvement, considering that
improvement is a never-ending process and one
should always try to improve what has already been
done.

the production process and the tasks associated with
it. For this, it was decided to interview all the
operators of different shifts. After all the information
collected was passed to the preparation of working
instructions. For the elaboration of the work
instructions, the company had two templates, the
Standard Operation Sheet (SOS) and the Work
Element Sheet (WES). The SOS details the exact
procedures for each task and the time required to
accomplish it and the WES serves to detail some
specific activity described in SOS. Thus, for a better
understanding of
the elaborated working
instructions, figure 4 illustrates the SOS created for
the self-control performed in the first piece OK and
figure 5 illustrates the WES created for the activities
that needed to be detailed in SOS.
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Figure 4 - SOS: Self-control of the first piece OK
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Abstract. The
T paper presents implemenntation of SPC
system in a major Asian
A
power transformers
manufacturrer. After id
dentification of
o capability
issues in a current pro
ocesses DoE was
w used for
process optimisation,
o
which resuulted in a
deployment of the robust process with capability
c
and
performancce indices exceeding Six Sigma
requiremennts.
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Howeveer, SPC itself is not a tool to improve proceess
capabiliity. The processs optimisationn by the Design
of Expeeriment (DoE
E) is the mainn techniques to
increasee process capabbility and perfoormance. Amonng
a numbber of DoE methods,
m
the Taguchi’s
T
robuust
process design standss out since itt simultaneoussly
addressees both the prrocess characteeristic mean annd
variabiliity using siggnal-to-noise (SN)
(
ratio annd
quality loss (QL) function [4]. The proceess
robustneess implies thhe acceptable behaviour off a
process even in a casse of substantiaal changes in an
environm
ment, i.e. ranndom variation
n caused by the
t
effect of
o noise (unconntrollable) facttors. In a robuust
manufaccturing processs, the change of the nominnal
values of
o critical paraameters (contrrol and noise) is
done inn such a wayy that the proocess behavioour
becomes insensitive to manufacturin
ng variation [44].
In Tagu
uchi method, pprocess variabiility reduction is
achievedd by a properr selection of process contrrol
factors that
t
reduces thhe effect of nooise factors. Thhat
is why SN ratio was introduced, prresenting a bassis
for QL
L function that shows the custom
mer
dissatisffaction with a product chaaracteristic as it
deviatess from the targeet value.
There were
w
a few attempts to express proceess
robustneess in terms of
o process capaability. A robuust
process maintains a coonsistent accepptable behavioour
i.e. witthin the speccification limiits, since it is
insensitiive to noise efffect. Taguchi robust design is
proven effective in reducing process variabilitty,
i
proocess capabilitty, performannce
hence improving
and proccess yield. It could
c
be seen that
t
both proceess

1. INTROD
DUCTION
The implementation of Statistical Pro
ocess Control
(SPC) is the
t
main tech
hnique for moonitoring and
quantificatiion of processs variability and
a capability
[1], which has remained
d in manufactuuring practice
for more than a century. Evenn the most
contemporaary business im
mprovement in
nitiatives still
relay on SP
PC as one of th
he most importtant segments
[2]. The ulltimate goal iss to deploy SP
PC companywide in alll business proocess, to system
matically and
consistently
y trace the variability and
a
promote
process errror eradication
n [3]. To quaantify process
behaviour, the most comm
monly used indices are Cpk
p
(process caapability) and Ppk (process performance).
For any kiid of distribution, the main difference is
that Cpk taakes into accouunt only the avverage values
in all sam
mples, while Ppk considerrs the whole
process i.ee. all individuual values in all samples,
showing itss long term perrspective.
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Since thhe transformer resistance is measured
m
once on
each pro
oduct, the conntrol chart I-M
MR is selected to
monitorr the characcteristic. Acccording to the
t
industriaal standards IE
EC 61869-2: 2012-09
2
and IE
EC
61869-33: 2011-07, thee lower and upper specification
limits foor resistance arre, respectively
y: LSL ÷ USL
L=
10.52 ÷ 11.63 kΩ; tthe resistance target value is
11.075 kΩ,
k the samplle size is one measurement
m
f
for
each traansformer.

capability and process robustness haave common
elements: variation,
v
yieldd and specificaation range. A
capable proocess may not be robust all the
t time but a
robust proccess must be caapable [5].
2. IMPLEM
MENTATION
N OF SPC SY
YSTEM IN
TRANSFO
ORMERS MA
ANUFACTUR
RING LINE
In a major South-East Asian manufactuurer of power
transformerrs (along witth the other high voltage
equipment,, switching devices,
d
switcching boards,
switchgears, etc.), Six Siigma project was
w conducted
to improvee the quality off a process thaat produce the
dry type vo
oltage transform
mer (product type
t
VexL-24
). Accordiing to DMAIIC (Define – Measure –
Analyse – Improve - Control) apprroach, in the
Define stag
ge process mappping was perrformed using
IDEF0 method and th
he main proocesses were
identified. The first main
m
process (Active part
process) iss of a major interest,
i
and it was further
decomposeed into sub-prrocesses. It waas decided to
focus on the improvem
ment of one of its subprocesses: High Voltagee Coil Windingg. The defect
types weree ranked using
g Pareto analyysis, showing
that the traansformers resistance was a major source
of defects. In order to an
nalyse, improvve and control
this proceess with resppect to the transformers
resistance, it was firsst necessary to perform
measuring system analyssis (MSA). In the Measure
stage, MS
SA was performed showingg very good
performancce for all criteeria: stability, gauge R&R,
bias and linearity.
l
Hencce, measuring
g system was
accepted for
f the usage in the remain
ning DMAIC
stages [6], that are presen
nted in the nex
xt subsections:
the Analysse stage (proceess analysis usiing SPC); the
Improve sttage (process improvement using DoE);
the Controol stage (impleementation of the improved
process, annd monitoring using
u
SPC).

Fig.1: A part of softw
ware for operaational execution
that refeers to MES, inccluding SPC sooftware
Fig.2 shhows I-MR chaart for the resiistance (kΩ) thhat
was mo
onitored over the two monnths period. The
T
followin
ng conclusion could
c
be drawnn from the charrt:
• The process is weell centred, siince the averaage
resisstance value (11.089 kΩ) is reelatively close to
the target
t
(11.075 kΩ), but the variation
v
is high
(stan
ndard deviationn i.e. SD=0.228
8).
• Seveeral points outt of specification limits caussed
by high
h
variability present actuall defects/scrapss.
• Proccess capabilityy and performaance indices are
a
veryy low (Cpk=1.1112 and Ppk=0.791).
Based on
o these resultts, it was deciided to optimiise
the proocess in ordeer to reduce the resistannce
variabiliity and keep the
t resistance average close to
the targeet.

2.1. Processs Analysis
The softwaare for on-line SPC was dev
veloped by IT
departmentt of the obserrved companyy, to monitor
manufacturring and asseembly processses in a real
time. SPC software was implemented
i
a a module of
as
S) information
manufacturring execution system (MES
system, sinnce SPC uses the
t manufacturring data (e.g.
quantity, pass/fail,
p
type of defect, ettc.) collected
from the shop
s
floor and
d stored in MES
M
database
(Fig.1). Th
he SPC softwaare includes caalculation and
presentatioon of all typess of variable and attribute
control chharts, process capability (C
Cp, Cpk) and
process peerformance in
ndices (Pp, Ppk),
P
alarms,
normality tests,
t
Box-Cox
x transformation
n, etc.

2.2. Proocess Improveement
In orderr to optimise thhe High-Voltaage Coil windinng
with resspect to the trransformer resistance (kΩ), an
experim
ment was peerformed withh two proceess
parametters (control factors) varied on
o three levels:
 Winnding tension: 170,
1 200, 230 gram-force
g
(gf)
f);
 Winnding speed: 6000, 650, 700 rpm.
Accordiing to the Taaguchi methodd, an orthogonnal
array L99 was selectedd. For each ex
xperimental trial,
three transformers weere produced and each partt’s
resistancce was measurred once. Table 1 shows a paart
of the exxperimental results: average (AVG), standaard
deviatioon (SD), and siggnal to noise (S
SN) ratio.
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(nominal) value. The
characteristic is [4]:

Table 1. A part of experimental trials and results
Trial
no.
1
2
…
9

Winding
tension
170
170
170
230

Winding
speed
600
650
700
700

AVG
110.800
111.267
111.033
112.767

SD
0.061
0.059
0.081
0.127

SN ratio
SN .ratio  10 log(

452.088
455.701
427.577
389.395

y



2

SN

ratio

2

)... for.NTB

for

NTB

(1)

where y is average value, and σ is standard deviation
of the characteristic.
ANOVA showed that both factors are significant for
SD and SN ratio, and Winding tension is significant
for AVG. Fig. 3 shows the control factors’ effects on
SN ratio of the transformers resistance.

The resistance belongs to the nominal-the-best
(NTB) type since the goal is to achieve the target

Fig.2: I-MR control chart for the transformer resistance (product type VexL-24), before process improvement
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Mean of SN ratios

Fig.4: I-MR control chart for the transformer resistance (product type VexL-24), after process improvement
Main Effects Plot for SN ratios of Resistance
• The process is still well centred, and the
Data Means
variation is notably reduced: from SD=0.228 to
Winding Tension
Winding Speed
45
SD=0.064.
44
• There are no points out of specification limits.
• Process capability and performance indices are
43
significantly improved: from Cpk=1.112 and
42
Ppk=0.791 before process improvement, to
Cpk=3.936 and Ppk=2.732 after improvement.
41
Hence, experimental results are confirmed not only
40
on a short verification run, but also on a long-run. A
170
200
230
600
650
700
very capable and high performance High Voltage
Fig. 3: Main effect of control factors on SN ratio
Coil Winding process was established, satisfying a
Aiming to achieve the target resistance value and
long-term criterion for Six Sigma level (Ppk > 2.0)
minimise variation, i.e. to maximise SN ratio, the
[2]. The cost of poor quality (COPQ), caused by a
following setting was selected as optimal: Winding
high variability of transformers resistance, could be
tension = 170 gf, Winding speed = 650 rpm. The
expressed by the quadratic quality loss function [4]:
verification run was performed using the optimal
n 1 2
(2)
QL( y )  K  (
.  ( y  m) 2 )... for..NTB
setting and six transformers were produced: the
n
resistance ranged from 11.03 kΩ to 11.15 kΩ; the
where QL(y) is the average loss per unit due to
average value was 11.1 kΩ which is close to the
deviation of the characteristic y from the target m; K
target, and SD was 0.05 showing significantly
is the coefficient, and n is the sample size. After
reduced variability. Hence, the optimal process
process optimisation, a significant QL(y) (y is the
setting was adopted for a long-run production.
transformers resistance) reduction of almost 30%
was achieved. Following a well-established practice
2.3. Process monitoring and control
for Six Sigma results sustainability [7], the
The effect of the optimal process parameters setting
improvement was institutionalised and on-line
on the transformers resistance was monitored using
process documentation was updated, i.e. all
I-MR chart over one month time period (Fig.4):
documents related to the process were automatically
updated in MES, total productive maintenance
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(TPM) and quality assurance (QA) information
systems.

[8] Sibalija T., Majstorovic V. (2016) The advanced
multiresponse process optimisation: an intelligent
and integrated approach. Springer, Switzerland

3. CONCLUSIONS
In a quest for zero defect manufacturing, Six Sigma
is still the major world-wide used methodology,
especially in a manufacturing sector, and SPC and
DoE are its main techniques. This study presented a
successful and comprehensive implementation of
SPC program, including development of SPC
software that was used to analyse the current and the
improved process capability and performance. The
process improvement was achieved by DoE,
resulting in a significant variability decrease and
establishing the robust process (within the robust
operating range). The achieved process capability
and performance indices exceed Six Sigma
requirements.
The future activities will include optimisation of
complex multi-response processes using an
advanced methodology [8], as well as research on
the in-line process optimisation for dynamic
processes and its integration with SPC in a unified
on-line system.
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significaant impact oon environmeental protectioon,
resourcee conservation,, health care, ettc.
In ordeer to provide conditions for
f high qualiity
recyclinng process, thhe selection of
o locations [2]
[
where th
he recycling pprocess shouldd be organized is
supposeedly be treatedd as one of thhe main strateggic
managem
ment tasks. G
Generators off ideas for the
t
solutionn of this problem are expertts in the field of
recyclinng, local self--government, and even staate
governm
ment, as well aas other stakeho
olders. It may be
suggesteed that compannies in modernn societies whiich
care aboout recycling pprocess are deaaling specificallly
with thhe following issues: increeasing costs of
establish
hing an apppropriate inffrastructure for
f
recyclinng material coollection and processing, the
t
overall cost optimizattion, fuel consu
umption, overall
route reeduction, etc. [3]. Recognizzing the abovvemention
ned facts it coould be clearlyy concluded thhat
the issuue discussed in this paperr is one of the
t
burning issues all ovver the world and it the sam
me
time, tacckling with thee named issue could be used as
a startinng point for thhe overall qualiity improvemeent
of the reecycling processs.
While solving
s
many issues conneected to qualitty,
differen
nt analytic m
methods may be employeed.
Howeveer, the named issue may be annalyzed from the
t
multi crriteria decisionn making persp
pective so one of
the poteential solutions may be designning the decision
support system [4]. Inn this way, the decision makeers
are sup
pplied with iinformation reelevant for the
t
planning
g the optimaal number of locations, or
determinning the opptimal quanttities and the
t
characteeristics of reccycling items. It is worth to
mention
n that methodds under um
mbrella of muulti
criteria decision maaking perspecctive could be

Abstract. As
A quality has been
b
recognizeed as one of
the main drrivers of moderrn economy, it is important
to enhancee it continuously
ly through the whole
w
lifecycle off products as well
w as in the prrocess of
recycling so obtained materials could be
b used again.
r
It is importtant to optimizee each step of recycling
process, esp
specially found
dation such as selection
s
points of reecycling items where new equuipment
should be installed.
i
From
m the perspectivve of
methodologgy approach, thhe proposed isssue may be
solved by using
u
modern meta-heuristic
m
techniques
for instancee Genetic Algoorithm (GA). The
Th proposed
model is suupported with illustrative
i
example and
real life daata obtained byy analysis of sevveral regions
in Serbia. The
T issue of loccation selectionn usually
depends onn several criterria. In the preseented model,
two criteriaa are considereed that are of equal
e
importancee. This can be considered
c
as the
t main
limitation of
o the developeed model.
Key words:: reverse logisttic, routing prooblems,
genetic alggorithm.
DUCTION
1. INTROD
It may bee considered that several sources are
shaping the managementt of reverse loogistic chains
d
Thosse sources are
(RLCs) in the few past decades.
laws, reguulative, differeent standards such as ISO
14000. Challenges originnating from thhese demands
may be treeated the sensee of technical, practical and
research domains
d
emphhasizing the meaning of
quality in every aspect [1].
[ In compliaance with the
results off the best prractice of teechnologically
s
it is suggested
s
that new
n solutions
advanced societies,
in the dom
main of reverrse logistic may
m
positively
impact thee economy of enterprises. Also it has
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developed in different mathematical and logical
frameworks, so there is no need to compare them.
On the other hand, the location selection problem
could be presented as p-median optimization
problem. It could be characterized as NP-hard class
of problems. For large-scale NP-hard problems
optimal solution may be obtained by applying the
heuristic methods, such as genetic algorithm (GA)
[5], or variable neighborhood search (VNS) [6].
Those solutions are characterized by reasonable
computational time consumption.
The main contribution of this paper may be defined
as: (a) describing the considered problem in a
realistic manner, as p-median optimization problem,
and (b) solving of the considered problem by using
modern meta-heuristic techniques for instance GA.
The proposed model is suitable for evaluation and
selection of locations in reverse logistic domain.

standpoint of environmental protection due to
reduced emission of pollutants. A common approach
is to model waste collection as vehicle routing
problem (VRP) [18], [19]. In theory and in practice
it is shown that the stochastic variant of VRP could
be employed [20]. While analyzing optimization, it
is worth to mention that the amount of waste in
containers is of high variability. This fact represent a
constraint having in mind that the optimization
method is a method of routing nodes, where each
node represents the position of the container from
which waste should be collected but it does not take
in account the amount of stored waste. Another form
of a more complex vehicle routing problem VRP,
which is used for the collection of waste, is VRP
with time windows (TWVRP). Time windows
include stopping for breaks and stopping for waste
loading. This type of problem can be solved by an
algorithm based on a cluster [19]. It is known that
60% to 80% of the total cost is spent during the
process of garbage collection so waste collection
effectiveness can be considered as very serious issue
[21]. In order to solve this issue, the authors have
used already mentioned ant colony algorithm
(ACA), where ants (trucks) are trying to find the
most optimal route for a given set of containers’
locations. The process’ starting point is the creation
of initial random cycling through the whole area of
waste collection, and the leaving of a pheromone
trace in the form of the intensity of the found
solutions expressed in units of measurement of
length. The route with the highest pheromone
density is a route that will most likely be followed
by other artificial ants in order to find a better route.
All variables of basic p-median are considered to be
deterministic [22]. However, the real problems are
faced with data that are dynamic. Therefore, a large
number of approaches are focused on solving this
and similar problems [23].
In this paper, possible solution may be achieved if
the p-median model is used to present possible
locations of recycling centers, alongside with GA
optimization method applied to determine optimal
location selection.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Managing quality in contemporary organizations
include every aspect of business and every day
operations. Assessing the locations where recycling
centers could be built is based on the assessment of
the possible locations’ attributes. Determining the
attribute value at the level of each location can be
viewed as a task for itself. It should be noted that
there are no procedures or databases in which the
measured or estimated values of the attributes
according to which the locations are evaluated are
found. It is known, that location selection may be
observed as multi-attribute decision making
problem. Multi-attribute approach for considered
problem calculations is a significant tool. However,
when the problem is of large scale, this approach is
not appropriate because it requires a lot of
computation time.
Many problems such as the optimal route selection
in various cases of routing issues [7] - [9], different
waste management problems [10], [11] are solved
by the exact algorithms, which include branch and
border algorithms [12] and branch and cut-out
algorithms [13], heuristic [14] and metaheuristic
methods [15], for example VNS [6], and GA [8].
GA as a heuristic method is very suitable for this
kind of problem, since it has been applied to any
problem if the feasible solutions may be represented
as strings that correspond to genetic encoding of the
solutions. The waste collection issue may be
considered as an important issue in the recycling
process [16]. McLeod and Cherrett [17] claim that
effective strategies for waste collection are not only
vital from an economic standpoint, but also from the

3. THE PROPOSED GA MODEL
In this paper, the problem of determining possible
locations for recycling centers construction is
considered. The number of possible I locations is
considered, from which K number of locations
should be selected for recycling centers building.
Possible locations for recycling centers is set of
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considered indices I= 1,...,i,.., I. The set of indices

(4) ensure that the location variables (Y) and
allocation variables(X) are binary.
Decision variables are:

of possible locations selected as p-median on which

recycling centers could be built is K= 1,...,k,.., K ,

1if a locationis selected as p - median site
k

0 if not


and it is a subset of I, K  I. It should be mentioned,
that there is assumption that the collection of waste,
dismantling and recycling are realized at the same
place. The proposed methodology is further
discussed.
The objective function of the proposed GA model is:

min

 

min d ik  Yik

1if a location j is connected to location i 
mindik  


0 if not

Inputs i = 1,…,I set of possible location which
recycling center could be built on, and k=1,…, K –
selected location on which recycling center could be
built on, such that i, k, i≠k locations.

(1)

i1,..,I k1,..,K

The objective functions are stated as minimization of
the total distance, between randomly selected
locations for recycling center building and the other
nearest locations that are not selected for recycling
center building.
The constraints insure that the various properties of
the problem are enforced.
Subject to:

Yik 1 for k  1,..,K; k  i

4. THE ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
The proposed model has been applied to determine
optimal configuration of recycling centers in which
end-of-life vehicles are recycled. In this paper, 15
locations that are situated in the Republic of Serbia
have been considered (Table 1).
By applying defined GA near optimal solution is
obtained and it is ordered triplet (k=1, k=4, k=9).
The overall calculated optimal distance value
between locations selected for recycling centers
construction and other locations is 1020 kilometers.
The optimal configuration of the recycling centers
network in the Republic of Serbia is given in Figure
1.

(2)

i1,..,I

Yik  X i  0, i  1,..., I; k  1,..., K; k  i
X i  0,1, i  1,..., I; k  1,..., K; k  i

(3)
(4)

Specifically:
(2) requires that each allocation variable i, i=1,…, I
may be selected as a possible location variables k,
k=1,…,K,
(3) link the location variables and the allocation
variables, and
Table 1: The distance values

location
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

1
0
40
93
127
246
276
242
217
185
218
118
168
61.5
122
205

2
40
0
128
124
271
318
243
264
213
225
146
228
89
120
132

3
93
128
0
228
239
294
246
213
193
247
133
125
153
216
300

4
127
124
228
0
265
261
217
255
204
164
169
245
90
65
113

5
246
271
239
265
0
91
61
109
66
154
134
157
192
232
374

6
276
318
294
261
91
0
55
179
125
122
158
230
203
239
384

7
242
243
246
217
61
55
0
124
70
93
110
175
155
181
326

8
217
264
213
255
109
179
124
0
79
205
130
97
189
229
371

161

9
185
213
193
204
66
125
70
79
0
132
63
112
128
168
310

10
218
225
247
164
154
122
93
205
132
0
114
236
157
102
290

11
118
146
133
169
134
158
110
130
63
114
0
104
78
140
282

12
168
228
125
245
157
230
175
97
112
236
104
0
156
246
388

13
62
89
153
90
192
203
155
189
128
157
78
156
0
76
198

14
122
120
216
65
232
239
181
229
168
102
140
246
76
0
174

15
205
132
300
113
374
384
326
371
310
290
282
388
198
174
0

efficiency of recycling centre and make impact on
the recycling on the state level.
Social implications of the proposed model is
oriented to satisfaction of ISO 14001 standard
demands’ in recycling centres and providing
conditions for responsible usage of resources in
industry.
The main contribution of the paper is the proposal of
the model for determination of recycling centers
where new equipment will be installed.
Based on the results of good practice, it is known
that the selection of location may, in a long term
period, depend on the traveling cost. In this paper,
one criteria is considered, and this can be considered
as the main disadvantage of the developed model.
Future research should include the extension of the
proposed model in terms of: 1) increasing the
number of possible locations, 2) increasing the
number of criteria, 3) determining and incorporating
the relative importance of the criteria considered in
the model, and 4) applying other heuristic methods
and comparing the obtained results.

Figure 1: The optimal design of reverse logistic in
Republic of Serbia
On the presented figure, possible solution that can be
accepted as optimal solution that respect to the
criteria equally is presented. In fact, the recycling
equipment that need to be installed is very efficient
but expensive. Having in mind the mentioned facts,
the optimal solution should provide such conditions
that could enable increased level of recycling centers
efficiency so the final consequence the recycling
potential of the whole state should be improved. One
of the indirect consequences is cost reduction of
recycling.
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1

ng sustainablee developmennt of national,
achievin
regionall and global economy.
The seleection of recyccling equipmennt may be statted
as a straategic managem
ment task. Thee solution of thhis
task deppends on expeerts’ knowledgge in the field of
recyclinng. Respecting the mentionedd facts, it can be
conclud
ded that the selection of equipment for
f
recyclinng represents one of burninng issues in the
t
field of recycling.
The sellected recyclinng equipment has the higheest
impact to
t a successfull ELV recyclin
ng. In the curreent
literaturre, many researrch papers mayy be found in the
t
field of reverse loggistics such as
a selection of
recyclinng technologies (Pavlović et al, 20166),
determinnation of the optimal material flow froom
collectinng centres to recycling centtres (Diener annd
Tillman
n, 2015). Forr solving meentioned issuees,
differen
nt mathematical tools havee been appliied
(Tadić et
e al., 2018).
In solviing issues, suuch as selection of recyclinng
equipmeent, the evaluuation criteriaa can be givven
accordinng to literaturee data or resultts good practicce.
In this paper, the evaaluation criteriia is selected in
compliaance with assessment of stakeholders annd
manufaccturers of recyycling equipmeent. The existinng
uncertaiinties in the rellative importannce of criteria for
f
assessm
ment of recyccling equipmeent and criterria
values are
a described by linguistic variables whiich
are mod
delled by trianngular fuzzy numbers
n
(TFN
Ns)
(Duboiss and Prade, 19980).
In this paper,
p
all unceertainties are described
d
by fiive
linguistiic variables. T
The domains of
o defined TFN
Ns
are defiined on comm
mon measuremeent scale (Saatty,
1990). The fuzzy aassessment is performed by
b
decisionn makers and the determination of criterria
weights is based on method of comparing
c
fuzzzy

Abstract. The
T aim of thiss study is to prropose a new
fuzzy multti-criteria moddel to evalua
ate recycling
equipment with respecct to numero
ous criteria,
simultaneoously, taking innto account thee type of each
criteria andd its relative importance.
i
Thhe all existing
uncertaintiies into the criteria
c
weighhts and their
values aree described by pre-defined linguistic
expressionss which are moodelled by fuzzzy sets theory.
Fuzzy asssessments of the criteria weights are
performed in direct wayy. Determiningg the criteria
hod for comparison of fuzzy
weights is based on meth
T rank of poossible recyclin
ng equipment
numbers. The
is obtained
d by applyingg modified Fuzzy COPRAS
(Complex Proportional
P
Assessment
A
off alternatives)
technique. The proposeed model is illustrated
i
by
example with
w
real-life data come from
f
reverse
supply chaain existing in
n the Republicc Serbia. The
presented solution provvides base foor successful
improvemeent of reverse supply chain maanagement.
Key wordss: recycling eqquipment, fuzzzy sets, fuzzy
COPRAS, rank,
r
degree off belief.
DUCTION
1. INTROD
During thhe last few decades, man
nagement of
sustainablee development is getting a loot of attention
in variety of disciplinees. There are numbers of
different engineering,
e
bu
usiness, enviroonmental and
social factoors which impaact sustainablee development
(Ziout et al.,
a 2014). By respecting
r
the results of the
good practtice in developped countries, it
i can be said
that the sollving of reversee logistic problems can lead
to reducing
g the consum
mption of naturral resources,
reducing waste and increasing environmental
e
protection. As a positive consequence, this may lead
to increasing effectiveneess of many inndustries and
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numbers (Bass, and Kwakernaak, (1977); Dubois
and Prade, (1980). The ranking of recycling
equipment is based on modified COPRAS method.
The paper is organized in the following way. The
proposed model and the proposed Algorithm are
presented in Section 2. In Section 3, the proposed
model is illustrated by an example with a real-life
data. Conclusion is set in Section 4.

~

Step 1. The weight of each criteria k, k=1,..,K , k
as well as the value of criterion k for each type of
~

recycling equipment i, i=1,.,,I,  ik is assessed by
decision makers which use one of five pre-defined
linguistic expressions.
~

Step 2. The degree of belief that a fuzzy number k
is

2. METHODOLOGY
The selection of recycling equipment is a problem
that can be set as a multi-criteria decision making
task. Criteria for assessing recycling equipment are
formally presented as set   1,..., k ,.., K . The total

~

sub

sets,

so
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min

set of benefit

k ' , k 1,.., K ; k '  k

criteria which are employed for assessment of

~ 
~
Bel  k '  k 



Weights vector is set as:

recycling equipment and K ' is the total number of
benefit criteria. Also, let the sub set



~

1 ,...,  k ,...,  K , (Bass, and Kwakernaak, 1977) is
determined:

number of criteria is denoted as K and k, k=1,..,K is
index of criteria. As it is known, criteria can be
benefit and cost type. Hence, set  is composed of
two

bigger


 ~  
 ~  
 ~ 
Wp    Bel  1  ,...,  Bel   k  ,...,  Bel   K   

  
  

  




 ''  K '  1,..., k ,.., K represent set of cost criteria.

The normalized weights vector is:
w1, ..., w k , ..., w K 

the number and type of criteria is determined by the
decision makers in compliance with their knowledge
and evidence data. The total number of different
recycling equipment is denoted as I. The set of
recycling equipment which is treated is
  1,..., i,.., I and i, i=1,..,I is index of recycling

is nonfuzzy number (Isiklar G. and Büyüközkan,
2007; Paksoy, 2012).
Step 3. Fuzzy rating of each type of recycling
equipment

equipment. The assessment of criteria weight is
based on subjective opinion of decision makers.
They articulate their opinions by using pre-defined
linguistic expressions which are modelled by
triangular fuzzy numbers (TFNs). The domains of
these TFNs are defined on the common
measurement scale (Saaty, 1990) in the following
way:
very low (VL) - x;1, 1, 5.5 , low (L) - x; 1, 3, 7 ,



~

 ik  lik , mik , u ik

i,



,

i=1,..,I,

are

normalized by using the linear normalization
procedure (LIT):
~
m
u 
l
rik   ik* , *ik , ik*  where u *  max u ik 
i 1,..,i
u
u 
u
Step 4. The weighted normalized fuzzy decision

 ~ 
matrix d ik 
, whose elements are calculated
  IxK
according to fuzzy algebra rules (Dubois and Prade,
1980), is calculated as:

moderate (M) - x;1.5, 5, 8.5 , high (H) - x; 5, 7, 9 ,

and very high (VH) - x; 4.5, 9,9 .

~

~

d ik  w k  r ik

It may be assumed that the decision makers form
decision by consensus. The assessment of criteria
weights and criteria values on the level of each type
of recycling equipment is performed by decision
makers who perform their decision in direct manner.

Step 5. The aggregated value of alternative i, i=1,..,I
with respect to all benebit criteria by using fuzzy
algebra rules (Dubois and Prade, 1980) is
~

determined as: Pi 

K'

w

~

k

 r ik

k 1

The proposed Algorithm
The proposed Algorithm is realized through the
following steps:

Step 6. The aggregated value of alternative i, i=1,..,I
with respect to all cost criteria by using fuzzy
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The treated equipment is: mobile press (i=1), oil
recycling device (i=2), the shredder for cables (i=3).
Fuzzy rating of the relative importance of evaluation
criteria (Table 1) are: M, VH, H, VL, L, and H,
respectively (Step 1 of the proposed Algorithm).
Table 1 - Fuzzy rating of the relative importance of

algebra rules (Dubois and Prade, 1980) is calculated
as:
K

~

~

 w k  r ik

Ri 

k  K ' 1

Step 7. The relative value of each type of recycling
equipment i, i=1,..,I is determined as:
I

~

R

~

Qi  Pi 

evaluation criteria

~

i

i=1
i=2
i=3

i 1

~

Ri

I


i 1

1
~

Ri
According to fuzzy algebra rules (Dubois and Prade,
1980) the obtained value is not TFN. In the same
~

be described as TFN (Dubois and Prade, (1980))
with enough preciseness.

K=3
M
L
M

K=4
L
L
L

K=5
H
M
L

K=6
VL
M
VH

The normalized weights vector is:
0.025, 0.115, 0.196, 0.272, 0.392 

~

Step 8. The maximum relative value Q max is

The weighted normalized fuzzy decision matrix is
presented in Table 2 (Step 3 to Step 4 of the
proposed Algorithm).
Table 2 - The weighted normalized fuzzy decision
matrix
k=1 max
k=2 max
(0.022,0.065,0.152)
(0.044,0.131,0.305)
i=1
(0.044,0.065,0.218)
i=2 (0.033,0.109,0.185)
(0.044,0.065,0.218)
i=3 (0.109,0.152,0.196)
k=3 max
k=4 max
(0.003,0.008,0.019)
i=1 (0.045,0.151,0.257)
(0.003,0.008,0.019)
i=2 (0.030,0.091,0.212)
(0.045,0.151,0.257)
(0.003,0.008,0.019)
i=3
k=5 max
k=6 min

determined by using the method for comparison
fuzzy numbers (Dubois and Prade, (1980).
Step 9. The degree of efficiency of each type of
recycling equipment is calculated:
i 

K=2
L
VL
VL

By using the proposed Algorithm (Step 2 to Step 3 ),
the weights vector is calculated and it can be
presented as:
Wp  0.062, 0.294, 0.500, 0.692,1

time, an assumption that the value Q i , i  1,.., I may

~

K=1
L
M
H

~

Qi
~

Q max

The degree of belief that one type of recycling
equipment is better than the rest with respects to
treated
criteria
is
calculated
~

Bel  Q i '  Q i , i, i '  1,.., I; i  i ' according to


procedure which is proposed in Bass, and
Kwakernaak, (1977) and Dubois and Prade, (1980).
Step 10. The rank of treated types of recycling
equipment is determined according to the rank of
~

(0.064,0.089,0.115)

(0.054,0.181,0.272)

(0.019,0.064,0.109)

(0.032,0.054,0.181)

(0.013,0.038,0.089)

(0.030,0.030,0.061)

The aggregated value of recycling equipment i,
i=1,..,I with respect to all benefit criteria (Step 5 of
the proposed Algorithm) is determined. The
developed procedure is illustrated by example:

TFNs,  i , i  1,.., I .
Step 11. The decision about the selection of
recycling equipment is performed by management
team of recycling centre by respecting the obtained
rank as well as calculated degrees of belief.

~

P1  0.178 ,0.444 ,0.848 
~

~

P2  (0.129, 0.337, 0.819) P3  (0.214, 0.414, 0.886)

3. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
The wide literature review has included the
guidelines suggested by different recycling
equipment manufacturers (Marathon, WESSCO and
Caterpillar) and relevant surveys so chosen set of
criteria is: Size of Waste (k=1), Recyclables (k=2),
Safety Standards (different) (k=3), Power Source
(different) (k=4), Convenience (k=5), Available
Space (different) (k=6).

The aggregated value of recycling equioment i,
i=1,..,I with respect to all cost criteria are (Step 6 of
the proposed Algorithm):
~

R 1  0.054,0.18 1,0.272 
~

R 3  (0.030,0.0 30,0.061)
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~

R 2  (0.032,0.0 54,0.181)

The future research should include testing of the
model in different recycling centers and comparative
analysis of obtained results so the proposed model
could be verified.

The relative value of the each recycling equipment i,
i=1,..,I is calculated by using the proposed procedure
(Step 7 of the proposed Algorithm):
~

~

Q 1  0 .189 ,1 .444 , 2 .218  Q 2  0.135, 0.391,1.843
~

Q 3  0.229, 0.444,1.010 
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The greatest relative value of recycling equipment
~

Q max is obtained by using the proposed Algorithm
~

~

(Step 8), so that: Q max  Q1
By using the proposed Algorithm (Step 9 to Step
11), the value of efficiency coefficient, degrees of
belief and rank of the considered recycling
equipment are given and presented in Table 3.
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Table 3 - Efficiency coefficient, degree of belief and
rank
~
Degree
of Rank
i
belief
i=1 (0.085,1.00,11.735) 1
1
i=2 (0.061,
0.271, 0.929
2
9.751)
i=3 (0.103,0.307,5.344) 0.884
3
On the basis of the obtained results it can be clearly
concluded that the most suitable type of equipment
is mobile press (i=1). At the second place in rank,
there is oil recycling device (i=2). At the last place
in rank, there is shredder for cables (i=3).
Respecting the calculated value of degrees of belief
measures, it can be said that it is impossible to make
a clear difference which type of recycling equipment
is dominantly better than others. From the
perspective of decision-makers, this result shows
that decision makers should purchase all three
devices simultaneously or evaluate them according
to additional criteria.
4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigates the issue of selection of
appropriate equipment for recycling. This is one of
the most significant issues in the activities of reverse
logistics entities due to complex processes and a
certain level of uncertainty associated with recycling
centers and market demands.
The main contribution of this paper is represents the
ranking of recycling equipment based on modified
COPRAS method.
The main constraints of the proposed model are
associated with the need of expert team and their
relevant knowledge in recycling.
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many programs
p
havve been creaated to suppoort
develop
pment in start-uup business.
Howeveer, an establishhed rule in thhe IT industry is
that therre is no probleem as such, buut every probleem
is a prrecondition foor developmen
nt. One way to
achieve competitivenness in the IT
T market is to
organizee start-up coompanies intoo clusters annd
exchangge experiences,, resources, andd technologies.

Abstract. The
T aim of this paper is to exp
plain a model
for evaluatting project su
uccess of startu
up companies
of ICT secctor that operaates in Republic of Serbia.
Political-ecconomic situaation in Serbiaa states that
large number of startup
p companies struggle
s
with
realization of their projeects mainly du
ue inability to
predict fuuture outcomee. In this paaper authors
propose a different expposure approaach of these
startup coompanies in early stagess of project
conceptuallization from economic/financial aspect of
the uncertaainty in their business. Thee approach is
applicable in variety of industry
i
fields, such as ICT,
recycling and
a services.
Key wordss: Project an
nalysis, projecct realization,
project management,
m
startup comp
mpanies, risk
evaluation,, ICT sector

2. ICT
T SECTOR IN THE REPUBLIC
R
O
OF
SERBIA
A
Accordiing to the strrategy of deveelopment of the
t
informaation society inn the Republicc of Serbia unntil
2020 [1], the ICT sector has been reecognized as the
t
main factor for the im
mpact on econo
omic growth annd
innovatiion, and is among the seven leadinng
initiatives of the econnomic strategyy Europe 202002,
which shows the im
mportance ICT
T plays in the
t
develop
pment of the moodern economy
y.
The dev
velopment of tthe informationn society shouuld
be direccted towards thhe utilization of
o ICT potentiaals
for incrreasing labor efficiency, ecconomic growtth,
higher employment
e
annd improving thhe quality of liife
of all ciitizens of the Republic of Serbia.
S
The sam
me
activitiees undertaken w
with the aim of
o developing the
t
informaation society should be focused
f
on the
t
fulfillmeent of prioritties in the field
f
of hum
man
resourcees developmennt, developmen
nt of startup annd
innovatiive companiees, export annd cross-bordder
outsourccing, etc.

1. INTROD
DUCTION
Start-up as a new businesss concept is th
he subject of a
large num
mber of definiitions, each from
fr
its own
perspectivee and the activiity it deals withh. As a matter
of fact, staart-up is a new
wly founded company
c
with
global am
mbitions and global poteential. It is
interesting that startups are
a dealing witth wide range
of technoloogy developm
ment which is applicable in
different doomains (ICT, recycling,
r
serviices, etc.).
Given the rapid develo
opment of tecchnology, the
informationn technology field
f
is the fastest growing
industry with the greatest potential for employment,
as currentlly IT specialissts cannot meeet demand in
the constanntly growing market.
m
Some startt-up companiees start from the
t idea of a
brand new
w product or service, whille others are
dealing witth well-knownn activities. Tod
day, there are
a large num
mber of sympaathizers of this approach and

OBLEMS OF S
STARTUP CO
OMPANIES IN
I
3. PRO
THE RE
EPUBLIC OF
F SERBIA
Start-upp is a young coompany that develops
d
a whoole
new, innovative prodduct (often bassed on the lateest
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technologies) or service where success is very
uncertain.
The reasons for entering the uncertain business and
entrepreneurship are numerous, among others: loss
of work, desire for its own business, perceiving
business opportunities, improving social status, etc.
[2].
According to the analysis of the Ministry of Finance
and Economy of the Republic of Serbia, the biggest
problem is their financing and this is very important
thing to be looked into while establishing. Namely,
classic firms would take a loan from a bank, based
on some business plan, and this loan would be
approved by the bank only if the very idea is
something that is very traditional and secure. Startup companies are funded by investments that do not
have to return to the investor, and this is the
fundamental difference. In practice, it means that
someone invests such idea even a few hundred
thousand euros (in a developed world, this number
can approach millions), and if the firm fails, this
companies owe nothing to anyone.
In Serbia, the problem is that almost two-thirds of
the startup funds are financed from their own funds,
and half of the lending companies have difficulties
or are late with repayments to cover these loans, also
in the aim of success of startup companies, the
biggest constraints relate to great competition, low
demand and monopoly.

A number of studies have developed “trait models”
and link the success of new firms to personality
characteristics of the entrepreneur, as strong
motivation for example ([4]-[6]). While on the other
side organizational characteristics are another
explanation for differences between successful firms
and failures. The initial organizational setup should
have a strong impact on the sustainability of startups, especially in the initial stages of product
realization or service that this company wants to
provide [7].
Most authors in literature emphasize the importance
of financing and firm size [8-10].
4.1 UNCERTAINTY IN BUSINESS OF START
UPS
According to Western standards, the Serbian startups
as well as IT industry looks very modest. It is
characterized by a large number of micro enterprises
without significant financial strength, insufficient
technological knowledge and managerial experience.
All these factors entail a certain amount of
uncertainty in the business that is of a largely
financial nature.
Uncertainty itself is a natural part of any business
and it is defined as a state of limited knowledge
where it is not possible to know the future outcome.
It represents a lack of predictability and can lead to
both positive and negative outcomes. In other words,
uncertainty does not always lead to risk because
sometimes it is possible to lead to very favorable
opportunities through the company's risks.
But when a risk arises, managing such a risk is a
process for systematic identification, evaluation, and
mitigation in order to improve the likelihood of a
company's success.

4. CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS IN
STARTUP TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS
Critical success factors usually vary from project to
project implemented in such startups because, for
example, a critical factor for the development of
computer software can be qualified staff, and a
critical factor for a project that has team members in
different locations can be communication.
From the perspective of the project management,
Critical Factors of Success (CFS) are characteristics,
conditions or variables that can have a significant
impact on the success of a project that is starting up
in this way for companies.
Literature on success factors of new firms put
forward especially two critical factors success [3]:
human capital of the entrepreneur and the initial
organizational setup of the new firm.
According to them number of variables are used to
explain the impact of human capital of the
entrepreneur (motivation and entrepreneurial
orientation, general human capital, working
experience, preparation and pre-founding activities).

4.2 EXPOSURE OF PROJECT REALIZATION
In the scope of technology development, any
product or service that the startup potentially wants
to provide is a project for itself. Simply speaking,
the project may be seen as a combination of human
and material resources used over a limited period of
time to meet the set goals. All executing projects are
susceptible to factors that may lead to uncertainty
and, therefore, to potential risks. Therefore, their
impact must be monitored, analyzed, documented
and controlled.
In this area of management, a procedural approach is
defined by standards such as BS 6079-2: 2000, BS
6079-3 [11],[12]. This standard describes the risk
management process as the basis for any
organization, regardless of size or sector of activity.
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BS 6079-3 defines good practice for the above: risk
identification, risk analysis, assessment and control.
It consists of 7 risk groups, among which there is a
group of risks that are related to economic and
financial factors that represent the most critical link
in the startup business in the Republic of Serbia.
These economic and financial factors are shown in
Annex E of this standard and are as follows:
 Exchange rate fluctuation
 Interest rate instability
 Inflation
 Shortage of working capital
 Failure to meet revenue targets
In the implementation of the project it goes through
many phases. Each phase is separate from the
previous one and has its own defined goals, but very
often they are overlapping depending on the type of
project. This undoubtedly derives from the
complexity of the realization, and the management
process gets on its complexity, while the possibility
of the occurrence of uncertainty exponentially
increases. According to the PMI PMBOK (Project
Management Institute - Project Management Body
of Knowledge) [13] project management model,
there are five phases:
 Project conception and initiation
 Project definition and planning
 Project launch or execution
 Project performance and control
 Project closure
Each of these risk factors affects the implementation
of the project through each of these phases, but
practice has shown that the early concept and
initiation of the project is the most critical for the
realization of projects in companies of this size for
the simple reason that there is no economic stability
of the company itself in these early stages of
realization.

which means that for a value of 0 there is no
likelihood that the risk will occur while the value 1
assumes that the risk is definitely going on);
–
(Risk impact) represents the overall risk impact (this
value also varies in the scale from 0 to 1, which
means that the risk does not have an impact on the
project, while value 1 represents the indicator of the
greatest impact of the risk on the project).
It is important to note that the overall risk exposure
is also obtained on a scale of 0 and 1. Value 0 means
that the risk is not critical at all and should not be
managed, while 1 means that the risk is very critical.
The problem lies in the fact that project exposure to
risks can be viewed in a different way because there
are many more factors that influence the risks
themselves in relation to the likelihood of risk
occurrence and its impact.
In the observed problem, there are many inaccurate
and uncertain data values that are related to the
mentioned elements. Bearing this in mind, it seems
to be more realistic to use linguistic variables [14]
instead of precise values for describing the problem.
These uncertainties were modeled using the theory
of the fuzzy of sets [15]. The fuzzy-set theory is a
suitable mathematical tool whose application makes
it possible to quantify easily the introduction of
linguistic expressions [14].
The simplest form of this approach and also the most
used form in the modeling of uncertainties that exist
in the management of problems is triangular.
The scale of linguistic expressions for the
assessment of exposure of risk in this problem looks
like this: Very small exposure - an estimate
0, 0, 0.25 ; Small exposure - estimate
0.1, 0.3, 0.5 ; Medium exposure - estimate
0.3, 0.5, 0.7 ; High exposure - estimate
0.5, 0.7, 0.9 ; Very high exposure - estimate
0.75, 1, 1
The assessment of the exposure of these risks to
each phase is assessed linguistically and this
assessment is provided by an external expert team
since startup companies do not have enough
experience to provide estimates of these factors. An
external expert team give their grades by using
linguistic expressions rather than precise numbers
because this approach is closer to the human way of
thinking, and then with such estimates are inputs of
the mathematical model:
Step 1. The fuzzy evaluation of each phase of the
project, f = 1, ..., F at the level of each risk, r = 1, ...,
R is obtained from each member of the management
team, k = 1, ..., K,

5. MODEL OF RISK EXPOSURE
Exposure to risk by definition is the quantified
potential for loss of business.
It is usually calculated by multiplying the probability
of an incident that occurs. This factor is one of the
most important risk assessment metrics.
In the literature, according to many authors, the
company's exposure to risks is calculated as follows:
∗
In the given equation: RE - (Risk exposure) is
defined as the total exposure of a company to a risk;
– (Risk probability) the likelihood of risk
occurrence (represents a number on a scale of 0 to 1,
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Step 3. Th
he maximizatioon of the obtaiined values is
respected in
i accordance with the ruless of the fuzzy
TOPSIS method
m
for eacch phase of thhe project to
determine the highest imapct of ecconomic and
financial grroup of risks.
Subsequenttly, in the finnal Step 4, raanking of the
most criticaal phases for th
his type of pottential risks is
performed to obtain visu
ual representattion from the
highest to the
t lowest impactfull phase (F
Figure 1).

Figu
ure 1. Ranking
g of the project phases
6. CONCL
LUSION
The main contribution of
o this approaach represents
m
precise analysis of the
the fact thaat it enable a more
of the project idea of thee start-up com
mpany while it
ype of business. The startup
strives to enter into this ty
dict the stage in which the
manager can easily pred
plementation
w
will
have the grreatest impact
project imp
from the asspect of financiing and more easily
e
allocate
its resourcces in order too preclude or alleviate the
problems liisted in this papper.
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S
are designed to
t operate in
Abstract. Superalloys
demandingg condition, at
a high tempperature and
pressure and in harrsh environm
ment, making
requiremennts for designin
ng parts of thesse alloys very
strict with tolerances neear zero. Thatt’s why laser
processingg of materials emerged
e
as veery promising
technique. However, for the best resu
ults there is a
need for thhe optimizationn of the param
meters. In this
work the im
mportance of modelling
m
andd optimization
of laser processing
p
parrameters is exxplained and
discussed in two laser machining of nickel based
superalloy Nimonic 263.
Key words:: superalloy, laaser, optimizattion, drilling,
cutting.

employeed to model the relationsship between a
synthetiic process perfformance meassure and proceess
parametters, presentingg an objectivee function forr a
genetic algorithm (GA
A) [3, 4].
To moddel and optimise the second exxperiment - lasser
cutting processing parrameters PSO (particle swarrm
optimisaation) is used and benchmarrked with SA in
terms of
o the quality of an optim
mal solution, the
t
algorithm
m robustness i.e. the effecct of algorithm
m's
own parrameters on thhe quality of a final solutioon,
and thee speed of cconvergence [55-8]. The moost
importannt PSO alggorithm’s paraameters (initial
populatiion, populatioon size, inerttia weight annd
learning
g factors) weree studied in deetail in terms of
their efffect on the finaal solution.

1. INTROD
DUCTION
In this papper different methods
m
of opptimisation of
processing parameters arre applied to different
d
types
g of nickel based superalloy
of laser beam processing
Nimonic 263. Nimonic 263
2 is an alloyy designed to
operate at elevated temperature and prressure and in
i suitable forr responsible
harsh enviironment. It is
parts of machines,
m
aerop
planes etc. [1]. Laser beam
processing is promising technique to obtain defect
free parts for
f high deman
nding performaance and with
tolerance near
n
zero [2]. That is thee reason that
optimisatioon of processiing parameterss has a great
role and siggnificance. In this
t paper the importance
i
of
optimisatioon of laser beam
m processing parameters
p
for
various maaterial processiing is discusseed. This paper
consists off two experimeents optimisedd by different
approachess. The first, laaser drilling process,
p
have
been opttimised usin
ng artificial intelligence
techniques. An artificial neural network
k (ANN) was

2. MET
THODOLOGY
Y
The ch
hemical compoosition of thee Nimonic 263
sampless is: C - 0.06%
%, Si - 0.3%, Ti
T - 2.2%, All –
0.5%, Co
C – 20%, Cr – 20% , Mn – 0.5%,
0
Cu – 0.1%
%,
Fe – 0..5%, Mo – 5.9%, Ni – baalance, and theeir
dimensiions were 150xx150x1.2.
The firsst part of expeeriment – laseer drilling - was
w
conductted using a puulsed Nd3+: YAG
Y
laser tyype
HTS Mobile
M
LS-P160 (OR Laser) to produce the
t
holes in
i nickel-baseed superalloyy Nimonic 263
sheets.
Two-proocess input pparameters weere selected annd
their eff
ffects on qualitty characteristtics of the holles
were stuudied. The seleected parameteers considered as
control factors for the experim
ment are: pullse
frequenccy (f) and pulse duration (t).
Pulse ennergy was 64 J, the averagee power 128 W,
W
focal len
ngth 50 mm, aand no assistinng gas was useed.
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experim
ment enabled providing en
nough data for
f
neural networks thaat are used for
f
the proceess
modellinng.
The prroposed ANN
N- and GA-b
based approaach
searchess for the gllobal optimal solution in a
continuaal space. H
However, foor a practiccal
applicattion, the adoptted optimal paarameter settinngs
are: f=7 and t=0.5.
The testing run was performed usiing the obtainned
t
optimal process paraameter values, confirming the
o the experimeental analysis. Figure 1a show
ws
results of
the entrry-side hole ddrilled before optimisation by
b
process parameters: ppulse frequenccy f = 9Hz annd
uration t = 1.8 ms,
m and Fig. 1b
b shows the hoole
pulse du
drilled by
b the optimised process parameters: pullse
frequenccy f=7 Hz andd pulse duratioon t=0.5 ms. The
T
laser pu
ulse energy wass 64 J. It couldd be seen that the
t
hole drilled using optiimal process parameters show
ws
better geometrical
g
ccharacteristics than the hoole
drilled using
u
initial proocess parameteer values.

The alertted drilling parameters were: pulse
frequency (5, 7, and 9 Hz)
H and pulse duration
d
(0.5,
0.7, 1.0, 1..2, and 1.8 mss) and they weere combined.
The focus position
p
was siituated just bellow surface of
material.
Quality of the consideredd laser drilling process
p
refers
to the quaality characterristics of the holes. Seven
quality ch
haracteristics of
o the laser-drilled holes
considered as responses in
i the experim
ment are: entry
side hole diameter, exit
e
side hoole diameter,
circularity of entry side hole,
h
circularitty of exit side
hole, aspecct ratio, taper and spatter. The
T response
type of enntry side holee diameter is NTB, i.e. to
achieve noominal value 420
4 µm; respo
onses of exit
side hole diameter,
d
circularity of entry and exit side
hole and asspect ratio are of the larger-thhe better-type
(LTB) andd responses of taper and spatter
s
are of
smallest-thhe better – type (STB).
Superalloy Nimonic 263 sheets, thickn
ness of 2mm,
are cut by Bystronic lasser, (2000), BY
YSTAR 3015
CNC Laserr cutting machiine.
The laser with
w followingg characteristics is used to
perform the laser cutting
g process: laserr beam power
2800 kW, circular polariisation, velocitty up to 6000
p
frequenncy up to 25500 Hz. The
mm/min, pulse
pressure off assisted gas Nitrogen
N
is up to
t 20 bar.
The proceess parameterss considered as a control
factors in this experim
ment are: gaas (Nitrogen)
f
position, laser power,, and cutting
pressure, focus
speed. As explained abov
ve, four process parameters
were varieed on three levels in thee experiment.
Therefore, the experimeent was designned using an
orthogonal matrix L9. In
I order to coollect enough
data to peerform accurate process modelling using
ANNs ninee trials from L9
L were repeateed two times,
so in total 18 experimen
ntal trials werre conducted.
The response types forr the kerf deeviation, kerf
tapper, grate, roughness, root mean squuare and peak
i small the better
b
(STB); while
w
for the
to valley is
microhardnness response type is larger – the- better
(LTB).
c
of a treeated material
The resultinng structural changes
are determ
mined by optical microscoope, scanning
electron miicroscopy (SEM
M) model JEO
OL JSM-5800.
Elemental analysis of the surface was
w done by
energy-disppersive spectrooscopy (EDS). Also, surface
morphologgy changes off the irradiatedd areas were
analysed byy Zygo NewViiew 7100 opticcal profiler.

a

Figure 1.
1 Entry side hoole drilled a) by
b non-optimissed
parametters; b) by optim
mised parametters (SEM).
c
be noticced
Analysinng the obtaineed results, it could
the folloowing: The cirrcularity of thee entry side hoole
obtainedd by optimisedd parameters is very close to
one, i.e.. to perfect, it’’s value is 0.9
97, making it the
t
second best of all hooles drilled in this experimennt.
The exitt side circulariity is, also, verry precise and its
value is 0.94, the secoond best of all holes. The enttry
side diaameter is 407.993µm, percenttage deviation of
nominall value (410 µm) is 0.5% onnly. In two casses

SSION
3. DISCUS
The laser drilling
d
experim
ment was desiggned on a full
factorial baasis. The factoor f was variedd on three and
the factor t on five leevels. Using full factorial
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only the entry side diameter is closer to nominal
value. Spatter area is also small. It could be noticed
that there is no characteristic that is the best, i.e. that
the analysed characteristic is the closest to the
required value, but all together, overall, make the
hole with the best geometrical and metallurgical
characteristics.
Comparing to the characteristics of the other holes,
the hole drilled by optimised parameters has value of
diameter up to 5.52% closer to the nominal, value of
the circularity up to 13% closer to the one. The
amount of spatter around the holes drilled by the
non-optimised parameters in this experiment is up to
125% greater than the amount of spatter around the
optimised hole.
Taking in account the above mentioned
considerations, the laser drilling process gave
satisfactory results. The spatter can be subsequently
removed by light polishing using a coarse emery
paper. From the above discussion, it can be
concluded that the application of the proposed
strategy was successful for the design of a robust
Nd:YAG laser drilling process of Ni-based
superalloy, with respect to the specific requirements
for seven quality characteristics of the drilled holes.
In the second experiment, Np = 14 bar; f = 0.5 mm
in front of the material; P = 2034 kW; v = 4000
mm/min was adopted as the optimal setting of the
laser cutting parameters in processing Nimonic 263
sheets. The PSO algorithm with the fastest
convergence is adopted as the best one. The
confirmation run was performed using the optimal
solution, and the microstructural characterisation of
the cut has been performed. These findings were
compared with the cut microstructure characteristics
obtained by the non-optimised laser cutting
parameters.
Figures 2a and 2b present the surfaces taken by
optical microscope after laser cutting process before
and after optimisation, respectively.

b

b

Figure 2b. Surface of laser cut obtained by optimal
parameters. Taken by optical microscope.
Figure 2a shows the microstructure obtained by nonoptimised parameters: Np = 8 bar; f = on the bottom
of a material; P = 2100 kW; v = 4000 mm/min. It
can be noticed that flow pattern of striation has two
different zones. From the top of the cut edge to
approximately 1.6 mm penetration depth, cutting
zone is smother and striations are straight and
parallel. At the second zone, the striations become
irregular, non-parallel, with no clear direction.
Figure 2b shows the structure after the optimisation.
It is noticeable that striations are almost parallel, and
straight along the whole cutting area. Almost no
dross or adhered material was observed.
The optimised parameters of laser cutting process
provided uniform structure with narrow and edge
parallel kerf, similarity in processing geometry, high
edge quality and minimum waste of material.
The optimised parameters provided up to 50% lower
kerf deviation and kerf taper compared to the kerf
deviations and tapers obtained in this experiment by
the others non-optimised parameters. Kerf deviation
obtained by optimised parameters is second lowest
deviation obtained in this experiment, while kerf
taper on third place. The optimised parameters
provided the best results for the average roughness,
i.e. the lowest average roughness and root mean
square in this experiment. The obtained results for
average roughness and root mean square, compared
to the other results, reaching up to 62% of the
roughness and root mean square of the cuts obtained
by non-optimised parameters. The grate (G) has
occurred, neither beneath the treated area nor
anywhere around the area. Hence, the observed
responses are significantly improved by using the
optimise laser cutting parameters, some of them
(kerf deviation) improved even for 200%, as it can
be seen comparing results with the experimental
results.

a

Figures 2a. Surface of laser cut obtained by nonoptimal parameters;
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cut area and microstructure. The microstructure is
more uniform compared to the cut obtained by a
non-optimised
laser
beam.
The
surface
characteristics of optimised holes are outperformed
the surface characteristics of non-optimised up to
200%.
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b
Figure 3. Micrograph of laser cut surface obtained a)
by nonoptimal parameters; b) by optimal parameters.
SEM. The bars in upper left corners denote 20 µm.
Figure 3a presents the microstructure obtained by
the non-optimised laser cutting parameters. From the
micrograph in Figure 3a a few microcracks and a
few unwanted phases are noticed. The grain
boundaries started to segregate. This structure is
suitable for local stress concentration, and
consequently for the cracks initiation. Figure 3b
shows the cut surface after optimisation. The cut
surface is homogeneous, there are no microcracks
and the cut face is smooth. In both, Figures 3a and
3b the twinned grains are noticed, due to the laser
interaction on the material.
The implementation of the proposed PSO-based
methodology shows very good results in optimising
laser cutting of Nimonic 263 alloy sheets.
4. CONCLUSION
In the present research, laser drilling and laser
cutting of Ni based superalloy Nimonic 263 sheets
and has been performed.
The laser drilling parameters are optimised by an
advanced design strategy to determine the optimal
combination
of
process
parameters
to
simultaneously meet the specification of seven
quality characteristics of the drilled holes. The
achieved results have proved satisfactory. The holes
drilled by optimised parameters have good
geometrical hole characteristics and favourable
microstructural changes.
The laser cutting process parameters is optimised by
PSO-based methodology. Appling this methodology
significantly improves the quality of Nimonic 263
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workingg norm and woorking procedu
ures, insufficieent
training of the operatoor, non-compliiance of machiine
with reequirements of standards and techniccal
conditio
ons, inadequatee maintenancee of the machiine
and ab
bsence of regular insppection. Safeety
managem
ment of the machine is a very compllex
process and therefore requires the application
a
of an
ment model. Thhis model starrts
appropriate managem
from deesigning a safee workstation on the machinne,
and successively, invoolves the purchhasing of a "saafe
t
machinee", i.e. a maachine that conforms to the
requirem
ments of thhe standards and techniccal
conditio
ons, then instaalls the machiine in a mannner
that enaables its safe operation, coontrol tests annd
inspections prior to thhe use of the machine,
m
the riisk
ment on the machine, the application of
assessm
preventiive measures and the safetyy training of the
t
workerss as a result of risk
r assessmen
nt.
Risk asssessment is thhe systematic evidention annd
assessm
ment of all factoors in the workk process that ccan
cause in
njuries at workk, illness or daamage to healtth,
and deetermine the possibilities,, or ways of
preventiing, eliminatinng or reducinng the risk [44].
Based on
o this definitioon, risk assessm
ment requires the
t
analysiss and assessmeent of all relevvant factors thhat
can cauuse injury, w
while on the other
o
hand, the
t
methodss most commoonly used for risk assessmeent
do not, in practice, givve this possibiility, but proviide
a unsaatisfying estim
mate that is based on the
t
probabillity and frequuency of even
nts. There are a
number of published and applied risk assessmeent
methodss in workplacees such as the AUVA method
(Allgem
meine Unfallverrsicherusanstallt), the "5 Stepps"
method,, the Singaporee model, and are all relativeely
easy to
o apply. Eachh of these methods
m
has its
advantages and disaddvantages [5].. The KINNE
EY
method is the most commonly used
u
method in
practicee because it is simple and gives
g
a result by
b
which thhe level of riskk is immediateely detected. The
T
KINNEY
Y method incrreases risk (R) through 5 leveels
[5]. KIN
NNEY method [8] is simple and
a gives a resuult

Abstract: Risk assessm
ment for woorkplaces on
machines is very impportant processs in safety
management with the machines, which
w
are a
common source
s
of inju
uries at work
rk. The most
commonly used methods for
f risk assesssment provide
fast, but no
ot so precise asssessment resu
ults, while not
consideringg all parameteers. In searchhing for more
comprehennsive and releevant risk asseessment often
used, and guided
g
by the complexity
c
of the
t process of
risk assesssment, in thiis work is presented
p
the
possibility of creating fu
uzzy logic conttroller, which
provides ou
utput risk valuue. Fuzzy logicc controller is
created by the parameterrs which are defined
d
by the
experts. Foor the creating of the fuzzy vaariables, their
values, the membership functions,
f
and for
f definition
IF-THEN rules, is usedd expert’s knowledge and
experience in the field of
o occupationaal safety and
health at work.
w
Keywords: fuzzy logic, risk
r
assessmen
nt, fuzzy logic
s
and health at work.
controller, occupational safety
DUCTION
1. INTROD
The daily routine
r
in manny enterprises is
i determined
by machines and machinnery. The work
kers with and
at the cerrtain machinees mustn't suuffer from a
physical damage
d
health.. Because of this fact the
European Union
U
(EU) made
m
a system
mic preventive
security concept for mach
hinery which iss contained in
C. (RISK IN
the Machiinery Directivve 2006/42/EC
EU). [7] As
A an integral part of the work
w
process,
employers are in obligatioon by national legislation to
w
riskks in order to
systematicaally manage workplace
prevent the injuries of workers and to avoid the
multiple deetrimental effeects that each injury carries
with them
m. Working equipment
e
annd especially
machines are
a very frequuent source off serious and
even fatal injuries
i
at work
k, and as such are always in
the focus of
o occupational safety and heealth at work.
The most common
c
reason
ns for injuries to
t workers on
the machin
nes are defecttive or outdatted machines,
negligence of the operrator or disreegard of the
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where the level of risk is immediately noticed, but in
the method it self encounters the problem of
imprecision in determining the level of risk, due to
the probability of two categories that are not clearly
delimited. Such a rough estimation level is
acceptable only for a quick and general risk
assessment. Also, in mathematical terms, it is
difficult to estimate the error here because the scale
of values 0 - 10 is not constructed on equal parts. In
addition, the likelihood that an injury or illness will
occur is in this method unequal discretized to only 7
values with very imprecise boundaries. [8] In
searching for opportunities with more precise and
better quality risk assessment than those offered by
common used methods, which could include the
possibility of evaluating more relevant parameters,
the possibility of applying fuzzy logic in risk
assessment for workplaces on machines has been
recognized, which is described in this paper.

phenomenon, problem, or system using the different
values of variables. In complex systems, it is
recognized that the more complexity of the system
increases, the ability to describe its behavior is
reduced. [10] Fuzzy logic controllers (FLCs) are
used in the following cases:
 the object or management problem is non-linear,
 there are structural or non-structural uncertainties,
 the mathematical model of an object is not known
or is variable,
 the management object is very complex.
Unlike the binary logic that requires precise
formulations such as true/false, it is/is not, black/
white, exists/does not exist, fuzzy logic gives a
wider possibility in the inaccuracy of interpretation
of concepts that are much more susceptible to the
human brain and are more close to human
understanding. Fuzzy logic is a concept that extends
binary logic. For example, a person does not have to
describe himself as being exclusively high or low.
The membership of a fuzzy set is determined by
several values of linguistic variables such as, for
example, very low, low, medium high, high and
extremely high. The theory of fuzzy sets as a term
introduces a membership function that determines
how much a particular element meets the
requirement of belonging to a particular set. In the
binary logic, this element has a value of 0 or 1, i.e.
belongs or does not belong to the set. In fuzzy sets,
the element can belong to a set at any value between
0 and 1. [9].
In creating the fuzzy logic controller for risk
assessment on machines, a Fuzzy logic designer in
Matlab can be used. The inference fuzzy system,
Mamdani type, uses the min function as the
implication, and the method is compatible with the
"cutoff" method, see Figure 1.

2. METHODOLOGY
Risk assessment is the basis for deciding what
preventive measures need to be applied in order to
eliminate or minimize the risk on workplace.
Sometimes risk assessment has to be done
immediately, on the spot, sometimes more times a
day, if it’s needed. Risk assessment is carried out by
competent and professionally qualified persons who
possess specialized professional knowledge and
skills, who are considered experts for this particular
field. Expert services are not always quick and
available at the right time, and require substation
financial investment. [10] Also, certain criteria that
are relevant to risk assessment on a single machine
are not relevant to the other, and the assessment
process is considered to be very complex. It can also
happen that risk assessors have difficulty in
subjective consideration of input elements in the
assessment, as well as in the interpretation of the
collected facts and knowledge, which diminishes the
quality of the assessment. The ability of the software
to reliably assess the risk by pre-determining the
input elements and creating rules that will control
the conclusion, which is determined by the expert (in
this case, the expert in the field of occupational
safety and health at work) has been recognized as
significant quality in risk assessment, cost savings
estimation and availability of a software solution.
Artificial intelligence is a field of computing
designed to create intelligent simulation software
(they can conclude, provide answers to complex
questions, make decisions, perform certain
operations, simulate human thinking and knowledge,
etc.). Expert system is a type of artificial intelligence
- software that simulates the knowledge and
experience of experts and solve a certain problem
for the expert. Fuzzy logic was presented for the first
time by Lotfi Zadeh in 1965 and at that time it
gained a lot of attention. [9] This concept has
enabled the application of knowledge of a

Figure 1: Fuzzy Logic Designer – Rule Viewer
Creation of the Mamdani type of the fuzzy logical
controller includes the following steps:
1. Definition of input fuzzy variables (this implies
the identification of input values, their number
and linguistic terms, as well as ranges).
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2. Definition of the output fuzzy variable (this
implies the identification of the output, linguistic
terms and range. Usually, there is one output).
3. Definition of membership functions for each input
and output value.
4. Definition of the fuzzy of IF-THEN rules.
5. Selection of the implementation method of the
fuzzy logic operators and defuzzyfication
method.

level of illumination at the workplace. Which and
how many variables will be defined, are determined
by experts. The Level of risk [%] was formed as the
output element. The membership function must be
specified for each linguistic value of the fuzzy
variable. The linguistic values of the fuzzy controller
are defined by the triangular membership function:
,

,0

First, the input fuzzy of the variable that must be
Mamdani FLC uses multiple rules, meaning that in
measurable are formed. For example, this may be
addition to n facts, there are m rules.
the number of injuries on the machine in the
previous 3 years, or the noise of the machine, or the
premise 1:
x1 is A01 , ... , xn is A0n
premise 2:
If (x1 is A11) and ... and (xn is An1) Then (y is B1)
...
premise m+1: If (x1 is A1m) and ... and (xn is Anm) Then (y is Bm)
conclusion:
y is B0
The final conclusion B0 derived from the m rules is
In the following example is shown the functioning
calculated as follows:
of FLC which contains 6 input fuzzy variables and
one output fuzzy variable – risk assessment. The
input fuzzy variables are: frequency of
hazard/harmful exposure, possible consequences duration of sick leave because of injury/disease,
Functioning of Mamdani FLC can be described by
frequency of previous injuries, application of
the following steps:
preventive measures on the machine, compliance of
1. Input fuzzyfication;
machine with requirements of standards and
2. Applying Fuzzy logic operator, inference
technical conditions and working overtime on the
conclusion for every rule by Mamdani
machine. Changes in the values of the input
implication;
variables have a different effect on the outcome of
3. Output aggregation, forming a summary
the risk. Examples are given in Table 1:
conclusion;
4. Defuzzyfication.
Table1: FLC inputs
n.o
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

FREQUENCY
OF
EXPOSURE
0
49.79
95.74
95.74
195.3
360
195.3
360

CONSEQUENCES

FREQUENCY
OF INJURIES

PREVENTIVE

COMPLIANCE

OVERTIME

RISK

0
57.45
164.7
164.7
180
180
340.9
360

0
6.702
12.45
12.45
30
30
27.77
30

100
100
100
0
51.09
51.09
46.74
0

100
100
100
0
100
100
52.13
0

0
13.72
29.04
29.04
30
30
14
30

0
23.5
50
65
50
50
74.5
99.5

(23.5 and 74.5), because of a significant difference
in other values of variables.

2.1 Discussion
Variables preventive and compliance are inversely
proportional to the risk. Other variables are directly
proportional to the risk. The variable frequency of
exposure in the combination of variable values
which are shown under number 5 and 6, did not
affect the level of risk at all, although its values are
significantly different (195.3 and 360). Comparing
the combination of variable values which are shown
under number 2 and 7 can be seen that variable
overtime has values 13.72 and 14 which are similar
values, but the level of risk is significantly different

3. CONCLUSION
By using FLC it make a connections between facts,
which would be hard to see in circumstances with
many data. The application of fuzzy logic in risk
assessment for workplaces on machines would make
it possible to reduce human error when assessing
risk, implementing knowledge and experience of
experts in software, interpreting large amounts of
obscure data, and excluding subjectivity in risk
assessment, thus achieving significant quality in risk
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assessment. [1] Also, there is possibility for creating
different fuzzy logic controllers for each different
machine, which would make possible highlyspecialized risk assessment for workplace on a given
machine.

[6] Kickert W. J. M. and Mamdani E.H., Analysis of
a fuzzy logic controller, Fuzzy, Sets and Systems,
vol. 1, pp. 29_44, 1978.
[7] Lehder, Günter, Risk Assesment-Basic Principle
of Operation of Securer Machines and Machinery in
the European Union, Acta Mechanica Slovaca ,
2013, Vol. 17 Issue 2, p 24-29
[8] Miletic I., Stojanov J., The use of probability in
the process of risk assessment in safety and health at
work, University of Novi Sad, Technical Faculty
"Mihajlo Pupin", Zrenjanin, IV International
Symposium
Engineering
Management
and
Competitiveness 2014 (EMC 2014)
[9] Pamučar D., Application of fuzzy logic and
artificial neural networks in the decision-making
process in the traffic support department, Military
Academy, Belgrade, Military Technical Bulletin
3/10, 2010., p 125-145
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1

perform
mances. Due to that, it is necessary to explooit
addition
nal informationn concerning sttructure betweeen
outputs.. Gaussian conditional random
m fields (GCR
RF)
are a widely
w
used strructured model for continuoous
outputs that use multiiple unstructurred predictors to
form its features andd in the sam
me time exploits
structuree among outpuuts, which is defined
d
by givven
similaritty measure [3]. Furthermore, varioous
adaptatiions and proceedure improvem
ments have beeen
develop
ped in order to extend thhe algorithm on
directedd graphs [4], oor to reduce thhe computationnal
cost of the
t learning proocedure [5].
In this paper, GCRF was used to predict averaage
skiing time
t
between two ski gatees in ski centter
Kopaon
nik. GCRF prrediction perfo
ormances (meean
absolutee error and coeefficient of dettermination (R2))
were compared
c
w
with
unstructu
ured predictoors
perform
mances: ridge rregression, LA
ASSO regressioon,
random forest regrression and support vecttor
T advantagees of GCRF are
a
machinee regression. The
emphasiized and experrimentally evalluated.

Abstract. In
I this paper, the
t application
n of Gaussian
conditionall random fieldds (GCRF) inn the case of
prediction skiing time bettween ski gatess in ski center
Kopaonik, is presenteed. Gaussian conditional
random fieelds is well-kn
nown structureed regression
method that exploits addvantages of unstructured
predictors and combiness them with thee information
concerningg correlation between ou
utputs. Four
different unstructured prredictors weree used: ridge
regression,, LASSO reegression, Random forest
regression and support vector machin
ne regression.
Even thouugh, only 18
8 features arre used for
prediction of skiing tim
me, GCRF ach
hieved better
results, cooncerning R2 and mean ab
bsolute error,
compared to
t unstructured
d predictors.
regression,,
Keywords:
structured
Gaussian
conditionall random fieldss, GCRF, skiinng.
1. INTROD
DUCTION
One of thee most fundam
mental problem
ms in machine
learning th
hat have numeerous applicatio
on in various
applicationn fields is a reggression. A wiide variety of
machine learning algoorithms for unstructured
regression have been devveloped [1]. A comparative
empirical study
s
on both well
w establisheed, supervised
machine leearning techniqque including regression and
classificatio
on, was carried
d out on differrent tasks and
data sets originating frrom different domains by
Singh et al. [2].
Besides un
nstructured reg
gression predicctors that are
well knownn and widely used,
u
an increassed amount of
informationn concerning relations betw
ween outputs,
have mad
de a drasticc impact onn prediction

2. RELA
ATED WORK
K
Machinee learning suppervised algoriithms have beeen
used in a various sporrts for predictioon of: basketball
outcomees [6], golf bball trajectoriies [7], football
players selection [8] ettc.
Additionnally, Akgol et al. [9] used Generral
Regresssion Neural N
Networks and Decision Trree
forest to
o predict upperr body power, one of the moost
importannt determinaants of cro
oss-country ski
s
perform
mance. The reesult shows th
hat gender annd
oxygen value is the m
most importan
nt parameters for
f
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prediction of upper body power. Similarly, Delibasic
et al. [10] developed model for ski injury predictive
system by analyzing skier transportation data from
six consecutive seasons. The predictive system is
based on logistic regression and chi-square
automatic interaction detection decision tree. The
lowest ski injury risk is observed for skiers who
spend more time in the ski lift transportation system
and ski faster than average skier. In the same
manner, a comparison of several models based on
data mining, expert modeling and a combination of
both have been evaluated in [11]. The analysis
showed that expert models are 10-15% less accurate
in comparison with data mining models.
In addition, analysis of different ski tasks is up to
date research area [12, 13].
In this paper, we showed that structured regression
algorithms can significantly improve prediction
performances in cases when unstructured predictors
scores are poor due to a small number of relevant
features.

is a value that express the similarity
where
between nodes and in graph . is the total
numbers of graphs (similarity functions). Graphs can
express any kind of relations between nodes e.g.,
spatial and temporal correlations between outputs.
Hence, the conditional probability distribution of the
presented model is defined as:
| , ,
∑

∑

,

∑

, ,

,

∑

(4)

Σ

| , ,
| |

(5)
where precision matrix Σ
2 and distribution
mean
Σ is defined as, respectively:
∑ ∑
,

∑
∑

, if i
if i

j
j

2 ∑

,

,

∑

The quadratic form of interaction and association
potential
enables
conditional
distribution
| , ,
to be expressed as multivariate
Gaussian distribution. The canonical form of GCRF
is:

3. METHODOLOGY
The generalized form of GCRF conditional
distribution
| , ,
is given in form of
condtional random field (CRF) and can be expressed
as:
| , ,

∑

, ,

(7)

(1)The representation of GCRF is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Two different feature functions are used: association
potential
, ,
to model relations between
and corresponding input vector
and
outputs
interaction potential
, ,
to model pairwise
relation between nodes. Vectors
and
are
parameters of the association potential and the
interaction potential . The association potential is
defined as:
,

,

∑

∑

represents unstructured predictor of
where
for each node in the graph. This unstructured
predictor can be any regression model that gives
independent prediction of output
for given
attributes . is the total number of unstructured
predictors. The interaction potential functions is
defined as:
,

,

∑

∑

(2)
Figure 1. GCRF representation.
Due to the convexity of multivariate Gaussian
| , , is
distribution the inference task argmax
straightforward. The maximum posterior estimate of
is the distribution expectation .
The objective of the learning task is to optimize
(3)parameters and by maximizing conditional log
| , , . One way to
likelihood argmax ∑
,
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(6)

ensure positive definiteness of covariance matrix of
GCRF is to impose constraints that all elements of
and
be greater than 0. The derivative od the
conditional log likelihood can be expressed in the
following form:
Σ
Σ

2Σ
Σ

The optimization of the parameters can be obtained
by gradient descent method with log transformation
of derivatives. Moreover, the optimization can also
be performed by a truncated Newton algorithm for
nonlinear functions with constraints or sequential
quadratic programming. The GCRF code used in
this work is publicly available.1

The two graphs for potential interaction between ski
lifts (nodes) were used. The first graph is obtained
by differences between the history of average skiing
time in the period of 30 minutes, whereas the second
graph was obtained by differences between the
history of average skiing time in slopes for the
whole dataset. A total number of instances in the
dataset was 4850 for each ski lift, which is totally
(8)
33950. The 20% of the dataset was used for testing,
whereas the rest was used for training. Half of the
training data was used for unstructured predictor
learning, whereas the rest was used for optimizing
GCRF parameters. All methods are implemented in
Python and experiments were run on Windows 16
GB of memory and 2.5 GHz CPU. The results of the
learning, concerning score metrics, are presented in
Table 1.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Kopaonik is one of the largest ski resort in a
southern part of Europe with more than 55 km of ski
slopes and 25 ski lifts. One of the biggest problem in
Kopaonik is crowds on ski lifts, due to that it is
necessary to predict average skiing times between
two ski gates. With this average skiing times it is
possible to predict occurance of rush hours on skilifts.
Dataset used in this research includes information on
ski lift entrance for a period from 15th to 30th of
March for years between 2006-2011. Totally seven
ski lifts were considered: Karaman Greben, Mali
Karaman, Marine vode, Duboka I, Karaman,
Pancicev vrh, Duboka II.
All used features are separated in the three distinct
groups:
1.

2.

3.

Table 1. Prediction performances
Ridge
LASSO
Random
regression regression forest
Mean
absolute
error
2

R

GCRF

364.87

367.72

343.6

388.05

336.44

0.578

0.585

0.549

0.484

0.613

It can be seen that GCRF outperformed unstructured
predictors. Even though best-unstructured predictor
Random forest provides satisfactory prediction
performances, GCRF has best metrics R2 and mean
absolute error. It is important to emphasize that not
only features are important in this particular case,
but also the correlation structure between ski lifts.
5. CONCLUSION

Descriptive features: the total number of skiers,
total unique number of skiers, time expressed
in hours and minutes
Statistical features: mean, tenth percentile, first
and second quartile, ninetieth percentile,
median, minimum value, maximum value,
kurtosis and skewness of average skiers
velocity
Weather features: wind speed, temperature,
dew point, cloud cover and pressure

In this paper, Gaussian conditional random fields
(GCRF),
well-known
structured
regression
algorithm is applied on task of predicting skier
average time between ski gates. The unstructured
predictor that are used as association function in
GCRF are: ridge regression, LASSO regression,
random forest and support vector machine. It was
shown that in this particular case dependencies
among outputs are significant, such that GCRF
outperformed all other regression algorithms.
Further studies should concern comparing GCRF
with other structured regression on real-world sports
tasks.

All features were evaluated by observing shifts in
time periods of 5 minutes, whereas prediction was
made 15 minutes in advance.

1

Support
vector
machine

https://github.com/andrijaster
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objectivve was to satissfy water dem
mand for a small
commun
nity with a tottal population of five thousannd
citizens. Similar studiees concerning the
t experimenttal
and theeoretical inveestigation of low-temperatuure
Rankinee organic cyccle coupled with
w
the reverrse
osmosiss is presented inn [5].
Besides the developm
ment of novel technologies,
t
t
the
single and multiobjecttive optimization has also beeen
the focuus of many studdies recently.
Mokheim
mer et al. [6] developed hyybrid wind/sollar
poweredd reverse osmoosis plant and performed
p
singgle
objectivve optimizationn in order to design
d
plant wiith
minimum operational costs. Furtherm
more, Petrovic et
al. [7] performed
p
optimization of water
w
desalination
plant wiith ejector refrrigeration cyclee with respect to
investm
ment cost and prrofit.
Similar but somewhatt simplified water desalination
plant waas analyzed in this paper. Forr different valuues
of water mass flow rrate (disturbances) the optim
mal
b
regimess of system actuators arre obtained by
multiobjjective NSGA II algorithm coupled
c
with the
t
SAW method.
m
The tottal exergy losss and plant proofit
were evvaluated as objjective functions. For obtainned
values th
he controlled oriented
o
modell of the plant was
w
develop
ped and linearizzed around diffferent operatinng
point in
n order to desiggn a gain scheeduling nonlineear
PI conttroller. The aadvantages off the presentted
methodo
ology have beeen emphasized.

Abstract. In this paaper, the multiobjective
m
optimizatioon of small-scaale water desalination plant
with respecct to exergy annd plant profitt is presented.
The Non-dominated Soorting Genetiic Algorithm
u
to obtain Pareto fronts
(NSGA II) algorithm is used
for mass fllow rates in the range from 0.05
0
kg/s to 1
kg/s. Based
d on obtained Pareto
P
fronts, optimal
o
pump
frequenciess and valve hyd
draulic resistaances for each
mass flow rate are evaaluated by deccision-making
technique. Also, the conntrol-oriented model of the
system hass been develop
ped and lineaarized around
different operating pooints to design a gain
schedulingg nonlinear PII controller. The
T proposed
methodologgy showed saatisfactory results in plant
control in order to
o maximize profit and
sustainabillity.
Keywords: multiobjectivve optimization
n, dynamical
model, deccision making, PID
P control, Optimal
O
states
tracking.
1. INTROD
DUCTION
One of thee most fundam
mental problem
ms in modern
society is connected
c
withh the lack of potable
p
water
[1]. Additionally, the prooblem of waterr desalination
h energy conssumption and
is connectted with high
price of water.
w
In order to lower dow
wn this prices
and achieve sustainaability, conceerning high
ntal impact itt is necessaryy to develop
environmen
novel techhnologies forr water desaalination and
purification
n [2].
A wide vaariety of techn
nologies connected with the
solar enerrgy utilization in water desalination
procedure have
h
been studdied recently byy Li et al. [3].
Al-Othmann et al. [4] preesented a novel solar driven
multi-stagee water desaalination plant driven by
parabolic trough
t
collectoors and a solaar pond. The

TER DESALIN
NATION PLA
ANT
2. WAT
Model of water desaalination plant is presented in
Fig. 1. Thermo-dynam
T
mic states of thhe hot water are
a
marked by three-digit numbers.
The plaant is supplied with water fro
om one or moore
hot springs. Water floows to the vesssel P1, which is
under low pressurre, corresponnding to the
t
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The results of Pareto front for m 101  0.9 kg/s is

evaporation temperature of the inlet water. Pressure
in P1 is maintained by a water-steam ejector E1. The
evaporated water is condensing in the ejector, where
mixing of the primary water with steam is occurring.
In order to preserve constant temperature of motive
fluid water a heat exchanger HE1 is used. The
desalinated water from vessel P2 is used as a motive
fluid for ejector E1.

shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Pareto front for m 101  0.9 kg/s

4. CONTROL
4.1 System Modeling
Dynamical model suited for the control purposes
is obtained by introducing certain but reasonable
assumptions:
 The specific heat capacities of liquid at the
constant pressure ( c p ) and at the constant

Figure 1. Water desalination plant - scheme
Conversion of mass and energy equation with the
combination of fixed thermodynamic states lead to a
set of the equation for the steady-state simulation of
the water desalination plant. The number of
transmission units (NTU) method was used for
balancing and sizing heat exchangers, Incorprera et
al. [8]. In addition, the swater-steam ejector was
modeled by equations from [9].

volume ( cv ) are constant;
 Volumes occupied by vapor ( VV ) and
liquid ( VL ) are constant;
 Steady-state conditions of the liquid jet
vacuum ejector are assumed;
 Mass accumulation in vessel V1 is
negligible;
 Water density is constant;
 Water vapor is saturated at the position
103, whereas liquid is boiled at the position 102
such that, p102  p103 and Т102  Т103 .
Using mass and energy balance the
dynamical model for vessel P1 has been
developed as follows:
m 101  m 102  m 103
(3)

3. OPTIMIZATION
Multi-objective optimization of water desalination
plant has been performed by the Non-dominated
Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA II). The objective
of the NSGA II algorithm is to improve the adaptive
fit of a population of candidate solutions to a Pareto
front constrained by a set of objective functions. The
algorithm uses an evolutionary process with
surrogates for evolutionary operators including
selection, genetic crossover, and genetic mutation.
The population is sorted into a hierarchy of
subpopulations based on the ordering of Pareto
dominance. In order to choose optimal solutions
based on the obtained Pareto fronts for each mass
flow rate the SAW method was used.
The two objective functions were optimized:
- Profit maximization
 m 103  3600  priceH 2O



f1  24   ( PPU 1  PPU 2 )
(1)
 priceEL 

1000


- Exergy loss minimization

f 2   Exlossi


d   L  VL  cvL  t102 


dt  V  VV  cvL  t102  hLAT  
 m 101  c pL  t101  m 102  c pL  t102 

(4)

 m 103  c pL  t102  hLAT 

The plant is considered to be in steady-state with
turned off pump PU1. Thus, combining equations
(3) and (4) the nonlinear simulation has been
0
performed with initial conditions Т102
 Т101 , and it
is shown on Fig 3.

(2)

i
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4.3 Control Strategy
The nature of process for this kind of plants is that it
always goes in the steady-state for arbitrary input,
Fig 3. Those steady-states for uncontrolled plant are
suboptimal, therefore, tracking characteristics are
poor and time constants are too high. Hence, to
improve the system performance a PID controller is
introduced with following control law [11]:
t

u(t )  K p e(t )  Ki  e( )d  Kd

Figure 3. Step responses of nonlinear plant model
for some operating point initiated with chosen values
of f and  v .

0

d
e( )
dt

e(t )  r (t )  y(t )

(5)
(6)

where u (t ) is control signal; e (t ) is error signal; K p

4.2 Linearization
To tune conventional controllers such as PID, a
linear model around the desired operating point is
necessary. Linearization is carried out using
polynomial curve fitting with least squares error
method for every nonlinear simulation as it is shown
in [10].

, Ki and K d are proportional, integral and
derivative gains respectively, and r (t ) is reference
signal.
Parameters of the PID controller are selected using
nonlinear dynamical simulation to obtain maximal
performances [11]: K p  2.25 , K i  0.802 and

K d  0.369 .
The optimal reference signal, r (t ) , and optimal
hydraulic resistance,  v

,

are obtained using the

optimal values table and are applying dynamically,
Fig 5.

Figure 5. General control system block diagram

Figure 4. Step responses of nonlinear and linearized
plant model for three operating points initiated with
chosen values of f and  v
Linearization results have been verified by
comparing nonlinear and linearised step responses.
The comparison is shown only for three operating
points, Fig 4. This result is considered to be accurate
enough to calculate the controller parameters.
Furthermore, in Table 1 the linearised models of the
plant has been presented in the form of the transfer
functions.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulation has been performed for initial
0
Changes in the
conditions Т103
 346.65K
disturbances was chosen to simulate a worst-case
scenario in short period of time, where mass flow
rate, m 101 , drops and temperature, Т 101 , rises over a
period of 400s , as it is shown in Fig. 6.

Table 1. Transfer functions of the linearized plant
for three operating points.
Linearization point

Transfer function G p ( s)

m 101  0.1 kg/s

-1.93 s - 0.051
1.021s 3  0.73s 2  0.09 s  0.001
-2.27 s - 0.24
0.82 s 3  0.51s 2  0.16 s  0.006
-2.53 s - 2.10
0.047 s 3  0.11s 2  0.70 s  0.05

m 101  0.5 kg/s
m 101  1.0 kg/s
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design a PID controller which will guide the plant
through optimal thermodynamic states. The optimal
reference signal has been changed over time in
accordance to inlet mass flow rate, and has been
obtained from the lookup table derived using
multiobjective NSGA II algorithm in combination
with SAW decision-making method.
It can be seen that the control system can guide the
system through the vicinity of optimal
thermodynamical states with enough accuracy for
engineering purposes.

Figure 6. Changing of input mass flow rate, m 101 ,
and temperature, Т 101 , during 600s of simulation.
Results of control simulation with PID controller are
given in Fig. 7. Although the disturbances are taking
place after the 100th second of simulation, the
controller can stabilize the system around desired
value with the minimal error, Fig. 8.
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Figure 7. Simulation of the nonlinear system
controlled by PID controller under the influence of
disturbances, and with the initial condition
0
Т102
 346.65K .
In Fig. 9 can be seen that during all time of
simulation the control signal, u (t ) , was within the
acceptable boundaries.

Figure 8. Error signal, e(t ) , generated during
simulation.

Figure 9. Control signal, u (t ) , generated during
simulation.
5. CONCLUSION
A dynamical model of the plant has been developed
and linearized around operating points in order to
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T paper preseents a set of grraph mining
Abstract. The
studies that can be perforrmed on the graaph database
pture the proveenance of
that was deeveloped to cap
experimenttal data and sof
oftware at the LHCb
L
experimentt at CERN. We explore four different
d
scenarios in
i which data mining
m
could help us better
understandd the LHCb datta and softwaree. The first
scenario coovers isolatingg complex softw
ware
dependenciies, which need
d to be captureed to allow
software reeuse through fo
or example a viirtual
machine orr a virtual conttainer. The seccond scenario
is troubleshhooting of data
a which could occur
o
when a
software veersion containss a bug. In this scenario, we
need to und
derstand what datasets were processed
p
with this sooftware version
n and thus affeccted by the
bug. The thhird scenario covers
c
applicattion
classification into logicall groups accord
ding to what
dataset they
ey can process for
f long-term preservation
p
and testingg purposes. Finnally, the last sccenario
covers iden
ntification of obbsolete softwarre versions
that could be
b removed or archived as well
w as legacy
software veersions that shoould be preservved for future
use.
ata
Key words:: database systtems, nosql, da
provenancee, graphs, scien
ntific software

howeverr, collisions off lead ions aree also studied as
well as “fixed” targeet collisions. The
T fixed targget
ments are conduucted when a small amount of
experim
gas is injected insidde the beam pipe allowinng
collisionn of these gas molecules wiith the beams of
protons or lead ions. T
There has been
n several protoongas andd lead-gas dataa collection peeriods at LHC
Cb,
which iss the only expeeriment that caan conduct fixed
target exxperiments at the
t LHC.
The LH
HC experimentss collect vast amounts of daata
over a liifetime of seveeral decades. Inn 2016 only, thhe
LHCb experiment ccollected 9.899 PB of raaw
experim
mental data.
To proccess and analyyze the data, experts at CER
RN
develop scientific sooftware [2]. There
T
is a wide
o software appplications whiich are used for
f
range of
data colllection while tthe experimentt is running, daata
processiing to interprett the detector readout
r
and daata
analysiss to learn abouut particle prop
perties. Softwaare
is, how
wever, a fragiile componentt dependent on
o
operatin
ng system andd various otheer dependenciies
such as compilers, libraries and com
mputer hardwarre.
In addittion, the LHC
C experimentss are constanttly
changinng with regularr detector upgraades that requiire
new sofftware releasess and introducee changes in thhe
collected data [3]. E
Even though some softwaare
applicattions follow backwards compatibiliity
(meanin
ng that newer versions of thhe software can
process both old and nnew data), this is not enough to
effectiveely analyze old data in all necessaary
scenarioos.
To captture the compllex dependenccies between thhe
data, software and harrdware depend
dencies at LHC
Cb,
we dessigned and ddeveloped a graph databaase
presenteed in Ref. [66]. This papeer documents a
continuaation of the previous worrk with furthher

1. INTROD
DUCTION
LHCb is one
o of the fouur large experiiments at the
Large Had
dron Collider (LHC) at CER
RN [1]. It is
located 1000 m undergrou
und at the Swisss and French
border. Thhe experimentt studies a wide range of
physics ph
henomena that test the Standdard Model of
particle phyysics and searcch for New Phhysics effects.
This is donne by performinng physics anaalyses on data
collected from
f
hadron collisions
c
in thhe LHC. The
primary prrogram involvees proton-protoon collisions,
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developmeents on the daatabase in regaards to graph
mining metthods.

ERN versions 5 and 6, and CERN
C
CentOS 7.
CE
In the database,, these operatiing systems are
a
capptured with otther relevant options,
o
such as
forr example hardware arrchitecture annd
com
mpiler options.

2. DATAB
BASE IMPLEM
MENTATION
N
Due to facct that the num
mber of LHCbb datasets and
software reeleases increases over time, a requirement
for database design and
d developmentt was that it
needs to sccalable. This is
i why we choose a NoSQL
solution, in
i particular a graph dattabase. Such
databases allow forming
g implicit con
nnections i.e.
relationshipps (edges), between objectts i.e. nodes
(vertices). Both relationsships and nodees can store a
number of properties withhin the databasse entry itself.
In our soluution, we use Neo4j
N
graph database, which
is an openn source databbase implemeented in Java
programmiing language. For
F object mannipulation and
for graph mining
m
we usee the query lannguage called
CYPHER.
wing nodes are implemented to
t capture the
The follow
LHCb
d
data,
softwaare
and
computational
c
environmen
nts such as operating systems
s
and
hardware:
1. Data node (in the database calleed Production
as dattasets are prodduced in “dataa production”
processes) describbes datasets collected at
LHCbb. It captures sttages of transfformation of a
dataseet including software appllications and
option
ns that were ussed in these proocesses. With
this information, thhe chain of trransformation
can bee independentlly recreated an
nd the datasets
can be
b reproduced. This node also contains a
location of datasets among other innformation. It
is dirrectly linked to the softwaare nodes as
shownn in Figure 1.
2. Projeect node desccribes one appplication and
appliccation version
n of LHCb so
oftware. It is
defineed as name and
a
software version. An
examp
ple of this would
w
be Brunnel v44r8 or
DaVin
nci v36r2. Brrunel [4] is thhe application
that iss used for partiicle reconstrucction from the
detecttor readout annd DaVinci [5]
[ is a data
analysis
applicatiion
which
uses
the
reconnstructed dataa as input. However, a
softw
ware project is often dependdent on other
projecct nodes and these
t
dependenncies are also
capturred in the dattabase. An exaample of this
depenndence
grapph
featuringg
DaVinci
appliccation can be seen in Figure 2.
2
3. Platfo
orm (hardwaare) node deescribes
a
computing environm
ment compatiible with the
LHCbb data and sofftware. The LH
HCb software
is norrmally develop
ped for the offficial CERN
operaating systems, which are Sciientific Linux

Figure 1 Relationships bbetween data annd software nodees.
N
labelled ass D
These eddges are labelledd with “uses”. Nodes
represent data, and noddes labelled as S software. Eaach
data nodde represents ddatasets collecteed under differeent
experimeental conditions.

Figure 2 Dependenciees of software nodes on othher
software nodes (many of which repreesent frameworkks,
componeents and librariees). The edge direction
d
indicattes
the requirements of a ssoftware node, and it is labellled
as“requiires”. Software nodes are laabelled as S and
a
platform nodes (repreesenting operating systems and
a
computattional environm
ments) as P. Fo
or clarity, not all
possible relationships are shown in thee figure. Softwaare
nd REC represeent
applicatiions such as Lbcom, Phys an
componeents and librariees in the LHCb software,
s
but theeir
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purpose will not be discussed here as it is not important
for the purposes of this paper.

application usable in every scenario and portable
within a virtual environment.
3.2. Troubleshooting
With a large number of software releases, there is a
possibility that a software version is released with an
undetected bug in the code. If the bug is not
promptly found, this software version can be used
for processing of a number of datasets, which may
cause problems in following data analysis. When the
bug is found, we need to learn of all datasets that it
had affected and restrict their use until the problem
is solved. Using graph mining, we can perform
troubleshooting by querying the graph to learn about
affected datasets.
For example, in order to learn how many datasets
have been processed with a project called Phys
v18r2p1 we can execute the following CYPHER
command:

3. METHODOLOGY AND IMPLICATIONS
The database contains thousands of nodes describing
data, software and computational environments.
Graph mining, which is a study of concealed
information from graphs, allows us to draw valuable
conclusions about these entities. In this paper, we
explore several scenarios in which graph mining can
be used.
3.1. Software reuse
The challenge with capturing a particular version of
LHCb software is that it is often dependent on many
other projects (as shown in Figure 2). We can learn
about these dependencies using the graph database.
By capturing a particular software version with its
dependencies we could, for example, encapsulate it
into a virtual machine or a virtual container, thus
making it portable and independent of the rest of the
software. Such LHCb application can be made open
access and used for outreach and educational
purposes to analyze LHCb open data.
For example, if we would like to capture a top-level
application such as DaVinci v33r1, we need to query
the database in the following way to learn about its
dependencies:

MATCH (n:Production)[:REQUIRES|:USES*1..100]->
(b:Project{name:”PHYS”,
version:”v19r2p1”})
RETURN COUNT(n)

The relationships between this project and datasets
are indirect as Phys represents a library component
in the software suite. This scenario demonstrates the
power of graph databases as such query is able to
identify secondary relations with data nodes within
milliseconds. The query returns a number of
produced datasets, which is in this case 280. The list
of exact data nodes can be obtained by modifying
the query to return the node instead of returning the
count.
3.3. Software classification and testing
Due to the fact that the LHC running time is divided
into periods of active running and periods of
detector maintenance and upgrade that can last for
several months, the software applications can be
classified into groups according to the data they are
designed to process. For example, applications
released in 2015 are likely to be compatible with
data collected in the same year. Using graph
clustering, we are able to sort the software
applications into such groups. This is particularly
important for software testing in the future as we can
implement cross-checking by verifying whether a
software version can process different datasets
recorded under the same conditions.
An application used in data collection for selecting
interesting particle collisions in real time while the
experiment is running is called Moore [2]. If there is
a need to understand which versions of Moore are

MATCH p = (a:Project{name:”DAVINCI”,
version:”v33r1”})[r:REQUIRES*..]->
(d:Project{name:’GAUDI’})
RETURN p LIMIT 1

The variable p in the query represents a path from
the application to the base framework of the LHCb
software. The result of the query is the following
list:
Application

Version

DaVinci

v33r1

Analysis

v10r3

Phys

v16r3

REC

v14r3

LHCb

v35r3

Gaudi

v23r5

In this particular example, there may be other
projects that also need to be captured to make this
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compatible and useful for data collected in 2016, we
can easily learn that from the graph database with
the following CYPHER query:

functionality and data compatibility. DaVinci v32r2
(all patch versions) was vastly used for processing of
data collected in 2010, 2011 and 2012, which was
the first data-taking period of the LHC.
The legacy software versions should likely be used
for outreach and open science outside of the LHCb
collaboration. It can be isolated and captured into a
virtual machine or a virtual container in a way that
was discussed in Section 3.1 and released to the
general public.
In a similar manner, we are able to learn about the
project nodes that were used the least, by sorting
node degree count ascending. By doing this, we can
identify software versions that are obsolete and
should be archived as they are likely to be replaced
with newer releases. However, in such list, there are
software versions used for special runs at LHCb
such as for example ion-proton data collection or for
fixed target data-taking. Therefore, these versions
should be excluded from the study as they would
still be valuable for software preservation.

MATCH (a:Production {year:"2016"})—
(p:Project {name:"MOORE"})
RETURN COLLECT (DISTINCT p.version);

The unique set of application versions gathered with
the query is:

Moore
v25r4
v25r5
v25r3p1

3.4. Archiving software and legacy versions
Legacy software versions are the ones that capture
data processing of a particular time period and the
ones that will be maintained and preserved for the
future. They are used for future data processing of
the old data to identify particle decays that may not
have been previously studied. The legacy versions
are often thoroughly tested and released with most
recent developments that solve known bugs in the
code. Using graph mining, we can identify the most
used version of each LHCb software application.
Such a version is the one that produced the highest
number of LHCb datasets. We can identify such
versions by sorting the nodes descending according
to their degree count (the number of edges incident
to that node). This can be achieved with the
following CYPHER query:

3. CONCLUSIONS
This paper explored several data mining studies of
the graph database that was developed for data
provenance capture at LHCb. The database
represents a fully working implementation, even
though it is currently a prototype. It needs additional
development such as integration with the existing
LHCb systems in order to be actively used by the
community.
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MATCH(p:Project)-->(a:Production)
RETURN id(p), count(*) as degree
ORDER BY degree

However, it does not necessarily mean that such
version will be the legacy version even though it
would be a good candidate. The legacy version is
most likely to be the one which represents the latest
patch release that captures the most recent code
developments. For example, if we consider the
aforementioned application called DaVinci, at the
time of the database development the most
frequently used application version was DaVinci
v32r2p1. This version would be preceded by the
newer version such as DaVinci v32r2p3 that
includes the third patch (p3) release, thus solving the
bugs in the code whilst preserving the previous
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Abstract. The
T purpose of
o this paper is to present
preliminaryy research in statistical pro
ocess control
(SPC) of short run and
a
small mixed batches
(SRSMB) at the organnization produucing bakery
equipment. The starting point
p
is a literrary survey of
possibilitiees of using SPC for SRSMB and analysis
of the currrent state of production
p
in a particular
organizatioon. Using SPC
C in the bakery equipment
industry is far from stanndard practice. By SRSMBSPC, it is possible
p
to und
derstand the beehavior of the
process annd to organizze better andd control the
productionn of expensive precision
p
compponents. After
Pareto anaalysis, verifyingg the normalitty of the data
obtained during
d
eleven months, it waas possible to
prepare control charts. Finally,
F
the case study shows
pplicable in a
that the prooposed control charts are ap
small battch and miixed producttion in the
organizatioon producing bakery
b
equipmeent.
Key wordss: bakery equippment; controll chart; short
; , ;
run; smalll mixed batcch; SPC; ,
Hotelling T2
T

on systems neeed
shorter production cycles. Productio
fl
ready for adjustmennts, prepared to
to be flexible,
change, and change thhe changes.
The oppportunity for rresearch is in a less explorred
and literrally-documennted field that focuses
f
on shortrun (SR
R) processes annd small mixed
d batches (SMB
B)
in bakeery equipmennt industry. This
T
industry is
characteerized by its hhigh requiremeents for material
safety an
nd precision coomponents andd products.
Consequ
uently, the iimplementationn of statisticcal
process control (SP
PC) must foccus on criticcal
manufaccturing processses of such prooducts.
The preesented research is going throough preparation
for the dissertation
d
theesis and is divided into severral
phases. In the first pphase, the currrent state of the
t
organizaation was examined regardding production
organizaation and pproduction control,
c
qualiity
assurancce and concceptual reseaarch framewoork
accordinng to [2] [3]. The second phase aimed at
problem
m definition aand determinin
ng performannce
metrics.. The third, anaalytical phase presented in thhis
article, after identificaation, validatio
on and selectinng
the cauuses using Paareto analysis aims to creaate
control charts
c
for SRS
SMB-SPC.
Phases of improvem
ment and dessign of a neew
ment method w
will be graduaally solved in the
t
managem
next stag
ge of research..

DUCTION
1. INTROD
The comp
petitive presssure on thee continuous
improvemeent of organizzations’ perform
mance in the
current, evver-changing environment
e
is
i very high.
The busineess environmeent increases the need for
versatility and flexibility
y of production in highly
efficient prroduction systeems. These sy
ystems do not
need to havve material on
n stock but requuire products,
respectivelyy their componnents, to receivve and deliver
"just-in-tim
me" in "Lean" organizations
o
[1].
Therefore, organizations must be able to produce a
broader rannge of produccts in smallerr batches and

2. RESE
EARCH PRO
OBLEM AND OBJECTIVES
Products that are geneerated by one or more simillar
d
entitiees.
processees are usually cconsidered as different
As a ressult, organizatiions often focu
us on the produuct
and anaalyze the sourcces of process changes. Due to
the fact,, that in short production
p
cyccles with a small
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number of identical products it is not possible to
obtain sufficient information for management
(quality management, logistics or financial
management), it is necessary to focus on the
common element, and that is the process itself.
Based on best practices for the application of control
charts for processes with long production cycles and
a single product characteristic, it is generally
recommended that at least 25 subgroups of data be
gathered, and these data can be used to create the
basis for the control chart [4].
In case of small mixed batch production, many
subgroups cannot be created and therefore processes
need to be grouped in a predetermined way.
The goal of this research phase is to use Lean Six
Sigma analytical tools for taking decisions in the
bakery equipment organization about pros and cons
of introducing SPC in a small batch and mixed
production and to testing it under specific
conditions.
Control
charts
for
univariate
measurement processes were presented in [2] [3].
Therefore only short summaries will be given in this
paper. Control charts for multivariate will be
described in detail.

individual specifications and customer preferences
and "Lean" [1], [8] and "Agile Manufacturing" [9]
paradigms, organizations need to focus on SPC to
improve processes. This leads to the need to better
characterize such production based on cycle time
[10] and control time [5]to identify planned and
actual production time about a certain number of
pieces produced and to provide corrective actions.
According to ISO 7870-8:2017 the term "short run"
(SR) means that only a few pieces are produced, and
consequently a different part or item (characteristic)
is going will be produced. It means that the
production cycle is very short, the repeatability of
the production batch is low, and a very small volume
of items is in a batch.
The term "small mixed batch" is used when different
products are in the batch, but according to some
characteristics they can be investigated together [5].
Based on a more detailed survey [4] [5][6][8][11]
for short production cycles and small mixed batches,
the following situations can be considered: (a) a
small quantity of a same product in a batch; (b) one
production process is used when producing different
products; (c) several operators use same machines or
devices; (d) lack of parts in one production process
to create and maintain process regulation limits; (e)
it is not possible to obtain sufficient data due to a
short production cycle; (f) a large volume of
different parts are produced for several different
customers.
SPC techniques are applicable in any short-run
production in small mixed batches, which are
repeatable in any way.
The procedure of identifying and grouping similar
characteristics and, if necessary, its modifications
can be described according to [4], in three steps:
Step 1: Identification of processes Formalization
of processes Determination and evaluation of
influencing characteristics.

Step 2: Expert knowledge or analysis of existing
data Identification of systematic process
influencing Groping of characteristics

Step 3: Use of control charts Periodic and alarm
triggered check of the group Systematic
influences … In case of a systematic impact,
return to step 2.

2.LITERATURE REVIEW AND
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Bakery production lines and equipment are based on
the customer's requirements for the final product,
which is the bakery dough. Equipment that prepares
and modifies the dough is called bread and rolls
equipment, dough processing equipment, pizza
product equipment. Production of such equipment
represents a precision engineering, in some cases, it
is a mechatronic production that meets strict
standards to produce equipment used in the food
industry. Components that come into direct contact
with the dough are made of high-quality stainless
steel and food grade material.
Research in the field of short run and small mixed
batches was in the past mainly focused on products
and less on processes, so SPC implementation was
related mainly to products. In literary sources and
professional practice, by the end of the last century
most of the terms "piece production" and "small
batch production" were used and were mainly
characterized by the number of pieces produced in a
batch [5]. Examples are in publications [6] [7] where
the following terms can be found: "one-off and small
batch production" and [5] "small batch and piece
production".
Nowadays, when there are a growing need for the
possibility of modifying production according to

Multiple processes can be grouped when the same
procedure follows them but with different
characteristics such as nominal/target value,
tolerance,
material,
measurement
process,
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present, and so is an uneven use of production
facilities.
The following components are included in the
overall research: tube, shaft, flange and roller (400;
600, 800) made of AISI 304 DIN 1.4301.
The manufacturing process is as follows:
(1) Cutting raw material in cutting room (vertical
separation of seamless tubes to exact length, cutting
of round bars).
(2) Advance preparation of individual parts of the
roller on lathe machine (flanges, tube, and shaft),
axial alignment and turning diameters.
(3) Welding flanges to the shaft, welding tube to the
shaft with flanges.
(4) Turning individual shaft diameters, roller
diameter concerning the required roughness, circular
and total runout tolerances, and straightness (form
tolerance).
(5) Milling shaft keyways and shaft threads.
Incoming inspection is not performed as a raw
material is purchased from certified vendors with an
attestation.
Only post-operational control is in place in the plant.
Technical Control Department does measurements
of selected characteristics of the final products.
The management of the organization has decided to
explore the possibilities of optimizing production
regarding time consumption, work interruptions,
reducing the number of work-in-progress processes,
use of production facilities and SPC implementation.

production machine, tool, environmental conditions,
etc. Characteristics that differ between processes are
plotted in the cause and effect diagram together with
the appropriate parameter.
If there are no significant differences or these
differences are systematic, they can be compensated
by transforming the values into a single scale. Then,
the characteristics can be grouped, and a standard
control chart can be used.
During the application of control charts, numbers of
data is collected, and much knowledge is acquired
about processes. Therefore, it is necessary to
regularly verify that the terms of data grouping are
still valid. This is particularly true when there are
warning signs for which no attributable cause can be
found. To flexibly group and reorganize processes, it
is essential to record characteristics such as metadata along with the measured data so that each
measured value is associated with a group of
processes.
The theoretical framework presented in this paper is
about selected tools of Six Sigma, which will be
used for analysis in a particular organization
producing bakery equipment: (1) Normality test; (2)
Homogeneity of variances; (3) Measurement
Systems Analysis (MSA); (4) Control charts for
short run and small mixed batch processes: ,
;
control charts for univariate data; and
,
multivariate Hotelling T-square (T2) control chart
for multivariate data using QI Macros SPC Software
for Excel [12].

3.1Preparation for SPC implementation
Before the SPC implementation, it was necessary to
identify processes and monitored variables.
Processes: cutting raw material, lathe operation.
Observed variables: tube length (tolerance 0.05);
precise shaft diameter (ϕ50g6); total runout (0.05
mm) and straightness (0.05 mm).
Furthermore, it was necessary to ensure the
conditions for SPC, i.e. steadiness of all known
effects: temperature in the range of 16oC – 20oC; air
humidity 50% - 60%, and material quality according
to DIN 1.4301 (AISI 304) austenitic chrome-nickel
steel.
Subsequently, MSA was performed, while all
measurements were made by calibrated measuring
devices and by experienced and trained personnel of
the Technical Control department. MSA processed
in [12] showed that the influence of the
measurement process is less than 10%.
Period of data collection is January 2017 –
November 2017. A number of tube length
measurements is 50. A number of diameter

3. CASE STUDY
The company where the research was conducted
specializes in developing and delivering innovative
solutions for the bakery industry.
The organization has its quality assurance system,
which is not ISO 9001 certified. The main products
of the company are shafts, rollers, electro-cabinets,
hoppers and conveyors, which are assembled to
dough processing units, dough thickness reducing
units, shaping or dosing units. Almost every project
has specific customer requirements and is a so-called
"turn-key" solution. Repeatability of production is
very low (5 pieces of products are considered to be
series), and this predetermines high degree of detail
of construction and technological preparation of
production as well as the scope of work related to
the development of the technological process.
Frequent changes and workplace adjustments place
increased demands on time consumption, and work
interruptions, high level of work-in-progress is
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measurements: 150, with a range of subgroup 3 and
the number of subgroups are 50.
In the case study, the summaries of the short run and
small mixed batch control charts applications are
present:

,
control chart for cutting precise tube
length (404±0.05, 604±0.05, 804±0.05)
, for measuring precise shaft diameter

(ϕ50 g6)
 Hotelling T2 control chart for a mutual
combination values for straightness and
total runout (0.050 mm and 0.050 mm).

Summary: Data in a control chart for individual
are centered, located within the
values ,
control zone, and deviating measurements were not
detected.
In the moving range chart, mR has used ranges
between consecutive values. The regulatory zone
was not exceeded, while the upper control limit is
more times bigger than the lower control limit. The
process is stable.
3.3Control chart ,
Lathe operation of stainless steel roller diameters has
been monitored for 11 months. Overall 150 data
were gathered and grouped into 50 selections, each
of which contained 3 pieces. The data were recorded
in , control chart (Figure 3). The rolls vary in
length and tube diameter. Their common sign is
material and shaft diameter ϕ50 h6.
Standard probability plot processed in [12] shows
that the data are from a normal distribution.

3.2Control chart ,
Cutting (vertical separation) of three types stainless
steel tubes to exact length (Table 1) was monitored
for eleven months. Fifty data were obtained which,
after clustering and transformation to a single scale,
were recorded in ,
control chart (Figure 1, 2).
The tubes vary in length; their common sign is
material and tolerance. Data originates from a
normal distribution (processed in [12]).
Table 1 – Dimensions of 3 types of monitored rollers
Roller
type

Shaft length
[mm]

Tube diameter
∅ [mm]

Tube length
[mm]

400

941

182

404 ± 0.05

600

1,141

182

604 ± 0.05

800

1,341

160

804 ± 0.05

Figure 3 – Control chart , for the process of
precise shaft diameter ϕ50 h6
Summary: Through , it has been verified that
production of all three types of rollers (400, 600 and
800 mm) is considered as statistically under control,
all values of monitored characteristics are within the
regulatory limits.

Figure 1 – Control chart for transformed individual
values for the process of vertical steel cutting

Figure 2 – Control chart for moving range
the process of vertical steel cutting

3.4Hotelling T2 control chart
chart, the Hotelling T2 chart
Similar to the ,
evaluates the covariances of the ranges between each
of the two measures and the covariances of the
actual data points.
For the mutual combination of values, preliminarily*
the results from measurements of straightness and
total runout were recorded in the Hotelling T2
control chart (Figure 4, 5).

for
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monitored processes. Data transformation into a
single scale, better use of Hotelling statistics, more
detailed inspection of downtimes, searching for
possibilities to reduce production completeness
(work-in-progress) and optimizing the use of
production facilities using Lean Six Sigma tools.

Note: *because further measurements are not yet
available.
Standard probability plot processed in [11] shows
that the data are from a normal distribution.
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Figure 5 – Phase 1 Hotelling T2 control chart

Figure 6 – Phase 2 Hotelling T2 control chart
Summary: The 1st chart (Phase 1) shows an outlying
measurement, which was detected as measurement
no. 7. The measured value of straightness and total
runout is higher than the allowed tolerance (0,071
mm – 0,065 mm towards 0,050 mm – 0,050 mm).
CONCLUSION
Research in the area of short run and small mixed
batches production is based on a preliminary
literature review and focuses on preparing the
implementation of the SPC in an organization
producing bakery equipment. As part of this
preparatory phase of the SPC, the process of cutting
and lathe operations were monitored. , ;
,
and Hotelling T2 shows that both processes
are stable, but according to the Hoteling T2 control
chart and the reports of experienced operators, it can
be assumed that the processes are significantly
affected by characteristics of the current machine
state, by set-up the machines, and of what level
experiences have operators.
Future research opportunity we see in the
continuation of the measurements so that the same
number of measurements is ensured for both
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he paper is too present the
Abstract. The aim of th
perception of Open Innovvation (OI) addoption in the
organisatioons operating in the countriees of Central
Europe (Sllovakia, Czechh Republic an
nd Hungary)
and overaall in the Eurropean Union
n (EU). The
partial goals of the paaper are focuused on the
o the OI practtices, level of
comparisonn of adoption of
OI capabilities, self-peerceived statuus of open
p
innovation and level off innovation performance.
ground of the research was information
The backg
obtained from
f
the OI-N
NET (Europeaan Academic
Network for
f
Open Innovation)
In
p
project.
The
questionnaaire developed within the OI--NET project
was used in
i a research. The findings showed that
organisatioons in Slovakiaa and Hungarry are in the
early stagees of OI adoptiion but with high potential
to implemeent it in nearr future. The majority of
organizatioons in Czech Republic haveen’t adopted
OI yet. Organizations
O
in Slovakia and Czech
Republic are under the EU
E average in OI adoption.
ry are at the EU
U average or
Organizations in Hungary
slightly exxceed it. Orgganizations whhich already
adopted OI
O reported higher increasiing level of
innovation performance over the last three years
than thosee which havenn’t adopted OI.
O A certain
limitation of
o the study waas the represen
ntativeness of
the samplees for the indivvidual countriees. Despite of
this fact thhe implication can be deducced from the
findings off the research
h for OI straategy in the
countries as well ass for educaation within
Universitiees. The main
n originality is in the
implicationn for the seleected countriess of Central
Europe andd their comparrison with the EU
E average.

1. IN
NTRODUCTIO
ON
Globaliization and faast technologiccal developmeent
has chhanged busineess frameworrk in Europeean
countriies and also worldwide. Innovation has
h
becomee a driving force of buusiness successs.
Accord
ding to [1] the organizations which prioritiize
innovattion are alsoo those who experience the
t
highestt increase in turnover. Theere are differeent
ways for organizatiions to innov
vate. They ccan
approacch to product//service, process/technology or
businesss model innnovation. Hennry Chesbrouggh,
Executtive Director of the Cen
nter for Open
Innovaation at the University of Californnia,
Berkeleey, notes thatt, “Today, innnovation muust
includee business models, rath
her than juust
technollogy and R&D
D. A better business model will
w
often beat
b
a better idea or technology [2]”. Open
innovattion (OI) andd open busineess models haave
receiveed a lot of atttention during the last decaade
both
from
pracctitioners
annd
academ
mia.
Organizations havee begun reecognized thhat
traditioonal closed buusiness model based on the
t
philosoophy “it has to be invented heere” is no longger
sufficieent. This moddel is expensiive and doesnn’t
providee sufficient access to technoology and talennts
[3]. Oppening up of organizationss for knowleddge
flowingg outside in (in-bound OI mechanism) or
inside out (outboundd OI mechaniism) as well as
combinned form (couppled OI mechaanism) have beeen
becomiing increasinglly necessary foor organizations.
Innovaation and ressearch developpment are key
k
priorities of the Euroopean Union (EU).
(
Innovation
is vitall to European competitiveneess in the globbal
econom
my and sustainnable growth. Open
O
innovation
is an important component off the Europeean
Innovaation System [4].
[
Open Innoovation 2.0 iss a
new ap
pproach to drriving forwardd innovation in
Europee and to solve key
k challengess. OI 2.0 is bassed
on a Quadruple
Q
Hellix Model where governmennt,

Key Wordds: Open Innoovation, Openn Innovation
Practices, Open innovvation capab
bility, Open
innoation culture,
c
Innova
ation Performaance
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industry, academia and civil participants work
together to co-create the future and drive structural
changes far beyond the scope of what any one
organization or person could do alone [5]. Creating
and supporting OI 2.0 encourages dynamic
knowledge circulation and facilitates the translation
of that knowledge into socio-economic value [6] .
Hungary, Slovakia and Czech Republic are Central
European countries, which have shared common
ground in history culture and economics. Following
the EU strategy and the goals in the field of
innovation, the countries developed national
strategies and policies to adapt the aims to their
own reality and objectives. The results of European
Innovation Scorecard (EIS), which is one of the
most complex comparative studies of innovation
performance within the EU shows that Hungary,
Slovakia and Czech Republic unsuccessfully, under
performing in all indicators of the study over years.
The study categorizes EU countries into four
innovation performance groups: modest innovators,
moderate innovators, strong innovators and
innovation leaders. Hungary, Slovakia and Czech
Republic belong to moderate innovators [7] below
the average of the EU. The highest innovation
performance among the three countries has Czech
Republic.
This research focuses on the adoption of open
approach to innovation and compares the levels of
OI adoption among organizations operating in
Slovakia, Hungary, Czech Republic and overall in
the EU. It also compares innovation performance of
organizations with different OI adoption levels. The
background of the research was information
obtained within the (OI-Net), what is an EU cofinanced project designed to promote cooperation
on open innovation research and education. One of
the outcomes of the project was the report:
Identification of Industrial Needs for Open
Innovation Education in Europe [8]. For the
purpose of this research the selected parts of the
questionnaire developed within the OI-Net were
used. This research is structured according to main
findings into following blocks:
 Comparison of adoption of the OI practices
among organizations in Slovakia, Hungary,
Czech Republic and EU.
 Comparison of the level of OI capabilities
among organizations in Slovakia, Hungary,
Czech Republic and EU.
 Comparison of OI status of organizations in
Slovakia, Hungary, Czech Republic and EU.
 Comparison of innovation performance among
OI Non-adopters, Planners and Adopters.

ideas as well as internal ideas, and internal and
external paths to market, as the firms look to
advance their technology [9]. According the
definition, innovation practices can be divided into
inbound and outbound [10] modes. Inbound
practices use external sources for the firm’s
innovation process, while inbound practices allow
others to use under-utilized or unused assets of a
firm. Examples of inbound OI practices include IP
in-licensing, contracted R&D services, using
specialized open innovation intermediaries, idea &
start-up competitions, university research grants,
customer & consumer co-creation, crowdsourcing,
informal networking and examples of outbound
practices include joint-venture activities, spin-offs,
IP out-licensing, participation in standardization,
donations to commons or non-profits, etc. [11].
Inbound and outbound open innovation can be also
combined into a coupled process in which
organisations work in alliances that involves both
giving and taking [12]. The studies show that
inbound open innovation is more commonly
used than outbound open innovation [13] [14].
There are studies focused on identification of
organization capabilities, which are important for
successful implementation of OI e. g. [15] [16]
[17]. The study of [18] created the OI capability
framework comprises of 23 capability areas
grouped along the factors strategic alignment,
governance, methods, information technology,
people, and culture. Culture supporting OI in an
organization
is
important
for
successful
implementation and functioning of open innovation
approach. This is often translated into a shift of
culture, whereby working with other companies
became accepted and endorsed throughout the
organisation. It requires direct involvement of top
management. Making changes to company
structure, skills, incentives and control methods can
gradually help to develop a company culture that
supports OI [19]. OI culture implies that OI is
embedded in values and norms, practices and
behaviours. According to [20] OI culture is
emerging at mature levels of OI implementation.
Many authors have highlighted the importance of
innovation for increasing organization performance.
Innovation performance reflects the success of
innovation and comprises the actual output or
results of innovation as measured against its
intended outputs (objectives). There isn’t generally
accepted common set of indicators of innovation
performance [21], but sources dealing with
innovation performance measurement provide
various innovation metrics, which can be used by
organization e.g. [22] while the organization
strategy and characteristics must be taken into
account. According to [23] there is increasing
interest in the research of empirical evidence
regarding the effect of open innovation on
innovation performance. Scholars have explored

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The term Open Innovation was first introduced by
Henry Chesbrough in his book “Open Innovation“
in 2003, where he defined OI as paradigm that
assumes that firms can and should use external
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different points of view, emphasizing industryspecific characteristics, company size, or verifying
their hypotheses in the case of country-specific
samples. The studies have mostly focused on
exploring the effect of inbound OI modes on
innovation performance e.g. [24]; [25]; [26]. There
are less studies, which tried to investigate the effect
of outbound OI or coupled OI modes on innovation
performance e. g. [27]; [28];. The majority of
articles on that topic concluded that implementation
of open innovation had a positive effect on
innovation performance, but there were some of
them, which discussed inverted U-shaped
relationships or even in some OI-modes cases
negative effect on innovation performance [23].

The questionnaires were distributed to companies
of all size and industrial sectors´ representatives
and regions. There were 23 questionnaires collected
from Slovakia, 47 from Czech Republic and 45
organizations participated from Hungary. The
survey respond rates in the three countries were
over 20%. Overall, 500 questionnaires were
collected from EU organizations. The data were
processed graphically and results were compared
among Slovakia, Hungary, Czech Republic and EU.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1.1 Adoption of OI Practices
Figure 1 shows the average adoption intensity of
the inbound and outbound practices in
organizations operating in Slovakia, Hungary and
Czech Republic. The results can be compared with
the EU average, which is also illustrated. Slovakia
and Czech Republic is under the EU average level
in the adoption of all OI practices. Hungary has the
highest level of adoption of OI practices in
comparing with Slovakia and Czech Republic and
in some cases exceeds the EU average except in the
participation in standardization. The least adopted
OI practices in the three countries are:
 Crowdsourcing;
 Using external networks;
 Idea and start-up competitions;
 IP-out-licensing and Free revealing.

3. METHODOLOGY
The background of the research was information
obtained within the European Academic Network
for Open Innovation project. The study used the
questionnaire developed in the OI-NET project and
selected areas were examined, which focused on:








OI practices – this area included 13 items and
the adoption intensity of individual OI
practices (inbound and outbound) were
evaluated using 7 points Likert scale.
OI capabilities – the items covering the area of
OI capabilities were divided into 2 groups. The
first group of capabilities describes what
company does to organize and facilitate OI and
includes 6 items. The second group is
addressed to organization behaviour and
consists of 9 items. For evaluation of the items
the respondents used 7 points Likert scale.
Status of OI – the perceived level of OI status
were evaluated by 5 points Likert scale to
categorize organizations into groups of nonadopters, early adopters and adopters.

In general, compared to other OI practices, the most
adopted in the three countries are:
 Collaborative innovation with external
partners;
 Customer and consumer co-creation in R&D
projects;
 Scanning for external ideas.

Innovation performance – the area was
examined by 5 items, which were evaluated
using 5 points Likert scale.
Figure 1: Intensity of adoption of the OI practices
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Figure 3 shows the values for individual OI
capabilities related to organization behaviour and
manifestation of OI culture. Behaviour and culture
of organizations in Slovakia and Czech Republic
don’t support enough OI activities. The values of
individual items are slightly under the EU average.
Organizations in Hungary reported the highest level
of interviewed aspects of organization behaviour
and culture supporting OI. The highest scores in the
three countries are for the following aspects:
 Externally obtained knowledge is integrated
into company’s products, processes or services;
 Accepting the possibilities of mistakes in
external knowledge sourcing.
The areas with the lowest reported levels are:
 Relevant departments are actively participating
in knowledge sourcing and exchange;
 Employees have positive attitudes towards
having other companies using company’s
knowledge and technologies.

1.2 Level of Innovation Capabilities
Figure 2 shows the average levels of open
innovation capabilities related to what company
does to organize and facilitate OI. Organizations in
Slovakia and Czech Republic don’t achieve the EU
average. Organizations in Hungary reported the
highest levels of open innovation capabilities
among the three countries, which are slightly above
the EU average. The lowest values among the
reviewed OI capabilities are reported for:
 Rewarding of employees for OI activities;
 Applying interactive tools and methods to
facilitate OI.
The highest levels among the examined OI
capabilities in the three countries are indicated for
the following aspects:
 The organizational structure of company is
designed to be open according to needs of
company;
 Top management strongly supports open
innovation activities.

attitudes towards having
other companies using our…
Relevant departments are
actively participating in
knowledge sourcing and…

The borders of company are
open for knowledge flow from
outside‐in and from inside‐out

6,0
5,0
4,0
3,0
2,0
1,0
0,0

New external ideas are easily
accepted and disseminated in
our organisation

Our competitive advantage
lies in collaborating with
external partners

We accept the possibility of
mistakes in external
knowledge sourcing

Slovakia Average

Externally obtained
is integrated into Hungary Average
Czechknowledge
Republic Average

EU Average

Figure 2 Levels of OI capabilities related to organization and facilitation of OI
We provide education and training on
open innovation for our employees

6,0

OI activities by our employees are
rewarded

4,0

OI skills and awareness are fostered
within our organisation

2,0
0,0

The organisational structure in our
company is designed to be open
according to our needs

We apply interactive collaboration
tools and methods to facilitate open
innovation

(Top) management strongly supports
open innovation activities
Slovakia Average

Czech Republic Average

Hungary Average

EU Average

Figure 3 Levels of OI capabilities related to organization behaviour and culture
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Organizations were categorized as OI Adopters (OI
status at the level 3, 4 and 5), Planners (OI status at
the level 2) and Non-adopters (OI status at the level
1, 2) to examine if there are some differences in
innovation performance levels among the
categories. Adopters had the highest levels of
innovation performance in comparing to Nonadopters and Planners, which is reflected by the
levels of indicators: Success of new or significantly
improved products and services development, ROI
of innovation activities, Market acceptance of
innovative products and services. New product
development time is slightly higher compared with
Non-adopters and planners. The risk of innovation
activities achieves the highest level in the case of
adopters.

1.3 OI status
Figure 4 illustrates the perceived OI status of
organizations in Slovakia, Czech Republic,
Hungary and overall in the EU. Majority of
organizations (over 60%) in Slovakia and Hungary
are in the early stage of implementing OI activities
or planning to adopt OI. The highest percentage of
organizations in Czech Republic don’t adopt OI
(60%) and 20% are in the early stage of
implementing OI activities or planning to adopt OI.
The three countries are below the EU average in
achieving the status of adopters and experienced
adopters (levels 4 and 5).
1.4 Innovation performance
Figure 4 illustrates the changes in innovation
performance over the last 3 years in organizations
in Slovakia, Czech Republic and Hungary.

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
1. We are not
adopting and not
planning to adopt
open innovation

2. We are not
3. We are in the early
4. We are in the
5. We are experienced
adopters of OI
currently adopting stage of implementing process of refining OI
open innovation but
OI activities
activities and shaping
plan to implement OI
programmes
Slovakia

Czech

Hungary

EU

Figure 4 Open innovation status

Success of new or significantly improved
products/services development
Return on investment (ROI) of innovation activities
Market acceptance of innovative products/services
New product/service development time
Risks of innovation activities

0,0 0,5 1,0 1,5 2,0 2,5 3,0 3,5 4,0 4,5
Adopters

Planners

Non‐adopters

Figure 5 Levels of innovation performance
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[12] A. Hjalmarsson, G. Juell-Skielse a P. Johannesson,
Open Digital Innovation:A contest Driven Approach,
Geverbestrasse: Springer, 2016.
[13] A. Schroll a A. Mild, „Open innovation modes and
the role of internal R&D: An empirical study on open
innovation adoption in Europe,“ European Journal of
Innovation Management, zv. 14, vyd.475-495, p. 4, 2011.
[14] H. Chesbrough, „Managing Open Innovation in
Large Firms,“ Fraunhofer Verlag, Stuttgart, 2013.
[15] S. Behnam, R. Cagliano a M. Grijalvo, „How should
firms reconcile their open innovation capabilities for
incorporating external actors in innovations aimed at
sustainable development?,“ Journal of Cleaner
Production, zv. 170, vyd.1, pp. 950-965, 2018.
[16] U. Lichtenthaler a E. Lichtenthaler, „A
Capability Based Framework for Open Innovation:
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Management Studies, zv. 46, vyd.8, pp. 1315-1338, 2009.
[17] C. C. Cheng a E. K. Huizingh , „Identifying Open
Innovation Capabilities: A Critical Literature Review,“
Manchester, 2015.
[18] S. Hosseini, A. Kees, J. Manderscheid, M. Röglinger
a M. Rosemann, „What does it Take to Implement Open
Innovation?,“ Business Process Management Journal, zv.
23, vyd.1, pp. 87-107, 2017.
[19] L. Mortara, J. Napp, I. Slacik a T. Minshall, „How to
implement open innovation: Lessons from studying large
multinational companies,“ University of Cambridge,
Cambridge, 2009.
[20] H. Chesbrough, W. Vanhaverbeke a N. Roijakkers,
„SlideShare,“ 2014. [Online]. [Cit. 20 May 2018].
[21] J. Hagedoorn a M. Cloodt, „Measuring innovative
performance: is there an advantage?,“ Research Policy,
zv. 32, vyd.8, p. 1365–1379, 2003.
[22] M. Erkens, S. Wosch, F. Piller a D. Lüttgens,
„Measuring open innovation: A toolkit for successful
innovation teams,“ Performance, zv. 6, vyd.2, pp. 12-23,
2014.
[23] M. Greco, M. Grimaldi a L. Cricelli, „Open
innovation actions and innovation,“ European Journal of
Innovation Management, zv. 18, vyd.2, pp. 150-171,
2015.
[24] A. Salter a K. Laursen, „Open for innovation: The
role of openess in explaining innovation performance
among
U.K.
manufacturing
firms,“
Strategic
Management Journal, p.p 131–150 , 2006.
[25] Y.-H. Chiang a K.-P. Hung, „Exploring open search
strategies and perceived innovation performance from the
perspective of inter-organizational knowledge flows,“ R
D Management, zv. 40, vyd.3, pp. 222-245, 2010.
[26] J. Chen, Y. Chen a W. Vanhaverbeke, „The
influence of scope, depth, and orientation of external
technology sources on the innovative performance of
Chines firms.,“ Technovation, zv. 31, vyd.8, pp. 362-373,
2011.
[27] M. Inauen a A. Schenker-Wicki, „The impact of
outside-in open innovation on innovation,“ European
Journal of Innovation Management, zv. 14, vyd.4, pp.
496-520, 2011.
[28] H. Kuittinen, K. Puumalainen, A. Jantunen, K.
Kyläheiko a S. Pätäri, „Coping with uncertaintyexploaring, exploitation and collaboration in R&D,“
International Journal of Business Innovation and
Research, zv. 7, vyd.3, pp. 340-361, 2013.

5. CONCLUSION
The results of the study showed that majority of
organizations (over 60%) in Slovakia and Hungary
are in the early stage of implementing OI activities
but with high potential to do it in a future. Slightly
over 60% of organizations in Czech Republic don’t
adopt OI and 20% of them are in the early stage of
implementing OI activities or planning to adopt OI.
Organizations in Slovakia and Czech Republic are
below the EU average in implementing of OI
practices and levels of OI capabilities, while
organizations in Hungary are at the level of EU
average or slightly exceed it. The study showed that
organizations which already adopted OI reported
higher increasing level of innovation performance
over the last three years than those which haven’t
adopted OI. On the other hand these organizations
also reported the higher risk of innovation
activities. A certain limitation of the study was the
representativeness of the samples for the individual
countries. However the implication can be deduced
from the findings of the research for OI strategy in
the countries and supporting open innovation within
the national innovation systems. The study can be
also used within education at Universities.
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Abstract. The
T paper shoows research of
o production
program optimization in businesss-production
systems. In paper is shown
s
generaating optimal
criteria and
d constrains, and
a finding opttimal solution
for each product
p
volum
me. Nonlinear functions in
model are used. Extremees of objective functions
f
are
used for caalculating deviiations from op
ptimal volume
and size off admissible arrea for each prroduct.
Key words:: Production processes, optim
mization,
criteria andd constrains.

ower weight coefficient in
i multi-criterria
with lo
analysiss.
2. MET
THODOLOGY
Y
Notation
ns are defined as follows.
m - prodduct in producttion program
n - mach
hines or other pproduction devvices
h - categgory of workerr
l - produuction operatioon for one prodduct
Constrains - machine ccapacity:
⋯

1.INTROD
DUCTION
By producction program optimization we mean on
determine optimal volum
me of productt involved in
production process while optimal critteria and real
constrains must be fulffilled in speccific business
production system [1-5] . The problem of production
program opptimization shoould be appliedd in mass type
of productiion.

⋯
....
⋯
where a is time forr production prroduct x on firrst
machinee, a is time for production product x on
firts maachine, and soo on until tim
me a for m--th
product in production program, and all sum must be
lower thhen maximal avvailable time on
o fist machinee a . For n-th machine maximal avaiilable time is a ,
me for productiion products (xx , x , . . , x are
a
and tim
a ,a ,…a
in coonsequence.

By producction resourcess optimization we mean on
fulfillment optimal criteriia such as maxximal usage of
r
maaximal usage of machine
material resources,
capacity, and
a
maximal usage of hum
man resources
with real constrains. Th
he problem of
o production
ptimization co
ould be applied
d to any type
program op
of productiion.

On thee same way, defining off constrains for
f
availablle workers capaacity is perform
med:

By producttion process opptimization mo
ostly we mean
on rationaalization of production cycle, when
production volume is deetermined (seriial and single
type of production)
p
a
and
also witth respecting
existence of
o real constrains. In this casee criteria such
as: maxim
mal usage of production reesources, min
costs, max profit etc. cann exist as addiitional criteria

⋯
⋯

....
⋯
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On same way, constrains for material resources
could be defined. In design the model other
constrains can be exist. For example: market needs,
risks link to production of certain products. Risk
commonly is involved in mathematical model as
follow:
for production product x there exist k type od
risks, and each R must be lower then alowed value
, ie:
R

1
Fig. Selling price per unit of product depending to
product volume
Function of selling price per unit could be described
by quadric function:
, Q ∈ 1,

...
.

Cost per unit could be described on the similar way:

Time of production cycle t for production product
x , are sum of times each production operation
t and time for transport t , ie:

, Q ∈ 1,
Function of selling price and costs per unit could be
add up, and final result represent function of profit:

Utility coefficient of machine capacity are calculated
on followed way:
for n-th machine utility are division of realized
machine hours and available fond of machine hours,
ie:
⋯
⋯

Fig. 2. Function of profit
Profit per unit of product is subtraction of selling
price per unit and costs per unit:

...
⋯

, Q ∈ 1,
for n-th product, ie:

Objective function (objective criteria/goal) for
maximal profit:

,
∈ 1,

⋯

,
∈ 1,

where W - is selling price per unit of product x .
Selling price per unit of product x is not constant,
already depends on product volume for given
product.

,

∈ 1,

and total profit will be:
∑
∑
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∑
,

∈ 1,

By replacing (1) in (2), we can get optimal value of
production volume. In case of 3 optimal criteria
(profit, cost and capacity utilization) only one
solution for product volume exist. This formula can
be used instead of multicriteria analysis.

By equalizing total profit function with zero, will be:
∑

∑

0

(1)

Function of capacity utilization (in percent) is linear
and is in direct dependence with volume of
production of m-th product:
⋯

2. EXAMPLE
In this specific example from production practice, it
is shown application suggested methodology. Data
in presented example is form Insa factory for
production water meter. In presented example, 6
type of water meter is observed (C1, C2, … C6).

=

⋯
∑

,

(2)

,

Tab.1. Selling price
Volume
1
10
50
100
1000
2000

C1
4778
4634
4539
4061
3822

C2
4284
4155
4069
3641
3427

C3
4017
4866
4766
4515
4013

C4
6774
6570
6096
5757
5419

C5
12707
11436
10800
-

C6
34798
31318
29578
-

Tab.2. Costs
Volume
1
10
50
100
1000
2000

C1
3630
3500
3250
2945
2712

C2
3150
3120
3102
3063
3020

C3
3920
3900
3900
3750
3700

C4
4740
4690
4640
4357
4320

C5
9210
8930
8640
-

C6
28900
25410
22050
-

Tab.3. Profit
Volume
1
10
50
100
1000
2000

C1
1148
1134
1289
1116
1110

C2
1134
1035
967
578
407

C3
1097
966
866
765
313

C4
2034
1880
1456
1400
1099

C5
3497
2506
2160
-

C6
5889
5908
7528
-

2183.9

For water meter C1 stands:
2.1622 ∙ 10

∙

2 ∙ 2.1622 ∙ 10

0.87 ∙
0.87

4697.12

By repeating presented steps for each of observed
water meter, we can get next results:

0

2011.8
1.988 ∙ 10

∙

0.79 ∙

3506.83

1986.9

1.94 ∙ 10

∙

0.778 ∙

4211.33

1.61 ∙ 10

∙

0.086 ∙

3129.31

1.779 ∙ 10

∙

0.69 ∙

3.035 ∙ 10
0.1742 ∙ 10

∙

0.08 ∙

1190.3

5.869 ∙ 10
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∙
∙

0.384 ∙
0.2263 ∙

1082.02
4907
3983.7

8.9 ∙

0.158 ∙

1.67 ∙ 10

∙

1.25 ∙ 10

0.53 ∙

∙

2.91 ∙ 10

990.2

2.07 ∙ 10

4717.4

0.611 ∙

1833.61

2.557 ∙ 10

∙

169.3 ∙

12873.9

0.487 ∙ 10

∙

36.467 ∙

9245.9

∙

1.14 ∙

∙

6550.9

132.88 ∙

3627.8

7.003 ∙ 10

∙

463.7 ∙

6.199 ∙ 10

∙

455.97 ∙

0.78 ∙ 10

∙

6.506 ∙

35254.7
29349.7
5894.7

In tab 4 and 5 are given results of calculation and deviation between optimal volume of product obtained form
different criteria.
Tab.4. Profit
′

C1
2011.8

C2
2030.9

C3
-6326

C4
1958.7

C5
33.1

C6
33.1

′

1986.9

′

2183.9

2670.8

3855

1586.8

37

36.77

1939.8

-887.64

2444

32

4.7

Tab.5. Results
Water meter
deviation
deviation

′

and
′

i

′
′

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

172.1

-91.1

5438.36

485.3

-1.1

-28.4

197

-731

-4742.64

857.2

-5

-32.07

deviation in percent

′

and

′

7.88%

-4.70%

-612.68%

19.86%

-3.44%

-604.26%

deviation in percent

′

and

′

9.02%

-37.68%

534.30%

35.07%

-15.63%

-682.34%

Production volume should converges to x
As deviation x

between x

or x

functions for optimal criteria sets, we gets single
solution for optimal volume value for each product
in production program.
Paper gives insights in real practice problems in
business production systems where serial type of
production exist, because not all serial volume are
cost-effective when we take into account all aspect
of production resources utility.

value.

is greater, there

exist greater need for calculation of x

because

area of admissible solution is bigger.
Optimal production volume (x ) in good designed
production processes should be equivalent
exploitation capacity machines and workers
resources. In shown example, water meter C1 i C4
has low deviation optimal volume value from
extreme of profit and cost functions. This is very
important in serial type of production. Other
products in given example are very sensitive in
aspect to production volume value, specially product
C3 and C6, so that some serial volume could lead to
loss.
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3. CONCLUSIONS
Paper shows methodology for optimization
production process and its application in specific
business production system. Basic methodology
starts form creating optimal criteria and constrains
for each product in production program. By adopting
that some of criteria are quadric function
(elimination of linear approximations), extremes of
function was searching. Combining two or more
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Abstract. The paper shows
s
researcch of analyssis
concrete example of information system annd
discovering
g its data-flow
w failures. In
I this example
student serrvice informattion system at
a Faculty waas
observed. Besides
B
failuree detection in data
d
flow, papeer
indicates on
o key criteria
a for failure monitoring,
m
succh
as: failurees type and liink to processs time spent iin
failure, freq
quency of failuures, severity of
o failure etc.
Key words:: Information system,
s
data-floow failures.
DUCTION
1. INTROD
Problem of
o failures in
n data flow at
a the speciffic
informationn system
i actual as appearance of
is
o
computers in supporting each
e
business system.
s
As eacch
business system
s
has itts own speciificity, also its
i
informationn system requ
uires special atttention. There is
lot of methhodology in sciientific literatuure about failurre
detection in
i data flow [1, 2, 3]. But in
i this concrette
example off student servicce information system, processs
approach with
w some mod
dification is app
plied.
2. METHO
ODOLOGY
Notations are
a defined as follows.
f
Ni - numbeer of processes (i=1,2..n)
Fij- failure in data-flow onn i-th process
quence on i-th process
Cik - conseq
In table 1 is shown lisst of identifieed processes iin
student seervices extractted for existing informatioon
system dataa-flow
Tab.1. Iden
ntification of prrocess in studeent services
Process
ID
0.
1.
1.1.
1.2.
1.3.
1.3.1.

Process
Student services innformation system
m
Study program
Management of sttudy programs
Module managem
ment
Courses managem
ment
New subjects

ID
0
1
6
7
8
68

1.3.2.
1.3.3.
2.
2.1.
2.1.1.
2.1.1.1.
2.1.1.2.
2.1.2.
2.1.2.1.
2.1.2.2.
2.1.2.3.
2.2.
2.2.1.
2.2.1.1.
2.2.1.2.
2.2.1.3.
2.2.1.4.
2.2.1.5.
2.2.2.
2.2.2.1.
2.2.2.2.
2.2.2.3.
2.3.
2.3.1.
2.3.1.1.
2.3.1.2.
2.3.1.3.
2.3.1.4.
2.3.2.
2.3.2.1.
2.3.2.2.
2.3.2.3.
2.3.2.4.
3.
3.1.
3.1.1.
3.1.2.
3.1.2.1.
3.1.2.2.
3.1.2.3.
3.1.3.
3.1.3.1.
3.1.3.2.
3.1.3.3.
3.1.4.
3.1.4.1.
3.1.4.2.
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Link to accreditaation
Management of equivalence
e
Student activity
Management of student
s
data
Management of student
s
identificatiion data
Management of basic
b
student identtification
data
Management of social
s
- economic student
identification datta
Management of financial
f
data
Student debts
Payment transacttions
Financial reports
Management dataa about studding
Enrollment at Faculty
Management of examination
e
periodd
Candidate application
Admission exam
m
Filling ranking liist
Student enrollmeent
Management durring studies
Enrollment in thee school year
Student sign-out
Graduation
Documents and sstandards
Making documennts
Certificate of graaduation
Status confirmatiion
Certificate of passsed exams
Creating a compllete report
Student standard
Application for ddormitory
Filling list for doormitory
Application for ccredit / scholarshipp
Creating a list forr a loan / scholarshhip
Teaching and exaams
Organization of classes
c
Managing schooll years
Execution of couurses
Creating an coursses execution
Determining the list of teachers forr courses
Creating courses blocks
Modules
Creating study m
modules
Determining the required module courses
c
Determination off optional module courses
List of students courses
c
choices
Collection and prrocessing of studen
nts' wishes
for optional courses
Assigning coursees based on studennt wishes

69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
101
96
97
98
99
1000
3
25
26
27
45
46
47
28
48
49
50
29
51
52

3.1.4.3.
3.1.4.4.
3.2.
3.2.1.
3.2.1.1.
3.2.1.2.
3.2.1.3.
3.2.2.
3.2.2.1.
3.2.2.2.
3.2.2.3.
3.2.2.4.
3.2.2.5.
3.2.2.6.
3.2.3.
3.2.3.1.
3.2.3.2.
3.2.3.3.
4.
4.1.
4.1.1.
4.1.2.
4.1.3.
4.2.
4.2.1.
4.2.2.
4.2.3.
4.2.4.
4.3.
4.3.1.
4.3.2.
4.3.3.
5.
5.1.
5.1.1.
5.1.2.
5.2.
5.2.1.
5.2.2.
5.3.
5.4.

Direct assigning of the courses to the student
Reporting of assigned courses
Exams and results
Pre-payment obligations
Filling signature
Disclaimer from signature
Reporting
Exams
Management of examination period
Management of exams
Exams application
Exams applied students
Result processing
Result analysis
Graduation thesis
Application for graduation thesis
Checking the pre-request for graduation
Graduation records
Analyzes and Administration
Analyzes
Choice of analysis
Transient analysis
Continuity of student status
Reports
Report selection
Student Finance Reports
Students by years and subjects
Graduates and graduates
Administration
Graduation Administration
Contract administration
Administration of the code book
Exchange
Exchange with the University
Import from ISU
Export to ISU
Exchange with the faculty website
Import from Student Service
Export to the base of the website
Exchange with staff services
Exchange with financial services

53
54
30
31
55
56
57
32
58
59
60
61
62
63
33
65
66
67
4
34
102
103
104
35
105
106
107
108
36
109
110
111
5
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

.
3.1.3.3
.
3.1.4.1
.
3.1.4.1
.
3.1.4.1
.
3.1.4.1
.
3.1.4.1
.
3.1.4.1
.
3.1.4.2
.
3.1.4.3
.
3.1.4.3
.

Failure detection was performed only for process ID3
in this experimental research. Aim of research was to
detect type of failure, multiplication of failure though
different processes, detection process with multiple
failures, except plain failure detection.
Table 2 shows list of detected failures.
Tab 2. Identification of failures
Proce
ss ID
3.1.2.1
.
3.1.2.1
.
3.1.2.1
.
3.1.2.2
.
3.1.2.2
.
3.1.3.1
.
3.1.3.2
.
3.1.3.3

Fail
ure
ID
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8

Failure
Creating an incorrect version of
the course
Access the wrong course for
creating a performance
Wrong semester for course
Non complete data for course
Wrong ranking of teachers for
course
Wrong query for module
creating
Non assigned courses for
module
Optional course is not on right

Type of
failure
S System
P Process
S System
S System
S System
P Process
S System
S System
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F9
F10
F11
F12
F13
F14
F15
F16
F17
F18

3.1.4.4
.
3.2.1.1
.

F19

3.2.1.1
.
3.2.1.2
.
3.2.1.3
.
3.2.2.2
.

F21

3.2.2.3
.

F25

3.2.2.3
.

F26

3.2.2.3
.

F27

3.2.2.4
.
3.2.2.4
.
3.2.2.5
.
3.2.2.5
.
3.2.2.5
.
3.2.2.5
.

F28

3.2.2.5
.
3.2.2.5
.

F34

3.2.2.5
.
3.2.2.6
.
3.2.3.2
.

F36

F20

F22
F23
F24

F29
F30
F31
F32
F33

F35

F37
F38

place in list
Excel table is changed in
accordance to required
Not updated data about student
wishes
Wrong student ranking
calculation
Wrong student ranking
calculation
Student wishes is not clear
stated
Wrong data for student course
choice
Not available data about student
wishes
Slow down system work
Added non active courses
After the assignment of the
course to the student, it is
necessary to repeat the complete
procedure for the next course
Non updated list
Signature in current year is
accepted as signature form
previous year
Signature form course with new
ID
Disclaimer from signature is not
processed.
Lists of compulsory course and
lists by shifts are not compatible
Creating an exam with a
nonconforming year of the
exam
The exam is classified in the
wrong category which allows
for free registration of the exam
Applying for the exam is in
wrong category that requires
payment of the exam
application
The exam was also submitted at
the same time through the
student service and through the
student service desk
List of student with non-existent
date of exam
List registered with a duplicate
student
Subsequently entered exam
mark was not processed
Compromised content of XMF
file
Unacceptable entry of a
student's grade for the course
Incorrect number of indexes
added subsequently to the
student
Invalid XML file with ratings
Incompatible XML file with
"offline exam management
program" program
Unacceptable student rating
input
Invalid analysis of passing
through from exams
Incorrect analysis of the
completeness of the study
program with the exact number
of exams

P Process
S System
P Process
P Process
S System
S System
S System
S System
S System
P Process

S System
S System
S System
S System
S System
S System
S System
S System

S System

S System
S System
P Process
P Process
P Process
P Process
P Process
P Process
P Process
S System
P Proces

3.2.3.2
.

F39

3.2.3.3
.

F40

3.2.3.3
.
3.2.3.3
.

F41

3.2.3.3
.

F42

F43

An inaccurate analysis of the
study program's fulfillment with
the exact number of ESPB
The date of graduation is not the
last date of fulfilled obligations
of the student
Commission members
incorrectly sorted
Disagreement of the average
grade in the entered data on
graduation and in the software
budget
The final exam at the BSc study
program is not the last one

P Proces

3.2.2.5.

S System

3.2.2.6.
3.2.3.2.
3.2.3.3.

S System

F30, F31, F32,
F33, F34, F35,
F36
F37
F38, F39
F40, F41, F42

7
1
2
3

S System

Fig 2 shows no of failures by the process. It is clearly
shown that processes 3.1.4.1. and 3.2.2.5. generate the
most different type of failures.

S System

On the figure 1, is given diagram of process for this
specific example.

8

No. of failures
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Process ID

Fig. 2. No of failures by process ID
Probability of detected failures is next step in analysis
observed student service information system.
According to [4] failure rate could be defined as total
number of failures divided by total time expended:
Fig. 1. Flow data diagram
Table 3 shows number of failures by process.
Tab.3. No of failures by process ID
Process ID
Failure ID
No of failures
3.1.2.1.
F1, F2, F3
3
3.1.2.2.
F4, F5
2
3.1.3.1.
F6
1
3.1.3.2.
F7
1
3.1.3.3.
F8, F9
2
3.1.4.1.
F10, F11, F12,
6
F13, F14, F15
3.1.4.2.
F16
1
3.1.4.3.
F17, F18
2
3.1.4.4.
F19
1
3.2.1.1.
F20, F21
2
3.2.1.2.
F22
1
3.2.1.3.
F23
1
3.2.2.2.
F24
1
3.2.2.3.
F25, F26, F27
3
3.2.2.4.
F28, F29
2

where:
- failure rate
- time to (first) failure distribution
ie. failure density function
1
- probability of no failure before time
t.
For dependent events, dependent failures we must
apply conditional probability:

∙
or
∆
∆ ∙
In observed information system we didn't have times
spent in failures, so next suggestion is to add system
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adding for measuring time spent in failure and if this
failure cause failure of other process working.
Same problem was detect by frequency of failures. As
frequency of failures is not recorded before, as its
detection isn't performed. So, the next suggestion to
new improvement of observed information system is to
record detected list of failures.
Influence of one failure on other process or stoppage
whole system is related to failure severity. Failure
severity was assessed in this research by the expert
team, scale 1-5 (1-lowes, 5-highes).
Tab. 4. Failure severity
Failure
Severity
ID
F1
5
F2
1
F3
5
F4
5
F5
5
F6
5
F7
5
F8
5
F9
5
F10
5
F11
1
F12
1
F13
5
F14
5
F15
5
F16
5
F17
5
F18
5
F19
5
F20
5
F21
3
F22
5
F23
5

Failure ID

Severity

F21
F22
F23
F24
F25
F26
F27
F28
F29
F30
F31
F32
F33
F34
F35
F36
F37
F40
F41
F42
F43
F40
F41

3
5
5
5
3
5
5
3
5
3
5
3
3
2
1
5
1
5
5
3
3
5
3

1

5

2

1

3

9

5

28

Total

43

25
20
15
10
5
0
1

2

3

5

Assessment mark

Fig. 3. Number of severity assessment

3. CONCLUSIONS
Paper shows practical example of failure detection in
information system data flow. Information system of
student services was decomposed on key process, and
for each process failure type in data flow was detected.
Some of process has more different type of failures
then others. In this paper process with the most
different failure types in data flow was detected. For
observed information system, research indicates in
next improved version, to introduce metrics for time
spent in different failures and frequency of different
failures occurrence. Also, this research shows severity
marks for each of detected failures. High score of
failures severity indicate action measure for preventing
failures.
.

Table 4 shows number of different failure severity
assessment. Very large number failure ID has the
highest marks. This unfavorable data indicates fast
action measurement for preventing failures in data
flow.
Tab. 4. Failure severity analysis
Severity
No of severity
assessment
assessment

30

No. of marks
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problems, they describe the modeling, simulation
(discrete event, stochastic simulations) and
optimization process. More importantly, they found
that there is a small connection between practice and
scientific
research.
In
addition,
existing
mathematical models are difficult to understand and
interpret.

Abstract. The paper shows study in maintenance
optimization process by defined criteria. Complex
mathematical description of system is avoided
because of reasons of complexity and uncertainty.
Based on literature review and own research, as an
optimization method is used approximate algorithm.
The obtained result can be used with high
confidence.
Key words: maintenance, simulation optimization,
model

2. SIMULATION OPTIMIZATION
Simulation optimization is the remarkable
simulation technology in the recent time [5].
Nowadays, main simulation software’s have
embedded optimizers fully integrated into simulation
packages. The term simulation optimization is a
wide term for methods applied to optimize stochastic
simulations [6]. Simulation optimization comprises
examine for specific settings of the input parameters
to a stochastic simulation such that a target
objective, which is a function of the simulation
output, is, without loss of generality, minimized. As
opposed to algebraic model-based mathematical
programming, simulation optimization does not
suppose that an algebraic description of the
simulation (simulation uses model of system that
represent real problem) is available, the simulation
may be available as a black box that only allows the
evaluation of the objective and constraints for a
particular input. The nature of the stochastic
simulations under study will determine the specific
technique chosen to optimize them. The simulations,
which are frequently discrete-event simulations, may
be partly available to us in algebraic form, or may be
completely available as an input-output model (as a
black box); they may have single or multiple

1. INTRODUCTION
In the maintenance field, one of the most popular
areas is optimization. Strictly in mathematical terms,
optimization is defined as the process of finding the
conditions that give the maximum or minimum
value of a function. Consequently, it is required that
a specific problem is described mathematically, for
example [1]:
 x1 
x 
 
Find X   2  which minimises f  X 

 xn 


g j  X   0, j  1, 2,..., m
l j  X   0, j  1, 2,..., p

where f(X) is objective function, X is n-dimensional
vector named design vector, g and l are constrains.
In maintenance, optimization problem is growing
when problem is usually complex and difficult for
mathematical description.
Authors [2-4] describe a variety of optimization
models in maintenance. As one approach with the
greatest possibilities for optimization of complex
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algorithms are classified into two groups: heuristic
and meta heuristic algorithms [8].

outputs; they may have deterministic or stochastic
output(s); they may include discrete or continuous
parameters; and they may or may not contain
explicit, or even implicit/hidden constraints.
Common simulation optimization problem can be
represented by [6]:

3. PROBLEM
In maintenance optimization problems, the bulk of
papers describe very simple technical system or
simple organization [2-3]. Moreover, field
maintenance is not well explored. This is a reason
why we examine maintenance system with dispersed
maintenance facilities, with numerous and different
types of equipment and strong interconnections
among maintenance subsystems. Our goal is to
achieve highest equipment availability in connection
to desired resource utilization.

min E  f  x, y,   
E  g  x, y,     0
h  x, y   0
xi  x  xu
x  Rn , y  Dm

Here, f is objective function, continuous inputs x,
discrete inputs y, and vector ω is realization of
random variables. Constraints are represented by
vector value function g (evaluated with each
simulation run). Other constraints are represented by
h, and there are bound constraints on the decision
variables.
As in usual optimization problem, also the
simulation optimization problem is defined by main
components: 1. input and output variables; 2.
objective function; 3. constraints.
There are various categorizations provided for
various optimization approaches. One such
categorization is shown in Figure 1 [7].

4. METHODOLOGY
We defined model of complex maintenance process
in Arena Simulation® software package. This model
describe maintenance process with all dominant
influence factors: maintenance capacity (by
personnel), number of maintenance requests over
time (preventive and corrective), logistic delay
times, spare parts timing, distance of equipment to
workshop, price of all activities and materiel and
MTTR. Model tuning is based on historical
maintenance data. The simplified model is shown in
Figure 2. Purpose of model is given in detail in [9].

Figure 2. Maintenance model [9]
With this model we have established an excellent
instrument for system reconstruction and evaluation,
but also one excellent prognostic tool. Figure 3 [9] is
an example of resource usage over time.

Figure 1. Categorization of optimization approaches
Optimization methods and algorithms are classified
into two sets: exact algorithms and approximate
algorithms. The exact algorithms can exactly find
the most optimized response; however, they have no
efficiency for complicated optimization problems
and their solution time increases exponentially in
these problems. On the other hand, the approximate
algorithms are able to find reasonable responses for
difficult optimization problems. The approximate

Figure 3. Display of mechanic work utilization
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However, the peak of the use of the model is
optimization by the desired criterion. Arena package
has embedded optimization engine OptQuest.
According to [10-11], finding an optimal solution
for a simulation model generally requires search in a
heuristic or meta-heuristic manner. Simulation
optimization is based mainly to approximate
algorithms. Many meta-heuristic optimization
methods have been developed to solve hard
optimization problems. Performances and efficiency
of such algorithms are discussed in [12-14].
After determining the outcome of the model with
one set of control values, OptQuest uses its search
algorithm to establish a new set of values and
repeats the simulation run process. OptQuest’s main
optimization engine is based on the Scatter search
methodology coupled with Tabu search strategies to
obtain high quality solutions to problems defined in
complex settings. The OptQuest GUI is shown in
Figure 4.
We are especially interested in highest possible
value of repaired means (e.g. vehicles)-our objective
function, minimum of waiting means for
maintenance (e.g. no more than 5)-constraint, and
control variable - number of resources.

Figure 5. Optimization via simulation- steps

Figure 6. Solutions table
The effect of optimization is shown in figure 7.

Figure 7. Optimization result
The increase in resources by 10 percent has resulted
in increased availability of equipment by 15-20
percent. It is very important to point out that a
solution is accepted that is not first in the ranking .
Namely, the best solution in terms of the number of
mechanics, requires a significant increase in the
number of mechanics with insignificant benefit in
terms of availability.

Figure 4. The OptQuest GUI
In software context, objective function is defined as:
„maximize
([Kamion.NumberOut]+[Kamion2.NumberOut])“;
constraint is defined as:
„ [Match1.Queue1.NumberInQueue] <=5,
[Match2.Queue1. NumberInQueue] <= 5“, and
control variable are limited by value from 0 to 2.
The result of simulation optimization is shown in
Figure 5 (simulation steps) and Figure 6 (rank of
solutions).

5. CONCLUSIONS
Our developed model is based on one type of
common category of equipment. It is clear that it can
be multiplied and generalized. Optimization of
process without mathematical description of
problem, but based on mathematical foundation, is
clearly demonstrated. Future researches could go in
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the direction of comparing results with exact
optimization algorithms.
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DPR is primariily the result of
o a compromiise
The GD
betweenn the demandss of the industtry to enable the
t
smooth flow of perssonal data, thhe creation off a
single digital
d
market w
within the EU,, and the need to
enable the
t protection of personal data
d
to a greatter
extent.

Abstract. After four years of nego
otiations and
harmonizattion, the Eurropean Unionn adopted in
April 2016
6 the General Data
D
Protection Regulation,
known ass GDPR (G
General Dataa Protection
Regulation)
n), which cam
me into force on May 25,
2018. Thhe Internatiional Organnization for
Standardization followinng the global trends in the
nt of its standdards, greatly helps in the
developmen
implementa
ation of laws,, regulations and by-laws.
The ISO / IEC 27001 staandard, as weell as a whole
series of standards
s
related to securityy information
can in many
m
ways help
h
organizattions in the
implementa
ation of the GD
DPR requiremeent.
Key words: ISO / IEC 277001, ISO / IE
EC CD 27552,
GDPR, info
formation technnology, information security
management systems, perrsonal data, IC
CT systems.

2. WHA
AT ARE PER
RSONAL DAT
TA AND WH
HO
COLLE
ECT THEM A
AND WHY?
You muust have at leeast heard a story
s
from yoour
friends or
o acquaintancces, and we hoppe that you weere
not one of those who withdrew monney from a bannk
mpany on youur behalf, or you
account, an open com
d a notice wheen you wanted
d to raise a loan
received
You aree already a enndorser to an unknown
u
person
for a loan without lossing your ID or
o passport. Hoow
was thatt possible?
How many
m
times didd you happen to
t be asking ffor
some innformation abbout a phonee bill or som
me
informaation from a baank or lecturingg for some carrds
with youur fellow guestts and that the operator or kinnd
seller assked you to giive your name, surname, streeet
and num
mber, as welll as Unique Master Citizzen
Numberr JMBG? How
w many timess have they toold
you to send
s
or bring a scanned passsport or ID orr a
copy off these documennts?
Do we even
e
know morre about what personal
p
data are
a
and wheere are they all, who and whhy are they usinng
them?
The defi
finition of persoonal data in thee GDPR is broad
and therrefore it tells uus that personaal information is
not onlyy the name, surrname or addreess, it is also our
o
e-mail address,
a
phone number, fingeerprint, photos or
snapshoot on which yyou are, curreent location, the
t

1. WHY GDPR?
a
- Louis
"Privacy iss the right to leeave the face alone"
Brandeis (11890).
The GDPR
R, or the Geeneral EU Daata Protection
Regulationn, is the result of a debate onn the need to
better proteect the privacy
y of ICT userss (information
and commuunication technnologies). The first proposal
of this reguulation was in January
J
2012.
The adoption of this Regu
ulation was alsso speeded up
by a judgment in the famous
f
disputte before the
C
of Justicee C 362/14 (M
Max Shrems vs
European Court
Data Protecction Commisssioner). On 6 October
O
2015,
the Europeean Union Couurt of Justice (C
CJEU) issued
a final verrdict in favor of a law studdent, Austrian
citizen Maax Shrams, ag
gainst the Daata Protection
Commissiooner, in connection with the
t
US giant
Facebook and
a its method of data collecttion.
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number of our visits to a site and the like, or
everything that directly or indirectly can point to us.
We create our own personal data that inevitably
follow us through life and point to us. Every time we
used a social network or broke the Internet, we left
some of the personal traces on it.
By browsing the internet, you've often encountered
some of the questions that someone asked you for
permission that you did not read carefully. At the
present time, not only high-tech companies, their
product and service placement, growth and
development are based on the collection of various
types of data. A lot of companies have processed
these data to perfection. Have you ever wondered
how some sites like Facebook persist, as if Viber or
WhatsApp are free? You must already know the
answer - by processing and by direct use or resale of
your personal information. Our personal data are the
most sought-after goods in the 21st century.
When we take it all in consideration, we can say that
our data is collected in different ways and processed
for different purposes. They are collected through
social networks, through cookies when visiting some
websites; they are picked up by various institutions
and organizations. We must not forget that personal
data is collected by our parent organization, any
public institution such as a municipality, a school or
a hospital, any organization dealing with video
surveillance, banks and many others.
Some believe that the application of this regulation
will primarily affect marketing companies and
online businesses, but the question arises as to
whether it will really protect our personal data from
unauthorized use. For starters, it will be enough if
we do not use private e-mails to relate a variety of
products, when reading texts on the sites, they will
not interfere with various advertisements and other
information that constantly drag us and draws
attention and spend valuable time.

The GDPR requirement does not differ much from
the requirements of the management system
standard, where it is said that organizations must
establish appropriate policies, procedures and
processes to protect the personal data they possess.
Article 42 of GDPR organizations are offered the
possibility to comply with the requirements of
GDPR by obtaining the appropriate certificate.
Standard ISO / IEC 27001 with accompanying
standards which are not for certification but
represent good practice for companies from the
aspect of information technology security techniques
based on the general basics of all management
systems.
Within the ISO organization, as an adequate
assistance in the implementation of the GDPR, it is
soon before the final adoption of the standard
ISO/IEC CD 27552 - Information technologies Security techniques Enhancement to ISO/IEC 27001
for privacy management - Requirements that will
precisely offer an adequate solution for the
application GDPR.
Article 32 of the GDPR Regulation requires the
organization or "controller or processor" to carry
out, if necessary, appropriate technical and
organizational measures to ensure the level of
security that corresponds to risk, including, inter
alia, the following: pseudonymization and
encryption of personal data; the ability to ensure the
current confidentiality, integrity, availability and
resilience of processing systems and services; the
ability to timely renew the availability and access to
personal data in the event of a physical or technical
incident; a process for regular examination,
assessment and assessment of the efficiency of
technical and organizational measures taken to
ensure the safety of processing.
This Article 32 also requires the identification and
mitigation of the risk of "accidental or unlawful
destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorized disclosure
or access to personal data". Application of the
information management system to the information,
that is, the application of ISO / IEC 27001 or ISMS
abbreviated ISMS, all of the above requirements can
be fulfilled.
Applying the ISO / IEC 27001 standard will result in
a comprehensive data security not only for personal
data, but also for data that represents intellectual
property and organizational information. ISMS also
provides an integrated set of recommended policies,
procedures, documents and technologies, as well as
an effective way of managing, re-examining and
improving your information system.

3. WHERE IS CONECCTION OF ISO/IEC
27001 AND GDPR
The ISO / IEC 27001 standard provides a great
starting point for achieving the technical and
operational conditions necessary to prevent the
violation of the General Data Protection (GDPR)
Regulation.
In fact, the company that implemented ISO 27001
has already done at least half the work to achieve
GDPR compliance by reducing the risk of noncompliance with basic requirements in relation to
information security.
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Compliance with the requirements of ISO / IEC
27001 means that you have taken steps to regularly
identify and manage risks related to the security of
information or data, which helps you to deal with the
threats that each organization has in its market
survival and development. The standard itself
provides guidance for identifying and implementing
appropriate measures to mitigate the security of
information, with recommended technical measures
that are in line with the requirements of the GDPR.
Certification ISO/IEC 27001 provides a noun and
impartial assessment of the fulfillment of
information security requirements and is a test that
your ISMS complies with internationally accepted
standards of good practice of information security,
and at the same time is a convincing evidence that
you have taken the necessary measures to comply
with the requirements of the GDPR- a.
What are the
ISO/IEC 27001?

measures

recommended

Testing the assessment. After the validation, each
organization is obligated to comply with the
requirements of the standards to verify and evaluate
the degree of implementation of the requirements of
the ISO/IEC 27001 standard. An external check is
carried out by certification companies that are
organized periodically as well as interns in order to
confirm the applied data protection measures as well
as continuous improvement ISMS.
Regardless of the fact that these are not strictly
stated and other requirements of the ISO/IEC 27001
standard as the requirements required for fulfilling
the GDPR, they represent support processes that are
necessary for the effective functioning of the entire
organization from the aspect of information security.
ISO/IEC 27001 can help meet the requirements of
GDPR in these nine ways:
1. Certification-designated expert assessment of the
certification body supported and recognized by the
GDPR.
2. Security-certification scheme as a certain kind of
guarantee that an organization effectively manages
the information security risks.
3. Not only electronic data are concerned-the
standard applies to all media that carry certain
information, such as IT equipment, paper form, but
also people.
4. Control and safety framework-represents the
choice of appropriate technical equipment and
organizational controls to mitigate the identified
risks.
5. People, processes and technology - the standard
includes these three essential aspects of information
security. Threats according to the standard can be
not only technological but also risks based on poor
information or inefficient work procedures.
6. Responsibility - the established system must be
supported by the highest management and integrated
into organizational strategy and culture. Also, the
ISMS clearly defines the need to establish clear
responsibility for data protection throughout the
organization
7. Risk assessment-Conduct regular risk assessments
in order to identify threats and vulnerabilities that
may affect information security. From this aspect,
GDPR insists that special attention be paid to risks
related to personal data
8. Continuous improvement-the organization is
required to continuously monitor, review and
improve its ISMS. Accordingly, ISMS needs to be
constantly adapted to changes, as well as
continuously work on identifying and reducing risks.

by

Cryptography, or data encryption, is a measure
recommended in the ISO/IEC 27001 standard to be
undertaken in order to reduce the identified risks.
ISO / IEC 27001 describe 114 controls that can be
used to reduce the security of information. Since the
controls implemented by the organization are based
on ISO / IEC 27001, the organization will be able to
identify what is at risk, and what assets and what
requirements encryption requires in order to
adequately protect it.
Risk assessment. ISO/IEC 27001 provides guidance
organizations to conduct a detailed risk assessment
by identifying threats and vulnerabilities that may
affect the organization's IT assets, or assets bearing
certain information, and take steps to ensure the
confidentiality, availability and integrity of such
data. The GDPR specifically requires a risk
assessment to ensure that the organization identifies
risks that may affect the security of personal data.
Business continuity. ISO/IEC 27001 emphasizes
the importance of business continuity management,
providing a set of controls that will help the
organization to protect the availability of
information in the event of an incident and to protect
critical business processes from the effects of major
disasters in order to ensure their timely restoration.
When talking about the continuity of the possession,
we must not forget the standard ISO 22301, Social
Security-Business Continuity Management SystemsRequirements.
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9. Regular examination and review - this is done in
order to provide proof of compliance with the GDPR
and confirmation of system efficiency. ISMS must
be checked in accordance with ISO 19011,
Management System Checking Guide.

question of whether we can reach any information, it
is a question of time and ease of access.
The ISO/IEC 27000 series helps us shorten the time
and take good practice in keeping our information in
the organization and will surely require a lot of
effort, that is, both the organizational measures and
the money resources to ensure the security of our
information.
How much will it cost me to adjust to the GDPR and
how fast do I have to adjust? The law, both within
the EU and in our country, but not with such drastic
measures and requirements, is already in force. At
the beginning of 2018, or only a few months until
the full implementation of the GDPR regulation,
Veritas conducted a survey based on which it found
that only 2% of respondents really adjusted their
way of applying the GDPR regulation, but 31% said
it was fully applied. Some estimates are that the
companies in Serbia will cost an average of 50,000
EUR per organization, without the cost of external
consultants, employment of the Data Protection
Officer (DPO).
As a summary of all of the above, if the organization
has not already started implementing the ISO / IEC
27001 standard, it is already late.

4.
GDPR AND OTHER RELATED ISO
STANDARDS
The ISO/IEC 27000 series contains a set of
standards to support the application of ISO/IEC
27001 standards. The umbrella standard as ISMS
support are standards ISO/IEC 38505-1 and
ISO/IEC 38505-2 that provides basic principles for
the top management in organizations about the
efficient and acceptable use of data within their
organizations, using the system management, in
other words governance of data in organization.
If we talk about privacy framework there is ISO/IEC
29100 standard. For “what we can do” there are:
ISO/IEC 29314, Guidelines for privacy impact
assessment; ISO/IEC 29151, Code of practice for
personally identifiable information protection;
ISO/IEC 27002, Code of practice for information
security controls, ISO/IEC 27018, Code of practice
for protection of personally identifiable information
(PII) in public clouds acting as PII processors;
ISO/IEC 27552 (under development), Enhancement
to ISO/IEC 27001 for privacy managementRequirements. In faze for reducing a risk we can use
following standards: ISO/IEC PDTR 27550,
Security technique-Privacy engineering (under
development); ISO/IEC CD 29184 Guidelines for
online privacy notices and consent under
development); ISO/IEC 29190, Security techniquesPrivacy capability assessment model.
The new standard ISO/IEC CD 27552, which is still
in the development phase, was created on the
initiative of the French Data Protection Officer
(CNIL). This standard sets requirements for the
implementation of the Personal Data Management
System (PIMS). This standard, although it is
intended for certification, is planned to completely
replace certification requirements for organizations
according to ISO / IEC 27001 standard.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
As many times before, the ISO organization has
demonstrated its promptness in following the world
trends and legislative foundations in world practice.
The development of information technology and Big
Date has made it a matter of privacy that it became a
thing of the past and that today it is no longer a
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implemeentation of thee ISO standard aims to improve
the org
ganization's buusiness with the continuoous
satisfacttion of the interested party requirements. [22]

Abstract. The
T number of
o organizatioons that have
implementeed some of th
he ISO standaards in their
operations is very large and
a growing every day. The
basis for the good funcctioning of a management
system is its
i high degreee of effectiveneess. In theory
and practiice, there aree several meth
hods used to
assess the effectiveness of
o the manageement system:
arty audit, thirdd party audit,
internal auudit, second pa
risk analyssis, interested party
p
responsees, and so on.
What this paper is suppposed to present is a new
t
that is,
method, whhich analyzes the response times,
the speed of the busineess system ressponse, as a
factor in assessing the
t
effectiven
ness of the
management system. The
T
paper annalyzes data
related to the
t four majorr business systeems in Serbia
that deal with
w the mainteenance of vehiccles or fleets hundreds of vehicles inn each, or more
m
than a
v
in totall.
thousand vehicles

In orderr to monitor thhe level of com
mpliance with the
t
requirem
ments of the standard itseelf, as well as
meetingg the demands of end users, organizations
o
u
use
tools such
s
as inteernal audits, corrective annd
preventiive measures, risk managem
ment, and so on.
o
[3] An independent certification
c
au
udit is the moost
nly used m
method for verifying the
t
common
effectiveeness of thee implementeed managemeent
system. However, orrganizations also
a
need moore
efficientt methods for checking the effectiveness of
their systems, prrimarily beccause externnal
certificaation audits verry often requirre large financial
allocatioons, and also due to the fact thhat
certificaation/surveillannce audits are generallly
conductted only once a year.

Key words:: managementt system, efficieency,
response tiime

dy pointed to the
t
Some prrevious researcch have alread
problem
m of achieving a high degree of
o efficiency annd
effectiveeness of thee managemennt system annd
emphasiizes this as one of the main problem
ms
encounttered by companies with thee implementation
of ISO standards [4].. However, in
n addition to the
t
known methods, whhich are desccribed in detail
through numerous liteerature dealing with the field in
question
n ([5], [6], [7]], [8], [9]), in research and in
practicaal applications,, there is stilll a need for the
t

1. INTROD
DUCTION
Every yeaar the numb
ber of organnizations that
implement and apply ISO
O management system in the
r
busineess, grows. Forr example, in
course of regular
China alonne, there are more than thhree hundred
thousand companies that have successfully
implementeed and certifieed their manageement system
according to the ISO
O 9001 seriees [1]. The
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2017

2016

Figure 1: Graphical representation of the number of
days that elapsed from detecting the nonconformity
during the internal audit until the corrective action
was initiate.

2017

2016

2015

2014

2. ANALYSIS OF MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
RESPONSE TIME
In accordance with the standard requirements, the
decision on the number of audits and periodicity of
the internal audit is left to the organizations, i.e. their
assessment and, accordingly, the planning of the
audit. All four analyzed companies planned two
internal audits on an annual basis, mainly during the
first half of the year and the second, before the end
of the year.
2013

2015

Euro Sumar llc
1
1
1
1
1
1
TC Lastra llc
0
9
0
17
2
0
Delta Motors
2
1
3
1
1
1
llc
TC Lasta ad
2
3
3
2
3
3
Table 2: The number of days that elapsed from
detecting the nonconformity during the internal
audit until the corrective action was initiated

Data analysis of the response rate is presented here,
that is, the analysis of the time segments that have
elapsed since the implementation of the Internal
Audit to the start-up and closing of Corrective
Measures resulting from Internal Audit (response
rate). For the purposes of this analysis, the data
collected through the software application "ISO
9000", developed by the authors, tested and
implemented for continuous use in the organizations
managing the fleets: Euro Sumar llc; Delta Motors
llc; TC Lastra llc and TC Lasta AD.

2012

2014

2012

The response time method (response = reaction
speed) is based on the fact that the effectiveness of
the management system is directly dependent on the
system's level of implementation and its readiness to
take effect and to achieve the expected outputs in the
minimum time and given environmental conditions.
[10]

2013

launches appropriate measures. The time period for
initiating corrective measures after the completed
internal audit is not defined by the standard, but it is
definitely one of the important parameters for
assessing the effectiveness of the management
system. In Euro Sumar llc it takes one day for the
implementation of corrective measures, in Delta
Motors llc, one to three days, in TC Lasta ad, this
period is 2-3 days, while in TC Lastra llc, that time
period ranges from one to seventeen days (shown in
Table 2 and Figure 1).

introduction of a new method, that is, principally
and substantially a new way of observing the
problem of measuring and improving the
effectiveness of the management system. This paper
depicts one such new method, called the Response
Time Method.

The reasons for such large oscillations in the
measured times for the initiation of corrective
measures, can be various - from the fluctuation of
employees and / or the change of the person in
charge of system maintenance, to the lack of
resources (time i.e. workers, workspace, spare parts)
necessary for smooth functioning system. Whatever
the reason, large time intervals, from the moment of
nonconformity discernment to the initiation of a
corrective measure, are certainly not in favor of an
effective management system.

Euro Sumar llc
2
2
2
2
2
2
TC Lastra llc
1
2
2
2
2
2
Delta Motors
2
2
2
2
2
2
llc
TC Lasta ad
2
2
2
2
2
2
Table 1: Number of conducted internal audits yearly
After conducting an internal audit, reviewing the
findings, and forming a report, the Person
responsible for managing the system, together with
the executives in whose organizational parts (or
processes) the nonconformity has been identified,

Table 3 below shows the number of corrective
measures that have been initiated on the basis of
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of the average
number of days required to close corrective
measures.
Of course, the large time period required to close the
corrective measure does not necessarily mean the
ineffectiveness of the system. The reason may also
be the complexity of the inconsistency, or its cause,
which, as a rule, requires the involvement of a large
number of people for its dislocations, higher
financial expenditures, etc.

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

conducted internal audits yearly. We see that, at the
beginning right after the implementation of the
standards, there were far more corrective measures,
and that, in later years during the application of the
standard, this number was reduced as a result of
continuous application, or as a result of
improvements in accordance with the requirements
of the standard. We can also see that the number of
initiated corrective measures is slightly higher with
TC Lastra llc at the beginning of the
implementation, which is logical given that it is a
larger organization with more complex processes.
We can also see that the number of corrective
measures in Delta Motors is far greater than in other
organizations, the reason being the implementation
of inoprincipal, that is, BMW's standard, and the
required period of adapting to additional
requirements.

Euro Sumar llc
5
2
0
1
1
1
TC Lastra llc
8
3
1
2
1
0
Delta Motors
12 22 18 27
4
11
llc
TC Lasta ad
10
6
5
8
4
5
Table 3: The number of initiated corrective
measures yearly

3. CONCLUSIONS
The system response time is one of the better ways
to monitor and measure the effectiveness of each
system (in this particular case of management
system). Rapid response and response to impulses
from the environment (either internal or external) is
a basic requirement for adequate function in a
dynamic time in which most systems work.
Authors have focused their future research on the
development of mathematical models and algorithms
based on experiential and statistical data, and which
would, therefore, give accurate or approximate (in
the form of fuzzy functions or fuzzy numbers)
boundary value for the evaluation of the system's
response speed, or the evaluation of its effectiveness.

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

However, in addition to the number of initiated
corrective measures, a much better parameter for
assessing the effectiveness of a management system
is, the number of days that pass from the moment of
initiation of the corrective measure to the time of its
closure. This is shown in Table 4 and Figure 2.

Euro Sumar llc 32 35
0
24 14 12
TC Lastra llc
28 62 58 61 40
0
Delta Motors
14 17 10 15
7
10
llc
TC Lasta ad
25 72 60 72 45 30
Table 4: Average number of days required to close
corrective measures
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1

represen
nts the best technical soluution by whiich
maintennance of an acceptable environment
e
f
for
productiion in the pharmaceuticcal industry is
achievedd, while the BMS (Buildinng Managemeent
System)) is an automaatic system for regulating annd
monitorring the operatiion of the HVA
AC system itseelf
[7].

Abstract. In the pharm
maceutical inndustry, BMS
qualificatioons are carriedd out by applyiing structures
models forr risk managgement, in acccordance to
relevant GMP
G
requirem
ments. In thiss paper, the
FMEA meethod of risk analysis for assessing
a
the
scope andd qualification
n level of thhe BMS was
applied. FMEA
F
is a desirable
d
meth
hod for risk
management in the pharm
maceutical inddustry because
it involvess improved reeliability, supeerior quality,
increased security
s
and itt is based on understanding
u
the proceesses and on knowleddge of the
characterisstics of the system
sy
itself. Through this
paper poteential problemss are identifiedd, the level of
risk is asseessed, and actio
ons to reduce or completely
eliminate risks
r
from theeir impact on the BMS are
proposed.
FMEA,
BMS,
Keywords:
pharmaceuutical industry.

Annex 15 [4] deescribes the principles of
qualificaation and validdation that appplied to premisees,
equipmeent, auxiliary ssystems and prrocesses used for
f
drug prroduction. Anyy planned chhanges in spacce,
equipmeent, auxiliary ssystems and proocesses that may
m
affect on product quality shoulld be formallly
documeented and impaact on validatiion principles or
an estim
mated control strategy shou
uld be assesseed.
The ex
xtent of testting within the
t
conditionned
requaliffication dependds on the type and
a extent of the
t
change made on the eequipment / syystem. All initial
qualificaation tests (IQ
Q, OQ, and PQ) should be
considerred and repeatt those affected
d by the changge.
Assess of the scope oof testing shou
uld be perform
med
The source doccument for majjor
using a risk analysis. T
m is URS (Usser requiremennts
changess to the system
specificaations). Afterr a properly written UR
RS,
accordinng to Annex 15, it is necessaary to follow the
t
steps: URS
U
- DQ - RA
A – FAT (Facctory Acceptannce
Test) / SAT
S
(Site Accceptance Test) - IQ – OQ – P
PQ
(Perform
mance Qualificcation).

qualification,

1. INTROD
DUCTION
GMP (Goood Manufacturiing Practices) requires from
the pharmaaceutical industry to implemeent a program
of control, qualification and
a validation based on the
risk. To ideentify known and
a possible mistakes
m
in the
operation of
o the plant and
a equipmentt or the noncompliancee of the pharmaaceutical produ
uct, as well as
to identifyy the consequ
uences of suchh errors, the
FMEA metthod is most offten used. [2]

DQ (D
Design qualiification) – Using Design
qualificaation it’s testiffy to given dessign corresponnds
to the neeeds of users and
a GMP requirements.
RA (Riisk analysis) – It defines thhe scope of tessts
that sho
ould be perfoormed on the equipment annd
system.

The air con
nditioning impllies the regulattion of certain
ambient coonditions, with
hin narrow limiits of optimal
values, whereby
w
that process is carried out
automaticaally, adapting to the changing effects of
the externnal climate. The HVAC
C (Heating,
ventilation,, and air connditioning sysstem) system
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following of the paper the BMS qualification by
using the FMEA method for determining the scope
of testing required in order for the system to be
qualified properly and in accordance to the
regulations, will be shown.

IQ (Installation qualification) – The Installation
qualification is the establishment of documented
evidence that the equipment and belonging systems
are properly installed and should include at least the
following: checking the correctness of the
installation of components, instruments, equipment,
pipelines and work on them in relation to the
technical schemes and specifications; checking the
correctness of the installation in relation to the
previously defined criteria; collecting and checking
the supplier's operating instructions for work,
handling with equipment and requirements for
maintenance; calibration of instruments; and
verification of construction materials.
OQ (Operational Qualification) – The Operational
qualification is the establishment of documented
evidence that the whole system really functions in
the prescribed way and should include at least the
following: tests developed on the basis of knowledge
of processes, systems and equipment, to ensure that
the system functions as designed; tests that confirm
the upper and lower operating limits, and / or the
conditions of the "worst case". Successfully
completed OQ should provide the finalization of
SOP (standard operational procedures) of working
and cleaning, operator training and defining
requirements of preventive maintenance.

2. METHODOLOGY
If there is a change on the BMS (installation of
sensors, software change, system parameters, change
of critical alarm values, etc.), it is required to qualify
the system, and evaluate how many changes can
affect the quality of the product as well as on the
process itself. It is necessary to identify all possible
Failure Modes (FM) relevant to each process phase,
where S (Severity) can be estimated with 1 - Low
(FM does not affect to the functionality of the
system and does not affect the product), 3 - Medium
(FM has moderate influence on the functionality of
the system, but alternative method scan be applied to
ensure the execution of the process. 5 - High (FM
has a direct impact on system functionality and
product quality, but there are no alternative methods
for performing operations); P (Probability of
Occurrence) can be estimated with 1 - Low (a rare
occurrence of a potential cause of failure), 2 Medium (probably will appear during the life cycle),
3 – High (it will appear during the life cycle), and D
(Determine) can be estimated with 1 – Low
(detected automatically), 2 – Medium (detected
following manual check) , 5 – High (not detected).
The next step would be determination of potential
risks, i.e. what can go wrong, what are the
consequences of these events, as well as the
collection of enough number of data to establish the
relation between the different risks in the process
that be analyzed. Table 1 shows the risk analysis for
the selection of tests due to the BMS qualification.

The qualification of the HVAC system by using the
FMEA analysis and the results of the performance
qualification are shown in [1]. In this paper the
qualification of the BMS using the FMEA risk
analysis, which can be considered as a continuation
of the mentioned qualification of the HVAC system,
will be shown. In practice, the qualification of
HVAC and BMS are rarely analyzed together,
although they are in separable entities. Therefore, in
Table 1. Risk assessment for BMS
Risk
Risk
Risk Cause / Comments
No.
Scenario
The control Backup of software is not available. In
system does case of software deletion, recovery is not
1
not
work possible.
properly.

The system does not store the alarm
history after the alarm state disappears.
Missing relevant GMP record.
The system does not allow display of
alarm properties and confirmation of
alarm status. Alarm cannot be explored.
There are no new screens for newly
installed devices. The components are
not displayed correctly.
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S P D

Risk
Score

Qualification Testing
Required
IQ - Test of software.
OQ – Test of
documentation.

5 1 2

10

5 1 2

10

Check DQ.
OQ - Alarm verification
test.

5 1 2

10

Check DQ. OQ-User
interface verification.
OQ - Alarm verification
test.

5 1 2

10

OQ - Test of user screens
and navigation.

Table 1. Risk assessment for BMS
Risk
Risk
Risk Cause / Comments
No.
Scenario
The audit trail does not record all the
necessary information for the execution
of the changes, does not apply to all
input electronic data, the information
contained in the audit trail can be
changed. Copies of relevant GxP data
cannot be shown to inspections.
There is no archiving of data on the
system. Data can be forged, no trace. The
system cannot detect an invalid record.
Possible loss of original data, invalid
data is stored.

S P D

Risk
Score

5 1 2

10

5 1 2

10

The system does not generate alarms of
critical parameters and does not allow
the alarm threshold to be set. Critical
parameters of the system cannot be
detected.

5 1 2

10

The system does not generate alarms if
the equipment failure happens. Potential
impact on the production process.

5 1 1

5

The system does not allow the control/
monitoring of the installed device status,
and cannot enter the trace of change the
status of the device.
The system cannot preserve the
supervised critical system parameters.
Inability to record and monitor critical
system parameters.
The system does not allow generating the
trends of supervised critical parameters.
Trends cannot be generated and attached
to the records and used for regular
operations.

Qualification Testing
Required
Check DQ. OQ-Audit trail
verification. OQ-Audit
trail report generation
verification. OQ-Audit
trail integrity verification.

Check DQ. OQ - Report
generation verification.
OQ - Invalid records
verifications.
Check DQ. OQ – Alarm
verification test.

5 1 2

5 1 2

10

10

Check DQ. IQ-Input /
output verification test.
OQ - Audit trail.
Check DQ. IQ – Input /
output verification test.
OQ - Audit trail.
Check DQ. OQ - Trends
test.

Check DQ. OQ - Trends
test.
5 1 2

10

A report which contains trends and set
parameters is not available, it cannot be
printed. Incorrect information about the
supervised values of critical parameters.

5 1 2

10

Check DQ. OQ –
Configuration parameters.
OQ - Print data test. OQ Trends test.

The control system can be accessed by
unauthorized persons. Can Log On to a
system without Username and password.

5 1 2

10

Check DQ. OQ-Username
and password verification.
OQ-Security check.

By applying the FMEA method, the overall risk that
can affect the BMS, combining with individual risks,
is estimated. As the HVAC system belongs to
systems with a direct impact on product quality and
it is closely related to BMS, the severity will, in
most cases, be assessed with "5". It is clear then that
the overall risk will depend mainly on the
probability of occurrence and the possibility of
detection. Priority should be given to reducing the
probability of occurrence rather than increasing the

level of detection. By evaluation of the severity level
(S), assigned to each of the potential risks, by
identification of potential causes (P), and evaluating
relevant levels of detection (D) ranks the final score
for each of the potential risks. The last column
shows the list of recommended tests which should
be performed for each of the potential risks. Only
test names are given, the purpose of the tests and the
acceptance criteria are not explained because of the
goal and scope of the work itself. Based on the final
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potential risk have been proposed. If the level of risk
is not acceptable, a reassessment of qualifications
needs to be done and improved detection methods in
order to reduce the risk to an acceptable level. As a
final act, it is necessary to document risk analysis,
with detailed explanations about the estimated extent
of testing and the impact on the system.

risk assessment of each scenario, appropriate risk
reduction actions are defined as actions that should
reduce the severity and probability of risk, or
processes and / or methods that enhance the ability
to detect risk. Risk reduction actions are applicable
in the manner described in Table 2. After defined
risk reduction actions, qualification tests for any
Table 2. Risk analysis score
Level Risk Score
1

1-5

2

6-19

3

20-31

4

32-49

5

50-75

Risk Reduction Actions

Testing is not necessary. Relevant SOP. Training of users.
Nominal testing required - Nominal testing is performed to prove that the functions are
working properly. Relevant SOP. Training of users.
Required extensive testing - Extensive testing that includes testing in the zone of alarm
activation limit values. Relevant SOP. Training of users.
Required extensive testing – Predict extensive testing and possible additional routine
checks/controls. Relevant SOP. Training of users. Consider the level of the system
redesign.
Required extensive testing–Predict extensive testing and possible additional routine
checks/controls. Relevant SOP. Training of users. System redesign.
Ružić N, Petrović S. Upravljanje rizikom u
farmaceutskoj industriji– koncept analize rizika i
najčešće korišćene metode, Glasnik hemičara,
tehnologa iekologa Republike Srpske 4 (2010) 39-44

3. CONCLUSIONS
By FMEA risk analysis the evaluation of the scope
of testing is carried out, as well as the impact on the
system that needs to be qualified. The contribution
of this paper is in the way of identifying possible
risks, which is the most complex part of the analysis,
because it is necessary to identify and describe all
the individual risks that can affect the BMS. Risk
ranking and scales used in risk analysis are difficult
to define, so their constant review and improvement
is needed. With the successful identification of
possible risks, recommended actions for their
reduction or total elimination are given. The
contribution of the FMEA method is in identification
potential problems that can be reduced or completely
eliminate the risk of their impact on the system. By
focusing on risk management and separation of
funds for research, unnecessary efforts for
qualification can be eliminated. The inspection of
the BMS and HVAC systems varies depending on
the inspector, which is why it is important to apply
regular guidelines during document writing and
during execution of qualification protocols. This
paper presents a unique example of how critical
systems can be qualified.
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manufaacturing effficiency, supply
s
chaain
perform
mance, produuct innovationn, and in som
me
cases enabled
e
entirrely new business modells.
This traansformation should be a top priority ffor
quality leaders. Quaality 4.0 is aligning
a
qualiity
manageement with Industry 4.0
4
to enabble
enterprise efficiencies, performannce, innovatioon
and buusiness modeels. However, much of thhe
market isn’t focusiing on Quallity 4.0, since
many quality
q
teams are still tryin
ng to solve paast
problem
ms like inefficciency of pro
ocesses, manuual
metricss calculationss and erroneeous decisions
based on this, inefffectiveness of the qualiity
teams and many otthers. Qualityy 4.0 is aboout
how new technoology imprroves culturre,
collabo
oration, comppetency and leadership.
l
Itt’s
also about
a
the digital transsformation of
compliancce.
manageement
systtems
and
Althouggh it’s an advvanced topic, the applicatioon
of Quaality 4.0 meethods has already
a
starteed,
since leeading organiizations are already
a
on theeir
digital transformation path. This articcle
highlighhts main asppects of required to lead thhe
Qualityy 4.0 transsformation necessary ffor
tomorro
ow’s survivall.

p
the features of
Abstract. The paper presents
d
from Industry
I
4.0.
Quality 4..0 the term derived
As the fouurth industriaal revolution has already
started, this
t
paper discusses
d
the aspects of
Quality 4.0
4
and how
w quality professionals
p
should deeal with the challenges inn the future
related to quality.
Key wordds: Quality 4.0. Future of Quality.
Quality 4.0 framework.. Technology..
1. INTRO
ODUCTION
In the lastt decade the world of technology has
been rappidly changged. We have
h
faced
significantt developm
ments in connectivity,
c
mobility, analytics, scaalability, and data. These
new trendds have creaated somethiing what is
called th
he fourth in
ndustrial revvolution, or
Industry 4.0. Quality
y 4.0 is a term that
referencess the future of quality within the
context of the exxponential growth of
and
the
technological
advaancement
unprecedeented rate of change that those
advancem
ments are caussing. The new
w landscape,
created by
y new trends,, requires inddividuals and
organizatiions to constaantly learn annd apply new
things, disscard the pracctices and asssumptions of
the past and
a obtain new
n
set of skkills how to
survive annd succeed in an ever evolvving climate
of advanccement, devellopment, and change [1].
This fourtth industrial revolution
r
haas digitalized
operationss and resulteed in transfoormations in

2. QUA
ALITY 4.0
Qualityy 4.0 is a refference to Inddustry 4.0. Thhe
First Industrial
I
Reevolution em
mbodied thrree
revolutionary changges: machine manufacturinng,
steam power
p
and thhe move to city living ffor
had
previiously
people
who
beeen
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agriculturalists. During the Second Industrial
Revolution, the production line and mass
manufacturing drastically reduced the cost of
consumer and industrial products. The Third
Industrial Revolution was barely a revolution as
electronics and control systems gradually
penetrated manufacturing, allowing greater
flexibility and more sophisticated products at a
significantly lower cost. The Fourth Industrial
Revolution is happening around us right now. It
extends the digital impact of the third
revolution and merges it with the physical and
natural worlds. Several critical technology
changes have enabled this, including advances
in data, analytics, connectivity, scalability, and
collaboration. As the fourth revolution takes
hold, it will impact everything that we do. It
connects people, machines and data in new
ways, it democratizes technologies that were
previously only accessible to the certain
entities. For quality, these technologies are
important because they enable transformation
of culture, leadership, collaboration, and
compliance. Quality 4.0 is truly not about
technology, but the users of that technology,
and the processes they use to maximize value
[2].
Quality 4.0 certainly includes the digitalization
of quality management. More importantly it is
the impact of that digitalization on quality
technology, processes and people. Many
sources [2, 3] have identified specific areas of
Quality 4.0 that need to be addressed in order
for the organizations to implement them. Using
this framework and research, leaders identify
how Quality 4.0 can transform existing
capabilities and initiatives. The framework also
provides a perspective on traditional quality.
Quality 4.0 doesn’t replace traditional quality
methods, but rather builds and improves upon
them. It appears that some areas should also be
included.
The areas that are usually associated with
Quality 4.0 framework are [2, 3]:

Innovation is an imperative for any
organization and it will become critically
important in the future. Creativity is the process
of producing new ideas, while the innovation
process addresses creating and applying these
ideas. In the context of an organization, the
term innovation process refers to the entire
process by which people generate new ideas
and convert them into commercial products and
practices. Creativity and Innovation result from
a high degree of people involvement and
creates a higher sense of personal fulfillment.
The Innovation process is usually comprised of
the following steps:





Discover the opportunity.
Find the solution.
Make the solution work and
Deliver the results

Data-Driven Decisions have been at the heart
of quality improvements for decades. Many
recently updated standards re-emphasize the
importance of evidence-based decision making.
However, much of the market continues to
struggle with evidence while more mature
companies have mastered traditional data and
are now leveraging big data.
Data has five important elements to consider:








Connectivity
Collaboration
App Development
Scalability
Management Systems
Compliance
Culture
Leadership
Competency.

Innovation
Data-Driven Decisions
Analytics
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Volume (large quantity of different
records),
Variety (structured, unstructured and semistructured data),
Velocity (the rate at which a company
gathers data),
Accuracy (correctness of data) and



Collaboration
is critical
for
quality
management, as quality is by nature crossfunctional and global. Companies execute
traditional quality business processes with the
help of digital messaging (email), automated
workflows, and portals. Much of the market has
yet to take advantage of automated workflows
and portals, and in fact, only 21% have adopted
a core enterprise quality management system
[2]. Collaboration has changed dramatically in
recent years, within and across companies and
with customers. Social media has enabled the
public to directly weigh in on quality, which
has increased the visibility of quality issues.
App Development is a process of developing
supporting software. Apps are the mechanisms
through which companies fulfill processes,
collect and expose data, visualize analytics, and
establish collaboration. Traditional quality apps
are most commonly web-based, and nearly all
of them have been optimized for mobile,
although it usually requires a large mobile
device such as a tablet. As software has become
more powerful, the trend has been to develop
role-based apps for a better, simpler experience
through multiple interfaces divided by role.
Mobility provides greater accessibility,
participation, adoption, and efficiency. There
are three types of apps that will run quality
management:

Transparency (the ease of accessing and
working with data no matter where it
resides or what application created it).

Analytics reveal the insights captured within
data. Presently, analytics are often a stumbling
block for quality – 37% of the market identifies
poor metrics as a top roadblock to
accomplishing quality objectives [2]. Also,
there is insufficient adoption of real-time
metrics by most of the market. Analytics fall
into four categories:






Descriptive (the most traditional metrics to
monitor known or suspected correlations),
Diagnostic (quality process cycle times to
identify bottlenecks),
Predictive (trend analysis) and
Prescriptive (What action is supposed to be
taken).

Connectivity is the connection between
business
information
technology
and
operational technology, where business
technology includes the enterprise quality
management system, enterprise resource
planning, and product lifecycle management,
and operational technology is the technology
used in manufacturing and service. Industry 4.0
transforms connectivity through a creation of
inexpensive connected sensors that provide near
real-time feedback from 4 different entities [2]:











Connected people (leverage personal smart
devices or intelligent wearable devices that
sense workers),
Connected products (provide feedback on
their performance across their lifecycle and
they can communicate use conditions,
performance, and failure to perform),
Connected edge devices (efficiently connect
sensed equipment) and
Connected processes (provide feedback
from connected people, products, and
equipment into processes).



Wearables (devices that sense and connect
human performance),
Augmented Reality (overlay of virtual
content on physical assets or surroundings)
and
Virtual Reality (simulates the real world
and offers value for operations and
management).

Scalability is the ability to support data
volume, users, devices, and analytics on a
global scale. Without global scale, traditional
quality and Quality 4.0 are much less effective,
unable to harmonize processes, best practices,
competencies, and lessons learned corporatewide. Cloud computing is an important
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leadership, to have the skill set to move rapidly,
efficiently and effectively through the changing
process driven by external and internal forces.
Competency is an individual’s ability to
complete a task effectively and efficiently.
Organizations have battled to improve the
baseline competency of personnel, and to scale
specialized knowledge. Quality leaders looking
to improve upon the structured approach of
traditional quality can use several Quality 4.0
approaches:

contributor to scalability. Through Cloud,
manufacturers can acquire software, easily
adding capabilities and users, data, analytics,
and devices without the need to acquire, install,
and manage the software on premise. Data
scalability is also important, particularly with
connected devices. Data lake technologies have
been developed to support the voluminous data
sets inherent with connected devices and Big
Data.
Management System, especially the enterprise
quality management system is the hub of
quality management activities, providing a
scalable solution to automate workflows,
connect quality processes, improve data
accuracy, provide centralized analytics, ensure
compliance, and foster collaboration within a
common app. It is a hub because quality
touches every part of the value chain and how
it’s managed.
Compliance activities include conforming to
regulatory, industry, customer, and internal
requirements. Compliance is important to
quality teams across industry since quality often
takes a lead role in ensuring that processes,
products, and services conform to requirements.
Quality 4.0 introduces even more opportunities
to automate compliance.
Culture, especially the culture of quality, is the
imperative for many leaders that have an
initiative to develop it, since quality often owns
process execution with insufficient participation
and ownership from other functions. A
company that has "a culture of quality" exhibits
four key elements: process participation,
responsibility, credibility, and empowerment.
Quality 4.0 makes a culture of quality more
attainable through better connectivity, visibility,
insights, and collaboration.
Leadership, particularly quality leaders should
lead quality across the organization, with
increasingly broad ownership by crossfunctional executives and top management to
broaden the focus on quality and enable
effective corporate-wide quality. Quality 4.0
has already drawn interest from crossfunctional leaders. According to Hacker [4] the
future leadership has to be transformational







Experience (to share experiences and lessons learned across internal groups),
Expertise (to improve the expertise of
workers),
Appraisal (deploy connected worker
strategies to sense worker actions, ensuring
compliance, competency, efficiency, and
safety) and
Management (encapsulate these learnings in
Learning Management Systems).

The completely new set of skills and
competencies are required to master the
challenges related to Quality 4.0 [5].
3. CONCLUSIONS
Quality 4.0 is the digitalization of quality
leveraging the technologies of Quality 4.0.
People and processes are important to all areas
of business but are particularly key to quality.
Therefore, while Quality 4.0 makes critical new
technologies affordable and accessible to the
broad market, Quality 4.0 is about the
application of these technologies to solve
quality challenges and to provide new, better
solutions.
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more, BIM stands forr the special
Furtherm
collaborrative business model whicch supports the
t
establish
hment of such a database [1]..
Benefitss of using BIIM are widely
y recognized by
b
investorrs, owners, designers, contractors, annd
operatorrs of buildingss. Although em
mphasized as one
of the main
m
advantagees of using BIM
M, a free flow of
all possible kinds andd formats of in
nformation aboout
the buillding is curreently limited to
t the modelinng
functionnalities of BIIM software. A considerabble
amount of relevant daata lacks modeeling framewoork
in availaable software ssolutions.
Anotherr challenge off the efficient use of BIM is
interopeerability i.e. the ability too transfer daata
betweenn applicationns [2]. To overcome the
t
interopeerability obsttacle, the buildingSMAR
b
RT
organizaation [3] devveloped a sttandardized daata
format for the manuffacturer-indepeendent exchannge
of digital building models: IFC.. Currently, all
commerrcial BIM softw
ware solutions can export theeir
native formats
fo
to IFC. Although an exchange
e
format,
IFC cann be used as a m
modeling tool for non-standaard
informaation. After a shhort introductioon to IFC basiccs,
the papeer presents the method to moodify the IFC file
f
content in order to m
model the specific informatioon.
Finally, the case stuudy illustratinng the propossed
solutionn is presented.

Abstract. Building
B
Inform
mation Modelinng (BIM) is a
rising tech
hnology, alreaddy widely useed in AEC &
HVAC induustry around thhe world. The basic idea of
BIM, to create, storee and use the building
informationn efficiently is currently the work in
progress. Namely,
N
a signnificant amoun
nt of relevant
informationn about the building is impossible
i
to
create or use by the exxisting softwarre. Originally
establishedd as an exxchange form
mat, Industry
Foundation
n Classes (IIFC) represennt both the
informationn repository and the frramework to
generate new
n
or use thee existing infoormation. The
paper preesents a way of low-levell information
modeling by
b using an IFC
C format.
Keywords: Building Inforrmation Modelling, Industry
n Classes, low--level BIM
Foundation
DUCTION
1.INTROD
Since the genesis
g
of Com
mputer Aided Design
D
(CAD)
in the 197
70’s, this techhnology is in
n a persistent
process off development.. Originated in
n mechanical
engineeringg in the early 1980’s, 3D CA
AD is shortly
thereafter adopted by architects annd structural
designers, which eventuaally lead to esstablishing of
BIM by the
t
end of 1980’s.
1
In 20011, the UK
governmennt created a strrategy [1] for adopting
a
BIM
as mandaatory for all government construction
projects. In
n the past few
w years, seveeral European
countries followed
fo
the UK
K’s example.
As opposed
d to CAD, BIM
M is much moore than a 3D
geometry model of a building. It is rather a
comprehennsive building informatio
on database,
including all
a the relevannt data regarding planning,
design, coonstruction, opperation, and maintenance.

2. PROPOSED SOLU
UTION
The IFC
C schema is a specification for sharing daata
betweenn disciplines annd software appplications durinng
the projject life-cycle [3]. The schem
ma is written in
the EXP
PRESS data ddefinition languuage. It contaiins
definitio
ons of classes (entities) reprresenting almoost
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all relevantt elements to be modeled. Beesides element
classes, th
he schema sp
pecifies varioous kinds of
relationshipps between diifferent elemennts. Instances
of some element
e
classees can have one
o
or more
geometric representation
ns. Several methods for
defining geometry are provided
p
in thhe schema as
well. Thereefore, the IFC
C schema prov
vides an open
framework
k for BIM. In order to be ablee to generate a
highly dettailed IFC fiiles, commerccial software
modeling frameworks
f
shhould comply with the IFC
schema ass much as po
ossible. Howevver, currently
available BIM
B
software solutions conssiderably vary
in the quuality of IFC export. Morreover, some
informationn is impossibble to model.. This paper
proposes the
t
informatio
on modeling by
b externally
modifying the IFC file. Itt could be done manually in
on, or by usingg some of the
case of minnor modificatio
available programming
p
to
oolboxes [3] for
f large-scale
modificatioon.
IFC file iss a clear text file with “.ifcc” file format
extension. It is in accordance withh the STEP
FC schema in
physical fille format, goveerned by the IF
EXPRESS [3]. To moddel the lackin
ng data, one
should folloow the algorithhm presented inn Figure 1.

going to
o be added. T
The snippet is the textual daata
describiing two potentiial problems.

Figure 2.
2 Buderus Oill and Gas Fireed Boiler Logaano
G215: a) Render from user manual, b) IFC geometrric
representation

This kin
nd of data is possible to model
m
in a feew
differen
nt ways. Althouugh troubleshoooting cannot be
strictly categorized ass a property of
o the device, in
this casse, the use off the “propertyy paradigm” ffor
troublesshooting descrription is comp
pletely justifieed.
To supp
port this stateement, the exxisting model is
examineed. The entity used for the representation
r
of
the equuipment unit is
i IfcEnergyCoonversionDeviice
from thhe Shared Buuilding Elemennts layer of the
t
schema.. Properties ddefining the instance of the
t
mention
ned entity conntain informatiion such as the
t
manufaccturer’s websitte, or compilaation date. Thuus,
the info
ormation of iinterest will be modeled by
b
IfcCompplexProperty and IfcProppertySingleVallue
entities. The archiitecture of the data annd
relationsships to be addded is shown inn Figure 3.

Figure 1.
1 Algorithm for modelling by exxternal IFC
ification
modif

3. CASE STUDY
S
For the purrpose of illustrrating the propposed method,
an IFC filee representing a part of heatin
ng equipment
will be moodified so thatt a part of useer manual i.e.
Troubleshoooting is added
d. The IFC file capturing the
BIM repreesentation of Buderus
B
Oil annd Gas Fired
Boiler Log
gano G215 is downloaded
d
frrom the Open
IFC Modell Repository [55] (Figure 2). Following
F
the
proposed algorithm,
a
firsttly it is necesssary to define
the type an
nd content of information too be added to
the model. For the sake of
o easier operatting, a snippet
of the useer manual reg
garding troubleshooting is

Figurre 3. Diagram off the establishedd data structure
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The IFC fiile is modified
d using text ediitor. Relevant
parts of thee file are presen
nted in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Reelevant parts of IFC
I
file

4. CONCL
LUSIONS
The generaal idea of the BIM
B
is clear: it
i is supposed
to be a cenntral repositoryy of all kinds annd formats of
informationn about the building andd everything
related to it. In spite of the large of available
software solutions, a considerable amount of
important data
d
lacks the modeling fram
mework. The
paper preseented a simplee method of modeling
m
such
an importaant data and thus supportiing BIM. As
shown, it is
i possible to modify the content
c
of the
IFC file suuch that the laccking data com
mply with the
IFC schem
ma ontology and syntax. The paper
presented a simple case where
w
only thee textual data
is added. Nevertheless,
N
IFC provides a consistent
framework
k for establishinng much more complex data
structures. The result of IFC file moodification is
E
codee, however by
shown in a form of the EXPRESS
creating a wrapper arouund the code, the modeled
informationn would get the missing context. By
following the
t proposed algorithm, it is
i possible to
model a wiide variety of innformation.
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Abstract:. Global competition and shortage of product
design resources demand special ways of compromising
global economic effect with local requirements for product
quality . Global standardization of product design process
applied to local product design outsourcing is proposed to
reconcile the contradiction. ISO 9000 series and black box
design system are represented here as a methods of
achieving it.
Key words: Global Standardization, Local Outsourcing

fraction of the design tasks to the suppliers under
pressure to grow rapidly while constrained by inhouse design resources, so there is a need for global
systemic approach to design task subcontracting.
The combination of design outsourcing and ISO
9000 system is proposed here as the solution [5].
2. PRODUCT DESIGN OUTSOURCING
IN THE FORM OF ISO 9000

1. INTRODUCTION
There is a need of efficient communication between
producers and suppliers in order to achieve efficient
cooperation in global production network. A way to
achieve this is the global standardization of the
communication between producers and suppliers,
and ISO 9000 is ready at hand for these purpose.
The purpose of ISO 9001 is to provide requirements
which, if met, will enable suppliers to efficiently
demonstrate they have the capability to consistently
provide product that meets customer and applicable
regulatory requirements. ISO 9001 states that the
standard can be used to assess the organization’s
ability to meet customer, regulatory and the
organization’s own requirements. The standards
were created to facilitate mutual understanding of
quality management system requirements in national
and international trade. The associated certification
schemes that are not a requirement of any of the
standards in the ISO 9000 family were launched to
reduce costs of customer-sponsored audits
performed to verify the capability of their suppliers.
The schemes were born out of a reticence of the
assemblers to trade with organizations that had no
credentials in the market place. The primary users of
the standards are intended to be organizations acting
as either customers or suppliers. Although all ISO
standards are voluntary, one of the standards in the
ISO 9000 family has become a market requirement.
This standard is ISO 9001. The standard requires the
organization to control design and development of
the product. The standard was primarily intended for
situations where customers and suppliers were in a
contractual relationship. It was not intended for use
where there was no contractual relationship [2,3,4].

As markets globalize, the need for product design
standardization
increases. On the other hand,
managers are also under pressure to adapt their
organization to the local characteristics of the
market, the legislation, the fiscal regime, the
sociopolitical system, and the cultural system. This
balance between consistency and adaptation is
essential for corporate success. To be able to offer
products at competitive prices, a global production
network is needed [1].
Customer demands for higher quality products at
lower costs and shorter product lifecycles are putting
extra pressure on the product introduction process.
Cost and quality are essentially designed into
products in the early stages of this process. The
designer has the great responsibility of ensuring that
the product will conform to customer requirements,
comply with specification, and ensuring quality in
every aspect of the product, including its
manufacture and assembly, all within compressed
time-scales [2,3,4].
If product assemblers could not recruit sufficient
engineers and workers to deal with the rapid
expansion of design tasks, which is the case in
rapidly changing global market environment, it
would be reasonable to predict that pressures to
subcontract out a larger fraction of their design tasks
to the parts suppliers increased during that time. In
fact, there is a tendency that the assemblers start to
purchase subassembly components, rather than piece
parts, from their first-tier suppliers, and that they
emphasize "specialist" parts suppliers.
Thus, it would be reasonable to infer that the
automakers actually subcontracts out a larger
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As to the product design outsourcing methods, three
basic categories has been identified here: supplier
proprietary parts, black box parts, and detailcontrolled parts. This classification is basically the
same as that by Asanuma: marketed goods, drawings
approved, and drawings supplied [5,6,7].
2.

SUPPLIER
PROPRIETARY
PRODUCT DESIGN CONCEPT

interfirm task partitioning that can be characterized
as bundled outsourcing.

PARTS

In the Supplier Proprietary parts design system
(Figure 1.), the supplier develops a component
entirely from concept to manufacturing as its
standard product; the assembler simply orders the
item from the supplier's catalogue. In this way, the
supplier carries out almost all of the developmental
work for the component. Some highly standardized
components, such as bearings, may belong to this
category [5].

Figure 2. The system of Black Box parts
Iinformation on component requirements may be
provided to two or three potential suppliers, who
compete for the job based on their component
development capabilities.
The intensity of development competition among
suppliers differs depending upon the parts
categories: in conventional parts, the supplier for an
old model strive to get a new contract for the new
model; for technology-intensive items such as
plastic resins for bumpers, switching of suppliers
occurs more often and development competition
is more harsh. The suppliers may launch
developmental actions and suggestions without
waiting for inquiries from the car makers.
With Black Box parts system, developmental work
for the component is split between the assembler and
the supplier. In a typical case, the former creates
basic design information such as cost/performance
requirements, exterior shapes, and interface details
based on the total vehicle planning and layout, while
the parts supplier does the detailed engineering.
With approved component models system (Figure
3.), after the supplier is selected, it carries out
detailed engineering, such as modeling of parts and
subassemblies, prototyping, and unit testing. The car
maker then reviews the parts models, tests prototype
vehicles using the parts, makes sure that the
requirements are met, and approves the design. In
this case, the design documentation (component

Figure1. The system of supplier proprietary
parts
3.

BLACK BOX PARTS PRODUCT DESIGN
CONCEPT

The black box parts system (Figure 2.) refers to a
certain pattern of transactions in which a parts
supplier conducts detailed engineering of a
component that it makes for an automobile maker on
the basis of the latter's specifications and basic
designs. In a sense, this is a kind of joint product
development between a system maker and a
component supplier, in that the latter is involved in
the former's new product development process. The
black box parts system means a particular pattern of
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model) is eventually owned by the supplier (design
documentation owners are yellow colored), which
assures design quality and patent rights over the
parts in question. That is, the supplier has to make
engineering actions in response to field claims
related to the parts. In exchange for this
responsibility for quality, the supplier enjoys a
greater degree of design discretion for better
manufacturability and cost reduction. Switching
suppliers between the engineering stage and
manufacturing stage is rather rare in this case.

drawing, is done in-house. In this way, not only
basic engineering but also detailed engineering are
concentrated in the hands of the car maker, although
the suppliers can make requests for design changes
for better manufacturability and cost reduction. In
the typical case of a functional component in the
United States, the suppliers, selected through
inquiries and bids, take responsibility for process
engineering and production on the basis of
blueprints provided by the car maker. For this
reason, it is called the provided component model
system in Japan. Fabrication of prototype parts may
be carried out by a different supplier specializing in
prototypes. In the case of some body parts, the car
maker may also carry out process engineering, build
and own tools and equipment, and lend them to a
supplier. In this case, the supplier is regarded as
nothing more than a provider of production capacity.

Figure 3. Information flow with Approved
component model (Black box parts)
With consigned component model system (Figure
4.), unlike with approved component model system,
design documentation is owned by the car maker,
but detail engineering work is subcontracted out to
the supplier. The former pays the design fee to the
latter as a separate contract, and is free to switch
suppliers at the manufacturing stage. It is the car
maker that takes responsibility for quality assurance,
though. Generally, the consigned component model
system comes between approved component modes
and detail-controlled component models systems in
terms of the degree of supplier involvement in
product engineering. While approved component
models tend to be applied to functional parts, the
consigned component model system is found more
often when dealing with press and plastic parts
[5,8,9,10,11,12,13,14].

Figure 5. The system of detail controlled
parts- functional parts

Figure 4. Information flow with Consigned
component model (Black box parts)
4.

Figure 6. Information flow with Detail controlled
parts
Generally, each company chooses the degree of
supplier involvement component by component,
which in turn determines the overall division of
product design work between assembler and
suppliers. It is important to note here that the

DETAIL CONTROLLED PART DESIGN
CONCEPTS

The third category is the case in which most of the
component engineering work, including parts
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decisions
regarding
manufacturing
vertical
integration and designing vertical integration are two
separate issues: for a given production in-house
ratio, the designing in-house ratio could range
widely. In any case, the decision on the mix of parts
types depends upon the company's strategy, the
nature of the component, and the capabilities of
suppliers and characteristics of supplier networks
[5,8,9,10,11,12,13,14].
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1

p
an appplication of
Abstract. This paper presents
b
on genettic algorithms
metaheurisstic approach based
(GA) for solving
s
the Dual
D
Resource Constrained
Flexible Joob Shop (DRC
CFJS). Job Shhop (JS) is a
problem off scheduling thhe processing operations of
several prroducts on several
s
machhines. Dually
constrainedd problem is an
a extension off classical JS
where the operations of product
p
transfformation are
wo production
constrainedd with the avaailability of tw
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H
the
machines and
a workers inn a productionn system, may
also be universal andd flexible reegarding the
op
Thee DRCFJS is
realisation of product operations.
characterisstic for the opeerational plannning of highly
customisedd, small-scale or
o one-of-a-kinnd production.
The propossed GA was appplied to an exxample of the
observed scheduling
s
prooblem, and the results are
presented further
f
in the paper.
p
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productiion planning, scheduling acttivities represeent
the mosst complex activities. In thesse activities, it is
necessarry to allocatte resources on jobs for a
specified period, whhile respecting
g one or moore
mance criteria [2, p. 23]]. Methods of
perform
mathem
matical modelliing and artificial intelligennce
are of great
g
help in soolving the scheeduling problem
ms
[3]. Thiis paper is strructured as follows. After the
t
introducction, sectionn 2 presents the DRCFJS
problem
m. Section 3 shortly descriibes the generral
approacch of genetic algorithms and its
i application on
DRCFJS
S problem. Thhe fourth section presents the
t
results of
o the GA application on a sccholarly DRCFJS
examplee. Section 5 conncludes the papper.
2.
DU
UAL
RESO
OURCE
CONSTRAINE
ED
FLEXIB
BLE JOB SHOP
Job Shop (JS) is a problem of scheduling the
t
processiing operations of n products on m machinees,
where each product may have different annd
N
predefinned processingg route [8]. JS problem is NPhard. One
O
extensionn of classic JS problem is
recognizzed by both thheory and pracctice, and that is
the Flexxible Job Shopp (FJS). This problem occuurs
when in
n some phasess, through whiich products are
a
processeed, instead of
o one machiine, there is a
machinee centre with a similar type of
o machines wiith
the sam
me kind of proccessing. The prroducts that neeed
to be transformed
t
m
may be assiggned to any of
availablle similar machhines. Unlike the classical JS,
J
where each
e
operation of product traansformation has
h
already defined the m
machine, FJS is flexible, annd
every operation
o
may be realised on
o one machiine
selectedd from sevveral availaable machinees.
Consequ
uently, FJS ccan be divideed in two suubproblem
ms [3]. 1) Assiggnment probleem – problem of
determinning productiion path by assigning anny
processiing operation to a machine selected from
m a
set of machines
m
capable for processinng the operatioon.
2) Sequ
uence problem
m – the problem
m of determininng
the ord
der of produuct processing
g operation by
b
assignedd machines too obtain a feeasible scheduule

1.INTROD
DUCTION
Productionn in SMEs is most often deescribed as a
versatile and
a
variable production
p
chaaracterised by
high varietty of customiseed products maade according
to custom
mers’ orders, i.e. make-tto-order and
engineeringg-to-order prooduction [7]. The scarcity
and limited
d availability of
o production resources are
one of the
t
most coommon charaacteristics of
manufacturring SMEs: a modest macchine park, a
small prod
duction capaccity, a smalll number of
workers. Inn the productioon where the cuustomers have
the opportuunity to choose the type off product, its
design, and the materiaal from whichh the product
consists, products’
p
routees in production workshop
are very diverse and variant, andd production
resources (workers
(
and machines) are most often
simultaneoously engaged in the realisatiion of several
jobs. Thesse characteristtics and the form of the
production system, whicch are dominaant in SMEs,
p
of operrational producction planning
make the process
more diffiicult [9]. In the
t
process of
o operational
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numerous: it generates high-quality solutions in
reasonable time; there are different encoding
schemes for solutions; it offers different operators to
create new solutions that can avoid local minimum.
Through an application of GA on scheduling
problems, the main issue presents an encoding
scheme for solutions. One method for encoding that
is used for a case of multi-machine scheduling is Job
sequence matrix encoding – it is a particular type of
permutation where the sequence of product
processing is present separately for every machine
[1]. Encoding scheme and structure of chromosome
presented in this paper is obtained with structure
modification, which is related to two types of
assigned resources.
The chromosome structure is further presented in the
form of the matrix in Figure 1 with the example of
two products, three machines and two workers.
Presented matrix with columns (i, j, l), where: i –
index that marks processing operations of products,
i=1,..p; j – index that marks products j=1,..n; l –
index that marks machine u=1,..m with scheduled
worker k=1,..w, value of index l depends on number
of machines and number of workers, l=1,..m*w. For
example, in the third column of matrix (Figure 1)
value six presents assignment of the third machine
and second worker.

which will optimise the desired criteria function.
Considering both subproblems makes the flexible JS
more complex for solving in comparison to the basic
JS. Besides the machines, product processing
operation may be constrained additionally with other
resources (workers, special tools). JS problem where
the workers and machines present the limitation for
production process flow and the product sequence, is
known as Dual Resource Constrained (DRC).
Therefore, basic and flexible JS can be additionally
extended with the observation of available workers
in a production process.
Dual Resource Constrained Flexible Job Shop
(DRCFJS) is a scheduling problem of n products
J={J1, J2,…,Jn} on m machines М={М1, М2,…,Мm}
with w workers W={W1, W2,…,Ww} [10]. Every
product Ji (i=1,2,…,n) has a predetermined order of
(Oi,1,Oi,2,…,Oi,ni).
processing
operations
ni
Operations Oi,ј can be realised on any machine Мi,ј
from a set of compatible machines. Each machine
may process only one operation at a given moment.
In addition, workers that are part of the production
system have different knowledge and skills to
operate different machines. Let M(Wk) be the
machine set that can be operated by worker Wk. For
any machines in M(Wk), Wk presents a set of
qualified workers. The processing time of each
operation (pijuk), depends on assigned workers and
machines and presents the amount of time for
processing operation Oi,ј on machine Mu by workers
Wk. The main goal is to obtain the optimum value of
desired criteria function, by assigning workers and
machines to each operation (assignment problem), as
well as determining the sequence of observed
product operations on each machine. Additional
constrain in the scheduling problem may occur if
one resource is significantly less available than other
resources. For example, there are n machines and w
workers where w < n. Presentation of the
mathematical model for DRCFJS is omitted since
this problem is mainly solved with heuristics.
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Figure 1: Example of chromosome structure

The process flow of executing the implemented
genetic algorithm consists of the following
activities:
The initialisation and generating of the initial
population – in order to obtain the initial
population, modified heuristics Ini-PopGen [1] was
used. The modification in mentioned heuristics, i.e.
in the process of assignment and sequence is realised
with the additional resource (workers). Ini-PopGen
heuristics obtain half of solutions randomly; another
half is obtaining by considering operations
processing time and availability of resources
(machines and workers).
Decoding and evaluation of initial population is
done according to criteria function (Cmax = max{Cij})
that presents time when all scheduled products are
finished.
Binary selection – in a random way selects any two
individuals from the population and compare to a
value of fitness function. Fitness function of an
observed individual (obtained schedule) is equal to a
negative value of criteria function (Cmax). A solution
with lower Cmax indicates higher fitness function.

3. GENETIC ALGORITHMS
Understanding that scheduling problems JS, FJS,
DRCFJS are NP-hard, heuristics approach is most
often used in their solving: priority rules, variable
neighbourhood search [5], genetic algorithms [4, 6],
heuristics based on fruit fly algorithm [10], tabu
search and simulated annealing.
Genetic algorithms are a type of metaheuristics that
are based on algorithms that simulate the process of
genetic evolution of individuals of one population by
the influence of genetic operators and the
environment. The main idea of GA is to present
every individual (solution) in population with
chromosome structure (coding scheme) and to do
crossover iteratively in order to obtain new
individuals with better genetic material (new better
solutions). The reasons for applying the genetic
algorithm in solving scheduling problems are
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Genetic operators for genetic material exchange –
that are implemented were Preserving Оrder-based
Crossover (POX), Position Based Mutation (PBM),
Machine and Worker Based Mutation (MWBM). The
POX genetic operator in order to obtain new
offspring (new schedule), keeps the order in such a
way that a part of genes (assigned resources and
sequence of products) is taken from one parent and
maintains the order from that parent, and another
part (which are not included previously) is taken
from the second parents. During the process of POX,
the operation sequence of every product, which
presents their transformation technology, will be
respected, to generate a feasible solution.
The PBM is the first type of genetic mutation
operator where the order of product processing is
changing randomly, with respecting constraints of
feasibility, to obtain a new individual in population
(schedule). The MWBM is the second type of genetic
mutation operator where the assignment of machines
and workers are randomly changed. MWBM
operator has next change options: change worker,
change machine, and at the same time change
workers and machines.
Population sorting and selection – as a result of
genetic operators, new population Qt of offspring are
created. To reserve a certain number of good
individuals from old population (elitism), new
population Rt is formed from parent’s population Pt
and population of offspring Qt. The new population
has a size greater than N (Rt = Pt ∪ Qt). It is
necessary to evaluate Rt population by sorting
individuals according to fitness function (-Cmax), and
then to choose the best N individuals of new
population Pt+1 (where Pt+1 ⊂ Rt). Entry to new
population Pt+1 up to N members is first reserve for
individuals with the best fitness function. After the
entrance of individuals with the best fitness
(individuals of first rang), if there is still free space,
individuals with the second rank of criteria function
value (lower fitness function), are placed next. The
process of creating a new population from the
previous one is called the generation process. The
selected members of a new population, if the
maximum number of generations is not reached,
switch to a new iteration.
Stopping criteria - after a series of genetic material
exchange and succession of a population, the
algorithm stops when the maximal number of
iterations is reached (maximum number of
generation). In the process of genitival evolution, the
best obtain individual (schedule) is the results and
solution of algorithm.

on the next internet page: https://pan.baidu.com/s/
1mhHfv6K. Actually, the official benchmark data
for DRCFJS problem does not exist. Most authors
[4, 5, 10], use benchmark example for FJS problem
with times of duration processing operation that are
modified with the data for workers (pijuk) according
to different statistical distribution.
Table 1: Benchmark example used in heuristic application
Example

No. of
products

No. of
operations

No. of
machines

No. of
workers

DFJSP 01
DFJSP 02
DFJSP 03
DFJSP 04
DFJSP 05
DFJSP 06
DFJSP 07
DFJSP 08
DFJSP 09
DFJSP 10

10
10
15
15
15
10
20
20
20
20

55
58
150
90
106
150
200
225
240
240

6
6
8
8
4
15
5
10
10
15

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Along with the examples of the scheduling problem,
parameters of genetic algorithms that are used in the
process of computer simulation are also defined.
Parameters of the experiment and their range of
values were:
˗ Crossover rate (pcrossover from 0,15 to 0,9) as the
frequency of crossover among individuals in the
population;
˗ Mutation rate as a frequency of mutation among
individuals in the population (pmutation from 0,15 to
0,7);
˗ Gene mutation rate as a frequency of mutation in
individuals gene (pgene mutation from 0,15 to 0,7);
˗ Size of the population (N from 200 to 600);
˗ Number of generation was 300.
For the described problem, GA with criteria function
(Cmax) was developed in the environment for
numerical calculation and programming language
MATLAB 2016b. The values of Cmax, for the
solutions that are obtained with the GA are presented
in Table 2 together with results of initial heuristics
Ini-PopGen. Observing all the results in Table 2,
better solutions for the improvement of Cmax values
was obtained for each example. Best improvement,
in absolute value was obtained for example
DFJSP08 (Cmax = 28 [time unit]). If we look a
relative, i.e. percentage improvement of criteria
function, the best result was obtained for example
DFJSP04 (Cmax = 4.35 [%]), in comparison to
initial heuristics Ini-PopGen.
The overview of one solution of DFJSP01 example
of DRCFJS problem is presented with Gantt chart by
machines (Figure 2) and workers (Figure 3). Insight
in Gantt chart of solutions points out that workers
are much more engaged than machines. It is the
obvious consequence of the less availability of one
production resource (workers) than the other
(machines).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After the GA metaheuristics explanation, its
verification was carried out through solving a
scholarly example of DRCFJS problem. The data
(Table 1) which is used for the experiment are the
examples (DFJSP 01-10) presented in paper [4] and
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Table 2: Results of genetic algorithm application on DRCFJS problem
GA parametres
Initial solution
Example
(Cmax)
pcrossover pmutation p gene mutation
N
0,5
0,15
0,15
600
52
DFJSP 01
0,7
0,15
0,5
400
43
DFJSP 02
0,5
0,5
0,15
200
287
DFJSP 03
0,5
0,5
0,3
400
115
DFJSP 04
0,5
0,7
0,3
600
229
DFJSP 05
0,5
0,7
0,3
600
116
DFJSP 06
0,7
0,5
0,5
600
230
DFJSP 07
0,7
0,5
0,15
600
867
DFJSP 08
0,5
0,3
0,7
600
747
DFJSP 09
0,9
0,7
0,15
600
614
DFJSP 10

Best obtained
solution (Cmax)
51
42
277
110
225
113
223
839
736
607

Generation of
obtained solution
39
170
167
127
277
85
55
134
105
50
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Figure 2: DFJSP01 solution – Gantt chart by machines

Figure 3: DFJSP01 solution – Gantt chart by workers

5. CONCLUSION
A significant part of production enterprises still uses
priority rules and the subjective experiences of
individuals working on planning and scheduling
tasks for solving the scheduling problem. This paper
presents a scientific approach in considering and
solving the scheduling problems. Resource
constrained scheduling problem in operative
production planning of small enterprises is firstly
described. In the literature, this problem is known as
Dual Resource Constrained Flexible Job Shop. The
observed problem is then solved with metaheuristics
genetic algorithms. It presents an integral solving
approach for two sub-problems - assignment of
resource and sequence of products is solved within
one procedure, i.e. algorithm. This way of finding
the solution, retains the complexity of the problem
on the one hand; on the other, it provides the quality
solutions.
In the literature, the dominant criteria function for
DRCFJS is Cmax that presents time when all
scheduled products are finished [5, 10]. In the future
work, the process of solving DRCFJS can be
improved with the multi-criteria approach. In this
approach, time criteria of operative plan
successfulness (makespan, total completion time,
total earliness and tardiness, work time of machines
and total workload of machines) could be improved
by observing costs criteria (earliness and tardiness
costs, cost of machine and workers utilisation).
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of the owners of m
mobile devicess 2-3 times pper
month.
By usin
ng the mobile applications
a
to
oday each person
can buy
y practically evverything: from
m clothes, shooes
and toyys, household up to constru
uction machinees.
This avaailability to annnouncements reduces the tim
me
searchinng for deals, allows to fasster comparisoon,
makes easy contact to retailer and gives bettter
urer.
analyze background beefore expenditu

Abstract. Quick
Q
distributtion becomes a synonym for
the moderrn logistics. The developm
ment of the
Internet an
nd mobile appplications to a considerable
extent prom
motes the deveelopment of e--commerce. A
few years ago,
a
online shoopping was equuated with the
traditional computer, pppurchases werre made by a
W
page. Currently, much more
typical Web
transactionns are made byy mobile devicees. The article
is a discusssion about thhe challenges of transport,
which resuult from the increasingly incclined form of
transactionns: e-commercee.
Key words:: Transport, e--commerce.
1.INTROD
DUCTION
E-commercce (or electron
nic commerce) is a subset of
e-business:: any B2C conttract on the salle of products
or servicess fully or finee weather conncluded by a
technique for
f distance coommunication.. They covers
both transaactions by statioonary and mobbile way.
E-commecrre becomes more
m
and moore common.
There is a graph
g
one the Figure
F
1, that shows
s
regions
of Europe where
w
this typee of transactionn is the most
popular. Lo
ongtime accesss to the Interneet in Western
countries confirms thee greater intterest in ecommerce. Not withoutt significance is also the
confidencee to make purchhases in such a way.
Figure 2 shows
s
the shaare of online purchases in
Europe. It may seem su
urprising, howeever, 87% of
the productts bought in thhe UK in the yeear 2016, was
ordered on
n line. Figuree 3 shows thee information
about the popularity
p
of th
he use of mobiile equipment
to make pu
urchases onlinee. As it can be seen from the
statistics, ¾ all mobile device
d
users made
m
shopping
using them
m, in 2016.
In this caase the leaderr is not UK, but Turkey.
Interestinglly, up to 7%
% of the useers shall buy
through e-ccommerce on every day, annd almost half

Figure 1. E-commercce market in Westenr
W
Europe
source: [1]
E CHALLEN
NGES OF "LAST
"
MILE
E"
2. THE
CONNE
ECTION IN R
RESPONSE TO
T CHANGE
ES
IN SOC
CIETY
computeer. Purchases were made byy a typical W
Web
page. The
T shipment was sent by courier servicce.
Usual delivery
d
takes about the weeek. However, to
speed upp the society foorced on vendoors and supplieers
faster reesponse time and
a delivery on
o the second or
third day
y after placingg the order.
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Figure 2. Online shopping rates in Europe, source: [2]

Figure 3. Mobile device usage, source: [3]
However, this trend is constantly progressing.
operate this type of business, for example Gogovan
Today's young people in European countries
or LalaMove. Especially the second one gives you
increasingly do shopping using mobile applications.
the ability to deliver cargo in urban area in less than
Thanks to the wide access to online stores can
an hour.
immediately make purchasing decisions and place
It seems that in this area the solution will be the
orders. Mentally, though not yet expressed, the
phenomenon of load space sharing. In general,
Society also expected the delivery, which will be as
sharing is not a new idea, but in recent years there
fast as their decision and order.
has been another jump, as mentioned, the term
This causes the formation of new, massive
"sharing economy". The term sharing is generally
challenges modern logistics, which boils down to
defined by characteristics such as the lack of
expose the supply also immediately.
property, temporary access and redistribution of
If we look at the modern possibilities of delivery, it
material goods or less tangible, such as money,
is clear that transport systems have not been keeping
space or time. It is also defined as a preference to
up with this trend, although some companies are
pay for assets or services for consumption or on
trying to meet the challenges of the modern edemand, instead of having assets or signing longcommerce.
term service contracts. The economy of sharing can
In Europe is now ok. 40 companies, which are called
have such attributes as the availability of resources
unicorns (start-ups with over 1 Billion EUR
and the flexibility of their use, adapted to different
revenew). If you take a closer look at the structure of
needs. Communication type "peer-to-peer" seems to
their business are just a few of them work in the
be its basis.
transport industry or the logistics. One of them is
Indeed, in recent years, thanks to the idea of sharing
Lieferando/Takeaway, a company offering quick
a lot of concept found its realization. More and more
food delivery. Today, thanks to the implemented
is available in Europe for example. platform sharing
good strategy offers food delivery in time less than
of electric vehicles, sharing Internet networks,
1h. However, in Europe today there is no company
Office space or space vehicles (pool).
that offers the same service in general cargo
Returning to the transport and logistics and the
delivery. In this point Asia is different. There
contemporary challenges in a short distance, it
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seems that the next breakthrough will be delivery in
an hour or less than an hour. This is a concept that
may meet by increasing the importance of sharing
ideas and share your own resources (sometimes
private) transport processes.

defined by characteristics such as the lack of
property, temporary access and redistribution of
material goods or less tangible, such as money,
space or time. It is also defined as a preference to
pay for assets or services for consumption or on
demand, instead of having assets or signing longterm service contracts. The economy of sharing can
have such attributes as the availability of resources
and the flexibility of their use, adapted to different
needs. Communication type "peer-to-peer" seems to
be its basis.
Indeed, in recent years, thanks to the idea of sharing
a lot of concept found its realization. More and more
is available in Europe for example. platform sharing
of electric vehicles, sharing Internet networks,
Office space or space vehicles (pool).
Returning to the transport and logistics and the
contemporary challenges in a short distance, it
seems that the next breakthrough will be delivery in
an hour or less than an hour. This is a concept that
may meet by increasing the importance of sharing
ideas and share your own resources (sometimes
private) transport processes.

3. LONG DISTANCE DELIVERY
The development of the Internet and mobile
applications to a considerable extent promotes the
development of e-commerce. A few years ago,
online shopping was equated with the traditional
computer. Purchases were made by a typical Web
page. The shipment was sent by courier service.
Usual delivery takes about the week. However, to
speed up the society forced on vendors and suppliers
faster response time and delivery on the second or
third day after placing the order.
However, this trend is constantly progressing.
Today's young people in European countries
increasingly do shopping using mobile applications.
Thanks to the wide access to online stores can
immediately make purchasing decisions and place
orders. Mentally, though not yet expressed, the
Society also expected the delivery, which will be as
fast as their decision and order.
This causes the formation of new, massive
challenges modern logistics, which boils down to
expose the supply also immediately.
If we look at the modern possibilities of delivery, it
is clear that transport systems have not been keeping
up with this trend, although some companies are
trying to meet the challenges of the modern ecommerce.
In Europe is now ok. 40 companies, which are called
unicorns (start-ups with over 1 Billion USD
revenew). If you take a closer look at the structure of
their business are just a few of them work in the
transport industry or the logistics. One of them is
Lieferando/Takeaway, a company offering quick
food delivery. Today, thanks to the implemented
good strategy offers food delivery in time less than
1h. However, in Europe today there is no company
that offers the same service in general cargo
delivery. In this point Asia is different. There
operate this type of business, for example Gogovan
or LalaMove. Especially the second one gives you
the ability to deliver cargo in urban area in less than
an hour [4].
It seems that in this area the solution will be the
phenomenon of load space sharing. In general,
sharing is not a new idea, but in recent years there
has been another jump, as mentioned, the term
"sharing economy". The term sharing is generally

4. FUTURE SOLUTIONS
As previously mentioned the modern transport
systems are not able to increase the speed. So be
sure to look for a futuristic solutions that pass
positively both Proof-of-technology principles
(PoP), and then proof-of-concept (PoC). However, it
need to be pointed out, that all alternative (futuristic)
transport solutions is different from conventional
transport – are currently at the level of the PoP. The
most promising solutions include e.g.: Along or
Next (Next Transportation Inc.).
Hyperloop
Looking for investor interest, plays a particularly
important long-distance transport based on the
movement in the tubes with reduced preasure, called
Hyperloop.
An ultra-high-speed ground transportation system
proposed in 2013 by SpaceX. Along with basic ride
in a solar-powered, elevated air tube that for long
distances would mostly follow an existing highway.
To reduce resistance and low pressure environment
is created within the tube. If ever built, and the 350mile ride from Los Angeles to San Francisco would
take approximately 35 minutes, reaching speeds in
excess of 700 MPH [5].
In 2014, along with Transportation Technologies
(HTT) was formed to create a Hyperloop in Quay
Valley, California. In 2016, the first test of the along
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with One over a short distance was successful. The
Hyperloop Alpha concept was first published in
August 2013, proposing and how the runtime locates
assemblies and route running from the Los Angeles
region is the San Francisco Bay Area, roughly
following the Interstate 5 corridor. Along with the
system would propel passengers along the 350-mile
(560 km) route at a speed of 760 mph (1.200 km/h),
allowing for a travel time of 35 minutes, which is
considerably faster than the current rail or air travel
times. Preliminary cost estimates for this LA-SF
suggested route were included in the white paper-US
$6 billion for a passenger-only version, and US $7.5
billion for a somewhat larger-diameter version
transporting passengers and vehicles — Although
transportation analysts had doubts that the system
could be constructed on that budget; Some analysts
claimed that the Hyperloop would be several billion
dollars over budget, taking into consideration
construction, development, and operation costs [5].

Figure 5. Visualization of capsule Next, source: [6]
The system monitors the number of vehicles on all
stations and can automatically move the empty
vehicle from the station, where these vehicles the
excess (or to make room for another oncoming
vehicle) to the station where they are missing.
The authors of the idea presented a physical
expression of his project. Although the original
system is to be used for the carriage of passengers, is
the inventor of the presented analyses indicate the
ability to transport cargo.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We are seeing a very dynamic changes in society
and significant speed up of the way of life. It is
visible in access to purchasing offers, buying
proposals, ect. This fast connection to offers and
easiness to place order challenging the transport:
requires to speed up.
As the response – one hour delivery – seems to be
quite possible to realize. Some positive responses
are functioning as a real business. Transport faces
real challenge in increasing speed of transport on
long distance. It seems that the increase in
environmental awareness and enforce legal uniquely
eliminates the possibility of acceleration of means of
transport over long distances. Hence, this forces the
need to intensify work on the now-conventional
ideas, which in the future will allow for the creation
of a completely new, eco-friendly, effective and safe
systems move people and cargo.

Figure 4. Capcule of hyperloop one, source: [5]
Next
This solution can be treated as "Urban Rapid
Transit". This is the concept of energy-saving,
individual urban transport or suburban. Based on a
small electric vehicles (computer controlled),
available on demand when you enter an address of
the destination. Vehicles move on the specially
prepared and secured routes, separated by a multilevel traditional streets, without stopping at
intermediate stops/stations [6]. In Figure 5. shows
the view Next capsule.
Movement is controlled by computer, and the
number of vehicles limited, so there is no possibility
of congestion (traffic) or a collision. Journeys take
place continuously to the destinations chosen by the
passengers. There are no timetables or designated
route. The passenger shall decide on the start time
and place the end of the tour. The computer is the
optimal path to the destination for each passenger to
avoid collisions and maintaining a safe distance
between vehicles.
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The foreest industry is expected to leead technologiccal
develop
pment and impllement changees towards a biiobased technology by concentratingg on the use of
biomasss, considering it to be itself renewable, thhus
mergingg the forest secctor with the teechnology secttor
[2, 11, 14].
1 It is expeccted that the bio
oeconomy secttor
will creeate a whole nnew range of products
p
via the
t
implemeentation of biomaterials thhat utilise novvel
develop
pments, such as nanocellullose, man-maade
fibres from
fr
lignocelluulose and cellu
ulose waste annd
replacem
ment of fossiil fuels-based polymers wiith
biopolym
mers [15, 25].

ABSTRAC
CT
Greenhousse gas emissiion reduction is strongly
advocated within the Eurropean Union. The study of
natural co
ommunities (biocenology),
(
additionally
demands innclusion of a circular
c
econoomy, in which
renewable products are
a
kept in continuous
circulationn of use and reeuse. In light of this, there
arises the question whether the bioecconomy route
alone, promoted by the EU, is sustaiinable. Using
literature, based on thee Delphi methhod, and EU
mportance of
documents,, we highliight the imp
sustainablee managementt of bioresourrces. It seems
that only limited mitiggation of greeenhouse gas
emissions can
c be expectedd.
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IN

PROPOSE
ED

The meethod used byy the actors in
i the field ffor
conductting the relevannt analyses maainly follows the
t
Delphi approach
a
for data collection as
a an appropriaate
means of long-rangge (20–30 years)
y
academ
mic
researchh, together withh expert opinions. State of the
t
art literrature on bioteechnology reguulatory and biiobased materials
m
deveelopment is allso reviewed to
help in understandingg the trend in development of
novel teechnologies.

UCTION
INTRODU
Contributinng to greenhou
use gas emissioons reduction,
is concurreently possible mainly
m
by subbstitution with
low carboon products, increasing energy and
materials efficiency
e
and recycling of materials
m
and
utilisation of waste. Thee key challengee on a global
ow to generatee a sustainablee approach in
level is ho
utilising natural
n
resouurces, especiaally biomass
neutral [4,, 23]. The EU
U has set a milestone
m
for
cutting its carbon emissioons by 2030 to
o levels 40 %
below thee levels of 1990 througgh domestic
consumptio
on reductions, the greaater use of
renewable energy sourcees with impleementation of
the bioeconomy as a means forr addressing
environmen
ntal problems [1, 4, 10].

SUSTA
AINABILITY DEVELOPM
D
MENT SO FAR
R
To reduuce waste and green gas emiission impact on
climate change, goverrnments aroundd the world haave
a
so-caalled ‘biotechnology strategiees’
started adopting
with an aim to set upp plans and leegislation for the
t
ment in technological develoopment designned
investm
for the implementation of sustainab
bly manufacturred
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goods and biofuels. Implementation of the EU
bioeconomy emerges as a quasi-trade mark of the
European answer to environmental problems. Its
development from the idea towards defined
technological and economical routing took over
three decades. It has evolved through carefully
planned marketing and research funding activities
towards achieving bioeconomic stability [4, 5].

sustainable consumption of goods and transport,
which will create additional stress from pollution,
inefficient land use and food production [19, 20, 23].
The global production and use of biofuels have
increased dramatically in recent years, with about 85
% of their production going to bioethanol
manufacture, considered the most ecologically
friendly liquid biofuel, that can be produced from a
variety of cheap raw materials that are sugars
chemically. Theoretically, ethanol represents a
closed carbon dioxide cycle because released carbon
dioxide (CO2) from ethanol burning is recycled back
into plant material during photosynthesis
subsequently to become biomass [26]. Sugars, such
as cane and molasses, can be used directly for
ethanol production via fermentation, while starches,
from corn, potatoes and root crops, must be
hydrolysed via enzymes to fermentable sugars, and
only then ethanol can be produced [3, 8]. Cellulose,
from wood, agricultural residues, waste sulphite
liquor from pulp and paper mills, must likewise be
converted into sugars, generally by the action of
acids or cellulolytic enzymes [11]. Lignocellulose
biomass has long been advocated as a feedstock for
cost-effective bioethanol production in an
environment-friendly and sustainable manner, and
agricultural wastes/residues are advocated as
abundant and renewable resources for secondgeneration bioethanol production [9, 11]. Therefore,
to make full use of these resources for sustainable
and economically feasible bioethanol production, the
following difficulties still need to be overcome: (i)
collection, supply and handling of bio-waste; (ii)
economically feasible pre-treatment of waste; (iii)
production of different economically feasible
enzymes and yeast strains that will enable more
efficient fermentation of cellulose in working
conditions [15].

A visionary cycle was seen to emerge in the EU in
1993 towards development of the bioeconomy
policy framework, with the EU White Paper entitled
“Growth
competitiveness
employment:
the
challenges and way forward into the 21st century”,
which advocated the necessity for biotechnology in
innovation and growth [5]. Later, the Lisbon Agenda
from 2000 emphasised the need for EU leadership in
the global ‘knowledge-based economy’, that would
decrease its dependence on fossil oil [4, 10]. The
2002 EU bioeconomy strategy followed, promoting
life science and biotechnology as the likely most
promising of the frontier technologies, with a
capacity to contribute to the achievement of the
Lisbon Agenda objectives. In 2005 the ‘knowledgebased bioeconomy’ (KBBE) was finally established.
It took until February 2012 for the European
Commission to publish an action plan of
bioeconomic development, entitled, “Innovating for
Sustainable Growth: a bioeconomy for Europe” in
which bioeconomy was portrayed as an
environmentally acceptable solution to a variety of
European and global problems, following the same
trend at that time in the United States [12, 20, 25].
In the case of the forestry sector, environmental
regulation has played a large role helping with the
transition in the EU towards sustainable societies
and green growth (see, for example, Forest Sector
Technology Platform, 2015) [26]. The increased use
of forest biomass for production of biofuels is
expected to boost European Economy and is
explicitly supported by forestry policies at EU level
and especially in the Nordic and Baltic countries
[11, 14, 21], considering that these regions are
extremely rich in forests.

Unlike traditional ethanol production, however,
biofuels derived predominantly from forest
harvesting potentially lack the equilibrium in respect
to CO2 production and reabsorption. Many scientists
claim that balance is only true if the calculated plant
base taking up CO2 is not cut in the first place to
create the ethanol, Fig. 1, [23, 24].
Policies that will make biofuels more competitive
identify the need for taxation of fossil fuels and fixed
prices for biofuel-derived energy that may limit
economic growth in the long run as forest biomass is
only a slowly renewable source, considering the
expected fast consumption of its sources [25].

BIOFUELS FOR SUSTAINABLE REDUCTION
OF GREENHOUSE GASES – current status
Factors that help promote biofuels and place them
into the global fuel market are: expected increase in
population and thus fuel demand, decrease in fossil
fuel reserves, and already observable climate change
accrued to the model of global warming [1, 24].
By 2030 the global population is expected to
increase by 1.3 billion inhabitants on top of the 7.6
billion currently, with growth predominantly in
developing countries, which will have a rising
middle class without any proper mindset of
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utilisatio
on of naturral capital can never be
sustainaable, and thaat manufacturred capital thhat
requiress an increase oof future consuumption of foreest
biomasss for the biooeconomy neeeds is not an
appropriate argumennt for desttroying naturral
resourcees such as wateer, land, air annd diverse habittat
forests [26].
[
From a shhort-term temp
poral perspectivve,
large investments
i
aare necessaryy to push for
f
develop
pment of biotechnologies andd business, wiith
inevitabble conflict bbetween the economical
e
annd
societal interests and views [11]. For
F downstreaam
industriees, that governn changes in biotechnology, the
t
sustainaability megaforrces act to em
mphasise conceern
over vu
ulnerability reelated to incrreasing biomaass
resourcee constraints that can cause
c
long-terrm
deforesttation and habiitat loss [25, 26
6]. Of increasinng
concern
n is that confliccts can arise ov
ver raw materiial
prices, availability aand sustainab
bility acting as
barriers for changingg the strategiic focus in the
t
capital-iintensive foresst industry [5, 24, 21]. Furthher
obstaclees for strategic renewal towarrds sustainabiliity
are conservative orgaanisational cultture and limitted
financiaal resources [222].

Fig. 1 Carbbon cycle of transportation fu
uels / adopted
from [56, 67]
6 /.

MODELL
LING SUSTAIINABLE
DEVELOP
PMENT (SD)
Regulatory
y environmen
nt and megaforrces
It is essenttial to predict the cyclical shift to a new
contextual phenomenon
n, such as a European
bioeconom
my evolution,, and its sustainability
developmeent (SD) model [19]. Achievvement of full
sustainabiliity through SD
S should be cross-linked
with devellopments of new
n
technologgies and the
ability to mobilise
m
publicc interest in theeir application
[3, 10]. Ass it has always been in hum
man history, a
public com
mponent is always
a
necesssary to push
towards teechnological development
d
a
and
industrial
transformattion, which form
f
was capptured in the
representattion of Kondrratieff waves, as shown in
Fig. 2, [122, 19]. On the one hand, a trransition to a
bioeconom
my increases business
b
uncerrtainty in the
future, but on the other hand
h
it is the main
m
driver for
creation off shared valuee of the sociaally accepted
need for economical inv
vestment in tecchnology and
education necessary for sustainable productivity
growth [23].
p between thee nature and
Taking thee relationship
human speecies, assumin
ng them to be distinct in a
modern pro
otected societyy, as a parameter that should
differentiatte existing appproaches of SD,
S there are
two paths: (i) conservativ
ve or “weak” sustainability,
s
n
is considdered as a ‘resource’ and in
in which nature
which hum
mans are suppreme above other living
species on the planet, natural resourcess being goods
b continuously used. The on
nly thing that
that must be
matters inn a weakly sustainable
s
soociety is the
increase off stock and caapital [22], whhich leads to
maximisingg
monetary
y
compenssations
for
environmen
ntal degradatiion, and (ii) the second
approach, diametrically
y opposed, environmental
e
preservatioonist, or ‘stronng sustainabilitty’, in which
humans annd nature are seen in equiliibrium within
the ecosysstem that resppects the valu
ue of natural
resources and
a where bio
odiversity is essential.
e
The
proponentss of strong suustainability cllaim that any

Fig. 2 Schematic
S
pressentation of global megaforcces
that inflluence changess in society tow
wards sustainabble
bioecon
nomy / adoptedd from [19] /
For preddicting how suustainability wiill act as a futuure
megaforrce in the Euuropean bioecconomy, and its
leading role in the forrest industry, it
i is necessary to
b
in the
t
understaand the role of wood biomass
productiion of biomateerials and biofuels, which are
a
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2012) a value-added ooriented hierarchical utilisation
of biom
mass for matterials, chemiicals, fuels annd
energy production is prioritised only after the
t
on of a sufficieent healthy suppply of food annd
provisio
feed too meet the bbasic needs of
o society. The
T
cascadinng principle of sustain
nable biomaass
distributtion in the EU
U bioeconomy is depicted wiith
the “Biiomass value pyramid” (Fig
g. 3) [12]. Key
K
solutionns and strategicc actions towarrds a sustainabble
bioecon
nomy should innclude closed-lloop recycling of
all connsumer produccts and materrials, using the
t
circular economy conncept [13], thatt keeps produccts
and matterials within tthe biomateriaals pyramid [144].
Changess in living habbits are expectted to be in tuune
with thee circular econoomy; for exam
mple, recycling of
solid-woood products can
c be increaseed with increased
use of wood
w
and woood composites in building thhat
maintain
n strength oveer time, reducction of workinng
and livinng space, and change
c
in transsportation habiits,
includin
ng working from
m home etc. [110, 23].

being definned as zero totaal carbon emisssion products
[15, 26].
Model for the European
n perspective
The Europeean bioeconom
my strategy foccuses on: food
security, natural
n
resourcces, fossil fuell dependence
and climatee change. How
wever, when co
onsidering the
fourth aspect of a sustaainability moddel, which is
mbination withh the research
social deveelopment in com
and educattion policy, it has been obseerved that the
EU Framew
work Programm
me 7 (FP7) funnding scheme
strongly influences naational reseaarch budgets
through seetting in motioon the Europeean Research
Area [11, 13]. Howev
ver, EU policcy has been
f enabling acccess to paten
nt rights from
criticised for
European participating companies, arising from
research areas
a
aligned with biotechhnology [21].
Furthermorre, critics claim
m that the use of renewable
eco-efficien
nt terms synoonymously witth sustainable
gives the impression that
t
all renew
wable-sourced
technologiees bring lower air and water pollution and
reduced waste
w
[15]. Th
his conflation assumes that
forest biom
mass resourcess can somehow
w replace all
fossil fuel--derived chem
micals, whilst organic
o
waste
automaticaally becomes a new renewaable biomass
resource, which
w
is naturaally, assumed to be always
sustainablee [22].

A receent study dettailed differen
nt scenarios of
biomasss supply and demand
d
in Eurrope (EU27) annd
in the world
w
until 2050, compared to
o the situation in
2016, where
w
worldw
wide biomass supply
s
in 20550,
based on
o these scenaarios, would be
b between 122.4
and 25.2
2 billion tonnes of dry matterr, in which wood
supply would
w
grow frrom about 2 to
o about 8 billion
tonnes of
o dry matter, to meet demaands of industtry
and
[20,,
266].
food

As an exam
mple, the EU (2013b)
(
blueprrint for forestbased industries chaallenges emp
phasises the
significancce of stimulatinng transition inn the industry
mind-set with
w a radical investment in research and
innovation area, effectting increasedd production
a quality off biobased prod
ducts, with an
efficiency and
aim to grow and to be competitivee in different
markets [244, 26]. At the EU level, the Forest Sector
Technology
y Platform (2
2015) has reccognised new
biomateriall-based produccts as an imporrtant research
and develoopment area, with strong emphasis on
sustainabiliity at an overall and nation
nal level [25].
As the coountry with the
t
largest wood
w
biomass
resources in Europe, for
f
example, Finland has
r
for bioeconomy
establishedd its 2030 roadmap
developmeent towards a carbon-neutral society [2].
The Finniish approach towards biooeconomy is,
however, criticised
c
as beeing too muchh “business as
usual”, in which dominaant ideas and emphasis on
as
being
sustainabiliity
are
c
characterised
economically driven and conservative [21, 22].

Fig. 3 Schematic
S
illusstration of clossed loop conceept
of bioecconomy with cascading conncept within the
t
bio-masss values pyram
mid /adopted frrom [24] /
Demand
d for wood biomass for production of
biofuelss is especially high in Europeean countries, as
Europe’’s lack of oiil resources with
w
North Sea
S
reservess depleted annd the single dependency on
Norwayy within the Noordic cluster, annd on Russia annd
the Mid
ddle East outsiide the EU, haas resulted in an
emergin
ng internationaal trade in woo
od for bioenergy
(primariily cut trees) [224]. That demaand of wood has
h
been larrgely satisfied up to now wiith imports froom
the USA
A and Canada, countries that are rich in wood
resourcees and have theeir own interessts in developinng
wood biiofuels [16, 21] with increaseed investment by
b
Europeaan companies in the forest land outsiide
Europe (Asia, Souuth Americaa) with oftten

h
been set
Over the laast years, seveeral strategies have
forth for establishing
e
m
more
sustainablle production
patterns, and reductio
on of solid waste and
appropriatee use and reusee of natural resources using
the circullar economy strategy, e.gg. European
Commissioon, 2015 [5, 111]. This approaach, however,
requires higghly sophisticaated technologiies and a high
quality of biomass raw materials, exxcellent waste
collection and sorting logistics reggionally and
internationally. In addittion, for the bioeconomy
BMEL, 2014
4; European Commission,
strategy (B
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unsustainable planting methods that utilise
exclusively genetically modified (GM) crops [6].

a sustainable and unlimited resource of materials
that does not contribute to increased emissions of
greenhouse gases.

When considering a defined ‘sustainable’ approach,
only the ‘low’ biomass supply scenario can be
regarded as keeping biodiversity at a similar level as
today [16, 22]. Even though it is difficult to predict
trends in population growth and consumption habits
of a world in 2050, it is certain that it is impossible
to replace fossil fuels totally in a sustainable way,
and more likely other sources of renewable energy
must be developed [20].

From the discussion in this overview, clearly the
transition towards a bioeconomy is a complex
process, that should be the result of concerted and
simultaneous
development
of
economic,
technological and ecological awareness together
with evolution of cultural values on the global scale,
so that the EU can be a part of it, whilst maintaining
a unique aspect to its competitiveness. This must be
considered in the light of sustainability development
in countries that the EU imports from or invests into,
which directly influences the sustainability
development of the EU itself.

CELLULOSIC MATERIALS IN THE FUTURE
In the light of the questionable role for biofuels
discussed above, it is worth exploring the
opportunities for cellulosic nanomaterials, made
from renewable sources, as are likely to emerge in a
range of applications that contribute to material
sustainability. Advantages of low weight result in
low carbon emissions in products and transport
relative to other materials, whilst at the same time
they bring high material strength and stiffness
exceeding that of many metals. It has been
demonstrated that application of cellulosic
nanomaterials drastically increases concrete fracture
toughness at addition levels as small as 0.5 wt%,
decreasing the need for non-renewable materials use
[7, 17, 18].

The conclusion proposed here, is that a strategy
toward a balanced bioeconomy needs to take
account of the precepts of biocenology, which
inform of the pitfall of ignoring the lack of coupling
between human values and the environment
occupied by the humanity. This balance can only be
achieved by following the precepts of a circular
economy, and not by a naïve short-term adoption of
the assumption that biomass per se alone is
sustainable.
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mbine the physsical, digital annd
technoloogies that com
biologiccal worlds".
Industryy 4.0 aims to achieve a level
l
of "smaart
factory"" with cyber--physical systeems capable of
autonom
mously exchannging informaation, triggerinng
actions and controllingg each other inndependently [33].
This faact enables a significant improvement
in
i
processees related to reesearch and deevelopment (R &
D),
materials
utilization,
engineerinng,
manufaccturing, perforrmance and assset managemennt,
as well as supply chhain managem
ment and overall
product lifecycle. Intelligent materials annd
intelligeent products arre part of this industrial digittal
transform
mation.
The dig
gital revolutioon is radically
y changing the
t
tradition
nal processes of engineerin
ng. At presennt,
digital models, virtuual prototypess and a digittal
replica of physical asssets are expaanding more annd
more.
The beenefits of diggitization are mainly in the
t
possibilities to lean thhe organizatioon [4], includinng
simplified data managgement, greateer possibilities of
creatingg cheaper and more individuualized solutionns,
automattion of labouur-intensive prrocesses, or the
t
introducction of meeasures that simplify theese
processees [5]. The beenefits of I4.0 can be seen in
conventtional manufaccturing compannies as well as in
compan
nies operating inn the service sector.

Abstract.
The purposse of the paper is to presentt the meaning
and benefitts of the new Industry
I
4.0 (II4.0) projects.
The startinng point is literrary research, best practice
analysis an
nd interviews with operatioon managers.
Qualitativee research raan from 2017
7 to 2018 in
Faurecia, but results froom the experieence of other
organizatioon managers with impleemented I4.0
strategy weere also used, particularly in
i the area of
quality enggineering and management. At this stage
of research
h, it is about finding a suitabble conceptual
frameworkk for deciding on the implem
mentation of a
new projecct.
Keywords: Industry 4.0, new projeect, decision
making, rissk management, data manageement control
1.INTROD
DUCTION
Starting a new producction program requires an
d professionaal support of
individual approach and
nt (R&D), mannufacturing, as
research annd developmen
well as othher departmen
nts within the organization.
This is esspecially important when it comes to
Industry 4.0 projects.
ommonly referrred to as the
Industry 4.0 (I4.0) is co
ution [1] and iss representing
Fourth Inddustrial Revolu
mainly Cybber-physical sy
ystems, System
m integration,
Internet of
o Things (Io
oT), Simulatioon, Additive
manufacturring, Cloud computing,, Cognitive
computing,, Augmenteed reality, Big data,
Autonomou
us robot, Know
wledge automaation.
According to Professor Klaus
K
Schwab, author of The
Fourth Ind
dustrial Revollution [2] "in
n this fourth
revolution, we are facing
fa
a rannge of new

A majoority of I4.0 projects start as a result of
operatio
on managers trying to solvve problems or
improvee their daily woork on the shop
p floor [6].
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Note: "Industry 4.0" – blue; "Project 4.0" – red,
"Lean 4.0" – yellow; "Digital Management Control"
– green.
Various evidence of the implementation of Industry
4.0 in organizations are globally growing [8]:
a) the internet is used as a primary source of
information and the most important means of
communication.
b) Creating and using virtual representations of the
real world. Cybernetic systems that partly act
autonomously and can make their choices are
developing more and more.
Several authors [10] [12] [13] [14] investigated
organizations, their risks and logical procedures used
for projects related to new products and services.
They are seeking new business models for situations
where old methods of analysis, forecasting,
modelling, planning, and allocation does not work.
Generalization can be found in an approach that
defines acceptable loss and instead of looking for the
perfect solution also allows a pretty good solution
regarding win-win strategy [10] [15] and/or minmax method [16].
This approach allows different thinking and focuses
more on modelling and simulating the future than on
predicting it. This new logic assumes that every
manager will do the same when confronted with the
unknown because it is a very risky way to start new
projects. Of the many exciting practices, we have
chosen three, which can be summarized in simple
steps. According to Jill Jusko paper published in
Industry Week [10], it is essential to recognize early
that the goal of new product development projects is
to eliminate the difference in knowledge between
when to start a new product project and when to
implement it. According to Oosterwal [17], "the
whole objective is to create reusable knowledge
better, faster, more efficiently and the way to be able
to get products developed faster", and the procedure
according to [10] can be summarized in three steps:

2.METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH
PROBLEM
We know how new projects happen in a predictable
world [7].
In a predictable environment, a team is established,
the market is analyzed, a forecast is created, and a
business plan is written. Resources are then
collected, and the plan will be launched.
Increasing the unpredictability of the environment
also increases the risk of decision-making.
Therefore, the research question is how to start new
projects in a less predictable environment, among
which I4.0 certainly belongs. The problem is to find
the best way or at least a good way to achieve it in
an age in which dissemination of data and opinions
does not allow for a decisive analysis. Remote
events have an immediate, unexpected impact and
economic uncertainty cause companies to be
reluctant to make big decisions in such a risky
environment.
It is also difficult to find a well-established
theoretical framework in this area.
Our qualitative research was conducted through a
literary survey and published short examples of best
practice from scholarly sources and interviews with
project managers in organizations with I4.0 strategy.
The research problem is the new project launching
in I4.0 in organizations that already have an
implemented I4.0 strategy.
3.LITERATURE REVIEW
The topic I4.0 is relatively extensively described in
the literature and is currently also discussed at
conferences, discussion forums. This topic is also
addressed by separate reports and organization
studies, for example [8] [9] [10].
In the Emerald Insight database, the I4.0 theme
appears from 2014 until now (19-7-2018), while the
number of published articles and case studies by
topic and keywords "Industry 4.0" is 2,724. Other
related terms: "Project 4.0", "Lean 4.0", "Digital
Management Control" that we searched for in this
database are only rarely found. Figure 1 shows the
frequency of searches for listed terms in the world
over the last 12 months using google trends.

(1) Agile Development (2) Knowledge-based
Development  (3) Spiral Development
The study [8] refer to six steps which are required
for success in Industry 4.0:
(1) Map out Industry 4.0 organization strategy 
(2) Create initial pilot projects  (3) Define the
capabilities you need  (4) Become a virtuoso in
data analytics  (5) Transform into a digital

Figure 1 The frequency of search terms in 12 months
[11]

enterprise  (6) Actively plan an ecosystem
approach.
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One of the theoretical frameworks is also a project
approach based on the I4.0 strategy of Faurecia [18]:
(P1) Prerequisite anticipation  (P2) Scoping 
(P3) Connectivity - Master data  (P4) DMC
implementation  (P5) – Support  (P6) – Full
plant roll-out

CAR approval for Mii server and
procurement
P2: Scoping
 Kick-off and site visit
 Fit Gap analysis
 Project scoping (SOW, blueprint)
P3: Connectivity & Master Data preparation
 Data preparation for Mii test
 Machine connectivity: cabling, PLC
modification
 Key user training
 Translation if needed
 Master data adaptation (routings, booking
point)
P4: DMC project implementation
 Material reception (devices, cabling…)
 Mii NG installation, configuration and
basic test
 Non-Regression test of the solution
 End users training
 Knowledge transfer (cutover plan)
P5: Support
Post Go Live support
P6: Full plant rollout

4.BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLE
Since 2015, Faurecia has been involved in the
strategic transformation of its operations into
Industry 4.0 or Internet of things. The emergence of
new solutions such as robots for cooperation called
"cobots", automated handling devices or "automated
guided vehicles" (AGV) led in 2009 to a
breakthrough in automation of assembly and
handling in many plants. Implementation of Radio
Frequency IDentification (RFID) barcodes or QR
codes allows to track components and finished parts
in production areas from goods receipt to product
pick-up and transportation. An example of best
practice in launching a new project in I4.0 is the
Faurecia story based on [18] [19] [20] and
interviews with operation managers.
The digital transformation of Faurecia takes place
since 2015 in the following phases:
2015: Explore & Design  Experiment and Learn
 Prepare Rapid Scale-Up.
The result was 200 digital use cases and 40 proofs
of concept.
2016: Core solution design and pilots. Design of the
digital core solutions on the scope of selected
initiatives  implementation of the solutions on
pilot sites to adjust and validate the design before
mass industrialization.
The result was the first digital solutions catalogue
for operations such as Predictive maintenance,
Digital Management Control, Collaborative robots,
Product Life Cycle solution, digital learning
platform.
2017:
Deployment
industrialization.
Industrialization based on the large-scale
deployment of the solutions available in the
catalogue  Design of new digital solutions to
enrich the catalogue. The result: Massive
deployment of the digital solutions from the
catalogue all over the world.

4.2 Deployment Industrialization: Attribute data
entry system
Automation of specific logistics tasks and adapting
process parameters by feedback information from
each produced component or product was the
internal strategic goal of Košice plant in 2015.
In 2016, after the initiative of operational managers
and proposing a pilot project, future users of the new
attribute data entry system (ADES) defined their
requirements for its features and functions. The
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) application, in
collaboration with the University and system vendor,
has been designed and implemented by the ADES
system for permanent operation of the plant.
Digital dashboards enable real-time sharing of
information from pre-operational, operational and
after-operational inspection and provide the
opportunity for the immediate response of operating
teams and in case of disagreement, drift or
production line break can be immediately reacted.
After training and through permanent use of the
system by personnel, after a year of use the number
of nonconformities fell from 680 a month to 136.
The implementation of digital management tools,
along with "big data" to control manufacturing
processes opens new prospects for optimizing the

4.1 Digital Management Control (DMC)
A step forward shop floor digitalization and Lean
4.0 is a procedure of Macro planning projects:
P1: Pre-requisites and anticipation
 Team mobilization and planning
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operating conditions of production lines and
increasingly making better use of industrial assets.
Currently, within the stages of Deployment
Industrialization, several plants have implemented
this system.
At present, Faurecia focuses on seamless data
generation and communication, including data on
the quality of manufacturing and production
processes to increase efficiency and productivity
while increasing visibility and control of production
processes through global cloud solutions. To that
end, Faurecia chose IBM [21], which has built a
global cloud-based solution to collect, manage, and
analyze data from every manufacturing facility in
the entire company. Using cloud capabilities and
analytics, poor quality can be significantly reduced,
and the efficiency and performance increased [22].

Figure 3 A general view of the ADES operator
application
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4. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Further research will jointly explore the logical
procedures that are used by various organizations
with implemented strategy I4.0 at new project
launches.
The conceptual framework for further research is
illustrated in Figure 2.
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T aim of thiss paper is to prrovide insight
Abstract. The
into quan
ntitative analysis of articles about
augmentedd reality (AR), with the purppose to give a
clearer vieew for future study
s
to young
g researchers.
In additionn, potential off AR is perceeived from a
young reseearcher’s poinnt of view with the same
purpose. The
T authors conducted a coomprehensive
analysis off number of articles
a
dealing
g with AR on
Google Sch
holar in the laast 30 years. A comparison
with numbber of articles mentioning virtual
v
reality
and mixedd reality is connducted, too. Furthermore,
the authorss carried out analyses abou
ut the number
of articless dealing withh roles of AR in human
activities, and
a with AR peer industrial ca
ategories. The
research gives reasonablle ground to exxpect that AR
is a long-tterm technicall route which will continue
developing
g in the nextt years. Accoordingly, the
authors proovide a concisee report with suggestions
s
to
young reseearchers.
Key wordss: Augmentedd reality, Artiicle analysis,
Google Scholar,
S
Quanntitative anallysis, Young
researcher’s view

view. Itt is important for young reseearchers becauuse
of the fo
ollowing reasonns:
 Leading companiess, governments, and institutioons
have been investinng large resouurces in AR, so
ment of younng
there is a need for engagem
profeessionals in thiss innovative fieeld.
 It is necessary thatt a young researcher form its
own opinion basedd on relevant information annd
get accquainted withh this area moree thoroughly.
 AR has
h many diffeerent roles in human
h
activitiies
and it is relatedd with almost all industtry
categgories. All theem have beenn changing ovver
time, so it is becom
ming increasinggly significant to
keep track with thhe ongoing fasst-paced changges
and adapt
a
the researrch activities.
 A profound repoort of researcch activities is
ntial for directiing young reseearchers in term
ms
essen
of naarrowing their aarea of interest.
THODOLOGY
Y
2. MET
The auuthors specifieed an approprriate method to
properly
y conduct a quaantitative analy
ysis of articles in
a rapidly
y changing fieeld such is AR, having in minnd
that thhe method sshould be deefined from a
perspecttive of a youngg researcher.
A prelim
minary pilot reesearch using similar
s
methodd is
done on
n the CIRP Annnals 2008-20118 [2], mostly to
test and
d define searchh keywords, to
t recognize A
AR
roles in
n human activities, to chooose the propper
classificcation of inndustry categgories, and to
compreh
hend the researrch process.

DUCTION
1. INTROD
Augmented
d reality (AR
R), a new revolutionary
technologyy that overlay
ys digital information over
real physiical environm
ment in real-ttime through
camera-enaabled devices [1, 6], brings rapid
r
changes
in various industries and human activitties. Recently,
AR becam
me significant widespread
w
tecchnology, and
it is increassingly used in various
v
industrries.
The authorrs of the paper realized a needd to introduce
a deep quaantitative insig
ght of studies about AR to
young reseearchers, so th
hey put themselves into a
young researcher’s rolee to have thee appropriate

2.1. Sou
urce of data
Several sources of daata are considdered (Microsooft
Academ
mic, CiteSeerX
X, Oxford Academic,
A
etcc).
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Google Scholar is chosen for the following reasons:
it is a multidisciplinary search engine of scholarly
sources that are available at the web; it offers a free
access to advanced searching capabilities; it has a
very large amount of data [5]; it is regularly updated
and keeps pace with recent advance in all research
fields; it covers the period of interests for this
research; and it is maintained by a respected
institution.
Apart from many advantages, Google Scholar has
some limitations. One of them is that the articles
must be present at the web and available to Google
search engine to be found. The authors believe that
restriction is not relevant for this research since most
of scientific articles about relatively new technology
like AR are present and available at the web. Some
other limitations are avoided by not using Google
Scholar’s problematic aspects: citations are not used
in this paper; Matthew and Google Scholar effects
are avoided in the similar way.

The options to search patents and citations are not
used, so that some important Google Scholar
limitations are avoided.
Search about the roles of AR is done by the next
general template: “main phrase” AND “main term
for the role” OR “first additional term” OR “second
additional term” (for example: "augmented reality"
AND "design" OR "development" is used to find
articles dealing with AR role in design and
development). Similar template is used to search for
articles dealing with AR in industry categories (for
example: "augmented reality" AND "agriculture"
OR "forestry" OR "fishing"; the retrieved number of
articles is put under the use of AR in the industry
category “Agriculture, forestry and fishing”,
according to ISIC [4]).
2.4. Key historical events
The key events in the history during the last 30 years
that had impact to AR are used to explain trends and
changes that are found.
The data are further processed to found statistical
trends, shares in totals, relations, type of
determinations, and to present them in charts.

2.2. Data collection
The period of interest for this research spreads over
the last 30 years. It is defined by appearance of AR
technology and the period when the scholarly
articles have been produced.
The data are collected using the advanced search by
keywords that are previously defined in the pilot
research, so that they cover the searched feature
unequivocally.
The keywords are defined for three general features
of AR articles’ appearance: 1) number of articles
that appear on Google Scholar for each year in total,
for AR and for related technologies – virtual reality
(VR) and mixed reality (MR); 2) number of articles
dealing with AR per roles in human activities, based
on HBRS [3] and personal insight of the authors; 3)
number of articles dealing with AR per industry
categories, based on ISIC [4].

3. RESULTS
3.1. Relationship among AR, VR, and MR
The number of the articles dealing with AR, VR, and
MR, and their trends are presented in Figure 1.

2.3. Searching criteria
Advanced search is used with exact phrases that
occur anywhere in the article, for each year during
the last 30 years (from 1989 to 2018).
The main searching phrases are “augmented reality”,
“virtual reality”, and “mixed reality”. Only articles
strictly dealing with AR, VR or MR are considered
(for example, only “augmented reality” is included,
but other “augmented XYZ” are excluded, like
“augmented environment”, etc).
The search focus is AR, while VR and MR are used
for the comparison with AR for their trends.

Figure 1. Number of articles dealing with AR, VR, and MR

Although the number of articles dealing with AR
during the last 30 years (excluding 2018 because it
still does not have the complete data) is less than for
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the sam
me researches ffocus their studdy either on A
AR
or VR depending on technology development
d
annd
the availability of technology. However, thhis
researchh cannot make claims on thaat, and it remaiins
for a futture research.
MR hass small share all the time, because it is an
umbrella term coverinng only some parts
p
of both AR
A
and VR
R, so it is not cclearly definedd. Therefore, it is
much leess used in the literature.
l
The histtorical events that
t
explain thhe presented daata
changess are presented in Table 1.

VR, it is apparent thatt the AR currve increases
exponentiaally, while the VR curve slow
ws down after
the burstinng increase in
i the early nineties and
decreases during
d
last few
w years. The MR
M curve tells
about much
h smaller num
mber of articless dealing with
MR, and its increase is faairly constant. All
A the curves
have a highh coefficient off determinationn R2, showing
a very goodd fit of the linee to the data.
The relatioonship in respeect the share of
o number of
each type of
o articles in thhe sum of all AR, VR, and
MR articles is shown in Figure
F
2.

Table 1. Key events exxplaining the trends in Figure 2.
Year
19891995
19951999
19992001
20012002
20022008

20082017

2018-

Figure 2. Share in the sum
m of AR, VR, andd MR articles

This chartt shows high values of cooefficients of
determinatiion R2 for all trendlines,
t
too.. It is obvious
that AR annd VR have the
t opposite trrends, almost
mirror-likee, during the laast 30 years. It suggests that

Events
The raise of VR in the early ’90 can be explained by
technology advannce that enabled brroader use of VR.
The beginning of the fall of VR can be explained by
able
technology advannce enabling usagee of much affordab
AR technology.
One of the most important events for AR developm
ment
of ARToolKit annd release of an oppen-source versionn of
it.
Simultaneous Loocalisation and Maapping (SLAM) was
w
proven to be succcessful even by usiing a single camerra.
Several theoreticcal and technical advances:
a
US Naaval
Research Laborratory research program
p
Battlefield
Augmented Reallity System (BAR
RS), NASA X-38 fly
using LandForm software video ov
verlay, etc.
The exponential increase in the number of articcles
dealing with AR during last 10 years can be explainned
T most prominen
nt events are: releaase
in similar way. The
of Google Glaasses in 2013, announcement and
a
appearance of M
Microsoft HoloLens in 2015 and 2016,
release of Pokém
mon Go mobile game for iOS and
a
Android devices, release of Apple iOS
i
11 in 2017.
The similar trendds continue in 2018
8, and it seems thaat it
will be in the nnext years, becauuse many importtant
innovations and releases
r
are happeened and announced:
Apple iPhone 8, iOS 12, ARKit 2, Google ARCoore,
etc.

3.2. Rolle of AR in artticles
The num
mbers of articlees dealing withh AR per roles in
human activities
a
are shhown in Figuree 3.

F
Figure
3. Numbeer of articles deaaling with AR peer roles of AR byy years
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The sum of
o numbers off articles per roles can be
larger thann the total num
mber of articless dealing with
AR in a yeear, because AR
A appears in multiple
m
roles
in human activities.
a
It is apparent
a
that all
a roles of AR
show increease all the tim
me, and some of them, like
design and developmennt, increase exponentially
(R2=0.98966). During the last decadee, number of
articles deealing with almost
a
all AR
R roles have
exponentiaal increase.
The currennt year, 2018, is excluded frrom the chart
shown in Figure
F
3, becau
use it still doess not have the
complete data.
d
Therefore, the numbers of
o articles per
roles of AR in 2018
8 to date (001.01.2018 d separately in Figure 4.
15.08.20188) are presented

In 2018, the articles deealing with AR
R and design annd
develop
pment are the most numerous, followed by
b
the artiicles dealing with AR and
d education annd
learning
g, and AR and training
t
and prractice.
3.3. Num
mber of AR articles per ind
dustry categorry
The cuurves presenting the numbbers of articlles
dealing with AR per iindustry categoory are shown in
Figure 5.
5
The classsification of thhe industry cattegories is based
on ISIC
C [4]. The mostt prominent aree articles dealinng
with AR
A
and Inforrmation and communication
industry
y, having the largest numbeer from 1995 to
date. The
T
articles with AR an
nd Professionaal,
scientifiic and technicaal activities inndustry were the
t
leading one from 19989 to 1994, and in the laast
decade such articles aare at the second or the thiird
place, toogether with he articles dealiing with AR annd
Education industry.
w
to mentiion that the high
h
number of
It is worth
articles dealing with A
AR and Professsional, scientiffic
and techhnical activitiees industry is not
n surprising at
all, know
wing that this industry
i
categoory comprises of
sub-cateegories that incude proofessionals liike
architeccts, engineerss, technicianns, researchers,
develop
pers, managers and similar, who
w are proven to
use AR
R and other addvanced techn
nologies in theeir
activitiees.

Figure 4. Roles of AR from
m the beginning 2018 to date
(01.01.2018
8 - 15.08.2018)

d
with AR per
p industry cateegory
Figure 5. Number of articles dealing

early, veery intensive development
d
ph
hase. That period
extended from 1989 to approximattely 2003. Froom
2004 to date, the sharee of numbers of articles dealinng
with AR
R per all inddustry categorries seem to be
mostly stabilised.
s

o number of articles
a
dealingg with AR per
The share of
industry category
c
by year,
y
based on
o the same
classificatio
on, is presentedd in Figure 6.
The most significant
s
chaanges are visibble in the first
years durinng the observeed period, wheen AR was in
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Fig
gure 6. Share off number of articlles dealing with AR per industryy category

4. CONCL
LUSION
The resultss of this researcch give a reasonable basis to
suggest thee future study dealing
d
with AR
R.
The quantiitative analysiss the authors conducted and
presented in this paper, shows that AR
A has been
found a ro
ole in almostt all human activities
a
and
industry caategories.
The trendliines presented in this paper have
h
very high
coefficient of determinatiion, strongly su
uggesting that
in the upcooming years AR
A will continuue to be even
more preseent in scientificc articles.
Looking from
f
the poiint of view of a young
researcher, the results presented in thiss paper are of
paramount importance particularly to young
m
the increeasing trends
researcherss, having in mind
that signal similar or eveen greater rise of AR in the
next years.
Judging byy the number of articles inn the last 30
years, AR becomes
b
increasingly presennted subject of
research. AR
A shows grrowing share compared to
related techhnologies, VR,, and MR.
Therefore, the authors pooint to the mosst represented
human acttivities and inddustry categorries regarding
AR and suuggest to youngg researchers thhat this is the
right moment to join andd profile them
mselves in this
growing arrea.
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